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PREFACE.

For researches into the state of medicine among tli

Ancient Hindus, we have several sources of information 1

scrutinise. The remarks of Dr. Payne regarding the sources (

information of Anglo-Saxon Medicine may apply here wit

still greater force.j

• First is i the evidence of contemporary literature ahout th

craft of physicians and surgeons, since we are sure that thei

has always been a class of medicine men of one kind or anothe:

Thus we find in the Rgveda, the use of artificial limb as

substitute for a limb accidentalylost^. From the Mahabharate

1 Payne's English Medicine in the Anglo-Saxon Times, P. 7.

^ f^ w^^ "smwrm II

Rgveda—15th Rk., 1st Mandala, 116 Sukt

mi ^JT^jTiuTi ct^ci^T? '^fMT'—'^rioft, mi^, ^rn^ gOf%fWf—€^^

^, '^f? ft'—i,^ fe'nj^ft 'If I % '^sRisft
!
^t ^mm^ ^w

ftsprara '^fT5f€f'i—^f*i^»T, 'oTfit'—arrt^f^cf m^p, 'uari^TW'-

Bayana's oommentarj
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we learn that when Pariksit, the king of the Kurus, became

certain of his approaching death by snake-bite, due to a

curse uttered by a sage, he tried to protect himself

by the constant attendance of a number of physicians,

who were well supplied with antidotes.^ Again it is stated

that when the great warrior Bhisma was wounded in war,

the skillful arrny surgeons came to him with the necessary

medical and surgical appliances to treat his wounds.^ From

the Mohavagga, we learn that Jivaka, the personal physician

of Buddha, practised cranial surgery with success.® In

the Malavikagnimitra, we find the use of charms—a signet

K'^^ f^ era fvi^rsr^w^nfsr '^
i

Mahabharata, Adi Parva, Ch. 42.

^^ "erof frfttrrsn; ar^^ieqjict^st ^ i

Mahabharata, Bhisma Parva, Ch. 121

Vs. 5745—5750. (A.S.B. Ed.)

» Mohavagga, VIIl. 1.18.
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ring as a healing talisman for the cure of snake-bite;^

and also we find there a reference to a class of. physicians

.who specialised themselves in Toxicology (Visa-Vaidya),^ and

were held in high esteem for their professional skill by the

public* From the Bhojaprabandha, the administration of some

kind of anaesthetic by inhalation before surgical operations

can be ascertained. Similarly from the books of Law, we

know the relations of the profession to society in general.

In the Manusamhita, we have unmistakable testimony- of the

decline of Hindu surgery as the author prohibits the eating of

cooked rice from the hands of a surgeon.*

Malavikagnimitra, Ch. I.

jar ^^^iftt I errPc i—t? g^g^'^t*^ ^^tf^^nsut i m^j *I¥ ?«§ tr^^ i

Ibid, Ch. IV.

"
'jft: I—tft ?s!^ ?rft^ ^rct^Kiti*n-Bi<!!Tj^ I tjcrrfn ?«+)ni<«i-

*it5^t: irfct'?Ti»j; II ( ^srfn f^^i^^r ^'^ i

)

^jsn I—snit^
!

g^t%ff : ^wr^smr^j. n

Ibid, Ch. IV.

8 % I—TO^j^^^ fW?i ^^^ftrffniT fii^<jRi<{) I *nt

^W^ftisf TR 11

Ibid, Ch. IV.

RqiilT "^ ^irft nwi: ^i^raaf^t: ii

Manusamhita, Ch. Ill, 152.

'3^ «jJc)*lW '^ TSlNt'fWf^^^m II

Ibid, Ch. ly, 212,
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Secondly, monuments or inscriptions scattered about

the country have to be searched, as references found therein to

the science of medicine, are more trustworthy than documents

which may have been more or less tampered with by interpola-

tions of subsequent writers. Thus we learn from

the Edicts of Asoka, that hospitals were established by him

in different parts of his kingdom, not only for the treatment

of suffering humanity but also for the brute creation i.

Thirdly, personages and scenes in connection with medical

practice, and figures of herbs may have been represented in wouks

of art which must be thoroughly examined. But unfortunately

we do not possess any such work of art and so we can learn

nothing to our purpose from this source. In the interpretation

of the subject of the Friezes of the Rani Naur and Ganesha's

Cave, Dr. E. L. Mitra says,
—"The shampooing in the Ganesa

Cave may be for a parent, but the close seat with the right

hand round the neck of the male personage in the other,

would be highly unbecoming in an unmarried female. But

if the stooping figure be taken to be that of a wounded man>, a

wounded priest for instance, the lady may be a maiden nursing

him without any offence to propriety. It is true that the

appearance of the figure on the mattress does not indicate

suffering from a wound, but in the Rani Naur firieze, the

stooping head affords some indication of it."^

Manusamhita, Ch. IV, 220.

^ Book Insoriptions, Edict 11.

* TUe.Antiquities of Orissa, Vol. II, p. 11.
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Fourthly, the various kinds of surgical instruments preserved

in museums are to be examined and the reports of finds of sur-

gical appliances in various localities are to be studied. We know

what a flood of light has been thrown on ancient Greek

surgery by the steady progress of archaeological discovery

and finds of instruments at Pompeii, Herculaneum and else-

where, and by the study of the specimens preserved in the

Naples museum, the Athens museum and other museums of

Europe. But as far as I have been able to trace, our

museums contain no finds supplying us with any information

on the subject.

Fifthly, the literature of medicine itself should be

thoroughly inquired into and excerpts elucidative of our

subject should be compared with one another. "The

detailed descriptions of the very numerous Hindu instruments

, not being very minute or precise, Professor Wilson saysj

we can only conjecture what they may have been, firom a

consideration of the purport of their names, and the objects

fo which they were applied, in connection with the imperfect

description given." ^ We are fortunate, however, in possessing

a copious medical literature of great merit from very early

times. We shall describe the important books in the introductory

chapter, with short notices of their authors.

Sixthly, the comparative study of the science at the.same

period in other countries also furnishes us with valuable materials

as regards the state of medicine in a country. It is well known

that Sanskrit works are often written in a very terse language

^ Eoyle's Antiquity of Hindu Medicine, foot-note, p. 59-60.
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and it might be said with greater truth about the works of

early Sanskrit authors, the comment of a learned critic about

the style of Thucydides, the famous historian,
—"the most obvious

and characteristic of his peculiarities is an endeavour to express

as much matter as possible in as few words as possible, to

combine many thoughts into one, and always to leave the reader

to supply something of his own. Hence his conciseness often

becomes obscure." I could not form any idea as to the

shape of some of the surgical instruments from the descriptions

igiven in the text books, and the commentators are often silent

on those passages. But when I read the accounts of similar

instruments in Greek and Roman literature, my difficul-

ties at once cleared up. We know with what brilliant results

comparative mythology and comparative philology have

been studied of late years, and I am sure that a comparative

study of medical science by scholars will lead to interest-

ing discoveries. So I have added descriptions of the instru-

'

ments according to the Greeks, Romans and Arabs at the end

of the descriptions given in Sanskrit books : the former serving

as commentaries on the latter.

Seventhly, in the accounts of historians, travellers and

pilgrims from foreign countries, may be found notices of

medical science, as they saw it practised during their sojourn

in a country, and such impressions, if properly collated, may

bear impartial testimony to the progress of the science at the

time. Again, we must enquire if the original treatises of

medicine can be proved to have been translated into different

languages and whether the remedial agents of a country can

be traced in the Pharmacopoeias of different nations. Thus we
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learn from the accounts of Houen Tsang and Fa Hian that

charitable institutions such as hospitals, dispensaries and

Piinyasalas (Houses of Charity) were quite common in ancient

India. "^ Arrian informs us in his Indiea that the study of,

medicine among the Brahmans was in great favour.^ We,

know that the standard works on medicine were translated in

Arabic in the 8th Century B. C,® and that various medicinal

herbs of Indian origin found their way into the Greek Materia

Medica.^

Jpighthly, , we must enquire whether the medical

practice of ancient times is still resorted to by the

physicians of the present days. The Hindu system of

medicine is still being practised all over India, more or less

in its original form, and so can still be studied at first hand.

But for our present purpose, we derive little or no help from the

Vaids of the present generation. They know practically

nothing about anatomy and surgery which began to decline

during the Buddhist era, and finally all vestiges of the science

bec?,me lost during the Mahomedan rule. I have spared no

pains to exhaust these sources of information so far as surgical

instruments are concerned. Whether or not I have been

fortunate enough to give just the necessary details of instru-

ments from the best accessible authorities without at the same

time loading my pages with superflous matter, must be left to

the judgment of my readers to determine.

1 Beal's Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol. I., P. 165, 198 and

214 ; Vol. II., p. 188 and 303.

' Arrian's Indiea o. 27.

» Alberunl's India, Saohau's Preface, p. XXX—XXXI.
* Royle's Antiquity of Hindu Medicine, p. 77-113.
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Now it may be asked why the Science and Art of Surgery,

which was successfully practised in Ancient India, is so

much neglected by the present generation of Vaids. So let us

consider the causes that led to the downfall of Hindu

Surgery

:

1. The Hindus from a very early period have given up the

dissection of human bodies—the only trustworthy method of

acquiring anatomical knowledge—merely because it may

occasion ceremonial uncleanliness. The Ancient Hindus were,

however, free from such prejudices. Manu la/s down tliat

mere bathing will purify a Brahman who has touched a corpse,^

whilst stroking a cow or looking at the Sun, having only

sprinkled his mouth with water will remove the defilement due

to touching a dead bone.^ But even in the Manusamhita, we

can trace the decline of Hindu surgery, and his law forbidding

any one from eating food from the hands of a doctof

evidently refers to a surgeon,®

2. The interference of the priests in India^ as in Europe

played an important part. They began to cure diseases by

spells, charms, texts and drugs ; and temples have served

as consulting rooms for the treatment as much of the diseases

:
t

The Institutes of Manu, Ch. V, 85.

Ibid, Ch. V, 87.

» Ibid, Ch. Ill, 152 ; Ch. IV, vs. 212 and 220.
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bt the body as of the soul. The example of such a temple

we still find in Tarakesvar where many sick people

repair to have their maladies cured by dreams, hypnotic

suggestions and incubation or temple-sleep. Similar practice

was prevalent in Egypt and Greece in olden times. The

modem practice of using galvanic rings and abdominal belts

is merely an advanced method of indulging in superstitious

ideas.

3. The patients always dreaded the surgeon's knife—especi-

alLy when tl^ use of a general anaesthetic was unknown. At

the same time, the comparative success of poultices, actual

and potential cauteries, and other external applications have

influenced the lay mind that operations by knife are not

always needed.^ The Hindu surgeons themselves believed

in similar tenets, for Susruta, the surgeon, remarks that "of all

cutting instruments and their substitutes, caustics ( or vege»

table alkalies) are the most important, because by means of

them, deep and superficial incisions and scarifilcations may be

Made, and derangements of the three humours (air, bile and

phlegm ) may be rectified" ; and again he says that "with

f¥ cf^ as^^sf Jt^TTfT iftriwtr^f^TT 11

^^f siTOf? ^^ wrsi ^^ ftrcrffT 1

'siTflt 1^ ?(f«t^ nm^ T^m II

g^: ^hOT^ cT^ '^id'ii+t^ f^ Ksimt I

K^rasf m^ 3t^K5^T^^^ ^ II

Mahanilatantra, Patola X, vs. 72-74
'

• • 2
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regard to surgical treatment, actual cautery is said to be

superior to caustics, in as much as diseases treated with the

actual cautery do not reappear, and because it can cure

diseased which are incurable by medicines, instruments and

caustics."^ Thus we see that the Hindus were partial to

external applications as a cure of surgical diseases, and

gradually they neglected the surgical operations—one of

the most important means of acquiring knowledge in

Morbid Anatomy and of testing the correctness of diagonosis,

in the absence of the post mortem examinations of the

cadavers. Thus not only surgery but medicine also suffered

materially.

4. The Hindus always cherish a high regard for the writ-

ings of their sages, and the earliest works on medicine became

the standard works and were held sacred. Any violation of

their opinions was considered a sacrilege ; and all knowledge

thus soon became stereotyped. In later times, none dared to

question the validity of the statements contained therein, and

though about three thousand years have elapsed, and though

the votaries of the science are still honoured and wellpaid, the

science instead of improving has markedly deteriorated. In

fact, only two authors—Oaraka and Susruta—are original; the

later authorities—and there is a vast number of them—were

merely their servile copyists who only differed from them when

they indulged in some grave errors. We have a parallel

in the history of medical science in Europe, where Galen

^ ^KKfinl^T^ %!Tg sJimra^TOrKf <l^iHi*<u^l'tigq<>t imsitii<<-

Susruta, Suthrasthanam, Ch. XII.
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held" his sway over the profession for about two thousand

years.

5. One of the potent causes of progressive deca(Jence in

the knowledge and practice of surgery amongst the Hindus is

the rapid spread of Buddhism in India. Though Buddha

sanctioned the use of the lancet in some cases, in cases of a

doubtful nature he prohibited the use of instruments in the

treatment of even surgical diseases. For example, he allowed

the surgical treatment of boils by knife,^ but he prohibited not

oniy the use of the lancet for treatment of fistula-in-ano but

the use of clysters also.^ As it would be interesting to know

the reasons of this prohibition, I quote the story in full from

the Mohavagga ( Sacred Books of the East ) :^

1. Now when the Blessed One had remained at SS,vatthi

as long as he thought fit, he went forth on his journey to

TtAgebgaha, ; and wandering straight on he arrived at R%agaha;

and there at R&gragaha he stayed at the Vekivana in the

Kalandaka-nivS.pa.

Now at that time a certain Bhikkhu was suffering from

fistula. And the physician (named) Akeisa-gotta lanced it.

And the Blessed One when he was going round through the

sleeping-places came to the place where that Bhikkhu dwelt,

2. Ak^sa-gotta, the physician, saw the Blessed One coming

from afar ; and when he saw him he said to the Blessed One :
' Let

the venerable Gotama come and look at this Bhikkhu's orifice

1 Mohavagga, VI. 14. 4 & 5.

= Ibid, VI. 22. 3.

» Ibid, Vi. 22.
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it is like the mouth of an iguana
!

' And the Blessed One

thinking, 'This foolish fellow is making fun of me,' kept

silence and turned away. And in that connection, and on

account of that, he called a meeting of the Bhikkhu-samgha, and

asked the Bhikkhus :

' Is there, O Bhikkhus, in that Vihara a

Bhikkhu who is sick ?

'

• There is, Lord/

' What is the matter, Bhikkhus, with that Bhikkhu ?

'

' That venerable one. Lord, has a fistula, and Ak^sa-gojbta

the physician, has been lancing it.'

3. The Blessed Buddha rebuked (that Bhikkhu), saying,

'This is improper, Bhikkhus, for that foolish one, un-

becoming, indecent, unworthy of Samamas, not allowable and

ought not to be done. How can this foolish fellow, Bhikkhus,

allow a surgical operation to be performed in that part of hia

body ? The skin there, Bhikkhus, is tender, the wou;id is

difiScult to treat, the knife is difficult to guide. This will not

redound, Bhikkhus, to the conversion of the unconverted.'
*

And having rebuked him, the Blessed One, after delivering

a religious discourse, said to the Bhikkhus :
' You are not,

Bhikkhus, to allow a surgical operation to be performed upon

you in that part of your bodies. Whosoever allows that, is

guilty of thullaA;A;aya offence.'''

4. Now at that time K/iabbaggiya Bhikkhus, since a

surgical opperation had been forbidden by the Blessed One

used a clyster.

They told this thing to the Blessed One.
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' Is it true, as they say, Bhikkhus, that the KAabbaggiya

Bhikkhus use a clyster ?'

' It is true, my Lord.'

He rebuked them, and having delivered a religious dis-

course, said to the Bhikkhus :
' No surgical opperation is to

be performed within a distance of two inches round the anus,

and a clyster is not to be used. Whoever does so, is guilty of a

thullafcAiaya offence.'

. And thu^ we find that Jivaka, the famous surgeon, is said to

have cured a case of fistula-in-ano by the single application

of an ointment.^ The operation fell into such disuse that

when Sankaracharyya suffered from the same disease, no surgical

aid was thought necessary by the physicians, though it is said

that he was treated by renowned doctors of the time.^

• From Megasthenes, we learn that "among the Sarmans

the Hylobioi (living in woods) were held in mosl^ honour, and

next to them the physicians, who are mendicants and also

ascetics, like the class above them and the class below themi,

' "And Glvaka KomarabhaMa healed the fistula of the Magadha King

Seniya BimbisSra by one anointing.

"

Mohavagga (Saored Books of the East), VIIL 1. 15.

********
r«(Jif<{ci Jjfii^Ri f«^^?:r f^^f'ii? ^fTO^fifti^n; i

Saflkafavejoya, Ch. XVI.
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which consisted of sorcerers and fortune-tellers;"^ and

Strabo* mentions that these physicians "cured diseases by

diet rather than by medicinal remedies, which were chiefly

unguents and cataplasms."*

6. No science can flourish without the support of the

government of the day. The Hindus became a subject race;

and any departure from the traditional store of knowledge

in the shape of improvement in the quality and additions to

its quantity was neither tolerated by the people, who are

proverbially conservative, nor countenanced by the royal court,

for the conquerors brought with them and patronised their

own hakeems and doctors. Neither the Mahomedans .nor

the English have taken any real interest in the Indian Medical

Science from preconcieved notions that it contains nothing

worthy of their perusal. The Kavirajes again are so conserva-

tive in their opinions that they can not boldly advocate

even the use of such drugs as are of unquestionable value

in the treatment of diseases, as for example the use of Quinine

in Malaria. To this may. be contrasted the behaviour of

Bhavamisra, who lived about three hundred years back and

who adopted many medicaments of foreign origin. The conse-

quence can easily be imagined, and in the language of

Elphinstone, can be thus described: "Physicians follow the

practice of their instructor without inquiry, and surgery is

so far neglected, that bleeding is left to the barber, bone-

setting to the herdsman, and every one is ready to administer

> The Invasion of Alexander the Great. M'Crindle. Appendices, p. 358.

!= Geography, XV. i. 58-60.

s The Invasioi/of Alexander the Great. M'Crindle. Appendices, p. 368-69,
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a blister, which is done with the juice of the enphorbium and

still oftner with the actual cautery." '^

But we need not enlarge any further. The object of this

essay is not to write out an exhaustive dissertation on the

Hindu medical science but by a few suggestive facts, however

imperfect and fragmentary, to stimulate curiosity and divert

attention of the diligent scholars to a vast field of research,

wbich seems as yet to have been only partially explored.

It is proper here to acknowledge that I have on all occa-

sione freely availed myself of the labours of Drs. Wise, Thakore

Saheb of Gondal, and the translators of SuSruta Samhita

in the Biblotheca Indica, namely, Dutt and Hoernle. It is

a great pity that this translation has not as yet progressed

beyond three fasciculi. Hoernle's recent contribution, "Osteo-

logy of the Hindus," is a move in the right direction and we

hope it to be followed by similar enquiries in other branches

of the science. Eoyle for the first time proved beyond doubt
s

the high antiquity of Hindu medicine, and established

its • right position in the history of the science. Wise

is the pioneer of systematic research in this field of study,

and his sympathetic appreciation of the Hindu system of

medicine will always be remembered with gratitude by our

countrymen, Dutt's Materia Medica of the Hindus is a work

of great merit ; and I have derived material assistance from

the excellent treatise, " History of Aryan Medical Science," by

the Thakore Saheb of Gondal. Dr. Ray's History of Hindu

Chemistry is a valuable contribution in the cognate subject of

chemistry. I have borrowed from these writers largely, but

' Blphinstone's History of India, 5th Ed,, p. lQ(h
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I flatter myself it will also be found that I have further

collected from various sources a store of valuable informa-

tion, for which I am in no way indebted to any of my

predecessors in the same field of research. The descriptions

of the surgical instruments of the Greeks, the Romans and

the Arabs, I have taken from the excellent English transla-

tions of Paulus ^gineta, the Extant Works of ^tius and

the Genuine Works of Hippocrates, prepared by the renown-

ed Adams, for the Sydenham Society. I have also laid the

recent monograph, "Surgical instruments in Greek and Roman

times" by Dr. Milne, largely under contribution ; I only regret

that I had no access to the book a little earlier, otherwise much

of my labour in search for descriptions of the instruments of

the Greeks would have been saved. For the last five years,

I have been engaged on this investigation and it was when I

had nearly finished, that Milne's book was mentioned to me by

the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mookerjee, the Vice-Chancellor

of the Calcutta University and the President of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal.

To complete the subject, I have added plates of nearly all

the varieties of instruments ; but they are more or less hypothec

tical as we do not possess any actual specimens of the instru-

ments of the Hindus. Written descriptions of surgical

instruments are uninteresting and often fail to convey the true

idea, which could be easily made evident by the pencil. For

purposes of comparison I have given drawings of instru-

ments of the Greeks, the Romans and the Arabs, when I

thought that they might be of value for the proper elucida-

tion of my subject.. I am indebted to many authors
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1 am indebted to maily authors for some of the engravings

of the instruments. I have been careful to give the source

whence the borrowed ones are taken, as far as I have been able

to ascertain them. If this has been omitted in any case/ it is

from inadvertence^ not from design. My best thanks are due to

them and I here acknowledge my indebtedness to the authors for

availing myself of their labours without their permission. But many

new illustrations will be found, and I have apj)ended my name

to those drawn by myself. These figures of the surgical instru-

ments would be found to tally better with the descriptions of the

instruments given in the Sanskrit books than the illustrations

of the previous authors. The drawings of surgical instruments

as given by me would look more like the figures in a modern

catalogue of surgical instruments. Some of my friends could

hardly believe when they saw the plates that these instruments

were known to the ancient Hindus at such an early age. This

feeling of ainazement and iucredulaty as regards^'the surgical

instruments used by the ancient Hindus has its parallel in the

observations of Billroth' about the surgical instruments

found in the excavations at Pompeii and now presei ved in the-

museum at Naples. He says :
" It made a pecular impression upon

rtie, when I saw before me this two thousand years old surgical

armamentarium of a Roman colleague, difEering but slightly in

the form of the more ordinary instruments from those- of our

time. Ars longa. vita brevis." Milne '^ also remarks : "The

works of those (Pare, Scultetus and Heister) are profusely

illustrated with instruments, some of which can plainly be seen

to tally exactly with tha descriptions of the classical authors."

1 Billroth's Surgery^Yo^ I„ Introduction, Page ?. Syd. See. Ed.

s a>.c«>^r..'R.nTnn.Ti Surgical Instruments. P. 8.
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In describing the surgical instruments, I have confined

myself strictly to the texts of the authors and commentators

whom I have quoted, and have given the original Sanskrit

passages in the foot-notes. These will be of great help to scholars

who will try to study the subject at first hand, and prosecute

further historical inquiries. The references in the foot-notes

do not refer to pages of any particulars edition of the work, as

uch pagination causes inconvenience to the readers who may

not secure the edition in question ; so we have given the

section, and chapter of the book which will be found in any

edition.

In the translations of Sanskrit passages, I have endeavoured

to follow the original as closely as possible, except where ^

somewhat free rendering was necessary to make the meaning

clear.

The dates of the ancient Hindu authors of Sanskrit medical

books cann(ft be ascertained with certainty. In the first

chapter I have endeavoured to discuss briefly their approximate

ages. But as I have compared the surgical instruments of the

ancient Hindus with those of the Greeks, Romans and Arabf,

a concise summary of the chronological dates of the Greece^

Roman, Arab, and the later authors would be a great help in

the proper elucidation of my text.

AtttAore. Date.

Pythagoras ... ... 680-504 B.C.

Megasthenes ... ... 300 B.C.

Ktesias ... ... 400 B.C.

Hippocrates ... ... 460 B.C.

|toro of Alesaoidria ... 286.a22 5.C- *
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Authors.

Dioscorides

Celsus

Scribonius Largus ...

Soranus

Rufus of Ephesus ...

Galen

Marcellus Empirieus

Antyllus

.Oribasius,

Theodore Priscianus

Caelius Aurelianus. .

.

Moschion

Actius...

Alexendar of Tralles

Fanlus .^gineta

Serapion

Rhazes

Haly Abbas

Avicenna

Abul Cassim

Avenzoar

Pare ...

Scultetus

Heister

Date.

. .

.

First century A.D.

... 25-30 B.C. to 45-50 A.D.

... 45 A.D.

. .

.

First century A.J).

... 98-117 A.D.

... 131-201 A.D.

... 300 A.D.

. .

.

3rd century, A.D.

... 326-403 A.D.

. .

.

4th century A.D.

. .

.

4th or 5th century A.D.

5th century A.D.

. .

.

5th century A.D.

... 525-605 A.D.

... 660 A.D.

... 800 A.D.

... 850-932 A.l3.

... After 950 A.D.

... 980-1037 A.D.

... X 1106 A.D.

... X1162A.D.

... 1509-90 A.D.

... 1650 A.D.

... 1739 A.D.

I can not suffer this work to go forth without offering at

l^ast an explanation of, if not an apology for, the delay which

hgis occurred in the publication of this thesis. It is mainly due

to the accidental fire which reduced the types and the blocks
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for this work to a^bes and distroyed a part of the manuscript.

This portion had to be written again. Again the task of reading

pioof sheets was laid on me entirely. The occupation of a

laborious profession encroached on my time ; and I was not

fortunate enough to secure the co-operation of any worker in

this field of research. The result might be anticipated and no

one is more conscious of the unsatisfactory issue than myself. I

had no experience in proof reading, and so mistakes are not

uncommon. Some of the errors will be found corrected

in the corrigenda. As regards the corrections of many of the

proof sheets of the Sanskrit foot-notes I was assisted by my son

Hirendranath Mukhopadhaya, who helped me much in getting

this book completed. The author will feel obliged if informed of

any errors that may be detected and of references to informations

which ought to have been given, and also for any hints that

may make a future edition more useful to the readers. But

I have this consolation in my mind that I have not pushed this

work through the press hurriedly or prefunctorily and I have

done my best. I have laboured with the usual dra,wbacks of an

active professonal life and if this be admitted by the critic as

an excuse for errors and failures, I shall be grateful to him.

A copious index has been provided for this work, whereby

anything material in the whole book may be readily found out

;

of which it may be said that it wants no other advantages than

such as the author had not power to give.

It would not be out of place here to mention that part of

tlus essay was read before the Asiatic Society of Bengal iit

June,. July and August, 1908. The learned President in his

stnnual address remarked as follows :
" In the course of the last



session Dr. Girindranath Mukerjee submitted to the society

a paper of considerable extent, iii which he elaborately examined

the subject of the surgical instruments, of the ancient Hindus.

The questions he has raised, as to the priority of Hindu medicine

over that of the Greeks, the Romans and the Arabs, are likely

to arouse controversy, but in whatever way the question of

priority may be decided, it seems to me truly remarkable that the

descriptions given in our most ancient books on medicine, of the

surgical Instruments then in use, should bear a close resemblance

to the descriptions given not only in Greek, Roman and Arab

medical writings but in many eases with the descriptions given

in medern works on surgery. I trust that this subject, so

peculiarly Indian, will not be left alone and will receive the

attention from investigators which it undoubtedly deserves."'

As regards the transliteration of Sanskrit words, we have

employed the method adopted in the Congress of Orientalists

and circulated in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

ignoring in fact, the unpleasant characters of the Sacred Book

of the East.

' Journal and Prooeedingfs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. V, 1909,

Annual Address, p. XXX.
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THE

Surgical Instnimeiits of tlie Hindus.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

ANCIENT MEDICAL AUTHORS AND THEIR WORKS.

The Science and Art of Medicine, like many- other different

branches of learning originated with the Hindus. They consi-

der the art of healing as an Upaveda and it is generally known

as Ayurveda, that is the art of prologing life. Like the Vedas,

they trace the origin of the science to God, the fountain of

all true knowledge. Bramha transmitted this heaven-born

science to this world for benefit of the mortals in one of the

sacred writings, the Ayurveda.

It was composed as a sub-division of the Atharva Veda and

consisted originally of a lakh slokas or a hundred thousand

stanzas, divided into a thousand chapters. Then considering

the short span of life and inadequate intelligence of man,

he divided the book into eight parts^ as follows :

—

Susruta Samhita, I. i.

Caraka Samhita, I. xxx.

m^i
Ibid.
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1. Salya Tantra or Major Surgery.

2. ^alakya Tantra or Surgery of parts above the Clavicles.

3. Kaya Cikitsa or Inner Medicine.

4. Bhutvidya or Demnology.

5. Kaumarabhrtya or the Science of Paediatrics.

6. Agada or Toxicology.

7. Rasayana or Treatment to prolong life.

8. Vajikarana or Treatment to stimulate the sexual power.

The book is no more available now, Susruta being the

authority for the above information.^

A different view is held by others, who trace the origin

of Hindu Medicine in the verses of the Egveda.^

• Susruta Samhita, I. L

f**nf : ^(fwr^Tg^?: f^^ra^ng^?: ws^^sarrsract ^fij i %Tf^ =^T?rn^Tt5T

Caraka Samhita, I. xxx.

The origin of medical science, as quoted in the above passage of Caraka,

does not however agree with the view expressed by the author in the Siitrs

Sthana, Ch. I. (See footnote 1. P. 4). In Ch. XXX, we find that an

attempt had been made to make a compromise between the two views of

Agnivesa and Susruta. Evidently this was the work of a later redactor,

possibly Drdhavala.

Caraka Samhita, I. xxx.

Carana Vyuha by Vyasa.
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ATHARVA VEDA.

" On examining the contents of the Atharva Veda more in

detail, we find that the hostile charms it contains are directed

largely against various diseases or the demons which are

supposed to cause them. There are spells to cure fever

(takman), leprosy, jaundice, dropsy, scrofula, cough, ophthal-

mia, baldness, lack of vital power, fractures and wounds

;

the bite of snakes or injurious insects, and poison in

general ; ma^ia and other ailments. These charms are accom-

panied by the employment of appropriate herbs. Hence the

Atharva Veda is the oldest literary monument of Indian

Medicine."^ This Veda can not belong to a period later

than 1000 B. c, but possibly earlier.^ It exists in the

recensions of two different schools. That of the Paippalada

is only known in manuscript, discovered by Prof. Buhler in

Kashmii: and described by Prof Roth in his tract Der Atharva

Veda in Kaschmir (1875). The printed <text, edited by Koth

and Whitney in Berlin 1856, gives the recession of the

Saunaka School.* It has been translated into English Prose

by Whitney, 2 Vols. ; into English verse by Griffith, 2 Vols.,

Benares, 1897, and with the omission of the unimportant

1 Modonnel's Sanskrit Literature, P. 196.

sfsf^^^ * * * * ^4 t^SsPf in^'!iTfinK<yqaTf5j-s!ni'yi*(i*(«iq-

41^ii^ir'iga} : I ti«nf% ^^^^ '^ l^*!, ?i^^t^i^^ ^i^t^lsFT^

Kalltika Bhatta's Commentary on Manu Samhita, Ch. Ill, §loka I.

' On the date of Atharva Veda, see pp. CXL—CLXI, Prof. Lanman's

Edition of Whitney's Transl. ; Prof. Modonnel's Sanskrit Literature, pp.

185—201.

' Index Vervorum in the Journal of the Am. Or. Soo. Vol. XII.
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hymns, by Bloomfield^ into English Prose, with notes, in

Vol. XLIII of the Sacred Books of the East.

CARAKA SAMHITA.

In the Caraka Samhita we find that Brahma taught Daksa

the science of medicine ; Daksa became the preceptor of the

Asvin twins ; they in their turn became the teachers of Indra

and Indra imparted this knowledge to Bharadvaja who was

sent by a conclave of sages to learn the art for the welfare

of the human race.^ Bharadvaja had Punarvasu Atreya and

the others as disciples. Atreya's students were Agnivesa,

Bhela, Jatukarna, Parasara, Harita and Ksarapani, all of whom

became celebrated as the authors of treatises on Medicine
;

the Caraka Samhita being a revised and improved edition

of the treatise of Agnivesa, which was declared to be the

best production.^ Caraka did not, however, redact the whole

^ He has also edited the Kausika Sutra of the Atharva Veda, with

extracts from the commentaries of Darita and Kesava (see Vol. XIV Journ.

Am. Orient. Soc). It is veuy "useful as a help to the proper understandiilg

of the meaning of a hymn.

S^ITT 1% ^m jffwmj^^ l[3TTqf?f. I

gr?n? fsTfisr^^TT^T^fa^KT g ^^^w. ii

'5[[s(^«tf K>Tm^, sis: TffhH^ % ^^QtH I

^ ..,, J
Caraka Samhita, I. i.

^ifiitsi^ Jr^g orgy's: ^^i^v. i

fTdfi; ^^RinPn^ si'zwg^l^: ii

3if4i5^?t'^t^#f^a!r=fit ^: i

n^^ ^rffl Fn^wfytwt 5iwts*r^fT II

'sra "^^T??I'g^ ^' ^ nm ficITf^ ^ I

^i^mTri^TT^a ^fim ^mw. ii

Ibid, I. i.
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book;—the last forty-four chapters^ were edited by Drd[ha-

vala,^ a native of Panchanadapura, long supposed to refer

to Punjab (the land of five rivers) but at present identi-

fied with a town in Kashmir by Dr. Hoernle.^ Two other

works, the treatises of Bhela and Harita, are still extant ; the

former existing in manuscript in the Tanjore Library* and the

latter as printed texts by Kavirdjes K. C. Sen and B. L. Sen,

of Calcutta.^

Now as regards the age of Caraka, there is great diver-

gence of opinions. The Indians generally believe him to be a

Esi of great antiquity while the European scholars try

^ Por a discussion on the part added by Drdhavala, see Hoernle's Studies

in Ancient Indian Medicine, J. R. A. S. 1908, P. 997-1002. Also see pp. 11-15

in tlie Vanaujadhi Darpana, Vol. I., by Kaviraja Biraja Charan Gupta, 1908.

^Wcf Ctrl H ^^ f^T^hftT^^n II

^ni'^ ?s^ sira: T^^t \t ii

Caraka Sarfiliita, VIII, xii.

cfi^^^w *T^^ T^xm^ ?j«fmw II

Ibid, VI, XXX.

' Hoernle's Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India, Part I, Osteology,

Introduction, p. 2. See also his article on "The authorship of Caraka Samhita"

in the Archivfur die Geschichte der Medizin, 1907.

* See Burnell's Tanjore Catalogue No. 10773 of Sanskrit Mss., P. 63. '

" It is doubtful whether the Harita Samhita is the genuine work of the

R§i, Harita. The printed text refers to Caraka, Susruta and even VSgbhata,

who were decidely posteinor to HSrita, See the Footnote 3, P. 6.
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to connect him with historical events of more modern times.

Sylvain L6vi has recently discovered in the Chinese

Translation of the Buddhist TripitaJca that Caraka was the

Court Physician of the Indo-Scythian King Kaniska, in the

first century A.D.-^ But the following objections are to be

met with before his conclusions can be accepted as proved :

—

1. The age of Kaniska is not yet settled, the probable

limits of his reign being from the first century B. c. to the

second century A. d.^ Moreover in the Buddhist TripitaJca

referred to, the name of Caraka is simply mentioned as the

Court Physician of the King Kaniska but there is nothing to

identify him with the author of the book. The same name,

found in different places, does by no means signify the same

person.

2. The time assigned to Caraka by the Indian medical

tradition is of great antiquity. With regard to the chronolo-

gical position of the three old authors, he is mentioned ^
anterior to Susruta and Vagbhata I.*

3. Dr. Ray has pointed out that the name Caraka is

patronymic in the Veda.* It is quite possible that a much

1 See Journual Asiatique—July to December 1896, p. 444 to 484 and

January to June 1897, p. 5 to 42 ; also Indian Antiquary Vol. XXXII, 1903,

p. 382 and Viena Oriental Journal, Vol. XI., p. 164.

=> See V. A. Smith's Early History of India, P. 225-26.

Dr. Fleet in J. R. A. S., 1906, P. 979.

Dr. Bhandarkar in J. R. A. S. (Bombay Branch), Vol. XX, P. 269.

J. A. S. B. Vol. XXXIX, 1870, p. 65 and 126.

^TgTia^ ^'feiT ^^T%^ ^ §5t ait u

^T^: iscTf5t l?fr iTR^ 1^^ Act: I

Harita Samhita, Parisi§tadhaya.

* Dr. P. C. Ray's History of Hindu Chemistry, Introduction, P. X.
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later namesake of his, is referred to by the Tripitaka, jnst as

we know that more than one Vagbhata appeared as successful

physician. Again we have evidence that eminent physicians

in later times were called Caraka by way of a compliment

and so Vagbhata was called Caraka of Sindh or Sindhicara.

4. Panini wrote special Sutras for the Agnivesas and the

Carakas.^ These names must have been famous before Panini's

time, otherwise he would not have written special Siitras for

them. Prof Goldstucker has conclusively proved that Panini

could not have flourished later than the sixth century B. c.^

5. Patanjali wrote a commentary on Caraka.^ He

flourished during the second century B. C. Both Cakrapani-

datta and Bhoja allude to him as the redactor of Caraka

Samhita.* So Caraka must have flourished long before

him, for unless his work was regarded as a standard work of

authority, Patanjali would not have taken so much pains to

write notes on the book, and still more for issuing a redaction.

6. The internal evidence of the book itself speaks against

such an assumption. There is no salutation to any diety at the

^ ^fJ^K^TT^W I Panini i. 3. 107.

»m!f%»4t n^ II Ibid, 4. 1. 105.

lit I nf[^ I
* * * * %Tv^^ * * * ci^jajx; i ^-^4 i

* * *

.

" Goldstuoker's Panini ; and Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Vol. XLII, P. 254.

Quoted in Laghumanjuja of Nagesa Bhatta (Ray).

Vide salutation in the Ayurvedarthadipika.
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beginning of the book,—a custom invariably found to be observed

in the more modern compilations. There is complete absence of

Pauranic theology in the Caraka Saifahita, nor is there any

reference to Sakya Muni and his religion. Kaniska was a great

patron of Buddhism, and it might naturally be expected from the

Court Physician of the king to describe the charitable hospitals

• which we know from the edict of Asoka, to have flourished in every

quarter ofIndia. On the contrary we find descriptions of a hospital

as reserved for rich men only at their own houses. Those gods

and godesses that figure so prominently in the Puranas were

unknown during his time. ^ Beef was not then, apparently, a

' No doubt the names of Laksmi, Krana and Vasudeva occur in Cikitsita

Sthanam, Chapter XXV, but it should be remembered that they occur in the

Supplement added by Drdhavala in later times.

^m wrn onn ^m ft^nit ^rw ^ fen ii

irtr: g^^'^ra ft-^t fta^^'Jt^ ii

^wt sm<*4: VM\n ^wt ^i^^ft^fl II

^rt mrflSTPTlfiT m«t^qKT5T5f*r I

Caraka Samhita, VI, xxv.

But Kr.sna and Vasudeva are mentioned in Panini as demigods, having

many adherents who formed a class. "^55<<l'^'ll«lt ^•f' Panini, 4. 3. 98.

Again the passage may be an interpolation of a subsequent Vaisnaba Vaid.

So Braavadhvaja is also mentioned in Drdhavala's Supplement, as a god to

be worshipped during the preparation of some medicines :

Ibid, VIII, xii.
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forbidden food, for it is spoken of as an article of diet that

should not be indulged daily,^ nor should it be used in

excessive quantity as it is mentioned as a cause of the disease,

Vsta-Eakta.^

The style of the book is antiquated and decidedly savours

that of the Brahmanas. Naya and Vaisesiki systems occur in the

text,' and so probably the book was written long before the

compilation of these Sutras.

Editions.—The book had undergone several editions. It

was^dited byJibananda Vidyasagar, Calcutta, in 1877 and 1896

(2nd Ed.) ; by Gangadhar Kaviratna, Berhampur, 1879 ; by Gupta,

Calcutta, 1897 ; with commentary by Cakrapanidatta, Calcutta,

1892-93 ; by Jasodanandana Sarkar, with Bengali translation,

1894.

Translations.—It had been translated into English by A. C,

Kaviratna, Calcutta, 1897. Caraka was translated from Sanskrit

And we find that the antidote to poisen called *rfTt-^J^W is said to have

keen told by Tryambaka (Siva) to Baisravana (Kuvera): •

Caraka Samhita, VI. xxV,

Also we find the name of Karttikeya mentioned in See. IV. oh. viii.

ftid, I. V.

^^JK'fW^m^WiciW.lXTO? : It

Ibid, VI, xxix.

' Vide Caralca, III. viii.
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into Arabic in the beginning of the eighth century and hi*

name "Sharaka Indianus" occurs in the Latin translations of

Avicenna, Rhazes and Serapion. "A translation of the Karaka^

from Sanskrit into Persian and from Persian into Arabic

is mentioned in the Fihrst, ( Finished 987 A.D.). It is

likewise mentioned by Alberuni^ ; the translation is said

to have been made for the Barmekides."f, Alberuni's chief source

on Medicine was "Caraka, in the Arabic Edition of Ali Ibn Zain^

from Trabaristan."*

Commentaries.—
1. Patanjali—2nd century B,c,—^not available.

2. Cakrapanidatta's Caraka Tatparya Tika, ""^^ Ayarveda-

dipika^—1060 A.D.

3. Haricandra"—1111 a.d.—not available.

4. Sibadasa's Caraka-Tattva-Pradipika.

5. Gangadhar's Jalpa-Kalpa-Taru—1879 A.o.

^ Froceedings of the As, 8oc., Bengal, 1870, September.

' Keinaud, Memoire sur I'lnde, P. 316.

* MaxmuUer's Science of Language, Vol. I., P. 168, Foot Note.

* Sachau's preface to India, P. XL.

' See Caraka Samhita with Cakrapa^idatta'ji Commentary by Kaviraja

Harinath Tisarada, Calcutta, 1895.

° A Commentary written by Harioandra is referred to in the Sanskrit

Slokas narrating the geneology of Mahesvara, the author of Visvaprakasa and
Sahasaftkaearita, who flourished during the reign of Sahasanka, king of

Gazipur in 1033 Saka (1111 A. D. Wilson).
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SUSRUTA SAMHITA,

The next treatise on Hindu Medicine is the Sufiruta

Saihhita. Susruta was the son of the sage Vi^vamitra,''

a contemporary of Rama. He learned the Science of Medicine

from Divodasa, surnaraed Dhanvantari, king of Benares,

at his Himalayan retreat. According to Susruta, Divodasa

was the incarnation of Dhanvantari, the celebrated physician of

the gods in heaven, and he first propounded the Art of

Healing in this world. ^ Susruta represented the Surgical

School while * Caraka was pre-eminently a Physician in.

practice.

As regards the authorship of the book, opinions differ. To

Susruta, Dhanvantari addressed his lectures on Major Surgery,*

' Mahabharata, Anuaa?ana Parva, Ch. 139, Vs. 8-11.

fta5iTfircrraiw»f1«f Tv.m ^^cw^Wrr ii

Susrnta Sambita, Y. ii«
o

Ibid, VI. Ixvi.

Ibid, VI. xxviii.

= 'SRI 15^ wji^ifi^PT'C^T'sf^rJinrafTfctTn^H^ ^s?^ f^l^ra' 's?5^=tift-

Ibid, I. i>

* Ibid, I. 1,
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which he reprodilced in this work. But in the opening,

lines of the book, Salutation is offered to Brahma, Daksa,

Asvins, Indra, Dhanvantari, Susruta and others.^ This shbw»

that Susruta can not be the authoj of the work or at lea^t of

the work in its present shape, for no author can offer salutation

to himself. By "the others" are no doubt meant the notable

surgeons who practised and taught the Science of Surgery

and who were either contemporary with or posterior to Susruta,

PossiWy the original Susruta Saihhita had teen recast and the

redactor could appropriately offer a salutation to the original

antbor and to other surgeons who flourished before him. There

is also an Indian medical tradition, noted in Dallanac^^a's

Coinimentary, which assigns the improved and supplemented

edition of Susruta's original work to Nagarjjiina,* the celebrated

Buddhist Chemist, who is said to have been a contemporary of

the Mng Satvahana.^

In the third cha^pter, Susruta enumerates the subjects des-

cribed by lftm,^the chapter forming an index of the book.

Therein he mentions the five principal divisions of his book

and says that the tJttara Tantra or the Supplement would be

Susruta Samhita, I.

Dallana's Commentary to Susruta, I. i.

See also Xk:. Cordier's Reoentes Decouvertes, pp. 12-13.

? See Harsacarita by Vana.

Beal's Buddhist Rocordu of The Western World, Vol II., Pr 209, 212, 216,

Uargosa' Arohoeological Survey of S. India.

Introd. a lliistoire dii Budh, lud., P. 508,
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described afterwards.' Now the fact .that th'e sixth' pa,rt was.

appended to the work as a Supplement or Uttara Tantra {i.e.^

after treatise) clearly shows that it was written afterwards by

another surgeon and added to the original' treatise. If the

original Susruta wished to have six divisions of his book, h&,

would have mentioned it clearly in the index and would not,

have, after stating that his book consisted of five parts, added;

that "the Supplement Avould be described afterwards,"^ which,

seems to be an interpolation of the Supplemen'tor to pass,

his edition as the orginal work of the author. Again at

the end of the fifth section, there, is a passage describing,

the importantce of the Ayurveda, which was mea,nt as the"

obnclusion of the book by the auth.or.* It is to be noted,

'

Susruta %mhita, I. iii.

^(tsiiTanqsjtTHHj arnat Ht^Rrfff ii

ciw ^f^sw«ira9i?i ^^1 ^THi I tra ^*¥(wr'i<iMsnO<r«if*f{^f%c[*<!<ii-'

Ibid, r. i.

?flfiSTTfsrf?'?T^g^T«5. ^^Tfil^ttit II

^i^raiaii^T'mr^aT'n^^ ^n w

^^iJ^srf^^TKTft tf^^i^ tf%f«T; II

^lK^HT^€n^ct5fl^f«^'5<^: II

eiKf^iai 1 f^^ tfti; <(<*i«*Hd' I

gwT^K ^»n^Kt^ ?<5t =^ »f1?^ II

Ibid, y. VLii» ,
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that at the end of no other sections do we find a similar

passage. He also writes: "Thus one hundred and twenty-

chapters are described" but adds: "The other diseases

shall be described in the Uttara Tantra" : the latter part no

doubt is an interpolation of the Supplementor. Moreover, in

the opening lines which serve as a preface to the sixth part,

the authority quoted for the diseases of the eye is Nimi, the king'

Janaka of Mithila and not Dhanvantari.^ But in the first

chapter of the first section, it is described that the sages wanted

Dhanvantari to teach them Salyatantra or Major Surgery only

and he consented to their request. And this subject he treated

in detail in the five sections of the book. In the Supplement, on

the other hand, are described the other branches of the science

suc^as Minor Surgery, Inner Medicine, &c. Probably this part

was added afterwards to give completeness to the treatise ; and

the original Susruja was called Vrddhya or the Old by the

commentators to distinguish him from the Supplementor.

.Susrujia's <work is specially important to us as having two

whole chapters (vii and viii of Section I.) devoted to the

descriptions of Surgical Instruments and one whole chapter

(xxv of Section I.) to the principles of Surgical Operations.

The age of Susruta is also involved in obscurity. Nothing

can be ascertained from the fact that he was a son of Visvamitra^,

Susruta Samhita, VI. i,

" Visvaniitra is the gotra name ; so the simple name may either refer to

the great Vjsvamitra or to his deaoendants.
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for the age in which the latter lived is not known to us. But

he must have flourished during the Vedic Age as many Vedic

Hymns are ascribed to him. In the Mahabharata, Susruta is

mentioned as one of the sons of ViSvamitra* and in the SuSruta

Samhita the author is often described as his son. The age of

the great epic has, with good reasons, been fixed at 1000 B.C.

So SuSruta must have flourished much earlier. The latest limit

which we can assign to Susruta is 600 B.C. as " there are

indications in the Satapatha BrdhmairM, a secondary Vedic work,

that the author of it was acquainted with the doctrines of

Susruta" as regards the Osteology. "The exact date of that

' work is not known, but it is with good reason referred to the

sixth century B.C." Again in the Atharva Veda, in the

ten^ book, there is a hymn on the creation of man

in which the skeleton is described according to Atreya and

Susruta.^ "The large portion of it (Books I to XVIII)

isdeed admittedly belongs to a much earlier period, possibly

as early as about 1000 B.C.; and the hymn in, question is

included in this older portion"*. This shows that Susruta

could not have flourished later than 1000 B.C.

Again in Hasti-Ayurveda, a book on the Treatment of

******
Mahabharata, Anusaaana Parva, Ch. IV.

" See J. R. A. S., 1906, P. 915 ; 1907, P. 1.

' Hoernle's Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India, Part I. Oateology,

Introduction, P. 9.
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Elephants by Palakapya,' we find the Surgical instruments

'described after the manner of SuSruta. Palakapya lived as a

Veterinary Surgeon in the Gourt of Romapada, King ofAnga,

•which had as its capital the famous town of Campa, identified

with the modern town of Bhagalpur, King Romapada was con-

temporaty with king Dasaratha, the father of Rama, ihe hero of

Ramayana.^ Her.e we have a corroborative evidence of the

-age of Susruta, .

Susruta is mentioned in the Vdrttikas of Katyayana* who

ilourished during the fourth century B.C.

We have alluded to NagSrjjuna,' the Buddhist Chemist, as

the redactor of the Susruta Samhita. He is said to have been a

contemporary of king Kaniska that is about the- first century

B.C.

Another revision was undertaken by Candrate, the son of

Tisata, the author of Cikitsa-kalika. He revised the text

"which must have fallen then into a state of corruption. The

probable date of Candrate is the ninth century a.d.*

Kamayaua, Valakandam, Ch. IX.

See also Ramayana, i, 11, 13-20 ; Mahabharat, iii, 110, 10008-9 ; Bhagavat,

3x, 2;!, 7-10.

'' Wi^ Tt# 5°l^ff t

? Po'saibly more than one Nagarjjuna. appeared in ancient India as a

•chemist. Alberuni says : "He lived nearly a hundred years before our time''

(India, I. P. 189). Rajtarangini places him in the 3rd century B.C. (I. Vs.

172-173). The modern scholars are of opinion that the founder of the Mtiha-

yana system lived in the first century a. d.

* Hoernle's Osteology, p. lOO.
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r- ' Ttere is no doubt of ^ the tradition that SuSruta's work was

redacted, for the author could not write such a passage as followiS,:

"The surgical treatises of Aupadhenava, Aurabhra, Su§j.-uta and

Pouskalavata from the hdsis of other treatises on the subject."^

Commentators.'^—
''"

1.' Cakrapanidatta— Vanumati—1060 A.D.

> 2: Gayad.sa-{Nyg-C^drik.|_jj^^^^^^^^.^^^^
^^

3. Jejjatacaryya. ,.
'-

4. Bhaskara. ' '
':

5.- vMadhava. - -

6. Bramhadeva.

7. Dallanacaryya—Nibandha Samgraha—1 2th century a,d.

8. Ubhalta (Kashmir). . •

Editions.—Susruta Samhita has been edited by Madhusudan

Gupta, Calcutta, 1835 ; by J. Vidyasagar, 3rd Edition, Calcutta,

1889;byA.'e. Kaviratna, Calcutta, 18'88-9'5
; by Priibhuram

Jijjanaram, -Bombay, 1901 ; and by Virasvami, Madras.

This book has been translated into English in gart only by

U.'C.Datfa 1883, A. Chattopadhyay 1891, Hoernle 1897,

Cakutta, in the Bibliotheca Ihdica. It has been translated into

Latin by Hessler "and into German by Vullurs.

The book was translated into Arabic before the end of the

eighth century A.D. It is c§.lled " Kitab-Shawshoon-^al-Hin,di

"

Susruta Samhita, I. m
' 2' # ^ * * ^fl^.mt<!i?«('iMlcms(«?; ^^f^'s: h^pjcti ^

^
Dalla^a's 'Commentary, I. ii

3
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and also mentioned as "Kitab-i-Susrud" or Book SuSruta by Ibn

Abillsaibial. Rhazes often quotes Sarad as an authority in

Surgery.^

VAGBHATA I.

The next author of celebrity and whose work is still

extant is Vagbhata I or Vagbhata the elder, the author of

Astanga Samgraha (i.e., Compilation ofthe Octopartrite Science).

In later times, a namesake of his, wrote another work called

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita (or the best Compendium i.e^ the

Heart of the Octopartrite Science). In the Uttara Sthana,

Vagbhata the younger distinctly states that his Compendium is

based on the Compilation of Vagbhata ttedder."

As regards the age of Vagbhata the elder, i is the same

uncertainty as with his predecessors. Wej|ra||irLowever sure

that he is posterior to Caraka and Susruta for he refers,to

these writers by name.' "
~

The' chronological relation of the three early authors is des-

cribed in a popular couplet that Atreya, SuSruta and Vagbhata

were the three great medical authors for the three Yugas-^

1 "His next description is from an author named Sarad, whom he fre-

quently quotes in other parts of his works".

Adam's Commentary on Paulus ^ginetta, VI. Ixi.

Astaflga Hrdaya. Sainhita, Uttara Sthsna, Ch. XL, v. 82.

5 By name, &.g. in Samgraha, Bombay ed.. Vol. I, P. 246 j Vol. 11, P. 42L
Again quoted from Caraka, /6jc?., Vol. I, pp. 20, 93 ; Vol. II, pp. 212 213
e« pxsiim ; from Susruta I, ihid. Vol. L pp. 109, 121, 177, 247 ; Vol. II, p. SQs'
tt paaeim. (Hoernle).
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the Treta, Dvapara and Kali, respectively.* They are known as

the Vrddha Trayi or the Old Triad. This medical tradition

goes much against the conclusion of Dr. Hoernle that Vagbhata I

must have flourished early in the seventh century A.D, One of

the reasons put forward by him is the fact, that" the Buddhist

pilgrim I'Tsing, who resided ten years in the Nalanda Uni-

versity (in Bihar) from about 675-686 A.D., states in Records,

of Buddhist practices that the eight arts (i.e., the branches of

medieine) formerly existed in eight books but lately a man

epitomised them and made them on one bundle (or book)."^

Professor Jolly understands by it the Su§ruta Samhita while

Dr. Hoernle points out with more reasons that it refers to.

Vagbhata I's work, the Astanga Samgraha {i.e., the Compila-

tion of the Octopartrite Science) and rules out Susruta

by the word " lately." ^ But the description that I'Tsing

gives of the contents of the book does not warrant any

reference to either. Moreover, he has not given any

reason why Vagbhata II's book Astanga Hrdaya Samhita'

(the best Compendium of the Octopartrite Science) might'

not be alluded to by I'Tsing. Dr. Hoernle, however, rules him

out by date for "he can riot be placed earlier than the

eightth century"—an assertion unsupported by any evidence

'

whatsoever. All that he has proved is that "Accordingly it is

probable that all these three medical writers (Madhava, Drdha- .

bala and Vagbhata II) come in the period from the 7th to the

i See foot-uote 3, P. 6.

i I'Tsing : Records of ^the Buddhist Religion. Transl. by [' Professor

Tftkakusu, P. 128.

f J. R. A.S., 1907, P. 413.

Hoernle's Osteology, Introduotion, P. 10=—11,
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9th century A.DJ at no'very great interval from one another,",

and this .proof is based on the age of Vagbhata I as sugges-.

ted.by I'Tsing's remarks. . Thus he has taken for granted what

he is required to prove. He has shown that Susruta is anterior,

to Vagbhata I; and Vagbhata II is posterior to him,.

But in trying 'to-pi:ove that Vagbhata Ilived.in the seventh.ceh-i

tUry he cannot assume that Vagbhata 11 lived in the eighth.-/

Another evidence adduced in support of his Conclusion,

is the fact that the non-medical version of the list of boiies of

the human body as contained in the. Law-book of Yajnavalkya.,

presupposes earlier uncorrupted forms of lists of bones both iu

Caraka and Susruta, and "the corrupt , recension, traditionaJly.

banded down, must have come into existence at a later date,''

that is to say, between the date of Yajnavalkya (35Q Aj}.) and

Vagbhata I, the latter of whom is proved to have, copied fro^;

the corrupt recensions of Caraka and SuSruta. Thus. the older

recensions still-existed in the fourth century a.d. and if we add±Q:

it the intewal. of time, necessary- for the texts to have; fallen;

into, a state oif corruption, we get the early seventh century A.b^

for Vagbhata I. Bat we must remember that there is nothing:

to prevent against the supposition that Vagbhata I lived

b&fore Yajttavalkyai There might have been two.recensions oi

thfrtexts available during Yajnav3,lkya's time, one coirupted and

•it might.or might not have been the work of Vagbhata I and

another true version which was availed of hy the sage Yajfia-

va,lkya. And similar events have happened, as has been pointed

out by Dr. Hoernle himself, in our own generation.

Gangadhar's recension of Caraka is a corrupted form of the text

* Jbid, P. 16.
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while!, the recension given in Jibananda's edition is the tradi"-

itipnal text of Caraka. No critic -would I think jump into the

conclusion that Gangadhar lived three or four centuries aftet

Jibananda. Again if it be true, as h6 contends, that SuSruta

5'fts redacted by Vagbhata I, we could easily imagine that

Yajnavalkya copied his list bones from, the original ^SuSruta

and not from the redaction of Vagbhata I. So we . see that the

age assigned to Vagbhata I, or the seventh century A.D. can not

be accepted as proved. Dr. Hoernle says : "It should, however,

be understood that these conclusions regarding the date and

authorship of Vagbhata I, are not put forward as established

fact." -

Let us recapitulate the objections that can be urged against

the conclusion that Vagbhata I lived in the seventh century

A.D.

1. Vagbhata I is believed by the Indian medical men to

have flourished long before the Christian era. By some, he is

connected with the court of Yudhisthira, but his name is

nowhere mentioned in the Mahabharata. Atreya, SuSruta and

Vagbhata are described as the Old Triad or Vrddhya Trayi and

they were the authorities for the Treta,Dvapara and Kali Yugas,

respectively. It is curious to observe that Dr. Hoernle. in

arguing against the conclusion of Prof. Jolly that Susruta is

meant by I'Tsing; ta,kes advantage of this Indian medical

tradition that SuSruta flourished during pre-historic times, but

does not mention the same tradition with regard to Vagbhata I,

which goes against his own conclusion. On the. other hand

the same objection does not apply against Vagbhata II.

2. The name of Vagbhata." I's book, Compendium of the
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Octopartiite Science, no doubt, agrees very well witb the

description of I'Tsing that "lately a man collected them into one

bundle." But Vagbhata II's book "The best Compendium of the

Octopartrite Science" is' equally suggestive, though Dr. Hoemle

says : " it cannot prevail by the side of the more suggestive

name of the rival work of Vagbhata the elder."

3. Again in arguing against Prof. Jolly, Dr. Hoemle has

attached much importance to the word "lately" by which

Susruta is ruled out by date. Admitting the validity of such

reasoning, it does not follow that by the word "lately" I'Tsing

meant any contemporary author or any one who preceded

him by a short period only. To comprehend the meaning of

the sentence we must understand the word "lately" in connec-

tion with the' word "formerly" used before.^ Now the sentence

"The science ofmedicine formerly existed in eight books" no doul)t

refers to the division of Ayurveda into eight parts by Brahma

and to the treatises on the different branches of Medicine by

Agnivesa, Susruta and others. These treatises are believed tobe

of remote antiquity, and so any later compilation may be spoken

of as recent in comparision with the old treatises of unknown

ages. Thus the word "lately" may refer either to Vagbhata I

or Vagbhata 11, but the latter author's claim to the honour be-

comes reasonable considering his decided posteriority to the

former and so coming within the limit of the time suggested

by "the word "lately."

4. Again I'Tsing refers to a book which was recognised as

the standard throughout India. This may refer either to

» J. R. A. S. 1907. P. m.
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VSgbhata I or II. But if Vagbhata Fs book occupied such a

position at the time of I'Tsing, it becomes difficult to imagine

why Vagbhata II should write another work prinbipally based on

the work of Vagbhata I after a lapse of a century or so. Moreover,

we find.at the present time, that Vagbhata II's book, Astanga

Hrdaya Samhita, has a wider popularity than the book Astanga

Samgraha of Vagbhata I. The former has been printed many

times and, is widely read by the students,—so much so Vagbhata

is generally known as the author of Astanga Hrdaya Samhita.

5j Moreover, the Arabian physician Rhazes, who is said to

have lived in the ninth century (882 A.D.) in treating of the

property of ginger, the~ common plantain or musa and other

drugs, quotes from an Indian writer, whom he calls Sindaxar

or Sindicara. ^ Royle says :
'' But in the article De

AUio another Indian author is quoted, whom I have not

been able yet to trace out

—

Ait Sindifar (in another place

written "Dixit sindichar") indianus valet contra Ventositatem."

This Sindicara is identified with Vagbhata II of Sindh who was

in his time known as a second Caraka or Cara, the syllable "ka"

making no difference, as in words like "bala" and "balaka," both

meaning a child. ^ Weknow that the Vagbhata's Astanga Hrdaya

Samhita was one of the medical works translated by the order

of Caliphs in the eighth century."

6. The translations of the Caraka, the Susruta and the

Vagbhata occur in the Thibetan Tanjur.? "George Huth,^

' Antiquity of Hindu Medicine, Page 38.

* .History of Aryan Medical Science, P. 196.

' Zeit. deut. raorg. Gea. 34, p. 465.

* Jour. Asiatic Soo. XXXVIII. (18.35).

5 Zeit. deut. morg. Ges. T. (LXIX. pp. 279—284).
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who has recently critically examined the • contents . of the

Tanjur, concludes that the most recent date at which it can be

placed is the 8th century A.b." ^

So I cannot avoid the conclusion that of the three authors,

Suiruta, Vagbhata I and II, to which I'Tsing's remarks may

refer, the last has probably the best claims to that reference
;

and the date assigned to Vagbhata I may well suit Vagbhata

II i.e., " as late as the early 7th century A.D.,"* and possibly

still earlier.^ Again it is impossible for us to say whether

I'Tsing's remarks may not appropriately refer te other autliors

whose works are lost to us.

Mention should also be made of the fact pointed out by Dr.

Cordier that Vagbhata is mentioned in Eajtaraiigini and his

date is fixed there as 1196-1218 A.D.*

But the name of Vagbhata does not occur in Stein's

edition of Raj, which is no doubt the most reliable, and so

we can easify dismiss this view as untenable.

Editions.—Vagbhata I's book Astanga Samgraha has been

printed in Bombay.

Commentary.—Arunadatta—about 1220 A.D.

1 p. C. Ray's History of Hindu Chemistry, Intro.,. P. XXIX.

' Hoernle's Osteology, Intro., p. 10.

'? Dr. Kunte' places Mini ." at least as early as the second century .before

Christ," Vide his Intro, to Vagbhftta!p A${anga.Hfdaya SainhitS. .

Quoted in Cordier's Vagbhata et L'AjtSngahrdaya Sanihita, 1896.

See Intro, to the Vaidyaksabdasindhu by Kaviraja Umesoandra Gupta,

1894.
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VAGBHATA II.

The next great authority in Hindu medicine is Vagbhata

II, son of Simha Gupta, an inhabitant of Sindh.^ His work,

Astafiga Hrdaya Samhitaj the author himself states, is based

on the summary of Vagbhata the elder.'' In the first

chapter of Sutra Sthana, he acknowledges the help he

received from the works of Aghivesa, Harita, Bhela, and

others.* The fact that Caraka is not referred to here

as one of the sources of Vagbhata II has been taken

advantage of by some to prove the posteriority of Caraka.*

They conclude that Agnivesa and SuSruta wrote their works

long before him, and the Agnivesa Tantra was not called by the

name of, and in fact was not as yet edited by, Caraka, at the

A^tsfiga.

* AjtSnga Hrdaya SamhitS, Uttara Sthana, Ch. XL, v. 82.

See foot note 2, p. 18>

Astafiga Hydaya, Sutra Sthana, Ch. I.

* "It would appear also that at the time Vagbhata lived, Agnivesha's

work was not called by the name of Caraka, and Susruta had also been

written. Hence it follows that Caraka's edition of Agnivesa, that is the

work now called Caraka, was probably edited after Susruta had been

written."

Butt's Materia Medioa of the Hindus, Intro., p. IX.
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time Vagbhata II flourished. The argument is however not

conclusive ; it only shows that the Agnive§a Tantra was avail-

able to Vagbhata II in its original form. No definite results

can be expected from this argumentum ex silentio. Again it

may easily be imagined, and I think it is the right view of

the question, that Caraka lived and edited Agnivesa's work

long before Vagbhata, the reason of Caraka being not men-

tioned in Vagbhata's book, is the fact that Caraka did not

usurp the authorship of Agnivesa Tantra but clearly states at

the end of each chapter the real nature of his share in the

authorship of his book in the following words :
—" Here ends

the chapter of Agnive§a Tantra as corrected and edited by

Caraka." Many modern text books of medicine have been

edited and improved, though the books are still called after

the original authors. Moreover to make Caraka flourish after

Vagbhata II would bring him to quite modem times.

We are however arguing on false premises. Though

Caraka is not mentioned in the Sutra Sthana of Astanga Hrdaya,

his name occurs in the Uttara Sthana.-' So there can be no

doubt that Caraka's edition of Agnivesa was current in India

long before Vagbhata II wrote his Astanga Hrdaya Samhita.

^w '«<<*R'll«t: nfjtiijwi*! fid ji;

* * * *

^jf^JI^et ^ffir^'ff'liT ^K^^ift I

Astanga Hrdaya Sainhits, (Ed. Vijayratna Sen),

Uttara SthSna, Oh. XL.
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Editions.—There are various editions of the book but the

following are reliable :

—

1. By Dr. Anna MoreSvara Kunte, M.D., 2 vols., Bombay,

1880; 2nd Ed., 1891.

2. By Jibananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta, 1882.

3. By Vijayratna Sen Kaviranjana, Calcutta, 1885-90.

4. By GaneS Sastri Tartevaidya, Bombay, 1888.

5. In Sanskrit and Bengali, with the commentary of

Arunadatta by Vijayratna Sen Gupta, Calcutta, 1888.

6. In Sanskrit and Guzrathi by Behicharlal Nathuram,

Ahmedabad, 1889.

7. In Sanskrit and Bengali by Kalisa Cundra Sen

Gupta, Calcutta, 1890-1892.

8. In Sanskrit and Hindi by Pandit Robi Dutta,

Bombay, 1890.

9. In Sanskrit and Marathi by Ganes Krsna Garde,

Poena, 1891.

10. In Sanskrit and Bengali by Kaviraja Binod Lai Seil,

Calcutta, 1891-1892.

Commentaries^—

:

1; SarvangaSundarl'^ by Arunadatta, son of Mrg5nka-

datta, 1220 a.d.

> See Cordier's VSgbhaba et L'A^taiigahjdaya Samhita, P. 6.

^i^=g'5Kre!i^Nrrat * * * * ,

Colophon at the end of each Chapter of the Commentary.
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2. AyurvedadarSayana (Dinachaiya Prakarania) by Hem-

adri or Kamadeva, Raja of Devagiri. It is available

in parts only.

3. Astangahrdayarddyota by ASadhara Sallaxana.

4. Padarthacandrika by Oandracandana.

5. Sanketamaiijan by Damodara.

6. AstSnga Hrdayatika by Ramanath Vaidya.

7. Valaprobodhika (Anonymous).

8. Hrdayabodhika „

9. Pathya.

10. Vagbhatartha Kaumudi by Hari Krsna Sen Mullick.

11. Pradlpa by Jaiodanandan Sarkar, 1298 B.S.

VlGBHATA III.

The author of Rasaratna Samuccaya in the Colophons

at the end of each chapter identifies himself with

Vagbhata II : "Here ends Book first (or so) of R.R.S. composed

by Vagbhata, son of Simha Gupta, prince of physician." The

salutation at the beginning of his book is strictly Buddhistic.

The probable date of the book is "placed between the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries a.d."^ "The chemical knowledgie, ag

revealed in Vagbhata is almost on a par with that in the

SuSruta," whereas the R. R. S. indicates an advanced state of that

science. He quotes Rasarnava as a source of his information

;

he does not mention opium as a medicine, and the Firangk roga

and its treatment find no place in bis book.

1 P. C. Ray's History ot Hindu Oliemistry, Intro., p. li.
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MADHAVAKARA.

He is the author of the famous work on Pathology

or NidSna. His book was translated into Arabic by

the order of Harun-Al-Rasid and so the most recent date that

can be assigned to him is the seventh century A.D.^ Thakore

Saheb of Gondal identifies him with Madhabacaryya, the cele-

brated author of Sarvadarsana Samgraha, the brother of Sayana,

the commentator of the Vedas.^ I do not find any authority

for such an assertion and here is an example of fallacious

reasoning based simply on the identity of names. Madhaba-

caryya and Sayana lived in the twelfth century A.D.

Mention should also be made of the view expressed by

Dr. Hoemle as certain that Madhavakara, the author of Nidana

and Vrnda Msdhaba, the author of Siddhayoga are one and

the same person. He holds that Vrnda is the real name, but

he was known to the commentators as Madhava, for his

melodious diction. There is no proof given of this opinion,

and we have reasons for not accepting it. Howeve? as he does

not treat of surgical instruments, his work is not important

to us.

CAKRAPiNIDATTA.

Cakrapanidatta or more commonly Cakradatta in a Colophon'

has given an account of himself in his book called

* Jolly's Indian Medicine, ff. 5, 6, pp. 7-9.

= History of Aryan Medioal Science, Ch. II, p. 35.

® ^tP^'TO <*ma|Tft=hlRl)|'=l

—

Colophon in Cakradatta,
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Cikitsa SSra Samgraha :
" The author of this work is ^ri

CakrapSni who belongs to the family of Lodhravali; and

who is the youngest "brother of Vsnu and the son of NarSyana,

the superintendent of the kitchen of Nayapala.^ the king of

Oour." This book is arranged on the plan of Vrnda in his

Siddhayoga^ which again follows closely as a companion

volume to Madhava's NidlCna.s The age of Cakradatta is

about 1060 A.D. ; and Vrnda must have flourished between

Madhava and Cakrapani for he quotes the former while he

is himself quoted by the latter. So the probable age of Vrnda

is the ninth century A.D. Besides being a celebrated author,

C!aki:adatta wrote excellent commentaries of Caraka and

Susruta. His extant works are—

1. Cikitsa Sara Samgraha or Cakradatta. A treatise on

Medicine.

* -For the date of NayapSla, vide Cunningham's ArohoBO. Survey of

India. III. P. 119 ; also J. A. S. LX. Pt. I. P. 46. Life of Atisa by S. C. Das.

^tt: qt<T w^ Jjll?! TR^i sin: ii

Sloka at the end of the Cakradatta.

^f%fiff^'srf m% ^wm^tfkm^^n^ m^ 1%f??ftit fM^^, trar^^

ciFrfg^f%wfinf^; #<ifT^??r ?f>ii^TfT, ^m Jjtftr tft^ 49T Tfi: sot;

^ibadasa Sen's Commentary.

" I^^^T ****** ^fgdijt iRftfiT^^ra^^ II

Vrnda's Biddhayoga.
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2. Cakradatta or Materia Medica. It treats on drugs

applicable to a number of deseases.

3. Muktabali. This treatise on the nature and properties

of medicinal drugs is ascribed to Cakrapani.

4. Vanumati—Commentary on Susruta Saiiihita.

5. Cakratattwadipika—-Commentary on Caraka Samhita.

Editions.—
1. Cakradatta or Cikitsa Sara Sarhgraha edited by Kavi-

rdja Pyari Mohan Sen Gupta, Calcutta, 1295 B.S.

2. Cakradatta with Bengali translation by Candrakumar

Das Kavibhusan.

3. Cakradatta with Bengali translation and with commen-

tary of ^iva Das Sen, by JaSoda Nandan Sarkar,

1302 B.S.

SARANGADHARA.

He wrote Sarangadhara Samgraha. It is compiled from

the works of Caraka, Susruta, Vagbhata and others.^ It

is very popular in Western India. It treats on nosology

and.practice of Medicine. He was the son of Damodara and

flourished in the fifteenth century A.D.

Edition.—By Kaviraja Pyari Mohan Sen Gupta, Calcutta,

1296 B.S.

^ HRj'S*rifli ^fMif : ngniT

ftfere^ if wfsftsg^: 1

Sara&gadhara Saiiigralia, I. i.
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Commentary.—Saraiigadnaratika : It is a commentary on

the above work by. AdhamuUa,

BHAVA MI^RA.

About 350 years ago, a compilation was made by

Bhava Misra, son of Lataka Misra, an inhabitant of

Benares, from the most celebrated medical works and was

called Bhava Prakaia.^ He lived about 1550 A.D. and was

considered a "Jewel of Physicians and Master of Sastras." He

mentions China root called Tob Chini^ in the Vernacular as a

remedy of Firaiiga roga or Syphilis* which he describes for

the first time in India. He was the first to make mention of

certain drugs of foreign countries as Badhkshani Naspasi,

Bhava Fraka&t, I. i.

Colophon at the end of Section Ir

" flTHT^RT ftiftfira^T «(!*"<CltHd«I I

=t)Mli(fl (=l»iM<U fi*^'SW4|«(lfsi«n II

Bhava Prakafe, !• i.

<mw f'RT^ ^'S^ ^fV^ifftRaiK^: II

Bhava PrakaSa, II. iv.

i
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Khorasani ami Parasika Vacha (Acorus Calamus), Sulemani

Kharjura (date fruit of Suleman),^ and opium.

Editions.—

1. By Jibananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta, 1875.

2. By Rasik Lai Gupta.

3. By KaliSa Candra Vidyaratna.

Besides these books, the number of Sanskrit medical works

is simply legion ; many of them are daubed with fancy names

and are excellent treatises on the different branches of medical

science. But they are quite foreign to our purpose. I intend

to publish in a separate volume short notices of the medical

authors and their works, and so we need not dwell on them

.

here.

Bhava Frakasa, 1,

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid,

5



CHAPTER II.

HOSPITALS AND DISPENSARIES.

Before entering into our proper subject, it would not be

amiss to notice here two objects—Hospitals and Anaesthetics

—

which are essentially necessary for the devolopment of surgical

knowledge. We know from the Edict II of Asoka that India

during his reign was studded with hospitals not only for the

treatment of human beings but also for the brute creations.

But even before Asoka, hospitals flourished in India. In

Caraka we can trace the germ of such an institution 'though

it was used for rich men and did not accommodate the public.^

sis^-^-w-^-JWRt <niii'i1^«i<!i<i"H'!i«iw:^H«TT'3;r*i*i'^i'i€ftfr ^^feiT-

^sprmjMtTO^T^^cTf^fti ^*n<^Tcrrfii '^^^ff^ sr^iSRf^ ftrfgcn"??:

Caraka Samhita. I., xv.
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He advises us as follows :^The engineer is to erect a strong

and spaeiovs building, well-ventilated at one part, the other part

being free from draughts. The scenery should be pleasing and

one should feel happy to walk in it. It must not be behind any

high building, nor exposed to the glare of the sun. It should

be inaccessible to smoke and dust. There must not be anything

injurious to our senses as regards sound, touch, taste, form and

smell. There should be stairs, large wooden mortars and pestles

;

and there must be additional bare ground for the construction of

a privy, bath-room and kitchen. The staff should consist of

servants and companions. The servants should be good, virtuous,-

pure, foiid, clever, generous, well trained in nursing, skillful in

works, able to cook rice and curries well, competent to administer

a bath, expert masseur^, trained in raising and moving a patient,

dexterous in making or cleaning beds, practiced in the art of

compounding medicines and willing workers not likely to show

displeasure to any order. The companions should be good singers

and , musicians, fluent speakers, well-versed in distiolis, ballads,

tales, history and mythology, well-acquainted with the design of

a patient's nods or signals, agreeable and should have knowledge

of the season and the locality. The various kinds of animals

'From the aooounts of Megasthenes, we learn that four attendants

used to massage him (Caridragupta) with ebony rollers during the time that

he was engaged in disposing of eases. Such an attendant (samvahaka) is a
minor character in the Toy Cart or little Clay Cart, drama, transl. by Ryder,

in Havard Oriental Series, Vol. IX, 190.5—Smith's Early History of India, 2nd

Ed., Page 122. Foo.tnote. We also find in the KSmandikya Nitisara that the

king is cautioned against shampooers who have the opportunity of poisioning

hira.

• ^wm^ wIsr^Tj^ iT^^'^Tf^T '^rfq ii

Ch, XII, V, 4.5,
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should always be kept in stock sueh as Lava (Perddx Chinensis),

Kapinjala (partridge), hares, sheep and the different kinds

of deefs, Ena (the . black antilope) blacktailed deer, and

Mrgamatrka, There should be a diary attached to the building.

The cow should be good natured and healthy, and should yield

profuse milk. The calves must be living. There should be

Stocked for them potable water and hay in a clean fold. In

that building must be kept the following necessary articles :

—

Water vessels, washing basins, tubs, jars, dishes, ghata,

{small jars) kumbhi, kumbha (larger and smaller vessels),

bundu (jug or pitcher), soraba (earthen basins), spoons or

ladles, cooking utensils, churning rods, cloth, thread, cotton,

wool, bedding and lisana (seats). Near them should be

placed drinking vessels of gold and spittoons. The bedding

should consist of a broad carpet, bed-sheet, pillows, and a

bedstead. There should be collected gooi-^rnitures for beds

and seats ; and also utensils and appliances for application of

oleaginous medicines, heat, oil, ointment, bath and perfumeries,

and for the acts of emesis, purgation, draining of the brain, in-

jection into the rectum, defaecation and urination (i.e. Vasti-

yantra, urinal, bed-pan &c.). The blunt and sharp instru-

ments and their accessories, well-washed muUers and whetstones

of different degrees of smoothness—polished, plain or rough—

sTiould be near at hand ; the tubular instruments for fumigation,

inhalation and injection into the rectum, urethra and vagina,

should be available there ; and the following articles are also to

be stocked :—^brushes and brooms, weighing scales and weights,

ghee (melted butter), oil, fat, marrow, honey, molasses, salt, wood,

water, spirituous liquor formed by steeping husked grains ofbarley

in water, ^ or by boiling together the husks of fried maskalsya
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(pulse of Phaseolous Rox.), barley and water, spirituous liquor

from the blossoms of Lythrum Fruticoscence with sugar, spirit

distilled from the different sorts of grains, curdled milk, rice,

gruel, whey, sour liquid produced from the aceteus fermentation

of powdered paddy, and the various kinds of urines of animals.

Different kinds of rice such as Sali (or that reaped in cold

season) and Sasthika (or that grown in hot weather in low

lands and reaped within sixty days of its sowing), Mudga

(Phaseolus mungo), Masa (Phaseolus Rox.), Yava (Hordeum

Vulgare), seasame (Seasamum Indicum), KuUatha (Dolichos

Biflorus), plums (Zizyphus Jujube), raisins (Vitis Vinifera),

Parusa (Grewia Asiatica), Abhaya (Chebulic Myrobolan),

Amlaki (Phyllanthus Emblica), Vibhitaka (Terminalia

Bellerica) and other classes of medicaments, as oils, diaphoretics,

sternutatories, cathartics, emetics, purgatives, astringents^

stomachics, digestives, calmatives, carminatives and various

other forms of medicines, are required for treatment. Besides

these, there must be stored the antidotes to poisons caused by

overdoses of medicines and other appliances likely to add to the

patient's comfort.

To this may be compared the description of the Greek

iatrium, which is mentioned in the Hippocratic treatise, De

Medicio. He directs that "it should be so constructed that neither

the wind nor sun might prove offensive to the patient,

and goes on to enumerate the various articles which it should

contain, such as scalpels, lancets, cupping-instruments, trepans,

raspatories, with bandages and medicines." ^

Works of Hippocrates, Syd. Soo, Vol, II, page 470, footnote.
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Susruta gives us a list of appliances^ required in surgical

ppferations :

—

'
1. Blunt Instruments. 2. Sharp Instruments. 3. Potential

Cauteiy. 4. Actual Cautery. 5. SalakS or 'rods. 6. Horns.

7. Leeches. 8. Hollow bottle gourd. 9. Jambav-oustha [a

bougie of blackstone, the extremity of which is shaped like

the fruit of the Jambul tree (Urginea Jambolana)]. 10. Cotton.

11. Pieces of cloth. 12. Thread. 13. Leaves. 14. Materials

of bandaging. 15. Honey. 16. Ghee, or clarified butter.

17. Suet. 18. Milk. 19. Oils. 20. Tarpan.—flour of any petched

grain of condensed milk etc. mixed with water to mitigate

thirst. 21. Decoctions. 22^. Liniments. 23. Plasters.

24. Fan. 25. Cold and hot water. 26. Iron pans, kalasi

and other earthen vessels ; beddings and seats. 27. Obedient,

^eady and strong servants.

The Lying-in-room.—Caraka says : "Before the ninth month

of pregnancy, the lying-in-room should be constructed. The land

should be cleaned of bones, gravels and potsherds. The,

ground selected should be of auspicious colour, taste and smell.

The gate of the house should face towards the east or the

north;? There must be a store of wood such as Vilva (^gle
5.

<>*i<>i'i»n.«n''u1<*.'=(i4i'^<<lf^.'?Kwiii!s^ fe'^: fijj'a ^^ra^fi: i

Susruta SamhitS. I., v.

° "The best sort of ground should abound with- milky trees, full of fruits

and flowers ; its boundary should be of a quadrangnlar form, level and smooth,

with a sloping decliWty towards the east producing a hard sound, with a

stream running from left to right, of an agreeable doour, fertile, of art uniform
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Marmelos), Tinduka (DiospyrosEmbryopteris), Inguda (Balanites

Rox.) Bhallakaka (Semecarpus Anacardium), Varuna (OcimiCm

Basilicum), Khadira (Acacia Catechu) or wood of other kinds

said to be auspicious by a Brahman versed in the Atharvaveda;

and there must be a sufficient provision for clothes, liniments,

and covers. For the pregnant woman, be careful to have a

fire-place, water, pestles and mortars, a privy, a bathing place,

and ovens. These should be constructed according to the

science of engineering and should be pleasant with regard to

the season. There should be collected clarified butter, oil,

honey, different kinds of salts as rock, salt, sonchal salt, and.

black salt, Vidangas (Embelic Ribes), treacle, Kugtha

(Saussurea Lappa), Kilima (Finns Deodara), Nagara (dried root,

of Zinziber Officinale), Pippali (Piper Longum), its root, Hasti-

pippali (Scindaspus Officinalis), Mandukpami (Hydroctyle

Asiatica), Ela (Elettarium Cardamomum), Langoli (Gloriosa

Superba), Vaca (Acorus Calamus), Cavya (Piper Cava), Chit-

raka (Plumbago Zeylanicum), Chiravilva (Pongamia Glabra),

Hingu (Ferrula Assafsetida), Sarsapa (Mustard seeds), LaSuna

(Allium Sativum), finely or thickly powdered rice, Kadamba

(Anthocephalous Kadamba), Atasi (Linum Usitatissimum),

Vallija (Cucurbita Pepo), Bhurya (Betula Bhojpa,tra), Kulatba

DoHchos Uniflorus), Maireya (a spirituous liquor from the bjos--

soms of Lythrum Frutecoscence) and Ashava ^Vinous ferpiented

liquor from sugar or molasses. Rum). Also clollect two pieces of

c.olour containing a great quijitity of soil, producing water when dug to the

height of a man's arm raised above his head, and situated in a climate of

moderate tem'petature."
'

Manosara, Ch. I. quoted in Ram Raz's The Arohitedture of the Hindus,

Page 16, - -. , •----) ' "
' '
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stone (muller and stone slabs), two pestles, two mortars, an ass,

a bullock, two sharp needles of gold and silver, two skeins of

threads, sharp instruments of steel, two wooden bedsteads [Mg\e

Marmelos), and wood (Tinduka and Ingudi) for easily igniting

fire. The female attendants should be mothers of children, and

fi:iends and relatives of the patients. They must be fond of her,

skillful in work, intelligent, jolly, laborious full of tender love

for the children and a favourite of the mother."^

The Child's Room,

:

—He continues—" The engineer is to

construct a room, spacious, beautiful, full of light, well-ventilated

but free from draughts, strong, and free from beasts of

prey, animals with fangs, mice and insects. There should be

kept water, mortar and seperale places should be assigned for

bathing, cooking, urination and dcfsecation. It should suit the

season of the year. The beddings, seats and covers should be

confortable and suitable to the season. Auspicious ceremonies

should be performed in that room such as homa, expiations

and presents*to gods, for the proper protection of the child ; and

there should be present pious old men, doctors, and devoted

f^^ ^wct ^ffn'MMMv. ^^regm: 'ff<rct*i^Kwr: n^f^siT^KT: jfRpiftiisigi:

Caraka Baiihita. IV, riii.
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attendants constantly. The child's bed, covers and sheets

should be soft, light, pure and scented. These should always

,

be free from sweat, dirt, worms or bugs, urine and faeces.

If repeated change of new clothes be impossible, the soiled

coverings should be well washed and the beddings well purified

with steam and thoroughly dried before they are used again.

To purify or sterilise the dress, beddings, coverings and sheets

by fumigation use the following medicines with clarified

butter :—Barley (Hordeum Vulgare), mustard seeds, linseeds,

assafcetida, Guggula (Balsamodendron Mukul), Vaca (Acorus

Calamus), Coraka (Andropogon Acicularis), Vayastha (Chebulic

Myrobolau), Golomi (Panicum Dactylon), Jatila (Nardostachys

Jatamansi), Palankasa (a variety of Guggula), ASoka (Saraca

Indica), RohinI (Picrorrhiza Kurroa) and sankes' skin A
variety of toys to please the child should be at hand and these

should be coloured, light, musical, beautiful and must not be

sharp pointed. They should be of such a size and shape as

cannot be put into the childs' mouth or do not terrify or kill

the child."
^

»iii"«fiy^*iiHi<(<*iii(*i ^(K^i) ^f^irsl^^t^f^ ^: I tR<i*i'!iai5g*Tf^ '9?!,^"

^fftmi^ l^i^^'^wW 1^3: 1 ^jfifTPt fRT^ sW'ii<!i<*um<«<m'iig

*>^ti'54ici€tf%^^5«rt«(^Nn<^^:'jiNii<!ri4i3ifd'<!(i'T5ti^^<*<ir^*5i*iMr'i««t'flir'i

v^WHTprrf^ ^: 11 ^tto^ ^k*u1*ji: iwk^ ^^^^T^^ji^vnt

^ irr*«M=«nt^ sfT^tiTT: wtf: 1 ^?^^Pr 'ir^^ g f^r^^iRi ft^R'atftw

Caraka Samhita IV. viii.
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Susruta directs that there should be a particular room

provided for patients who have undergone surgical operations.^

"Patients suffering from surgical diseases as inflammatory

swelling, wounds &c. should, from the very commencement

of their illness, confine themselves inside a clean house, situated

in a wholesome locality, free from draughts and not exposed

to the glare of the sun. For, in such a building,

constitutional, mental and accidental diseases are not likely to

occur. In that room, the bed for the patients Should be soft,

spacious, and well-arranged. The patient should lie down, his

ifT^f f?fai fetn <=ii*sift"ia(iai ^ ftix: ii

^ ^ f?^pT5T^3Fii: ^rm i

^sn'it)q»jiMf<=iTi^^"*4i<jn5*)li*!!iRr3 ^mrt^^jm^*^ w6 ^wri i

m^*(i'*in»c)i<^'S- ^are^nff^tfT ii

Sulruta Saiiiliita I. xix.
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head pointing towards the east, and keep there some weapon for

his own protection. On such a bed, the patient can lie comfor-

tably and turn to his sides at pleasure. He should be surrounded

by his dear friends, for their sweet words relieve the pain of

inflammation. The female friends, however, should be avoided

and kept at a distance. He should observe strictly the orders

of the surgeon as regards his food, drink and mode of living. He

should have his hairs clipped and nails pared short, be pure in his

person.put on white clothes and devote himself to religious duties.

A light should be kept burning; and garlands of flower, weapons

&c., should be provided in the room to ward off the demons. He

should be cheered and inspired by pleasant stories ; and the

physicians and the priests should attend the patient morning

and evening. Pastils made of Sinapis Nigra and Azadirachta

Indica with clarified butter and salt, should be burnt in the room

morning and evening for ten days continually. The inflamed part

should be fanned with a cdmar or yolk-tail. Sleep during the

day, exercise and sexual intercourse must on no EEccount be

indulged in."

Susruta also describes the kitchen of the king thus :

—

"That is the proper kitchen which is built on good ground,

towards an auspicious quarter, full of utensils for cooking,

spacious, clean, provided with windows guarded by a network,

frequented by friends, cleared well of grass famished

with a canopy, purified by auspicious ceremonies, and

managed by men and women of good character. The superin-

tendent of the kitchen should, like the doctor, be noble and

virtuous. The cook and servants should be pure, noble, capable,

mild, good looking, engaged in their respective duties,

high-minded, should have their hairs and nails cut short, steady,
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well-bathed, of subdued passion, well-dressed, obedient and have

their heads well-covered."

" The doctor in charge of the kitchen should be of noble

family, religious, friendly, a clever manager for getting king's

food properly prepared, ever careful for his health, non-

avaricious, simple, fond, grateful, good-looking, cool-tempered,

well-behaved, not proud and envious, laborious, of subdued

passion, forgiving, pure, of good character, kind, intelligent, not

easily fatigued, always loving, well wisher, capable, bold, clever,

skillful, not unreasonably tender, provided with medicines and

well proficient in the art of healing." ^

l3i^1%s 'g*n^5ff ^f^ ^5?nf*^^ II

^ ift'W'Ei^T'fl+i'Ji.flt'^W

I

^' vm t^rgii ^'^ »ii«iiPi^f^<T ii

^pTt ng^ l^r' JiffSTilsr^ ii

^WRI^ JRraTST TlfJra^ WM II

iflf^^^ Wtnft »T?T^ II

-^'^ ^mm ^yn: fWicrr: ftJi^si'n; ii

^»mi; i»iwf^ fisptwr: fen: i

^Tctis^; ^NfiH: iicff''iW: ^^agcn: n

fi<*<wi=aT f^^^rnsi ftft^: MR^Picu: i

^r?Kfect ggift ^^T^ infant ^: ii

cltHI-H-^H^ ^t IWT? ^fwt *I^ I

ji*^i«iRi* ftsK: ^IrI^^ ^Ifq^T; ii

Susruta Samhita V, I,
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In the Kamandakiya NitisSra, we find the king advised

to take thoroughly examined food, and to be surrounded by

physicians well-versed in the scjence of Toxicology ;^ and again

it is said that king should take his medicines, cordials, and

edibles after having his medica:l attendants tasted them.^ The

king is advised to kill his enemy by weaning over his physician

or by administering poisonous liquids/^

In the Mahavagga* we find the qualities of a good patient

and a good nurse described :

—

" 6. What are five qualities, Bhikkhus, which when a

sickman has, he is easy to wait upon

—

When he does do what is good for him ; when he does know

the limit (of the quantity of the food) that is good for him

;

when he does take his medicine, when he does let a nurse who

desires his good, know what manner of disease he has, or when

he is getting worse that that is so, or when it is getting better

that that is so ; and when he has become able to bear bodily

pains that are severe, sharp, grievous, disagreeable, unpleasant

and destructive to life. These are the five qualities, Bhikkhus,

which when a sickman has, he is easy to wait upon.

' Ksmandakya NitiaSra vii. v. 10.

Ibid. vii. V. 27.

* fffT^^T ^ V^ iM'i\^'\ W«I^fT II «= II

Ibid. IX. V. 70,

• Mabavagga viii. 26, 6 & 8 (Sacred BooHs of the East),
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8. There are five qualities, O Bhikkhus, which, when one

who waits upon the sick has, he is competent to the task—when

he is capable of prescribing medieines ; when he does know what

(diet) is good and what is not good for the patient, serving

what is good and not serving what is not good for him ; when

he deos wait upon the sick out of love, and not out of greed

;

when he does not revolt from removing evacu0,tion, saliva or

vomit ; when he is capable of teaching, inciting, arousing and

gladdening the patient with religious discourses. These are

the five qualities, O Bhikkhus, ^hich, when one who yaits

upon the sick has, he is competent to the task."

There is also good deal of evidence to show that medicines

were distributed free to the poor and to the pious men. When

Yisakha asked for eight boons of the Buddha, she mentioned

amongst them the previlege of bestowing her life long " food

for the sick, food for those who wait upon the sick and medicines

for the sick" and explained her reasons as follows^ :

—

" 9. Moreover, Lord, if a sick Bhikkhu does not obtain

suitable foods, his sickness may increase upon him, or he may

die. But if a Bhikkhu have taken the diet that I shall have

provided for the sick neither will his sickness increase upon

him, nor will he die. It was this circumstance. Lord, that I

had in view in desiring to provide the Samgha my life long

with diet for the sick.

Moreover, Lord, a Bhikkhu who is waiting upon the sick

if he has to seek out food for himself, may bring in the food

(to the invalid) when the sun is already far on his course, and

he will lose the opportunity of taking his food. 'But when

» MahavSgga VIII, 15-9,
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he has partaken of the food I shall have provided for those who

wait upon the sick, he will bring in food to the invalid in due

time and he will not lose the opportunity of taking his food.

It was this circumstances, Lord, that I had in view in desiring

to provide the Samigha my life long with food for those who

wait upon the sick.

10. Moreover, Lord if a sick Bhikkhu does not obtain

suitable medicines his sickness may increase upon him, or he

may die. But if a Bhikkhu have taken the medicines which

I slmll have provided for the sick, neither will his sickness

increase upon him, nor will he die. It was this circumstance.

Lord, that I had in view in desiring to provide the Sawigha,

my life long with medicines for the sick."

The Edict No. II of Asoka clearly shows that charitable

institutions were common in India, during his reign. The

Edict runs as follows :

—

" Everywhere in the kingdom of the king Piyadasi, beloved

of the gods, and also of the nations who live in the frontiers

such as the Cholas, the Pandyas, the realms of Satyaputra and

Keralaputra, as far as Tambapani, (and in the kingdom of)

Antiochus, king of the Greeks and of the kings who are his

neighbours, everywhere the king Piyadasi, beloved of the gods,

has provided medicines of two sorts, medicines for men and

medicines for animals. Wherever plants- useful either for men

or for animals were wanting they have been imported and

planted. Wherever roots and fruits were wanting, they have

been imported and planted. And along public roads, wells

have been dug for the use of animals and men.''

We also learn from Houen Tsang's account that Siladitya II
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(610 - 650 A. D. ) was inclined towards Budhism and he

forbade the slaughter of living animals, built stupas, and

"in all the highways of the towns and villages throughout

India, he erected hospices, provided with food and drink, and

stationed there physicians with medicines for travellers and poor

persons round about, to be given without any stint."^

He also mentions about the father of the Bhikkhu

Srutavimsatikoti, that "from his house to the snowy

mountains, he had established a succession of rest-houses, from

which his servants continually went from one to the ether.

Whatever valuable medicines were wanted, they communicated

the same to each other in order, and so procured them without

loss of time, so rich was this family."^

He also mentions charitable institutions called Punyaialas

as common in India. " There were formerly in this country

(Tsch-kia-Takka) many houses of charity (goodness or hppiuesa,

Punyasalas) for keeping the poor and the unfortunate. They
c

provided for them medicines and food, clothing and necessaries

;

so that travellers were neveir badly oflf.^

Again he says : "Benevolent kings have founded here

(Mo-ti-pil-lo or Matipura) a house of "merit" (Punyasalas). This

foundation is endowed with funds for providing choice food

and medicines to bestow in charity on widows and bereaved

•persons, on orphans and the destitute."* A similar Pujgyaaala

or hospice was in K'ei-P'an-to (Kabandha).® In describing

1 Beal's Record, Vol. I, p. 214.

"Ibid, Vohll, p. 188.

» Ibid, Vol. I, p. 165.

* Ibid, Vol. I, p. 198.

» Ibid, V0I.-II, p. 303..
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Mulfcan he aajs : "They have founded a house of mercy (happi-

ness), in which they provide food, and drink, and medicines

for the poor, and sick, affording succour and sustenance."^ Of

Siladitya he says : "Every year he assembled the Sramainas

from all countries, and on the third and seventh days he

bestowed on them in charity four kinds of Alms {viz.T—food,

drink, medicine, clothing)."^

Fa Hiau (405-11 a.d.), a contemporary of Candragupta

Vikramaditya, describes the charitable dispensaries in the town

of Pataliputra thus:—"The nobles and householders of this

country have founded hospitals within the city to which the

poor of all countries, the destitute, cripple and the diseased

may repair. They receive every kind of requisite help gratui-

tously. Physician^ inspect their diseases, and according to their

eases order them food and drink, medicines or decoctions, every

thing in fact that may contribute to their ease. When cured,

—they depart at their convenience."' Smith remarks : "No

such foundation was to be , seen elsewhere in the world at

this date ; and its existence, anticipating the deeds of modern

Christian charity, speaks well both for the character of the

citizens who endowed it, and for the genius of the great

Asoka whose teaching still bore such wholesome fruit many

centuries after his decease. The earliest hospital in Europe,

the Maison Dieu of Paris, is said to have been opened in

the 7th centuries."*

"U.patisso, son of Buddha Das, builds Hospitals for cripples,

» Seal's Record, Vol. II, p. 274.

» Ibid, Yo\. I, p. 214.

• Hid, Vol. I, Intro, loii.

' Smith's Early History of India, 2nd Ed., p. 280.

.7
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for pregnant women, and for the blind and diseased.^ Dhatushena

builds Hospitals for cripples and sick^. Buddha Das® himself

ordained a physician for every ten villages on the high road,

and built assylums for the crippled, deformed and

destitute."*

The animal Hospitals or Pinjrapoles which still exist at

Ahmedabad, Surat, and Sodepore in Bengal, and elsewhere

may be regarded as the survivals of the institutions founded

by the Maurya monarch. The following account of the Surat

Hospital in the 18th century is from the pen of Hamilton:

—

"The most remarkable institution in Surat is the Banyan

Hospital, of which we have no discription more recent than

1780. It then consisted of a large piece of ground enclosed

by high walls, and sub-divided into several courts or yards for

the accommodation of animals. In sickness they were attended

with the greatest care, and here found a peaceful assylum for

the infirmities of old age.

"When an animal broke a limb, or was otherwise disabled,

his owner brougbt him to the Hospital, when he was received

without regard to the caste or nation of his master. In 1772

this hospital contained horse; mules, oxen, sheep, goats,

monkies, poultry, pigeons, and variety of birds ; and also an

aged tortoise, which was known to have been there seventy-five

years. The most extraordinary ward was that appropria^d for

rats, mice, bugs, and other noxious vermins for whom suitable

food was provided."^

» MahSwanio, p. 249. * => Ihid, p. 245.

= Ibid, p. 256. * Cunningham's Bhilsa Topes, p. 54, foot note.

» Hamilton's Description of Hindustan (120) Vol. I, p. 718^ quarto ed.,

Crooke. Things Indian, Art. Pinjrapole, (Murray 1906).
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We quote here from Hemadri the opinions of the sages

and the Puranas as to the merit of the founder of a hospital^ :

—

Visvamitpa.

There is no gift more precious than the gift of cure ; therefore

it should be given freely to the sick to augment one's good

fortune. He who gives medicines, diet, food, oil for smearing

and shelter to the sick, becomes free from all diseases.

Samvartta.

The giver of medicines, oleaginous remedies and food for

the cure of the sick, becomes free from all diseases, happy and

long-lived.

Ag'astya.

Those who give rice and medicines freely attain happiness,,

being free from desease.

Saupa Pupana.

He, who gives medicines to the sick to cure their diseases

always remains healthy, long-lived and happy.

^iCl^^^Mt-Mi^j 1^ Prat lit^, I

. e
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Nandi Parana.

The high-souled man who gives the Brahmins collj^ium

in charity to cure, the diseases of the eye, goes to the,, Sun

(after death) and becomes free from eye deseases, fine-looking

and fortunate.

Good health is a step to the acquirement of religious merit,

wealth, pleasure and final emancipation, and so the man who

bestows cure to the sick and also he who erects a hospital

equipped with good medicaments, dresses, learned doQtors,

servants and rooms for students, alvvays gain them. The doctor

should be well-versed in the religious treatises, experienced,

familiar with the actions'of - medicines, a discriminator of the

eolour.of the roots of the herbals and well-acquainted with the

ffJifN: 9 fN!g; ^# »Rfn^^ ii

^rc^^^pft f^3f : ^wit 3rra^ ^n:: ii

^ct^rfN?!^ ^ '

*Rifn ^[^[^ II

f^^^l^j^pit 'e^R^sfg^cit II
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^r6per season of raising them from the gr<iundj well-trained

with the qualities of the juices, (their strength and actions),

sSli rice, meat and medicaments, trained in compounding

medicines, one who knows well of the physique of meii by

intelligence, one who knows the temparament and the qualities

of the diet, a pathologist who is not idle, well acquainted with

the remedial agents for the prempnitary signs and sequelae of

diseases, proficient in the requirements of time and place,

well-read in the medical text-books—the Ayurveda with its

Bight divisions and an expert in curing diseases by domestic

remedies (prepared from handful of common ingredients).

The pious man who erects such a hospital inwhich the

services of good physicians of this nature are retained, becomes

celebrated as the virtuous, the successful and the intelligehl

^gtpjw'itrg f^piPi^cff'Stt; I

^PfW i^ftl*^!*sl5t«RnHrc(d II

^^rngT^t^T yt«*nJ|R>^HRf( II

>*<<«(it(Riffr ^^mif^ I

^ ft^i wf^ «^^Tf»pflf^: I
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man in this World. If in such a hospital the kind-hearted man

.can cure a single patient of his maladies by simple medicines,

oleaginous remedies and compounds of medicinal decoctions, goes

to the Brahma's residence with his seven generations upwards.

The rich and the poor acquire religious merit in proportion to

the amount of riches they possess ; where would the poor man

get a hospital and a young physician to cure his diseases ? The

man secures the eternal regions mentioned before by rendering

the sick healthy by the use of roots to some and by good rubbing

(with external applications) to others. He who cures the sick

suffering from an increase or decrease of the Air, the Bile and the

Phlegm by simple remedies, he too goes to such blessed regions

(after death) as are secured by those who perform many religious

sacrifices (Yajiias).

<iT<ifBi let: ^am '^itcNti ftwg^ ii

^finjfiT flift ^i^MT^K^rrfq ^ r

^ ^^T^Ti^ wNtti «nf^^tt^<n«r ii

^r^-Tj-^rm-'fl-^iiiw lil^i' 5T^ «m: i

dttlKtO^il ?f^ ^^ WNfJ**i .11

^w^raref Pi?W 4<«jll*<«i ^mm i

viiaIRi ^i-^ci«i<*)*i«i'n ^^rafsra ii

^:^ ?i^ ^tf'T ^^^TTHi^ ^WfTII
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Skandapurana.

Hear, the amount of religious merit secured by a man who

erects a hospital containing all the necessary articles (of

treatment) and in which are engaged eminent physicians by

reward. As good health is the means of attaining religious

merit, wealth, pleasure and final emancipation, therefore, he by

rendering the sick healthy, gives these four blessings.

By carefully curing a learned man of his sickness great

merit is secured, which is eternal and indestructible. He too

who cures a sickman who is calm and absorbed in meditation

of Siva and knowledge, attains the virtue of all kinds of gifts.

Bramha, Visnu, all the gods, diseases, relatives and kings

—

they are obstacles to yoga but not to those who perform it

(yogi). Whatever merit is obtained by the great, by support-

ing the sick Brahmans (priests), Kshatriyas (warriors), and Bith

(cultivators) and Sudras (servants), can not be obtained

by the performance of all the great Yajnas .(religious

ceremonies). As even the gods can not reach the end of the

mxi f^%: 5Ti: ^r^^ ^j'^-. ^tm^ ^yn: i

jf^t *Ifrf^ 5qT^% T ^^liHf » II

«f?^IK^<iM+4< ITi^lt R<JJc) lif^»T II

»ft^ ftft^»?fjin«i*ii«t: ^^I'+ifii* : 1

>i*RiUf(=ii<JlMt); ^praf. MRmRdcr: i

srra fawg? ';!i=i<ji=i<iifcrtrs^ ii

<Tc(: ^^'iiiwi *ith: mn: ?rt i

tsH^^t cwj ^t«f: qR-m<*; ii
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firmament, so there is no end (to the merit) of the gift of cure.

By this great merit, the man reaching the region of ' Siva

enjoys himself by soaring in a talloon which can go to the various

desired directions. With his twenty-one generations upwards

and surrounded by his servants, he stays in the Siva's realm so

long till deluge does not occur. There, after the lapse of his

merit, the devoted servant acquires knowledge from Siva.

Abandoning this world by knowledge, abiding by the

prayers to Siva, and casting away this body as a straw, he

reaches beyond the limits of sorrow. Being freed f^;om all

sorrows, becoming pure, all-knowing and self-sufficient, and

absorbed in his ownself, they are called the Liberated. Therefore

to mitigate the diseases, the sick should be well nursed

;

the great sages should especially be attended to even by the

sacrifice of one's body or riches. The wise must not irritate

the weali patients, and they like the preceptors should be

rescued constantly from sins. He who relieves the sick, by

taking tli^m under his care, reaches the other bank of this

ocean of world.

Hemsdri's Caturvarga, CintSmoni, DSna Khandam

.

Asiatic Soc. Ed. Oh. XIII, F, 8M—95.
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After these proofs, the statement of Mr. Ameer Ali that

" the Arabs invented chemical pharmacy, and were the

founders of those institutions which are now called dispen-

saries"^ can not be accepted as correct.

DISPENSARIES.

As regards dispensaries, SuSruta advises the physician to

construct his dispensary in a clean locality ; and the build-

ing should face towards some auspicious direction as the east

or the north. He says :
—

" The medicines should be kept in

burnt earthen pots arranged on planks supported by stakes

or pins".^ This is still the method of storing medicines

used by the Kavirajas. Dallvana explains the passage thus:

—

"The medicines should be kept in pieces of cloth, earthen pots,

wooden pots and Sanku (kllaka)."* The former explanation is

plausible for it is impossible to imagine how a kilaka or stake

can be a container of medicine, unless it is implied as a point

of support for hanging the medicine vials from it. *

Dr. Heyne (1814) thus describes the ancient dispensaries

of the Hindus :
" The place in which medicines are kept should

1 History of the Saracens p. 262, 1899.

Susruta SamhitS. I. xxxvii.

*id«i*!^' I %^ ^?w'^ H'dthwt tfH;, sf^; ^t^Rf:, »j:t^ alfiiRsa U-ti*^'

Vet wof* ^'i. 'zf ^ w<^w* 5^ar>nftf^^ ^ ^s^psi: i nsrerrat f^fli

^^(^ I ^i^nftr^ S'^**iCl<o^ irat i^%ci ^ *i«iH4i<(*in3fte(rt)i(< n\<\^«

£)allvana's Commentary!

8 '
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be clean, dry, and not accessible to rats, white ants or dust.

The drugs ought to be put in nets, or large pots, the mouth

of which must be tied over with a piece of cloth, and suspended

in a room. Fire, smoke and water must be kept at a distance.

The house in which medicines are stored, should be neither

in too high nor too low a situation, and it should not be far

distant from places in which medicines may be collected.

Its front should face either the south or the north, with a

convenient viranda before the door of the same side.

The necessary apparatus for mortars, scales, &c., m'ust be

kept in a place in the wall that has been consecrated for that

purpose by religious ceremonies."

After describing the different classes, and members compos-

ing each class, of medicines, Susruta continues :
" The wise

physician should collect and classify these medicines, and with

them prepare external applications, infusions, oils, ghee, syrups,

&c., as required for derangement of a particular humour. The

medicines should be carefully preserved in all seasons, in rooms

free from smoke, rain, wind and dust. The medicines should

be used singly, or in combinations of several medicines of a

class, or of an entire group, or of more than one group,

according to the nature of the disease, and the extent of

derangement of the humours."^

?rr^f?raT 1% ^^^ftficrl^wrt 11

Susrata SamhitS I. xxxviii.
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ANESTHETICS.

In the medical text books of the Hindus, there is nb

mention of a general anaesthetic, from which we can infer thstt

it was unknown in those ancient days. There are, however,

many indications to show that' the earlier surgeons felt the

necessity of such an agent to produce insensibility to pain.

Both Caraka and Susruta mention the use of wine to produce

the desired effect. Caraka says :
" After extraction of a dead

fsetus before the full term of pregnancy, wine should be pres-

cribed to her, for that will improve the condition of her uterus,

make her happy and alleviate the painofthe operation."^ Susruta,

however, distinctly lays down that "wine should be used before

operation to produce insensibility to pain." He again remarks

:

" It is desirable that the patient should be fed before being

operated on. Those- who are addicted to drink and those who

-cannot bear pain, should be made to drink some strong beverage.

The patient, who has been fed, does not faint, and he who is

rendered intoxicated, does not feel the pain of the operation."'^

The use of certain drugs to produce ansesthetic effects was

well known to the ancient Greeks and Romans. Dioscorides

Caraka Samhita, IV, Tiii.

MKq'<<f^<t^ 1^ ^n^wiffw II

SuSruta Sadbita, I, xvii,
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mentions Mandragora. (Mandragora Atropa) to have been

employed internally as a hypnotic and ansesthetic. Pliny (32-79

A.D.) in his Natural History mentions that this ansBsthetic was

also used by inhalation ; and this fact is corroborated by Galen,

Arsetaeus, Celsus and others. The Arabian physicians also

used it. The Chinese surgeons still use some powder (Indian

hemp probably) to throw their patients into profound sleep.

In the 13th century Theodoric (died 1298) described the "spongio

^omnifera " the vapours raised from which were capable, when

inhaled, of setting patients into an anaesthetic sleep, thus

inducing insensibility to the agony and torture of a surgeon's

.knife. Baptista also mentions his "Pomum somniferum", to be

made with mandragora, opium, &c. The Hindus also inhaled the

fumes of burning Indian hemp as an anaesthetic at a period

of great antiquity. As early as 927, A. D., they also knew

drugs which they employed for the same purpose, for Pandit

Vallala, in his Bhoja Prabandha, alludes to a cranial operation

performed *on the King Bhoja after he was rendered insensible

by some drug called SammohinI (producer of unconsciousness).

Another drug is also mentioned, Sanjibani (restorer to life),

by which he soon regained consciousness after the operation

had been finished.^

Bhoja Prabandha (Jibananda's Edn.), F. 98,



CHAPTER III.

MATERIALS OF INSTRUMENTS.

Ibon and Steel.

In the Rgveda, ayaa, (Latin aes), next to gold, is the metal

most often referred to. Ayas often stands as a generic name

to mean simply "metal," though in later works it signifies iron as
to

a rule. The mention of dark and red ayas in the Atharva-

veda indicates a distinction between iron and copper or bronze,.

The surgical instruments of the Hindus are recommended

generally to be made of iron; but Susruta allows other suitable

material when iron of good quality is not available.^ He says:

"A wise surgeon should get the instruments made ofpure iron and

with sharp edges by an expert' blacksmith who is skilful and

experienced in his craft." ^ The use of impure iron ap a material

for surgical instruments, he deprecates as a defect and advises

the surgeons not to rely on such instruments.

The ffindus were acquainted with steel and they knew how

to turn out steel of fine quality from a pure iron ore.

NagEftjuna, the well known Buddhist chemist, wrote a scientific

Susruta Samliita. I. vii.

Ibid, I. viii,
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treatise on steel and iron.^ ^ibodSsa in his commentary on

Chakrapani quotes Patanjali as an authority on the subject.'

In the Dhanurveda, Viraointamani, S.arafigadharapaddhati

and Loharnava, steel as a material of sword has been described

and classified.

Dr. Mitra quotes some references' about the knowledge of iron

possessed by the ancient Hindus from the Rgvida. He finds that

"swords (II. 156), spears (IV. 25), javelins (II. 292), lances (I. 774),

(IV. II. 288) and hatchets (I. 120) are frequently mentioned
;

and these weapons were bright as "gold" or golden (IV., 19),

"shining bright" (1. 175), "blazing" (IV. 93), "sharp" (IV. 113) and

"made of iron" (I. 226) ; they are "whetted on a grind stone"

(II. 36) to improve their keenness (I. 150), and "polished to

enhance their brightness" (II. 326) "According to Nearchus,

King Porus gave 30 lbs of steel to Alexander as the most

precious present he could ofifer."

Royle also remarks* : "Working fn metals they have long

been famous' for: their steel acquired so great celebrity at an

Cakradatta, Basayanadhikara.

«!fl*m<!ii^ ^Tftt^ '^^tTMfral'T'n?, i

Quoted in Sibodas's commentary on LouhamSrana-

Vidhi in Cakrftdatta.

= Dr. R. L. Mitra's Indo-Aryans, Vol. 1, P. 301. See Wilson!s Kgveda.

* iRoyle's Antiquity of Hindoo Medicine, Pp. 46-7.
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early period, as to have passed into a proverb amoiig the

Persia,ns, where fouladee hind indicates steel of the best quality

;

and juwouhee hind, an Indian answer, means a cut with a sword

made of Indian steel."

Copper.

Pure copper was also used as a material of instruments

;

and vessels and instruments of copper are frequently mentioned

in the medical books of the Hindus. A copper probe for apply-

ing antimony to the eye has been found in the excavations of

Bijnos and another in the Bihat excavations. Cakradatta^ advises

us to use a copper probe for the application of lekhana collyrium;

and susruta mentions a copper needle in the operation for

reclination of catatact.^

Tin.

Tin was also used as a material of blunt instruments.

Susruta mentions plates of tin ,to surround a tumour and to

protect the healthy parts, before the application of actual

cautery.* Such plates are recommended to be made of tin, or

lead, or copper, or iron.

Lead.

Tubes of lead were used for purpose of fumigation. Probes

made of lead were used for application of collyrium. • The use

^ n^rai tw^ m^°^ ft^ ^ira^'^^sn 1

Cakradatta, Anjanadhikara.

Susruta Samhita, VI. xvii.

gKTfirsiwsT ^§iff!R«n<t JiRTirff^ii 1*r5t>riu{=?i: h

Susrttta Samhita, IV; xviii,
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of lead plates to sorround tumours before application of actual

cautery has been noted above.

Bell-metal.

The use of bell-metal—an amalgam of zinc or tin and copper,

25 parts of the former with 75 parts of the latter,—as a material

of probes for applying coUyrium, is mentioned by Susruta.^

Gold and Silver.

Gold was known to the Hindus from the remote antiquity

;

and among the metals, it is the one most frequently^ mentioned

in the Rgveda. Silver was perhaps unknown during the earlier

Vedic age, from its name being not mentioned in the Rgveda.

But no conclusion can safely be drawn from this argu-

ment^. We find, however, gold, silver, and other precious

*lli|«lf% ^ ^1«JTtn si^sii*!^ q«rra^ II

' Suiruta SamhitS, VI. xviii.

'^ "^^^"
Bgveda, 5 Mandala, 19 Sukta.

"f^J^ ^^'t SRTIctT ^^" I

SSyana.

Ibid, 4 Mandala. 2 Sukta.

"A horse with golden caparisons"—Wilson.

" "^ Kfij" 1

Rgveda. 5 Mandala. -33 Sukta.

H'I«I<IJT ^cWm tf?t y^ I

. SSyaua.

"Query,- if silver money be intended"—Wilson.
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stones mentioned as materials of instruments in the medical

books. Gold and silver vessels and plates are often described

in Sanskrit literature.^ Susruta mentions the use of drinking

cups made of gold, silver and precious stones."

Caraka, amongst other things necessary for a lying-in-roora,

mentions two needles of gold and silver.'' To cut the navel-

cord of the new-born child, he recommends a knife made of

gold, or silver, or iron.* In the Manusamhita^ we find

:

"Before the section of the navel string, a ceremony is

ordained on the birth of a male j he must be made while sacred

texts are pronounced, to taste a little honey and clarified butter

from a golden spoon." ° A golden needle is mentioned by

^ l^^iwwi^nji ¥% x^ *raTf«t ^ r

^^^M Wi? ^ailfH ^s^^ Wf\^ ^ I

tfffsnt (

Hwn^^" 'fi^ ^ '5'rf'* ^1%^ fttf[ 11

Susruta SainhitS, I. xlv.

Oaraka Samhita, IV, viii.

Ibid.

Manusaiiihita, II. 29,

«
• Manusamhita (oh. II. V. 29. Jones's traus.)

9.
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SuSruta foi' pricking the bulb of Soma plant to extract its juice.

^

To cure trichiasis, Cackradatta mentions a needle cautery of

gold.'' For destroying the hair follicles, he advises us to pass

the hot needle into them as soon as the eyelashes are removed

by epilation. In the Yogaratnakara, is mentioned a cautery of

gold, to burn the fistulous track round the anus.^ Sarngadhara

mentions silver or coral pots for keeping medicated snuffs,* and

gold and silver tubs for immersing patients in medicated

lotions.®

Horn.

Horns of animals are mentioned as suction-apparatus. For

TOS^ftwra' * * * *

Susruta Samhita, lY. xxix.

Cakradatta, Netraroga Cikifcsa.

^fitHctHi^i q^Tfi gtaikRrw'jftnn'i II

Yogaratnakara, p. 347.

(Anandasram Series).

Ssrngadhara Saingraha, III. viii.

Ibid, Hi, if.

I
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this purpose, the horn ofa cow is recommended. ^ A probe made

of horn is advised to be used for applying collyrium. Susruta

mentions goat's horn to be used as a container of medicine.^ He

also recommends for this purpose vessels manufactured out of.

horn.^ Similarly Oaraka advises us to keep medicines in the

lamb's horn.* Tubes of Vasti-yantra (clysters) are often

described to be made of horn.*

Bone and Ivory.

Vagbhata II describes the anguli-tranaka or finger-guard

to be made either of wood or ivory."

^ "=f^', fm ijnsn =^m Wm aifl^g gssit^ "sfw'" »raii? vi

^f«nc' m?' * * * *
VagbhatSrtha Kaunmdi, I. xxv.

Susruta Samhita, VI. xv.

Rasendra Cintamanii. IX.

srm^s^ snr ^ Trat ^^^ ii

Susruta SamhitS, VI. xix.

Caraka Samhita, VI. ixvi.

Ssrfigadhara Samgraha, I'll. ii.

A§t5f)ga Hrdaya. I. XXV,
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Wood,

To apply vapour-bath, Sarngadhara mentions tubes made of

wood or metal,^ Wooden Tubes for injections were also

used,^

Stone.

^arngadhara says : "The coUyrium probes should be

made either of stone or metal".® For compounding medicines,

stone kJml or mortar and pestles are mentioned. A big stone

slab with a muUer is recommended to be used for grinding dry

or fresh vegetable medicines. In extracting the Soma'juice,

two slabs of stone are mentioned in the Rgveda.*

Execution. —^
'

~-
,

The execution of the instruments is said to have Ifeen all

that can be desired. Susruta says ^ : "They ^hpuld'oe made

just of the proper size with their ends rough or polished ; they

should be also strong, well-shaped and capable of a firm grasp."

Again he continues : "When an instrument (has been selected) of

Ssrfigadhara Samgraha, III. ixt

® ii*d^'. *Pw«ll ^ran SHWTOT^gtl^Btn I

* Bgveda. 10 Mandala, 76, 94 & 175 Suktas.

^ «l*ll(VtHpl *l'5llP« <d<^^tj<dlPl '^ I

'PSTpr 'S'OTpir ^^l^lpll ^ <*l<*irl II

Ibid, III. V.

Ibid, III. xiiL

Sqaruta Sivinhita, I. vii,
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a fine make and with an edge keen enough to divide the hairs

on the skin, and when it has been firmly grasped at the proper

place, only then it should be used in any surgical operation"^.

And again ; "A wise surgeon will get his instruments made of

good iron and with sharp edges, by a blacksmith who is skil-

ful and experienced in his craft"^ Vligbhata also gives the

same directions.*

Ornamentation.

In the absence of actual specimen, it is impossible to say

whether there was any ornamentation on the surgical instru-

ments of the Hindus. No ornamentation is described in the

extant medical treatises. Only one instrument—MucutI—is

mentioned by Vagbhata II as being ornamented with a ring.*

Edges of Sharp Instruments.

SuSruta says'' : "The edges of instruments, used in incising

<J'i-|l<l' Wl5fT cRI ^s^ ^3l«lfl II

2 See foot-note 2, V. 61.

aWIPn Kt'RTftfJt '(I'g'rti'llS^'sHpl TO^ II

IJOTftr i^Toftr ^'reiftr "^ WT^ I

^*<wiPi ^icnjrti^i<HTiciwr« II

twiTj^ifi^mPo ^^ ^ftfenf^ '^
II

Ibid, I. viii.

Agta&ga Hfdaya, I. xxv.

Ibid.

cRTJKI W<'(Hi Wqft I 5i<d»IHWf*1l«J,'Cl I

SuSruta Sainhita, I. viii,
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(as of Vrddhipatra, Nakhasastra, &c.) should be of the

fineness of a masura (Ervum Lens) ; of those used in scarifying

(as MandalSgra &c.) ofa half a masura; of those used in punctur-

ing (as.Kutharika) and evacuating (as needles, kuSapatra, &c.)

of a hair; and those used in dividing (as Vrddhipatra), of half a

ha,ir". As to the Vadisa or hook and the Danta§anku or tooth-

sealers, the former should have a curved end and a fine point,

while the latter should have an end shaped like the first leaf

of barley."^

The Tempering of Sharp Instruments.

SuSruta remarks^ that "the instruments are tempered in three

ways;—by immersing the heated sastra in an alkaline solution,

or water, or oil. Those tempered in an alkaline solution are used

in dividing bones and in excising arrows and other foreign

bodies. Those tempered in water are used in incising, dividing

or clearing muscles; and those tempered in oil are used in

puncturing veins and dividing nerves and tendons."

As the methods of tempering the sastras are the same as

those recommended for the arms of war, we quote, from

Vrddha ^arngadhara (the elder), twomethods oftempering arrow-

heads and swords. He says? : "I shall describe the ways of

tempering arrow-heads, by. smearing them with a paste of

Susruta Sainhita, I. viii.

Vrddhya Sarangadhara,
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vegetable drugs, which would thus acquire the power of

piercing a coat-of-mail as easily as the leaf of a tree."

I.

"Make a paste of Pippali (Piper Longum), rock-salt and

Kustha (Saussurea Lappa) with cow's urine. These are to be well

mixed until the paste becomes cold and yellow. The arrow-

heads and other sharp cutting instruments are to be well smeared

with that paste and then heated to redness. Then they are

to be removed from the furnace and allowed to cool down to a

state 'short of redness and dipped in oil. By this means, the

iron acquires special power as a cutting instrument^".

II.

"Make a paste of the five kinds of salts,^ mustard and honey.

Let the instrument-maker smear it on the §astras which are

then to be heated in a furnace. When the colours resembling

those of a peacock's feather are displayed on the sastra, the

burning is known to be adequate. The instrument is then

dipped in water'".

^I^t «9dl!^ q^«<5«l<UlP) "^
II

tifir: n'^q^^w f%5f ^nft Fcrni^fi ii

fsife^mg^fw ciH^ tjsfit^ I

cTct^ fkm w\^ w^^wm^^r^^^_ ii

Vrddhya Ssriigadhara.

Vrddhya §arugadhara.

Vaidyaka.
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III.

The sage Usanas or Sukracaryya thus describes^ the tem-

pering of swords in the Vrhat Samhita (Kern's trans. Ch. L.) :

—

23. The fluid to imbrue a sword with, according to the

precepts of Usanas, is : blood, if one wishes for a splendid for-

tune ; ghee, if one is desirous to have a virtuous son ; water, if

one is longing for inexhaustible wealth.

24. An approved mixture to imbrue the sword with, in

case of one desirous to attain his object by wicked means, is

:

milk from a mare, a camel and an elephant. A mixture of fish

bile, deer-milk, horse-milk, and goat-milk, blended with toddy,

will make the sword fit to cut an elephant's trunk.

25. A sword first rubbed with oil, and then imbrued with

an unguent compounded of the milky juice of the Caldtropis,

goat's horn, ink, dung from doves and mice, and afterwards

whetted, is fit for piercing stone.

m'.^cii*^ sraictT '^ 3«f iraT". i

T^TfetFRi 1 ftrars ^^tft^Hft: II

Hi'TltM^ Mll*l*l*)l*l^^ I

^ '^''im^^^Ri ^m ^\wm II

Vj:hat SariUta.
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26. An instrument imbrued with a stale mixture of potasb;

of plantains with butter milk, and properly whetted, will not

get crooked on a stone, nor blunted on other iron instruments^

Good and Bad Qcjalities of Surgical Instruments.

SuSruta says^ : ".The good points in an instrument are

the following : it should have a well-made handle, affording a

firm grasp ; it should be made of iron of good quality ; it should

have a fine edge, a pleasant shape and a well-finished point ; and

it should not be dentated (except the saw)." He gives

preference to^ the Sastras which are of good make and with a

fine edge—^so fine as to divide the hairs on the skin and whose

handles can easily be grasped by the surgeon's hand.

On the other hand, he points out eight defects^ of sharp

instruments r they must not be bent, or blunt, or broken, or

jagged, or too thick, or too thin, or too long, or too short. Instru-

ments free from these defects should be used. The Karapatra

or saw is the only exception, for being used for sawing bones, it

requires a jagged or dentated edge. Vagbhata also mentions

these defects."

^
<tif5i i?rfTPit ^fifti ^^mtf^i gsmf'i i^wrfeig^grr^nsf^fcraifH tfii

Susruta SainhitS, I. viii.

Ibid.

AjtSnga Hrdaya, I. xxvL

16
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; SuSruta enumerates twelve defects^ ofbluut instruments, viz.,

it may be too thick, or made of impure metal, or too long, or too

short, or incapble of being grasped, or capable of being grasped

(unevenly) partially, or bent, or made of too sofb material, or of

elevated ends, or it may have bent, loose, elevated, and weak

pins, or be of weak ends, or of thin sides. These faults refer

principally to the Swastika yantras or the cruciform instru-

ijaentS.

The Uses of Instruments.

Twenty four different kinds of operations'" are said to be

performed by the blunt instruments (Susruta), viz.:

—

1. Nirghatana . . . Extraction by moving to and

fro. e. g. salyanirghatani.

2. Purana ... ... Filling the bladder or eyes

with oil.

3. Bandhana ... ... Bandaging and binding by rope.

4. Vyuhana ... ... 1. Raising up and incising a

part for removing a thorn

or 2. bringing together the

lips of the wound.

5. Varfcana ... ... Contracting or curling up.

SuSruta Saiiiliita, I. vii:
"

ni9n*)'(P(*"5<ui^<*uii^^*i«ir<)'i*i«m^^*«>!(»)i-^ti5ii«itiK<i!4'*<<«n-<si/<itii^*H-

• " Ibid.
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6. Calana

7. Vivartana

8. Vivarana

9. Pldana ...

10. Marga ViSodhana

11. Vikarsana

12. Aharana .

.

13. Aucana ...

14. Unnamana

15. Vinamana

16. Bhaiijana

17. Unnaathana

18. Acusana

1. transferring, i.e.,. removing

from one part to another ; 2.

moving a foreign body.

Turning round.

Exposing or opening out any

part.

Pressing as by finger to let

out pus from an abcess.

Clearing the canals such, as the

urethra, rectum &c.

1. Extraction by pulling; or 2.

loosening a foreign body

fixed in muscles &c.

Pulling out.

Pulling up.

. Elevating or setting upright as

the depressed cranial bones

or ears. •

Depression as of the elevated

ends of the fractured bone.

1. Rubbing the head, ears &c.

;

2. contusing a part all round

before it is . surgically

operated on.

Probing or stirring the track

formed by an impacted

foreign body.

, Suction as of poisoned blood

and milk by horns, or gourd,

or mouth,
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19, Esana

20. Darana

21. Kjukarana

22. Praksalana

23. Pradhamana

24. Pramarjana

Exploring as by an earth-worm

shaped probe, the direction of

a sinus or the existence of a

foreign body in the wound.

Splitting or dividing as the

head, ears &c.

, Straightening anything which

is bent.

Washing as a wound with

water.

Blowing as powders into the

nose through tubes.

, Rubbing out as foreign bodies

from the eyes &c.

Vagbhata recognises only fifteen different kinds ^ of opera-

tions performed by the blunt instruments : Nirghatana (mov-

ing to and fro), Unmathana (probing), Purana (filling up),

Marga Suddhi (clearing passages), Sarhvyuhana (raising up and

extracting a thorn by incision), Aharana (pulling out), Bandhana

(bandaging), Pidana (pressing), Acusana (suction), Unnamana

(elevation), Namana (depression), Gala (movement), Bhanga,

^(breaking), Vyavartana (turning round) ; and Ejukarana

(straightening).

Agl^ga Hrda;ira, I. xxv,
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The fiastras or cutting instruments, on the other handj are

said to perform eight kinds of surgical operations (Susruta).^

1. Chedana ... .....Excision or removal of a part

of the body by operation as

of piles.

Instruments :—Vrddhipatra, nakhaSastra, mudrikSj

utpalapatra, and arddhadhara.

2. Bhedana ... ... Incision of a part, as of an

Instruments :—The same as above.

3. Lekhana ... ... Scarification or dissection of a

skin-flap ; or scraping, as of

Rohini i.e., surgical diseases

of the throat.

Instruments :—Mandalagra and karapatra.

4. Vedana or Vyadhana . . . Puncturing as of veins to bleed

patients by instruments

having fine points.

Instruments :—KutharikS, vrihimukha,, ara, vetaspatra,

and sucl.

5. Esana ... ... Probing, as of sinus and fistula

by a probe.

Instruments :—-Esani.

6. Aharana. ... ... Extraction, as of stone by the

spoon or hook.

Instruments :^Vadisaj and danta-Sanku. ,

^ ?ra aireiwTs^l^ I «ra^ i t^' «^ ^w ttg^^irfT^' fNrrat'

Suaruta Sainhita, I. y.
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7. Visravana ... To let out pus as from a deep-

seated abscess.

Instruments :—SucI, kuiapatra, atimukha, sararimukha,

antarmukha, trikurccaka, and eaani,

8. Sivana ... ... Stitching, as of the lips of a

wound by needles.

Instruments :—The diflferent kinds of suci or needles.

Caraka mentions, however, six kinds ^ of operations :

—

1. Patana ... ... Incision, as in operation for

sinus, abscess, intestinal

injury, and deeply impacted

foreign bodies.

2. Vyadhana ... Tapping or piercing, as in

operations for ascites, suppur-

ating tumour, ovarion

tumour, boils &c.

^ifcsign^ 5 tw: m^im ctft^n^ ^ ii

<4<<n«iRi ^hUfT ^^t: ^^^ <*5ir: i

sjTsn: ^PuciCl'ira fl^rafirs^n^: ii

li8i=5ifti%craT# ^(^ fl^etfs^ 11

xf^ ^}^^^i^w^ !i!«**li ^f^tftfH: II

Caraka Samhits, VI. am,
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3. Chedana ... ... Excision, as in the bperatioii for

tumours, raised and thickened

vrano or corns, and piles.

4. Lekhana ... ... Scraping, as in operation for

some varieties of skin

diseases.

5. Pracchana ... Scarifying, as in the operations

foif glands, boils, leprous

nodules, inflammatory swel-

lings, &c.

6. Sibana ... ... Sewing,, as in the operation, of

laparotomy for deep seated

diseases in the abdomen.

VSgbhata describes thirteen kinds^ of operations performed

by the sharp instruments :

—

1. Utpatana . . . Raising up by incision, as by

the Nakhaj§astra.

2. Patana . . . Incision as by the Vrddhipatra.

3. Sivana . . . Stitching as by the Sucl.

4. Esana . . . Probing as by the Esani.

6. Lekhana . . . Scraping as by the Mandalagra.

6. Pracchana . . . Scarification as by the Manda-

7. Kuttana

8. €hedana

Pricking "as by the Sucl in

tattoomg.

Excision as by the Vrddhipatra.

^-^ arat *Wt^ ^Tf^eitjJ*4)i; II

Ajtaiiga Hrdaya, I. xxvi.
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9. Bhedana. ... Piercing as by the Sharp Esanl.

10. Vyadhana . .

.

Tapping as by the Vetasapatra.

11. Manthana ... Churning as by the Khaja.

12. Grahana ... Fixing as by the Sandamla.

13. Dahana . .

.

Burning as by the rods.

Whetstone.

In the Rg\reda we find the use of stones mentioned for

whetting the edges of the arms of war.^ The Hindu

surgeons used a stone slab for sharpening the gastras

or edged instruments.^ It was of the colour of masa

(Phaseolus Roxb.). The whetstones used by the Greeks and

Romans were either the marble ointment slabs, or made of

clay slate or sandy sehistaceous shale.

Instrument Cases.

To preserve the- edges of the cutting instrumeiits, a case

made of thte wood of Salmali (Bombax Malabaricum) was used

(Su§ruta).' Such cases wer&also manufactured of canvas, or wool,,

or silk, or leather. These cases—twelve cmguli (i.e, fingers'

breadth) long and nine cmguli broad—were well sewn and

>- See Rgveda, Mandala. 2 Sukta. 39 Verse 7.

„ 9 ,y yQ „ \,

), 9- J, 112 „ 2.

,,. 10 ,, o3 ,, 9.

,y 19 „ 101 „ 2.

* ^^ f^raHTSf ir^ilraT flm^^iit i

3
*ii«ll<siM'iisi mnrat *<!i*r*)fct r

Susiruta Samhita:,. I. ni\.

Ibid.
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consisted of compartments, lined witli wool and seperated

by' partitions for' each instrument. "Tbey could be folded;

closed with a rod and firmly tied by a knot.* The barbers

of India still use similar cases for their instruments.

That the razor used to be kept in a case, we know from a

passage in the Vrhadaranyaka (800 to 600 B. C.)

where the author says "It (the Atman) is here all-pervading

down to th6 tips of the nail. One does not see it any more

than a razor hidden in its case or fire in its receptacle".^

'^ ^f\4 ^^^^ 1^ ^^ ^sr: ii

Agtafiga Hjdaya, I. jmyk -

gtfi I 'rat -*tRji=h)^ ?:an^ i ^rar '55, 'sr'ff, fn%: ^^h; ^m wK^trpi: l^ir

^K iiii'^'!! iF<*(h:, <wt ^"wiR'jf: 1 cHIT fv^m: ^m ^it fm: 'irat ^iw ^

fi.tn;imai: I crar ^, ^\ sra ^^;> ^^i «t^ ^tpjittPii ^ai^^rt^rrf^^

arar^rar: ftfei ^?rt^ ^^iik g^ ^^ ^ ^m^fi\M^^(m ^rar 15 ^wt, *rPra'

ani(4^.n«i ii5^ w ^ ^t'^i'i i H. Tsn^ ^^T^ I *1*i«t^t^ *>*iv

VagbhatSrtha Kaumudi.

" Vrhadaranyaka, I. iv.

Maodonell's SansKrit Literatvire, p. 22. "- r-

11
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To prove that portable cases for medicaments and instru-

ments were in use in ancient India, we quote in toto from the

Mohavagga some references to them.''

Boxes for Ointments, Ointment Pots, and

Portable Cases.

Now at that time, the Bhikkhus used to put pulverised

ointments into pots and saucers. They became sprinkled over

with herb-powder and dust.

They told this thing to the Blessed One.

"I allow, Bhikkhus, the use of a box for ointment".

Now at that time the K/iabbaggiya Bhikkhus used to carry

about various kinds of boxes for ointments—gold ones and silver

ones. People were annoyed, murmured and became angry,

saying, "Like those who still live in the world."

They told this thing to the Blessed One.

" Various kinds of boxes for ointments, gold ones, and silver

ones, are not, Bhikkhus, to be used. Whosoever does so, is

guilty of a dukkaia offence. I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of

such boxes made of bone, or ivory, or horn, or of the nala, reed,

or of bambu, or of wood, or of lac, or of the shells of fruit, or of

bronze, or of the centre of the chank-shell (Sankhu-navi)."

2. Now at that time the boxes of ointment had no lid.

(The ointment) was sprinkled over with herb-powder and dust.

They told this thing to the Blessed One.

^ Mohavagga vl. 12. (Sacred Book* of the Eaat).
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"I allow you, Bhikkhus, the use of a lid."

The lid used to fall off.

"I allow, Bhikkhus, to fasten the lid with thread and tie

it on to the box."

The boxes used to fall.

"1 allow you, Bhikkhus, to sew the boxes on with thread".

3. Now at that time the Bhikkhus used to rub ointment

on with their fingers, and the eyes were hurt.

They told this thing to the Blessed One.

"I allow, Bhikkhus, the use of a stick or holder to put

the ointment on with".

Now at that time the ZTiabbaggiya Bhikkhus used to keep

various kinds of ointment-sticks—gold ones, and silver ones.

People were annoyed, murmured, and became angry, saying,

" Like those who still live in the world".

They told this thing to the Blessed One.

" Various kinds of ointment-holders, Bhikkhus, are not to

be used. Whosoever does so, is guilty of a dukkaia offence. I

allow, Bhikkhus, the use of ointment-holders ofbone, or ofivory,

or of horn, or of the nala reed, or of bambu, or of wood, or of

lac, or of fruit, or of bronze, or of the chank-shell."

4. Now at that time the ointment-sticks used to fall on

the ground and become rough.

They told this thing to the Blessed One.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of a case for the ointment-

sticks".
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Now at that time the Bhikkhusu^ed to carry the oinjbment-

boxes and ointment-sticks about in their hands.

They told this thiug to the Blessed One.
. ,

"I allow, Bhikkhus, the use of a bag to put the;bintmepti

box in."

They had no shoulder strap. , .

"I allow you, O Bhikkhus, the use of a shoulder strap (by

which to carry the ointment-box), or of a thread (by which to

sew or tie it on)."

13.
""

r

1. Now at that time the venerable Pilindava/c/cAa had

head-ache.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of a little oil on the head";

.

..

(The disease) became no better.
' ...

. 'J^'!t^^i

' ' ' ^ ^ ' "J .

"I allowj Bhikkhus, the pra,ctice of taking up (medicine)

through the nose". (See commentary on the Dbamihapacta, pp.

83.) - •

The nose ran.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of a nose-spoon" (Natthu-

karawl). . , „ -
.,

"' Now at that time the ^Aabbaggiya Bhikkhus had various

kinds of nose-spoons—made of gold, and of silver. Pedple^\viEfe

annoyed, murmured, and became angry, saying, '".Like. !t}iose

who still live in the world."

They told this thing to the Blessed One, • -



.
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"Various kinds of 'ii6s^-spoons,-:0L''Bhikkhus, arenot tobe

(5ise4v,j i^hosoever do^ so^ is guilty <xf:{iqkka^a;pffe^ei,c:I jallow,

P'BhikkhuSi the use of such iJiose-spoons m&de of ..boiiej, (i&p^j

as ^ chap. ,12, "1, down to :) the chanHrsljreUi
;

'..',' ii-.Li.fy.rtt

i..0l2.-. The nose took,jip the medicament in unequal prf^p^St*

' "I alioW, "Bhikkhus; the use 'of a dsubl4 nose-sJ)t)on

(yamaka-toa;tthu-kara7ii)."
--:^'. .*.- ....', :..l; l

(
' -They used to spread the drugs on a'Wick beforfe4hj?y'&»i5ffed

tip the aroma : and their throats got burnt.
'

. ;:i .!>

' I allow, Bhikkhus, the use of^ pipe tro- conduct flii

a/rqma.' ' • .-
^.j

'Now at that time the ^KJiahh&ggiya, Bhikklixis^ad*VairfM§

kinds of pipes (&c., as in the last clauses of § 1, dowh to th^^

Now at that time the' arSm*-pipes came open:/ andrifforii^

got'in. '
* '^

^ . . ,„ ',.

IT---- ' ;.. .'-.. -i i- .:?
-

'I allow, O Bhikkhi^Sj the use of a lid to thejj)ipes.'

Now tit that time the Bhikkhus carried the pipes about in

Hitrliands. ,.,• o /;.:.;. u^ , f ;',;;.:;;: VJ
^

.:'I.*,SlloW,tO Bhikkhus, the use of a bag to carry T}he OTbUiS'-

pipes in'. •

'''
•

-
> ' P '- •

'

-' *"; i -
*

The aroma-.pipes rubbed agaln'sfc one another;' '

"^

'I allow, O BhikkhuSy the usib of a double bag,'.,. ,,-^ -

Th6y had no shoulder strap.

'I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of _a shoulder strap (by which

to, carry,the double -bag), or of a thread'(by whicli to sew it on).
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Operation Table.

In the examination for piles, SuSruta directs the patient to

lie down on his bed or on a board* ; and in describing the

operation, Vagbhata II mentions a board to be used as an

operationtable.^ A similar bed, as long as the distance from

the top of the head to the knees of the patient, is also

mentioned in the discription of the lithotomy operation.^

The use of a board as a fracture bed is also advised.

For passing the tubes of the vasti-yd'ntra or clysters into

the urethra in the male, the patient is recommended to «it on

a stool as high as his knees (jdnumatrasal/kt,).*'

In phlebotomy, the patient is advised to sit on a stool, an

aratni high^ {i.e. the distance between the tip of the olecranon

process of the ulna to the tip of the little finger).

Snsrutft SamhitS, IV. vi.

A^tafiga Hfdaya, VL viii.

Sulruta Sai&hiba, IV. vii.

* *iMMi ^ffiwirai xtT'preTfq^i

^efttt^tsrei "Hi sngsa^ n^ ii

Caraka SaAhitS, VIII. ix.

*
IT^ snd%K S'rt !l<*ll(<<«l<i<^*i<.r«l*ll^in4t -dH^SJim^ 1

Suiruta Sai&hita, IIL viii.

"ORltilMWUfid^ «>IW^W«1*IRSI«('. I

w^qsratsiP^ sng'snPwwqj; ii

A$ta&ga Hfdaya, I. xxvii.
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Kapata-Sayana OB Fractube-Bed.

In the treatment of fractures of the lower extremities,

mention is made of the kapdta-sayana {lit. door-bed) or

fracture-bed, consisting of a plank of wood resembling the panel

ofadoor.^ The patient is to lie down on it. The board has five rods

fixed to it, to which the fractured limb is tied to prevent any

movement : two on each side of the joint and one on the plantar

surface of the foot. Dallana explains it thus* : In fractures of

the bones of the leg, two rods are fixed on each side of the ankle

and one supports the foot ; in fracture of the thigh bone, two

rods are fixed on each side of the knee or hip, and one under

the foot. In a double fracture of the thigh bone and bones of the

Susruta Samhits, IV. iii,

oi*l«rf^^<;*t«« »nwt^ci«r gi?T»rs g 5^frawiiwrat ^ ^^r^ «ra i^t' qw i

wrat". tM^ 1^ ^ra I ^ra stfNt: ira^l'^f ^ ctf #^i^ <*n<!i*^ ff^

Dalla^a's Commentary, IV. iii.
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leg, seven rods are required,—two on the outer side of the

ankle, knee, and groin, respectively, and one under the foot.

Tte -fraeture-bed is recommended to be . similarly availed of

in-fractures and dislocations of the loin, the spinal column, thg

chest, and the clavicle. And this mode of treatment, he adds,

may ads^antageously be used for the other kinds of fractures

and dislocations. Vagbhata II also mentions it in the treat-

inent of fractures*.

Hippocrates used a similar fracture-bed for the proper treat-

Went of frafctures and dislocations. It was called Scaanmuni

Hippocratic or bench of Hippocrates. As the figures of

&f this beiich would elucidate the structure of the Jcapata-'myana,

we reproduce here three plates with their explanatiwis given at

the end of Vol. II, Genuine Works of Hippocrates (Syed..-Soc.Ed.),

and two plates—Scammum Hippoeratis and Plinthium Nileii

from the Collection De chirurgiens, Gfees, - r

Fig. 1. The Scammum Hippocratis or Bench of Hippocrates,

as represented by Andreas a Gruce (Officind dhirrugica venetiis,

15'96)V
"''

Fig. 2. The. same as represented by M. Li ttre. - - -

.; ; A. A boardi 6 cubits long, 2 broad and 12 inches thick j iiot"

ISas incorrectly- staltfed by M. Littre. •

B.' ' The feet of the Axles, which are short.

"
Agjafiga Hridya, VI. xxvii.
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CO. Axle-trees,

DD. Grooves 3 inches deep, 3 broad, seperated from one

another by 4 inches.

E. A small post or pillar, fastened in the middle of the

machine in a quadrangular hole.

F. Pillars a foot long.

G. A cross-beam laid on the pillars FF, which can be placed

at different heights by means of holes in the pillars.

Fig. 3. Representation of the mode of reducing dislocation

of the thigh outwards, as given by M. Littr6 (CEuv. d'Hipp.,

torn, iv, p. 305).

A mistake in the figure given by M. Littr4 is here corrected,

A. A lever applied to the nates of the luxated side, and

acting from without inwards, in order to bring the head of the

bone into its cavity.

B. Another lever, held by an assistant, put into one of

the grooves of the machine, and intended to act against lever A,

0. Grove in which the end of the lever A takes its point

of support.

D. The luxated member.

EE. Extension and counter-extension.

Fig. 4. Banc d'Hippocrate, d'apres Rufus, servant h.

r^duire diff&entes luxations. (Collection De Chirurgiens Grecs,

Bibliqth^ue Nationale).

Fig. 5. Plinthium, ou cadre de Nileus, d'apres H^liodore.

(Ibid).

12



CHAPTER IV.

The Number of Surgical Instruments.

The armamentarium of the Hindu surgeons consisted of a

good number of surgical instruments. They are described to

be of two kinds, the yantras and the sastras, i.e., the blunt and

the sharp instruments. Susruta enumerates no less than one

hundred and one varieties of the blunt instruments, and twenty

different kinds of sharp instruments. Harita, on the other

hand, enumerates twelve blunt instruments, twelve ^harp

instruments, and four prabandhas, as necessary for the

operation of extraction of arrows and other foreign bodies.''

Vagbhata II mentions one hundred and fifteen kinds of blunt

and twenty-six kinds of .?harp instruments. Palakapya

(Treatment of Elephants) mentions ten kinds of hastras

or sharp instruments though he describes the uses of other

instruments required for the surgical treatment of diseases.

Instruments and their Classification (SuSruta.)

Of the one hundred and one varieties of the blunt instru-

ments, the surgeon's hand is rightly considered as the

principal instrument, for without its help, no instrument can

properly be used, and every surgical operation is under its

control.^, They are recommended to be used for the extraction
— , •—

—

_ __

^ ?K«^ g n^^^'^ assiftt %x^k^ g i

^aftft "^ iR'n^ ^^t^ ftf^f^sirr II
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of salya or foreign bodies, e.g., a dart, an arrow, a javelin, a spear,

a peg, a pin, a bamboo rod, a stake &c. which cause pain

to the body and mind.

A. Su§ruta subdivides the blunt instruments into six

^ viz.:

I. Svastika or cruciform instruments

II. Sandamsa or pincher-like

III. Tala or picklock-like

IV. Nadi or tubular or hollow

V. ' SalakS or rod or pricker- like

VI. Upayantra or accessory

. 24 kinds.
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size, with their ends rough or smooth as required. They should

be of strong make, good shape and capable of a firm

grasp. ^

I. The Svastika or Cruciform instruments are

—

I. Simhamukba. 2. Vyaghramukha. 3. Vrkamukha.

4. Taraksumukha. 5. Eksamukha. 6. Dvlpimukha,.

7. Marjaramukha. 8. ^rgalamukha. 9. Airvvarukamukba

10. Kakamukha. 11. Kankamukha. 12. Kuraramukha.

13. Casamukha. 14. Bhasamukha. 15. SaSaghatimukha.

16. Ulukamukha. 17. Cillimukha. 18. Grdhramukha.

19. Syenamukha. 20. Krauncamukha. 21. Blirngarajamukha.

22. Anjalikarnamukha. 23. Avabhanjanamukha, and

24. Nandimukhamukha.

II. The Sandamsa or pincher-Iike instruments are

—

1. Forceps with arms.

2. Forceps without arms.

* JtiPr jfTEnft ^NrfM *raf^ ctcfuft^frtfti m cR^rtfl" i cr "Ihim+ki^uj

^ssifH ^'OTTt^Ji ^^ififtr '^ ^m^ff II

Susruta Samhita, I. vii.

*****
'*l'^^WdaiWip!i dMti^g f^4<!ij4i<T I

VWiinTq *(fii<?l'*iii*flJN ^Pra^t II

A^tafiga Hrdaya, I. ^ky,
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III. The Tala or picklock-like instruments are

—

1. Ekatala.

2. Dwitala.

IV. The Nadi or tubular instruments are

—

For iistula-in-ano ... (1) with one slit; (2) with 2 slits ... 2

For piles ... (1) with one slit; (2) with 2 slits ... 2

For wounds ... ... ... ... 1

For clysters (Rectal) ... (Some authors describe 3 only) ... 4

For clysters (vaginal and urethral)... (male and female) ... 3

For Hydrocele ... ... ... ... 1

For.Ascites ... ... ... ... 1

For fumigation and inhalation ... ... 3

For Urethral Stricture ... ... ... 1

For Rectal „ ... ... ... 1

For Cupping—gourd ... ... ... 1

20
V. The Salaka or rod-shaped instruments are

—

Gandupadamukha or earth-worm like ... ... 2

Sarapunkhamukha or arrow-stem like ...
'

... 2

Sarpafanamukha or snake's hood like ... ... 2

Vadisamukha or fish-hook like ... ... 2

Masuradalamukha or masura pulse like ... ... 2

Promarjana or swabs ... ... ... 6

Khallamukha or spoons ... ... ... 3

Jamvavavadana or jambul seed like ... ... 3

Ankusavadana or goad like ... ... ... 3

Kolasthidalamukha or plum seed like ... ... 1

Mukulagra or bud shaped ... ... ... 1

Malatlpuspavrntagra or like the stem of malati flower 1

28
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VI. The Upayantra or accessory instruments are

—

1. Rajju—thread. 2. Venika—twine. 3. Patta—bandages.

4. Carma—leather. 5. Vall^la—^bark of trees. 6. Lata

—

creepers. 7. Vastra-^cloth. 8. Asthilasma—stone or pebble,

9. Mudgara—hammer. 10. Panipadatala—palm of the

hand and sole of the foot. 11. Anguli—finger. 12. Jihva

—tongue. 13. Danta—tooth. 14. Nakha—nail. 16. Mukha

—

mouth. 16. Vala—hair. 17. Asvakataka—the ring of a horse's

bridle. 18, Sakha—^branch of a tree. 19. Sthlvana—spittle,

20. Pravahana—fluxing the patient. 21. Harsa—objects exciting

happiness. 22. AyaskSnta—a loadstone. 23. Ksara—caustic.

24, Agni—^fire. 25, Bhesaja—medicines,

B, The sharp instruments or Sastras are

—

1. Mandalagra or round headed knife,

2. Karapatra or saw (lit. like the human hand).

3. Vrddhipatra (lit. like the leaf of vrddhi—an unknown

medicinal plant)—a razor.

4. Nakha-Sastra or nail-parer.

5. Mudrika or finger-knife (like the last phalanx of the

index finger),

6. Utpalapatra, a knife, i.e., resembling the petal of a blue

lotus, (Nymphaea stellata., Willd).

7. Arddhadhara or a single-edged knife,

8. SucI—needles,

9. KuSapatra—a knife shaped like the kusa grass

(Eragostris Cynosuroi^es).
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10. Atlmukha—a knife shaped like the beak of the Ati

bird (Turdus Ginginianus).

11. Sararl-mukba—a pair of scissors like the beaks of

Sararl bird.

12. Autarmukha (iil having internal sharp edge)—a kind

of scissors.

13. Trikurccaka—an instrument consisting of three needles.

14. Kutharika—a small axe shaped instrument.,

15. .Vrihimukha—a trocar shaped like a grain of rice.

16. Ara or awl.

17. Vetasa-patraka—an instrument shaped like the leaf of a

rattan (Calamus Rotang).

18. Vadisa—an instrument shaped like the fish-hook.

19. Dantasanku or tooth-pick.

20. Esani or sharp probe-like instrument.

According to Harita^ the twelve blunt instruments are

—

1. Godhamukha or iguana-faced. 2. Vajramukha—grdhra-

mukha ? 3. Tribaktra or three faced. 4. Sandaihsa or pincher.

* 'flwr^W ^^'t t^^" ^1 *i'<^ai-«i*l*rc|*'4<TT?^, I

^ra ?TOTf^ K^^trfsi Tmrff ^ ?w ^sw i

HSrita Saiiihita, III. Ivi.
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5. Catrakrfci or circular shaped. 6. Anaka ? 7. Kankapada ?

8. ^rngaorhorn. 9. Kundala? 10. ^ribatsa? 11. Saubatsika?

12. Pancabaktram, i.e., five faced—simhamukham ?

The twelve sharp instruments of Harlta are

—

1. Arddhacandra or half-moon shaped. 2. Vrihimukha.

3. Kankapatra. 4. Kutharika. 5. Karavirakapatraka. 6. Salaka

or sharp probe. 7. Karapatraka or saw. 8. VadiSa or sharp

hook. 9. Grdhrapada ? 10. ^ull 11. Sucl or needle. 12. Mud-

gara or hammer ?

Vagbhata II classifies the instruments in the following way :-

A. Blunt instruments

—

I. Svastika, as heron, lion, bear, crow, deer

forceps &c. ... ... ... 24

II. Sandamsa: It consists of two iron

blades soldered at one end, the other

ends being free ... ... ... 2

(a) for extraction of eyelashes &c. ... 1

(6) mucuti ... 1

III. Tala ... ... 2

(a) Ekatala ... ... 1

[b) Dwitala ... ... 1

IV. Nadi or tubular

:

... ... ... 23

(a) KanthaSalyavalokini or throat speculum

having three and five holes ... 2

(b) ^alyanirghatanl ... ... 1

(c) For piles, different sizes for male and

female ... ... ... 6

For inspection : 2 holes—rectal speculum 2

For medication : 1 hole ... ... 2

For applying pressure : entire—iami ... 2
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(d) For fisfcula-in-ano : with one and two holes

(e) For nasal polypus &c.

if) Anguli-tranaka or finger-guard

(g) Joni-vraneksana or vaginal speculum ...

{h) Vrano vasti or wound syringe

(i) For dakodara or Paracentesis abdominis

(j) Vastiyantra or clysters : rectal, vaginal and

urethral

(k) For fumigation...

(Z) .Cupping instruments: Alabu, Ghatiyantra

and Horns ...

3

1

23

V. ^alaka or rod-like instruments
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Arddhendu or half-moon shaped, for hernia 1
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Bhavamisra mentions the following blunt and sharp

instruments: Esani, Jamvoustha iSala/ SucI^ and knives

generally in making incisions which should be shaped like

Kharjjurapatrika, (like the leaf of Kharjjura tree, Phoenix

Sylvestris, Roxb.) Arddhacandra, Candravarga, Suclmukha and

Abanmukha.^

Palakapya* mentions ten kinds of §astras :—1. Vrddhipatra,

2. KuSapatra. 3. MandaJagra. 4. Vrlhimukha. 5. Kuthari.

6. Vatsadanta. 7. Utpalapatra. 8. ^alaka. 9. iSuci or needles.

10, Rampaka. Besides these he refers to Vadisa.

Ofihe blunt instruments he mentions:—Jamvoboustha—(four

in number, for application of actual cauteries), Simhadamstra,

Godhamukha, Kaiikamukha, Kulisamukha—(for extraction of

foreign bodies), Esani or probes (three), wound syringe,

Vastiyantra, Salaka or rods, yasfchiyantra, Karkataka, Dyatuha,

Makaraka (crocodile), iSarddulamusthika (tiger's claws),

Nandimukha (Turdus Ginginianus).

Bhava FrakSsa. II. iv«, Nsdi YraniSdhikara.

Ibid, BhagandaiadhikSra.

Ibid.

* cfcf aj^Tpii ^^jiTwa^rmf^ w^ i tt^r^iT ?fcT^, iwt^'t, i*!^<!inm,

j51fty<si«l, iraTOfift, ^js^irifl;, '3cTwr^, -ismm, ^, ^^q^flr i

MiWaim=iciif4*('i'^racra^f5r i <icii'tiif^=h*JtPi^i^ ^^ift =^MTf^ si^irwiPi

'imt* ftff^?' irt^^Tg# <*4y*^ i1%?if# ^fii I f?re uTmn: i

Hasti .Ayurveda, III. xxx.



CHAPTER V.

Desceiption of the Blunt Instruments.

Now we shall describe the instruments in detail. The

Yantras or the blunt instruments will be considered first, and

next the Sastras or the sharp instruments.

I. The Svastika yautra or Cruciform Instruments.

The word svastika is a technical term signifying one

of the twenty-four" signs of the Jinas ; and it can be represented
'

by two lines crossing each other, the arms of the cross being

bent at their extremities towards the same directioil. So

these instruments may be described as cruciform. They have,

. as a rule, a length of eighteen anguli. Their ends should be

shaped like the faces of the following ferocious beasts (1 to 8),

dear (9), and birds (10 to 24), and the instruments are to be

called after their names. "• They are divided into two classes ; the

instruments of class I resemble the mouths of lion (simha)

and tiger (vyagra), while class II comprises the instruments

which have the likeness of the faces of birds of prey.

The fulcrums of these instruments which are at the middle,

are of the size of a masura (Ervum lens). The handles

are either rounded off, or bent at an angle at their ends,

like an elephant driver's goad—the object being to

afford a good grasp of the instrument by the surgeon's

hands. The svastika instruments are used for the extraction of

^ clef ^ftf*4)t(i<uiiK<!m'§g(i»Tnmf% f^^sar^iswcKit^'gftftinsiteiira^ivr

SuSruta Sainhita, I. vji,
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foreign bodies impacted in the bones.^ If the foreign body

is visible, extract it by the lion forceps or similar forceps

of class I. If it is invisible, it should be extracted by the

Heron forceps or similar forceps of class II. Of all the

varieties of svastika instruments, the Heron forceps (kanka-

mukha) is the best, for it can be easily introduced and turned

in all directions, and also it grasps firmly and extracts a foreign

. ; body with ease and can be applied without any harm to all

parts of the body.^

; Class I :

—

i|.| 1. Simhamukha svastika or Lion-faced forceps :-^this

'Iinstrument is said to have its mouth shaped like that of a lion

(Felis leo). It is the principle instrument of the class I. ,It is

ft?JTfr ^f%^ ?WTftl 'P'S^Tcnf^T ^ I

t ?#'cf^raNi^ s!<!t(i-^<<uri<«it II

AjtSnga Hfdaya. I. xxv.

jra'^ft; ^f^w^ iraH ^in^i ^'^fwtft "^ ii

Snsruta SamhitS I. vii.

^ITSr' Tft^tlT% '^ spSTTfT I

^n^ ^^'^t^ift ?ra II

A^tsiga Hrdaya. I, xxv.
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curious that in modern times, the European surgeons use a pair

of forceps called the Lion foreceps for holding bones firmly

during operations. So the Makaramukha of Palakapya is the

Crocodile forceps.-

2. Vyaghramukha or Tiger forceps : the mouth of this instru-

ment is like that of a tiger (Tigris regalis).

3. Vrkamukha or Wolf forceps (Canis lupus),

4. Taraksumukha or Hyena forceps (Hyena striata).

5. Rksamukha or Bear forceps (Ursus Americanas).

6. Dwipimukha or Panther forceps (Felis pardus).

7.- Marjaramukha or Oat forceps (Felis domestica).

8. Srgalamukha or Jackal forceps (Canis aureas).

9. Airbbaruka or Deer forceps (Cervus elephas).

Class II:—The birds, in imitation of whose faces the

instruments of this class are made, can be identified from the

following discription of their beaks :

—

Birds: 1. Eaptatories-: they have curved beaks hooked

at the extremity.

(a) Strigidse...owls...strong hooked beaks bent down from

(6) Vulturidse...vultures...long straight beaks bent down

at tip.

(c) Accipetridae...falcons, osprey and eagle...short, usually

dentated beaks,. hooked at the ends.

2. Pessaries... (a) Lanidae...shrike...hooked and strongly

serrated beak, (b) Cervidse...crow and blue-jay. . .beaks strong,

thick, somewhat curved anteriorly and slightly notched.

3. Grallatories...Heroidse or Ardeidse...herons and

kraufica...they have long and powerful beaks with sharp hard
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edges, somewhat curved at the point, rarely spoon-shaped, with

long neck.

The instruments are

—

10. Kakamukha or Crow forceps (Oorvus corone).

11. Kankamukhaor Heron forceps (Ardea cenerea).

12. Kuraramukha or Osprey forceps (Pandion halisectus).

13. Casamukha or Blue-jay forceps (Garrulous or Corvus

,:,|
cristatus).

fi 14 Bhasamukha or Eagle forceps.

15. 'Sasaghatimukha or Hawk forceps (Nanclerus furcatus).

16. Ulukamukha or Owl forceps (Strix flammea).

17. Cillimukha or Kite forceps (Milivus ictimus).

* I . 18. Syenamukha or Vulture forceps (Vulture cinereas).

19. Grdhramukha or Falcon forceps (Peregine falcon).

20. Krauncamukha (Ardea jacnlator); or Curlew (Numenius

Arquatus).

• 21. Bhrngarajamukha or Fork-tailed or Butcher-bird forceps

(Lanius excubitor).

22. Anjalikarnamukha—birds not identified.

23. Avabhanjanamukha „ „ „

24. Nandimukhamukha (Turdus Ginginianus).

II. Tlie Saiitlaiii§a;or Fiucher-like Forceps.

The second class of instruments—the Sandajnsa^ or

pincher-like forceps—comprises only two instruments : the

forceps with and withont handles. The first variety is likened
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to forceps with arms, used by the barbers' for depilating the

nasal cavities, while the second variety is like the armless forceps

used by the goldsmiths. The former consists of two arms joined

crosswise by a pin fixed at about their middle points, and so

really is a cruciform instrument but is classed here for its

different use in surgery. The forceps without handles consists

of two blades soldered at one end. Some commentators like to

subdivide the pinchers into two classes according as their ends

are rough or smooth. And so Hessler translates :^ " Duae

forcipes denticulata et non denticulata". ,

The sandamsas are used for the purpose of extracting foreign

substances from the soft structures of the human body, such as

the skin, muscles, veins, nerves, and tendons^. Generally they

have a length of sixteen aiiguli.

Vagbhata II mentions two other instruments as modifica-

tions of the type :

—

(a) One variety has the length of six anguli. It is intended

for the purpose of extracting minute foreign bodies such as

thorn, haix &c. and of removing the superfluous eyelashes.^

Cakrapani also advises us to use a sandamSa for epilation,

which. may be called the Epilation forceps.*

' Hessler's Susrjita. Caput vii. P. 14.

Astaiiga Hrdaya, I. xxv.

Hsrita Samhita, III. Ivi.

* «(?'g^S5^f^ ^f 5Wt 'N'^i'af II < II

Ajtanga Hrdaya, I. xxv.

• $ee foot-note 2, p. 65.
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Similarly in modern times, we remove superfluous eyelashes

by the Epilation forceps. Mr. Berry writes^:
—"When the

trichiasis is only partial, a temporary improvement is obtained

by epilation. In some cases where a few eyelashes only have

been left altogether, the patient may procure for himself a

pair of forceps, and have the eyelashes removed whenever

they cause irritation." Surgical epilation was frequently

necessary for trichiasis among the Romans and a similar

forceps was in use there.
^

In^ncient times in India, the barbers used epilation forceps

for pulling out grey hairs. In Makha-deva jataka, we find the

following conversations between the king and his barber* :

—

"Barber. There is a grey hair to be seen on your head,

King.'

King. Pull it out, then, friend, and put it in my hand.

So he tore it out with golden pinchers, and placed it in the

hand of the King."

(6) The second variety is known as the Mucutl instrument.*

It is a pair of straight forceps, having no curve like that of

the sandarhSa. It is serrated finely at the open ends. The

soldered end has a ring attached to it as ornamentation. It is

recommended to be used for removing painful sloughs and proud

granulations from a deep-seated abscess. It is also to be used to

1 Practical Ophthalmology, 1904. By G. A. Berry, M.B. P. 52.

" Paulus ^gineta. VI. xiii. (Syd. Soo. Ed.)

' Rhys David's Buddhistic jataka stories, Vol. I, pp. 187.

A»i-::A«- tTjiJ-_- t
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cofiaplete the operation for pterygium by removing the remnant,

after it has been extirpated by the sharp instruments. Susruta

calls it Mucundi^, and uses it to hold the pterygium after it

-has been raised by vadiSa or hook. It must be then a smaller

yatiety df mucuti.

A similar pair of forceps, Dr. Erichsen mentions, and says^

that "for the purpose of extracting needles, thorns, splinters of

wood and other foreign bodies of small size and pointed shape

lying in narrow wounds, forceps with very fine but strong, well-

serrated points will be found useful."

Susruta mentions bamsabidala* or bamboo forceps. It is made

of a piece of bamboo rod, split longitudinally into two halves

nearly to its whole extent. This is like the bamboo tongs

used by the smokers in Bengal to raise glowing charcoal to the

earthen bowl, It should be used to remove worms fi-om the

surface of the human body.

The sandamsa instrument may be compared with the modem

dressing forceps and with the forceps still used by the goldsmiths,

known as a sonna. Those with arms have their counterpart in

the sadasi or a pair of pinchers, still used by the blacksmiths.

III. Tala Yautra or Ficklock-like Instruments.

The third class of blunt' instruments is called Tala-

^ ^^wr K 'gwBW ^%lit ^*nf%ct: I

Susruta Samhita, vi. xv.

* Eriohsen'a Science and Art of Surgery, Tenth Ed. vol. I. p. 342.

- ,. - - .
' Susruta Samhita, IV. xxvii.
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yantra^. The word tala "has been differently intepreted by

the commentators. Bhanumati gives the alternative reading (tSlu

i.e., palate) for tala, so the instruments likely had their ends

shaped like the palatine process of fish. Dallana,^ however, main-

tains that tala means picklock, the ordinary Indian key which

resembles a hook. Two of these are joined at one end, the curved

ends being kept free, facing one another. The instrument

would then resemble the face of a bhetuli fish. Instruments

with one tala or hook resemble one lip of the fish, and those

with two talas represent its entire face. Both Cakrapani and

Dallana however prefer to mean by tala, the scale of a fish."

They have a length of twelve anguli, and are shaped like the

jaws of a fish. They may be made either with a single blade

(ekatala) or with double blades (dvitala) soldered at one end, the

hooked ends being free. They are intended for the purpose of

extracting foreign bodies from the ear, nose and other outer

canals of the body. The ear scoop now used by the barbers of

India for extracting wax from the ear is a talayantra.

Susruta SamhitS, I. vii.

ctra n^ "^ **U'ii'lt w^rnTfift'^ ii

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxv.

Tlo.llo.nn.'a ririimmor»4-.QT»tr T iiCJ
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For removing substances that have fallen into the meatus

auditorius, Paul says :^ "They must therefore be extracted by

an earpick, a hook, or tweezers, or by using powerful shaking

of the head, while the ear is placed upon some circular board."

Albucasis recommends us to use a slender forceps, which

resembles the modem • dissecting forceps. He also commends

for the purpose a hook slightly bent, which is also mentioned

by Celsus.''

IV. The Nadi Tantra or Tubular Instruments.
9

The Nadi or tubular instruments are described to be of

various kinds and to serve many purposes'. They are open either

at one or both ends. These are used for the extraction of foreign

substances from the natural outlets of the body. They are

also recommended to be used as a diagonostic apparatus for

inspection of diseases in the canals. They are the means of

sucking out fluid discharges, as pus etc., from cavities and they

facilitate the performances of other operations. They vary in

length and diameter in proportion to the different sizes of the

outer canals of the body, or according to the varieties of

purposes to be served by them.

> Paulus ^gineta, Vol. II. VI. xxiv. (Syd. Soo. Ed.)

» Celsus, VI.

Susruta Samhiti, I. vii.

vl^twrK 'Tft'irrf tar ^ItilidO^: ii e ii

AjtJnga Hrda^a SamhitS, I, xxy.
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The tubular instruments are used for fistula-in-ano, haemor-

rhoids, tumours, abscesses, injections into the rectum, vagina

and urethra, hydrocele, ascites, inhalations, stricture of urethra

and rectum and cupping as by gourd and horns. ^

As examples of the tubular instruments, VSgbhata II.

mentions :

—

1.. KanthasaltavalokinI^ or throat speculum.

To examine foreign substances such as a fish-bone in the

throat, the instrument should have a length of ten anguli

and a circumference of five anguli.

SuSruta describes the extraction of a foreign body, made of

lac from the throat of a patient by the following device. A
heated iron probe or sound should be introduced into the

throat of a patient through a tube of copper and made to

touch the bit of shellac. The foreign substance would begin

to dissolve or soften and so will adhere to the probe. The

rod is then to be cooled by sprinkling water through the

tube and the foreign body then should be drawn out steadily

with it.* But other kinds of foreign bodies are to be extracted

from the throat by means of a rod-like instrument, one end of

which is smeared with melted wax or shellac.

The use of some adhesive substance for extraction of foreign

bodies accidentally introduced into the outer passages of the

SuBruta SamhitS, I. vii.

* "iail'g'sll'i'il^H, *<!im!!4)K<^Pti41 I

Astaiiga Hydaya, I. xxv.

<!..£ i- o s.l.:i.= T ;•
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human body was well known to the Greeks and Romans. Paul

says:^ " Stones and such like bodies we extract by wrapping

wool round an earpick, and smearing it with turpentine-rosin,

or some glutinous substance, and introducing it gently into the

meatus auditorius."

2. Pancamukha and Tbimukha.

To take a good hold of a four-eared arrow, a speculum

having five holes (PaScamukha) should be had recourse to; and

for a two-eared arrow, a speculum having three holes (Tbimukha)

would be necessary. The central hole is for the arrow,^ while

the side holes are meant for the ears of the arrow.^

Celsus' says that when a weapon buried in the flesh

has barbs too strong to be broken with forceps, they may be

shielded with split writing-reeds (Calamus scriptorium), and

the weapon thus withdrawn.

Paul says : "Some apply a tube round about the barbs*

so that when they draw out the weapon, the flesh may not be

torn by the barbs."

In modern times a snare is used instead of a tube.

Dr. Erichsen^ writes: "The extraction of an arrow is usually

attended with little difficulty. But if barbed, special precau-

tions have to be taken. With the view of safely efifecting its

removal, the snares have been devised."

1 Paulus Mgmeta,. Vol. II. VI. xxiv. (Syd. So.o. Ed.)

"IK'SW f^**llW f%f%^ tRT JT^T'IIcT: I

A§tSnga Hrdaya, I. xxv.

' Celsus. vii. v.

* The Works of Paulus ^Egineta. vi, Ixxxvii.

» The Science and Art of Surgery. Vol. I. pp. 343.
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3. Tubular Instruments for Inspection of Arrows.

Again for the inspection of the arrows, various kinds

of tubular instruments would be necessary, which will vary

according to the shape, length, and circumference of the arrows

and their ears/

4). Salyanirghatani.

The top of this tubular instrument is shaped like the

disc of a lotus and is closed. The other end is open and

leads to a hollow extending to a fourth part of the tube.

It has a length of twelve anguli. It is useful for removing

an arrow fixed deeply into the body, in different directions

and thus helpling its easy extraction.^ For this purpose

Susruta directs us to use a stone hammer.

The Salyanirghatani had its counterpart in the female part

of the Impellent, mentioned by Paul, for forcing an arrowhead

forwards through a part so as to extract it at the side opposite

to that of its entrance. It would thus be seen that the function

of the Impellent was similar to that of the Salyanirghatani ; the

former moved it forwards, while the latter moved the §alya side

to side, the object of both being to extract the foreign substance.

The Impellent would seem to have been a plain rod of metal

pointed at one end (the male part) and hollowed at the other

(the female part) ; the pointed end used fo be introduced into

the socket of an arrow when it possessed one; and the hollow

Astaiiga Hrdaya, I. xxv.

Ibid.
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end was meant to fit over the tail in case where the arrow

was tanged.^ The Greeks and Romans recognised the

necessity of an arrow being moved about until loosened, if

it remained fixed in the bone ; and Celsus^ directs us to strike

it with some iron instrument until it be shaken from the place

where it is lodged.

5. Tubular instruments fob piles.

According to Susruta^ these should be made either of iron,

or ivory, or horn or wood. They are hollow instruments tapering

at the end which should bo shaped like the teat of a cow. For

males, the length is four anguli, while the circumference is five

anguli. In the case of females, however, the tube should be

made wider, the circumference being six anguli, and longer, the

length being equal to the space covered by the palm of the

hand. There are two slits on the sides—one for inspection of

diseases and the other to allow application of caustic and

cautery to the diseased part. The slit measures three anguli in

length and the pulp of the thumb in breadth. At a distance

of a half anguli from the margin of the slit, is raised a circular

projection, also a half anguli high.

1 Paulus jEgineta, VI. Ixxxviii.

» Celsus, VII. 5.

* cm ^=3" #f'^ 5!Tr ^m ^ 'fl<5i«ii*K '^gtrg^imft 'rai^ift^ ^"^

Susruta Sainhita, IV, vi.
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Vagbhata'- describes two different instruments, one for inspec-

tion and the other for medication. They both have the same

length and circumference. The former has two slits on the side,

while the latter has only one slit, three anguli long and the

pulp of the thumb in width. The annular projection is turned

upwards : the object being the prevention of sudden introduc-

tion of the instrument too far inwards.

A similar instrument without any slit on the side is called

Sami^. It is advised to be used for exerting pressure over the

piles by its introduction into the rectum (Vagbhata.)

Rectal speculum is mentioned by Hippocrates in his

treatise on fistula^ and by Paul in the treatment of piles.*

It is called Calopter in contradistinction to the vaginal

speculum which is called Diopter. The rectal speculum in

the Naples museum is a two bladed instrument working with

a hinge in the middle. In modern times, both the varieties

of the speculum, tubular and valved, are in use.

For inspection and medication of piles, a tubular speculum

is recommended to be used by the veterinary surgeons. In the

A^tanga Hydaya Samhita, 1. xxv.

Ibid.

" The Genuine Works o£ Hippocrates. (Syd. Soo. Ed.) Vol. II. P. 817.

' Paultts .^gitieta, VI. Ixxix.

15'
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Asvavaidyaka, Jayadatta suri^ describes the instrument thus

:

"The surgeon should know the instrument to have the

length of six anguli. On the two sides, the wise surgeon should

make two slits, three anguli long and a half anguli broad. Through

kn instrument with two slits, the piles of the horses should be

examined. Through a speculum with one slit, the surgical

operations, such as incisions &c., should be performed, after

having tied the horse and making him lie down".

6. Tubular Instruments for Fistula-in-ano.
•

These are similar to the instruments used for the inspection

and medication of piles, the only difference being the omission

of the circular rings in their construction, for otherwise,. the

projection may rub over the sore if the speculum be intro-

duced deeply.^

mlci<i« ^<'i*si ^Kw^ fk^^^: II

Asvavaidyaka (Bibliotheca Indica). Liii, vs. 4, 5 and 6.

?mt WK? <<m<ci<4if ^ft*i II

Susruta ISamhita, IV. viiL

AjtSfiga Hfdaya, I. xxv.
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7. Tubular Instruments for the Nose.

Nasal-SpeeulvMi.

Similar tubular instrument without ring is to be used

for examination ofnasal diseases as tumours and polypus. It

is however shorter and thinner than the rectal speculum.

VSgbhata says: "It is two anguli long and admits the index

finger in its lumen. The tube has a single slit on the side."^

He describes nasal tubes for introducing medicated powders

into the nose as snuff. ^ After partially filling the tube with

powders, one should blow through the empty end, the other

end being put well inside the nasal cavity. Susruta also uses a

tube to blow powder into the nose.^ Caraka* mentions nasal

insufflation to cure diseases. Sarngadhara® and Cakradatta"

describe the nasal tube for insufflation to be six anguli long

and open at both ends.

^ ?il<fll«^l!«l*il*<*n*i<l fTsis^^T?^ I

ntfit^ MR<m-^l «t)lS'KK v?m^_ \\ \<i, II

Agtafiga Hfdaya, I. xxv.

Ibid. I. XX.

Susruta Samhita, VI. xxiii.

Caraka Sathhita, VI. xxvi.

Ssriigadhara Samgraha, III viii.

tf^ ^ t^^Tt 'iTsn w^Twn II

Cakradatta, NaaySdhikSra.
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Aretaeus says that a quill or reed or a wide long, tube may

be used for blowing powders into the pharynx. Alexander

Trallianus^ says that a calamus scriptorium, the joints of which

have been removed, may be used as an insufflator. Oribasius*

however gives the fullest description of the tube used as a

nasal insufflator. "A reed slender and with a straight bore,

6 inches in length, and of such a size that it can be passed in the

nares, is taken and its cavity entirely filled with medicament.

The reed may be either natural or of bronze. This being

placed in the nares, we propel the medicament by blowing;,into

the other end."

In modern times, we advise our patients to do the same

thing when powders are prescribed to be thrown into the nose

or ears. The cylindrical shaft of the ordinary quill so cut as

to be open at both ends will serve the purpose admirably.

The nasal insufflator is used now for identical object.

Aretaeus^ mentions a nasal syringe with a double tube.

It .consists of two pipes united together by an outlet so that

liquid medicine may be injected into both the nasal cavities

simultaneously, for injection into each nostril separately, he

points out, can not be borne.

It is remarkable that in Mahavagga^ mention is made

of single and double nose-spoons. Nathu-karani (i.e., an

instrument to hold up the nose, so that the medicated oil

» Aretaeus, Vol. II., P. 408.

' Alexander Trallianus, IV. viii,

' Oribasius Collect, xii.

* Aretaeus, Ed. Adams, Vol. II., P. 459.

" MahSvagga, VI, 13. 1 & 2. Sacred Books of the East.
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does not run out... Ed.) and Yamaka-nathu-karani (^.e.,. one,

that would go up both nostrils... Ed.). They are recommended

to be made of gold, or silver, or bone, or ivory, or horn, or of

the tmla reed, or of bambu, or of wood, or of lac, or of the shells

of fruit, or of chank-shell". (Sacred Books of the East).

To apply oily medicines inside the nasal cavity a cotton

wick is first soaked in the oil and then it is pushed well

inside the nose. It is recommended also to pour oil into the

cavity through a tube, while the other cavity is pressed by a

finger (Vagbhata^).

To treat a case of fracture of the nasal bones, Sufiruta

recommends^ two straight tubes open at both ends to be

introduced into the nasal cavities, after putting the fractured

ends in position, either lowering or elevating the raised or

depressed end by a rod as required. Then bandages are to be

applied. The tubes serve as splints to support the broken

ends in position, while through their orifices the patient may

breathe without inconvenience.

Similarly Celsus, after replacing the fractured ends in

position uses oblong tents sewed round with a thin soft skin as

splints into the nostrils ; or a large quill smeared with gum,

or artificer's glue may be applied in the same way. Paul also

^ •imigs ffwrlRi 'I'^n^ ft^^f^ i

A^tanga Hrdaya, I. xx.

^ Tret ^t ^Wf\j ^ ^sff fi^T »!'!ll**ll 1

^^•1lfijl*41»1l^ fl^^ WltsSfT II

cici: 'IfT ^^J lcl%^' JRTR^fT II

Suaruta SamhitS, VI. iii.
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says : "And some sew the quills of the feathers of a goose into

the rags, and thus introduce them into the nose, in order that

they may preserve the parts in position without obstructing the

respiration ; but this is unnecessary as respiration is carried on

by the mouth." ^

SuSruta also advises us to introduce these tubes into the

nasal cavities during the performance ofthe Khinoplastic opera-

tions.^

8. The Anguli-tbInaka or Fingee-guard.

Vagbhata says:* "It is generally made either of ivory or

wood. The instrument is shaped like the teat of a cow, and is

four anguli long. Two slits occur on the sides like those in the

speculum for piles."

It protects the finger of the surgeon from being injured by

the teeth of the patient and so helps the surgeon in opening

the mouth of the patient with ease.*

In modern times, finger-guards are used for the same

purposes.

> Paulus jEgineta, Vol. II. vi, xci. Syd. Soo. Ed.

Susruta SamhitS, I. xvi.

A§t5nga Hfdaya, I. xxv.

ysgbhatarfcha Kaumudi, I. xxv.

SarvSnga Sundari, I. xjtr.
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9. JONI-VRANEKSANA OB VAGINAL SPECULUM.

Vagbhata^ describes it to be a tubular instrument, sixteen

anguli long, and six anguli in circumference. It consists of

four blades, attached at their bases to a ring. The tube tapers

gradually, the end is free and looks like the bud of a lotus. To

the four blades are soldered four rods in such a way that on

pressing their free ends, which pass out of the ring, by the

surgeon's hands, the tapering end of the tube would gape

widely. The surgeon by regulating the pressure of his hand,

may open or close the speculum to any desired extent.

Another kind of vaginal speculum used to be manufactured

out of the two horns of a buffalo by dividing each into two longi-

tudinal halves. They should be so paired that their concave

surfaces would look towards one another, their ends diverging

outwards. So we get a pair of bivalve speculum out of a pair

of horns.

The bivalve speculum of horn mentioned above, has its

modern counterpart in the pair of speculum known as Barne's or

Neugebauer's speculum.

Ag^anga Hfdaya, I. xxV.

^ 'ram^n^iK gtr, '^fftK ^ti i^r^^ ift'irr?^ Tift m\\ jwsI'Jiw

n^' ^"©^^RT* ^cra; si<!H*u ^ng^rra ^ataji !>i<!ii*HWKmi't tt«n ^tJIjiw

VigbhalfSrtha Kaumudi, I. xxv.
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The vaginal speculum or Diopter is mentioned by Soranus,

Paul^ and other Greek surgeons. Paul describes its method of

working as follows :— "The person using the speculum should

measure with a probe the depth of the woman's vagina, lest

the stalk (fistula) of the speculum being too long, it should

happen that the uterus should be pressed upon. If it be

ascertained that the stalk is larger than the vagina, folded com-

presses are to be laid on the alse pudendi, in order that the

speculum may be placed upon them. The stalk is to be

introduced, having a screw at the upper part, and the

speculum is to be held by the operator, but the screw

is to be turned by the assistant, so that the laminae of the stalk

being separated, the vagina may be distended." The accounts

given by Albucasis^ and Haly Abbas* are similar. These

instruments are described to be bivalve, trivalve or quadrivalve.

A quadrivalve speculum of the Greeks is identical with the

Joni-vraneksana of the Hindus ; the only difference being that

the former is acted by screw mechanism, while the latter is

worked on the principle of the lever. Drawings of several

shorts of the Greek instruments are given in the surgery of

Albucasis and by Schultet.* There are three specimens of

vaginal, speculum in the Naples museum, drawings of which are

given by Milne. In modern times, we use similar valvular

speculum for identical purposes.

1 Paulus ^gineta, Vol. It vi. Ixxiii". Syd. Soo. Ed.

' Albucasis, Chirrug, II. 71.

" Haly Abbas, Praot. ix. 57.

* Arsenal cte chirrug. tab. IS.
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10. TUBULAE InSTEUMENTS I'OE WOUNDS.

Vrana-vasti or Wound-syringe.

It' ths woimd be caused by deranged air and be very tendei-,

especially if it forms on the lower half of the body, the vasti

should be used. In diseases of the urinary organs, such as,

obstruction of urine, faulty conditions of urine, impure semen,

stone ill the bladder and disorders of menstruation, uttara-vasti

is liecessary. *

There are two instruments mentioned—one for apj)lication

of oleaginous medicines to a sore and the other for washing a

sinus with medicated lotions. Each . consists of a tube and a

leather bag. The tube is smooth and rounded and is shaped

like a caw's tail. ^ It is six atiguli long. The base is broad

and admits a thumb, while the end is narrow and admits a pea.

There is a circular projection or ring at a short distance from

the end. The base is fitted tightly into a bag of thin leather. ^

Susruta Samhita. IV. i.

^m^ ?ti jflH^raK * * * *

Vagbhatartha KaumudT, I. xxv.

' ifigsiTft ^mmr- ^^WTO ^5;# i

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxr

16
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To prevent the tube slipping out of the bag, an additional

precaution is taken by tying a knot of thread over the leather

covering the tube. For description of the bag, vide infra.

^arngadhara^ however says that the tube should have the

thickness of the shaft of a vulture's feather and should admit

a moong (Phaseelus Moong). It is eight anguli long.

Palakapya describes the tube for washing wounds of elephants.:

to be made of copper, and shaped like the karontaka flower. It

A
is sixteen anguli long.

In modern times, wound syringes are similarly used to.wash

the sore with medicated lotions.

For description of the tubes for vrana-dhupana or «wound-

fumigation, vide infra.

11. TuBULAK Instruments for Ascites.

Dakodara yantra or Canula.

It may be either metallic or manufactured from the cylindrical

hollow calamus of a peacock's feather.^ The tube is open at

both ends and is of the same calibre throughout. SuSruta

advises us to use a pipe of tin, or lead or a feather to drain the

fluid, after the abdomen has been tapped.^

Sarngadhara Samgraha, III. vi.

A^tanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxv.

Susruta SamWta, IV. xiv
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Celsus describes a lead or copper canula for draining ascites. ^

Paul writes that the- tip used to be bevelled off like a writing

peQ.^ It was also employed in empyema.* Albucasis* mentions

a tube of silver or eopj)er or brass having a small hole at the

bottom and three on its sides.

In modern times we use a metallic canula of similar shape

for draining fluid in ascites.

12. Tubular Instruments for Hydrocele.

This is practically the same instrument desciibed above.

Susruta^ mentions a tube or canula to drain the fluid after

tapping the hydrocele with the vrihimukha sastra or trocar.

The Greek surgeons did not describe the operation. They

preferred the open incision to puncture.® Rhases, however,

describes the operation of puncturing the scrotum for hydrocele.''

13. Tubular Instruments for Urethral Stricture.

Susruta recommends gradual mechanical dilatation of the

urethrabymeans of tubes made of iron, or wood, or lac, well-smeared

' Celsus, vii. 15 &. ii. 10. ,

° Paulus ^gineta, Vol. II. VI. L. Syd. Soo. Ed.

^ Hippocrates, ii. 259.

* Albuoasis, Chirrug, ii. 54.

''raTW fwiwt TTff ^i ni*iic(3's fir^ 11

Susruta Samhita, IV. xix.

° Paulus ^gineta, VI. Ixii.

' Rhases, Cont. xxir.
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with ghee. * He advises us to use the same tube for three conse-

cutive days, then another of larger calibre for three days more,

and so on, till the canal be fully dilated. He reserves External

Urethrotomy as a last resource.^

14.. Tubular Instruments por Rectal Stricture.

Susruta similarly describes gradual dilatation of stricture of

the rectum, using a higher number of diliators after the lapse

of three days until the desired effect is attained. ^

^ (a) fireiiranS inflf ^fl^wralgiff ii

?Kft ^ stpictt wiwrart sm^ i

Susruta Samhita. lY. xx.

(b) f^re^ n^rra ^\fi {ka^ilM =)i'i*if?3w i

t^ m «(-^<{Hl*<!*; f«%il ^ cTTflrT II

"N

^^fs^'sf l*4)i**<: II

Cakradatta, Ksudraroga Cikitsa.

See also Yogaratnakara, P. 368, where these verses are quoted.

= See 1 (a), ^^m :—^^ sTfii apii m <^-=nJlf(: '9^=^^TK«i!' ^h

Commentary of SrT Kantha in Vyakhj'a Kusumuvall

(Anandasram Series), P. 406.

^ ^^c^^ 5lo!n fsi^in^nai^sn
ii

Susruta Samhita, IT. xx.
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There is no mention of solid bladder sounds in the Sanskrit

L medical books. But from the above descriptionSj it seems beyond

adoubt that they had a set of dilators for stricture of the urethra

jknd another set of dilators for stricture of the rectum. These

dilators were tubes—either metallic or wooden—and had a regular

gradation in the increse of their diameters. Cakrapani mentions

stricture dilators of gold.^

In modern times we have also two sets of these instruments

—urethral and rectal dilators^ numbered in an ascending series

I according to the increased diameters of these instruments.

15. TuBULAK Instruments fob Injections into the Rectum.

Vasti yantra or Rectal Clyster.

Injections into the rectum are to be thrown by means of a

tube with a membrauous bag tied to its end. The tube is advised to

be made oither .of gold, or silver, or lead, or copper, or brass,

or bell-metal, or ivory, or horns, or glass, or precious stones, or

wood or bamboo. It^hould be clean, smooth, strong, and taper-

ing like a cow's tail, and should terminate in a smooth rounded

w
bulb. The tube varies in length and circumference according

to the age of the patient as follows :

—

I. Caraka.2

Age.
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III. Vagbhata II.'

Age.
(years).

Length of tube.
Opening at base

admits.
Opening at end admits.

Under 1

1 to 6

7 to 11

13 to 15

16 to

oTer

5 anguli 1 finger

6 „ li „
8 „ 2 „

9 „ 2i „
12 „ 3

varies according to the age, strength and size oE the patient ; but
, the orifice at the base of the tube need not be wider.

A moong (phaseokis moong).
A masha (phaseolons Rox).

A kalaya (pea) (pinus sativum).

Boiled pea.

A Bfgalakoli (zizyphis oenoplia).

=(*!|4<!|IW ftcf =^'Jl' ^3^' ^ cTFrfSf HTH; II

n?^^ fH^ gf.€¥fimrfft i

%^^ nFcreM ^!g f^fcnTSTO; ii

SiLsruta Sainhita, I V. xxxv.

" IT?^ TC f^TO? ^t^ «(t('iTi<3 '^
I

^ ^s( srfkrrw M*ii<u*iFH=('^3fi, ii

^ir^-i^ wfi^ '^^'TTfl ^fsresn ii

^^s^'iTji *n?T5f ri<j'^1l imFtci i

1?' *n^ w^sjig fe^' ^5^" gi^nrt ii

^ f^5 imT%r nw gfor ^Tm^' i

^sik ftffci' ^t Jmra' i7f";,5rraT' I

^F'il^ r^ctsi ^ iraffT cT? '^ ^SlttT 11

^i^Sf T^' fsff^? ^{sr JW fsre' cT^' I

^WTWHSi'^HK ^ 'sr^^SW^ ^ II

A?tanga Hjdaya Sariihita, I. xix.
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Cakradatta*, Sarngadhara and Bhava Misra^ follow Caraka as

regards measurement. Kharanada^ also gives a similar description.

' See foot note 2, Page 125.

crat ^Kai* *<i=i«ni'i ^n^^fiicw ii

ctct; Mi. fT^Rr^ysr^^Hrai i

^[5lfe' *^\HW frs" ^W%B%W II

ftg^^i^ 1^ ^cl' creiTfT gfnrf a^ I

'^w«*<i«i'i ^ ^ra' f^^ta% I

(\'*i^ ^f'sifi ? ^ ^rra wwiwtj*!j*i(i I

gl^^rr fT3 ^fe^ ^5'iS5lfW'Rt: II

<iJIN:«=h<J|=(i *if%q^fq m »m I

JJ^f^t^^J ^fe^ d<<!l!W '^ '^^l II

wnw'g ^' cnrf ^'^firts^^Pud*! ii

Sarngadhara Samgraha, III. v.

Bhava Prakasa, I. ii.

^ ^W\^c^*i'i ws' ^TTs;feing?iw i

% ^fw* '^hRk W<rl JI^IKS^^T^ I

flir^^f^flw 1^' %^^ sti^ I

*na (ti-iiRithig^wJ g^rafsrf^ i
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Harita' advises us to use a bamboo tube four anguli long,

which is to be introduced into the rectum up to two aiiguli.

As a general rule, Caraka writes that the broad and the

narrow ends of the tube are to be equal to the patient^s thumb

and little finger respectively, in circumference. The orifice at the

end of the tube is to be kept closed by a wick, so that no

foreign body may enter the lumen of the tube to occlude it.

The plug may be easily removed when the tube is- required

for use, and then replaced.

Towards the narrow end of the tube is a projection or ring

at a (Hstance of about two anguli from the extremity. The

height of the projection varies with the size of the tube at the

base. It acts as a bar to the further introduction of the

tube inside the rectum than required. Towards the base are

two similar projections, two anguli apart from each other. To

the one near the base is firmly tied the leather bag, so that

the tube may not slip away suddenly during forcible

compression of the bag. The other is meant to afford a firm grasp

by the surgeon, so that the tube may not move during its

introduction into the rectum. These projections are to be made

of thread or a piece of cloth and are to be so shaped as to

resemble the end of the proboscis of an elephant.

As regards the leather bags, they are recommended to be

Kharanada quoted in Sarraiiga Sundari, I. xix.

Harita Samhita, V. iii,

ir
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made of the bladder of cows,"or buffaloes, or hogs, or goats, oi'

lambs. The bladder is to be well cleaned first with lime and

water, so that no unpleasant smell may be emitted by the

decomposition of its muscular tissue, then dyed red with

Mafijisthai (Rubia Cordifoliatum) or with Haritaki (.Terminalia

Chebula, Retz.) and thoroughly dried. The bags ai-e recom-

mended, to be soft, durable, entire and capacious. If the bladders

of these animals are not available, the bags are to be manufactured

from a frog's skin, or the peritoneum (one-fourth part would suiRce)

of any beast, or a piece of leather or a piece of very thick cloth.

The size of the bag varies according to the age of the patient.

It is to be firmly tied over the first projection at the base of the

tube.

In the Siddhisthana Chapter XI of the Caraka Saihhita,^

there is a passage showing that veterniary medicine was weU-

known to the ancient Hindus at a very early period.. This portion

was edited by Drdhavala and it is impossible to decide whether

the passage refers to Agnivesatantra or not. It runs as follows :—
"Then the disciples asked : 'How are clysters to be made in cases

of animals such as elephants, camels, cows, horses, lambs and

goats?' To this, the sage Atreya explained the clysters' for

Caraka Sariihita, VIII. xi.
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animals ia the following; manner. The leather 'bag of the vaeti-

yantra should be made of a .buffalo's bladder for goats. Jambs,

elej)hantSj covvsj camels and horses. The vastifor these animals

is known as suvasti and uttara-vasti as uttara-suYasti. The tube

of the savasti should ;be eighteen anguli long for elephants and

camels, sixteen anguli for cows and Jiorses, and ten aiigtili for

goats and lambs. Like the vasti yantra used for men, it should

have a projection at the junction (of the tube with the Madder)

and another at the tfourth division of the tube from the end."

In the Asvavaidyaka ' the tube for the horse is thus described

:

"The tube should be -made either of wood, or metals, or horn, or

bamboo, or reeds. Its length should be twelve anguli and

circumference six anguH. The wise surgeon should make the tube

of such a calibre as to allow a plum seed to pass through it easily.

It should be straight, polished and tapering from the base. At

a distance of four anguli from the end of the tube, a projection

should be raised, while "for tying the leather bag iirmly to the

tube, two projections ought to 'be constructed at the base".

Palakapya^ describes the rectal clysters for elephants.

He advises that these are to be made either of wood or bamboo.

The end is bulbous and the surface smooth. The length

jAsvavaidyaka, XVI. vs. 2

—

i,

' Palakapya's Hasti-Ayurveda, Sec. IV. Ch. V.
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length of the tube varies^ thp most convenient being sixteen

anguli for men and sixty-eight aiiguli for elephants. The pro-

jections at the base of the tube should be twelve anguli high.

He describes in detail the method of introduction, position of the

elephant, etc.

Drdhavala advises us to reject the following eight kinds of

tubes and eight kinds of bags^ :

—

I. Tubes—

1. Hrasva or too short : For the injection does not reach the

proper place.

3. Dirgha or too long : For the injection passes beyond the

proper place.

3. Tanu or too thin : The injection can not pass through

the tube easily and so the bag may burst.

4. Sthula or too thick.: The tube pulls the mucous mem-

brane of the rectum and anus backwards and for-

wards during its entrance and exit.

' .5. Jirna or old, weak and delicate : The tube may break

inside the rectum during its introduction and so cause

injury to the gut or anus.

^'1^5' crai =t**<>Kl ^Tf% =r^^ II

^MimrciJi(d-^*i*y<(!-Bj<i!«(*(<(i: i

f^: fai^^ cii«i€l ^#if w^ ^'mvir[ ii

Caraka Samhita, VI Ff. v.
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6. Sithilabandhana : The tubes do not fit the bags well, so

during compression of the bags^ the injected fluid rans

out by the side of the tube.

7

.

Parsvaechidra or leaky : Having slit on the side, the tube

may injure the soft parts by rubbing against them.

8. Bakra or curved : The motion of the injected fluid would

be curvilinear. It will strike a side of the rectum and

so would not go inside the gut.

II. Bags

—

1. Mamsala or fleshy : The bag emits bad smell.

2. Chidra or leaky : The injection escapes outside.

3. Visama or uneven : Parts are unequally compressed and

so the injection does not issue in a forcible jet.

4. Sthula or thick : It is dfiicult to grasp the bag and so

it can not be forcribly compressed.

5. Jalaka or having a network : The injection comes out.

6. Vatala or hollow, airy and incompressible : If air can not

be expelled out, froth forms in the injection ; and so

air is pumped into the rectum.

7. Chinna or torn : The injection flows down.

8. Klinna or r-^ist ; The injection can not be forced out.

Susruta mem j eleven defects of tubes and five defects of

bags of the Vasast^ yanti'a.

'

fffciT^^siftrt'^T^sf ^^^^. 1 ^^^(cfMcn ^f%?fn 5f#w'rn ^^i^flr M'^'ifa

Susrnta Sariihita, IX. xxxv.
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I. Tubes—
1. Atisthula: Too thick. ^ Such tubes injure the rec-

2. Karkasa : Rough. > turn and so cause pain.

3. Avanata : Curved. )

4. Anu

:

Too thin. ~) It becomes use-

5. Bhinna: Broken. . [ less to inject

6. Sannikr-ta Karnika: Projection near? f "fluids into the

J rectum.

7. Viprakrsta Karnika : Projection ") Injure the rec-

distant? J tum which bleeds,

8. Suksma: Small orifice. ") It becomes difficult to inject

9. Atihrasva : Too short. J as the fluid comes out.

10. Atichidra : Large orifice. ") Too much fluid passes into

> the rectum amd -so pain is

11. Atidirgha; Too long. ) complained of.

II. Bags

—

1. Vahalata: Pleshj.l It is difficult to tie the bags
2. Prastirnata: Large. J over the tubes properly.

3. Sacchidrata : Perforated. "^ No fluid can be forced

/ into the tectum and so

4. Durvviddhata : Difiieult to C the instrument is use-

"tie. y less.

5. Alpata: Small. ,Small quantity of fluid passes into the

rectum.

s^tawteftr ^ a sjt ^f%ra ^^^^ ii
-"

nwnrae'ffff: ^«)l<)jiwfe fiyid^n^ i

^^n^s^jtn ^ft ?«4(«i'!MJj«(i »raT. ii

^t "^TBlwi ^ fk%^: firs SieiMfj i

Snsi-iita Samhita, IV. xxxvi.
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16. Uttara-vasti.

Urethral, Vaginal and Uterine Tubes.

Injections into the urethra and vagina are also recommended

to be thrown in by similar contrivances : the tubes being adopted

in length and circumference to the length and breadth of the

passages for which they are intended.

1. Tubular Instruments for the Urethra.

The tubes intended for applying medicines into the male

urethra is recommended to be twelve anguli long. Susruta''

advises- us to use tubes fourteen aiiguli long. It is to be made

of gold and is called Puspanetra. Its circumference is equal to

that of a stalk of flower of Jatl (Jasmimum GrandifloTum) or

MalatI (Echites Crayophyllata, Rox.), and the lumen of the tube

allows a mustard seed to pass through it. It is provided with an

annular projection just at the central part. Caraka^ says that

IWcHa'M^'^Hi fe' WT PlJH*t II

%% rmm' tir^r j^^aid ir^f^cT: ii

i)<^r«i!m<j^*<icii ft^HiT? 5f%*RHdi*t I

crrewTsi*nT g .1*i^wragK^5i*T ii

wiF^^' <ici*)|j(f! ^riflrm*ci=ifflw5W i

fHw( '^^# cngt f^ft(<<^->!!4?l 5?m II

Susruta Sariihita, IT. xxxrii,
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it has two iJi-ojections while Vagbhata' describes three. The

bag is to be made of goat's bladder. A probe is first passed

into the urethra to examine its condition and then the tube is

introduced up to the length of six anguli. The bladder which

contains the injection and which is tied tightly round the tubcj

is then compressed to force the fluid into the urethra. The

tube of coui'se, varies in size according to the dimensions of the

organs of generation.

For the female, the puspanetra is described to have the

length of ten anguli. The projection is at a distance of four .

anguli from the base. The circumference of the tube varies

according to the width of the urethral canal. The calibre of the

tube allows a moong to pass through it."^

Caraka Samhita, VIII. ix.

^ ^igrti^H+ii'i'i era 3' ^Ksni;^ i

f%^«i^ M^aiHJ '^'m %»nf? wifi 1

*iii'a*iK fli^H: H'^Tf^tw ^' I

cm ^^tm 35i^m ^ftir^^j m ii

* * * *

4ie(*^fi*Ki3 =(MHI ^^fil^nlH I

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xix.

2 g^?^ imwg W'iMi ^^n^i^tJ^ i

Caraka Samhita, VIII, ix
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Catheters.

It is curious to find no description of so important an

instrument as the catheter. Injections were thrown into the

urethra but the tube used was always a straight one, having

the length of six anguli; so it could not possibly have reached

the bladder in the male, and nowhere has the claim been put

forward for it to have done so. The tube might have served

weU for the females. The female catheter of the Greeks, as

preserved in the Naples museum, is 0"98 mm. long and is

straight throughout (Milne).

In the Atharvaveda Samhita,"^ however, we find a hymn,

unmistakably alluding to the use of catheter in ancient times.

Against obstruction of urine with a rod.

"This hymn is intended to be 'used in a rite for regulating

the flow of urine'. The reed implies some primitive form of a

fistual urinaria, the vastiyantra (one of the nadlyantrani) of

the late physicians—who however do not appear to have made

frequent uses of it".

* * * -x- * *

6. What in thine entrails, thy (two) groins, what in thy

bladder has flowed together—so be thy urine released, out of

thee with a splash ! all of it. (In the groin are two vessels

located in the two sides affording access to the receptacle of

urine),

7. I split up thy urinator, like the weir of a tank—so be

thy urine released, out of thee, with a splash ! all of it.

8. Unfastened (be) thy bladder orifie, like that of a water-

' Book 1. 3. Whitney's translations and annotations,

18
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holdiag sea—so be thy urine released, out of thee, with a splash !

all of it.

9. As the arrow flew forth, let loose from the bow,—so be

thy urine released, out of thee, with a splash ! all of it".

2. Tubular Instruments for the Vagina.

Similarly injections were thrown into the vagina. The

vaginal tube should be thicker than the urethral tube and in

circumference should be equal to that of the little finger. It

should be introduced into the vaginal canal up to a distance of

four anguli, whereas into the urethra, the tube was allowed to

enter up to a distance of two anguli only in the adults and of

one anguli only in the girls. *

3. The Uterine Tubes.

The uttara-vasti comprises the urethral syringe—^male and

female—and the vaginal and uterine clysters. No distinct

uterine tube is described in the text books. But Susruta* says

* * * *

sg^a^^fwitg ^^^i^**iS;<!iH ii

Sarngadhara Samhita, III. vii.

Bhava Prakasa, I. ii.
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that to apj)ly uttara-vasti to a female, she is advised to lie

supine, keeping her knees flexed and well raised. For a girl

ithe quantity of injection is one prasrta.

To purify the uterine cavity, apply a clyster of twice the

quantity of oleaginous medicines, inside the vagina by means

of a tube having three rings. If after the application, the oily

medicine does not flow out, then apply a second clyster contain-

ing medicines of the group called sodhana or purifiers, into the

arectum ; or let the clever surgeon introduce a probe into the space

^of the clyster ; or press under her navel deeply by his closed fist.

As the object of the injection is to clean the cavity of the

uterus, there can be no doubt that a uterine tube is referred

to in the passage. Again the precautions recommended if the

fiAjeetions do not come back easily, point to a uterine tube to

have been used, for injections into the vagina can not be delayed

in coming out. The Hindu writers often confounded the intra-

uterine and urethral injections with the vaginal clyster. Caraka*

says : "The uttra-vasti is to be used for the females during the

period of menstruation, for then the uterus, being in a condition fit

for impregnation, has its mouth open and so can easily be reached

by the injection." This shows that uterine medication to be the

object aimed at by the clyster.

Susruta Samhita, IV. xxxyii.

' Caraka Samhita, Vlll. ix,
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The Greeks were no better^ for Milae also complains : .

"It is diflScult to separate ancient descriptions of injections into

the vagina from those into the uterus, for the terms for the

two parts are frequently interchangeable/' Again he says

:

"It is probable that at other times under the heading of 'injec-

tions of the bladder', only irrigation of the urethra is meant".*

18. TuBULAE Instruments for Inhalations and Fumigations.

The tubes for smoking were made, like the vasti tubes, of

various metals, or glass or wood. Caraka^ describes it as a

straight tube having three pouches. The end of the tube is equal

in diameter to that of a plum seed. Silrrigadhara^ adds that a reed

or bamboo pipe will also serve the purpose. It is described as a

straight tube, the broad base of which admits the patient's thumb

• while the narrow end, a plum seed. SuSruta* describes the base

' Graeoo-Eoman Surgical Instruments, P. 107-8.

^fe^ "m^ •^^' ipreit II \i

Caraka Samhiti, I. v.

» i|Tpnft w^^ f^w^ '^ f%trr^ II ^ o

^•n-H H^^Hf sOT^ ^tWtfrS; II I \

^^ ^gf^'aifirfii; ^wi i^l^t^: ii ^^

*<!lW*1'^aI?f^ gi^sn^WT!'?^
II ^^

Sarngadhara Saiiihita, III. ix.
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and end of the tube to be equal in circumference to that of the

thumb and little finger respectively. The orifice should allow a

common pea to pass easily through the tube. Vagbhata' says

that there are three pouches or dilatations of the tube, shaped like

the half-open buds at equal distances from each other. The tube

is supposed to consist of four equal parts. The first pouch is

located at the end of the first part^ the second and third pouches

at the ends of the second and third parts respectively.

Cakradatta^ also describes it similarly.

Drdhabala^ mentions another method of inhalation. He

makes a paste of the medicines prescribed and smears it on a

piece of silk cloth. This is then to be rolled round Uke a wick.

This wick is to be dipped in ghee before use, and fire lit at one

end, while the patient is to smoke it through the other end.

Susruta Saiiihita, lY. xl.

^ ^f%^ ^*l 53} f^^ 4KilS^ I

^t^ ^^ *p5g ^fJj ^f^ft ^^ ^ I

A^tanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxi.

^ ^iw^ ajs!^: ^^ ?snw^; ii

Cakradatta, Dhumapauadhikara.

. Caraka Samhita, TI. xxii.
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Both Caraka' and Sarngadhar'a^ advise us to make

tabes of medicines, the fumes of which are advised to be

smoked in the following manner :—Powder the medicaments

and make a paste; measure one karsa ; take a smooMi

reed (Saccharum sara, Rox.) twelve anguli long. Apply the

paste round the reed, for a length of eight anguli. Dry it in

shade. Remove the reed, leaving a dried tube of the paste.

When required for smoking, light ohe end of the tube with a

burning wick and smoke through the other end.

Caraka* describes another inhaler, which consists of two

earthen basins (soraba) placed upon each other, their edges being

pasted with flour. The upper one is perforated at the centre for

the reception of one end of the tube, the patient puts the other

»^

Caraka Samhita, I. v.

» ^f^firal Jtf^^ g^rai" wK3ni;5n^ i

'^s^' ^T^ifiTcr ^!s\ iffn HiMi-^ *K5iti i

lRl=tiW4'?li(l>it «^lThi ^!^*IK<l«t II

^FT^filcrt Sk^ ^<:^\ %^ K*it I

n^^ ft?^ ^^^1 Bai^fT II

snftrart«rr ctci: ^tt^\ g^i^ ^^ q>ft; i

Sarngadhara Samgraha, III. ix.

aifl<lll*"^'^+)HHi JTrff T^ W^ ^ I

Caraka Samhita, VI. xxi.
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end into his mouth for inhalation. The lower pot con-

tains glowing charcoal of catechu (Accacia catechu. Linn.)

wood, over which are put pills of necessary medicines. The tube

is from eight to ten anguli long. ' This inhaler is intended for

phthisical subjects. It is useful for allaying cough and exciting

emesis. This instrument is called mallaha sampiita or soraba

samputa or a pair of earthen basins. In such an apparatus Caraka

recommends us to putT powders of cow's horn, hairs, nerves

and ligaments, besides other medicines. Susruta^, Vagbhata^

and Cakradatta* also describe it. Sarngadhara^ however

reserves this instrument for fumigating wounds only.

, The length of the pipe will vary according to the different

kinds of smoking prescribed by the physician. There are five

kinds of smoking narrated :

—

1. Samana, madhya, proyogika—medium.

2. Brimhana, snehana, mrdu —mild.

^ ^an^'SlPocti Tiff ^'Kf^^^tfHicn't I

Caraka Samhita, VI. xxii.

Susruta Samhita, IV. xl.

'^TCTr^ir m m^ rnv^T^ wnfttfT ii

A^tanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. zxi.

Cakradatta, Nasaroga Cikitsa.

» See foot-note 2. P. 145.
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3. Recana, sodhana, tlksna — strong.

4. Kasaghna — anti-eough.

5. Vamana — emetic.

So the length of the tube would vary thus

—

1. Caraka.*

In strong smoking

„ medium „ ... «

„ mild „

2. Susruta.2

In medium smoking

„ oleaginous „

„ brain-sedative „

„ anti-cough or emetic „ . .

.

3. Vagbhata.^

In strong smoking

„ medium „

„ mild „

4. ^arngadhara.*

In medium smoking

„ mild „

„ strong „

„ anti-congh „

„ emetic or

wound-fumigation

FUMIGATION.

Ariguli.

. 24

. 32

. 96

. . 48

. 32

. 24

. 16

. 24

. 32

. 40

. 40

. 32

. 24

. 16

. 10

Similarly wounds are said to be purified by suitable medi-

cinal fumigation. In the purification of wounds by fumigation,

we get a glimpse of the antiseptic method of treatment in its

• See foot-note 2. P. 140.

' See foot-note 4. P. 140.

» See foot-note 1. P. 141.

* See foot-note 3. P. 140.
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embroyonic form. Susruta^ recommeds the tube to be eight

ano-uli long and to have the circumference of a common pea; and

its orific should be of the size of a kulattha ( Doliehos biflorus,

Linn.). The fumes of medicated substances from the inside of

any closed pot containing fire, pass out through the tube and

are allowed to play on any sore to purify it. For this pvirpose

two earthen pots—soraba samputa—may conveniently be used as

before. Sarngadhara^ lises a tube ten anguli long and recom-

mends us to use Nimba leaves (Azadirachta Indiea) for wound-

fumigation. As another instance of the application of the prin-

ciples of antiseptic methods to practical therapeutics, we may

mention the use of medicinal injections into the cavity of the

uterus to rectify its morbid conditions.^

A similar instrument was used to fumigate the uteru^s and

vagina in various diseases of these parts. "Fumigation^',

says Susruta,* "is to be aj)plied to the vagina by burning the

Susruta Samhita, IV. xl.

Ibid. IT. i.

* * *

* * *

Samgadhara Saingraha, III. ix.

' See foot note 2, P. 1318.

Susruta Samhita, III. x,

19
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slough of a snake ( Bungarus ) or pinditaka (?) wood, in eases of

obstructed delivery of the fsetus. Caraka* mentions fumigation

of the vagina by bul-ning Bhurjapatra ( Betula Bhojpatra),

glasSj j)Teeious stones and the slough of a snake as one of the

means for removing the i^laeenta. To remove the after pains

and difficulty in micturition and deffecationj Susruta-

advises us to fumigate the vagiiia. He recommends fumigation

of the uterus with purifying medicines. In fumigating these parts,

the Hindu surgeons desired a local action, and did not share in

the belief, held by some of the Greek gynaecologists ^ that "the

uterus was an animal within the body which could wander about,

being attracted by pleasant smells and repelled by disagree-

able smells''."' The Arabs also did not believe utei-us to be an

animal. This method of treatment was well known to the

Greeks ; for Hippocrates'' writes that "fumigation with

aromaties promotes menstimation aiid would be useful in many

other cases, if it did not occasion heaviness' of the head". He

"directs us to take a vessel wliich holds about four sallons and

fit a lid to it so that no vapour can escape fi-om it. Pierce a

hole in the lid, and into this aperture force a reed about a cubit

in length so that the vapour connot escape along the outside of

Caraka Samhita, IV. riii.

Susruta Sariihita, III. j..

^ Aretaeus. Morb. Aciit. ii. 11.

Plato's Timeas.

< Grasco-Eoman Surgical Instruments. P. 158.
Adan's Commentary on Panlus .ffigineta, Vol. I. Bk. ii. P. 636-37.

= See also in the Hippocratic treatises, as Nat. Mul. vii, 9 ; 1 Morb. Mul.
pvii. 1 ; II Morb. Mul. xl. 20, 21 ; Steril. ri. 3 ; Snperfoet. ix. 3, x. 9, II.
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the reed. The cover is then fixed on the vessel with clay."^

Oribasius^ and Sorauus'^ used similar instruments for the

purpose.

Disinfection of Rooms, Clothes, etc.

Caraka* says that if peacock's feather, bones of vaka bird,

white mustard and red sandal wood, well powdered and mixed with

ghee, be used in fumigation, the poison of a room, beddings, seats

and clothes, is got rid of. Sarngadhara^ advises us to disinfect a

sick room by the fumes caused by burning the following

substances with ghee : peacock's feather, Nim leaves ( Melia

Azadirachta ), Vrihati, pepper, asafcetida, Jotamamsi ( Nardos-

taehys jotamansi ), seeds of Salmali ( Bombax malabaricum ),

goat's hair, slough of a serpent, cat's faeces and ivory. Susruta^

advises fumigation of a sick room for a surgical patient for

' Grseoo-Roman Surgical Ilistrutnenta P. 159.

° Coll. x.xix.

' Soranus. xxiii,

Caraka Saiiihita, VI. xxv.

^ *ia^^ fsf^^ iaif«!! FftfttRSW I

JN<t1*N craw f%%f ft fifftftl^W I

Samgadhara Saiiigralia, III. ix.

Susruta Samhita, I. xix.
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tea daysj morning and evening, after the operation has been

performed.

15. Tdbular Insteujieat foe Cupping.

Generally cow^s horn is recommended for the purj)ose. It is

eighteen anguli long, its base, forming the mouth of the instmment,

is three anguli wide (Vagbhata).^ It is conical in shape and the

cone is said to be either curved or straight. The other end is

pointed and perforated to the extent of allowing a mustard seed

to pass through it. The narrow end, however, is made to assume

the shape of a woman's nipj)le by winding thread roivnd it.

This facilitates the operation of suction by the mouth of a

surgeon when the broad end is placed against any diseased area

of the patient's body. Susruta^ mentions its use in blood-

extraction. For extracting bood, the part must be scarified

before its application ; and to tacilitate the operation, the jjart

should be fomented (Yogaratnakara).^ After suction, the horn

is to be covered by a piece of cloth or a small bladder of animals.

Valluki* describes the srnga thus :
—"It is the horn of a

white cow, half-moon shaped and seven anguli broad. The orifice

Astaiiga Hrd^ya Samhita, 1. xxt.

Snsruta Samhita, I. xiii.

Yogaratnakara Arbuda cikitsa.

Valluki quoted in Nibandlia Samgralia, I. iiii.
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at the base is equal in circumference to that of the base of the

thumbj while the end which is perforated admits a moong. This

orifice at the end is closed bj' a wick of cotton'". Cakra-

panidatta says that the horn should be three anguli long, and its

orifice should be of the size of the stalk of an oleander fiower.

Susruta mentions a peculiar use of the horn': the

extraction of an insect, cerumen, etc. from the middle ear by means

of a horn or a probe. The horn was evidently used as an

apparatus for suction, and Susruta describes suction as one of

the methods of extracting salya from the body'''. Caraka^ uses

homs and leeches to extract venom from a snake-bite ; and

SusiTita also refers to it. Besides the horns and cupping glasses,

suction used to be accomplished by the surgeon's mouth.

Similarly Paul* says that foreign bodies may be sucked out

from the ears with a reed.

On the method of suction as a mode of treatment, Erichsen^

says :— "In former days, when duels with the small swords

were of frequent occurrence, persons called " suckers " who were

often the drummers of a regiment, weve employed to attend the

wounded combatants. This treatment which was conducted with

a certain degree of mystery, consisted in sucking the wouud till

all blood ceased be flow, and then applying a pellet of chewed
•

Susruta SamMta, VI. xxi.

" See foot-note 3. P. 108.

Caraka Samhita, VI. xxv.

* Paul. VI. xxiv. and III. xxiii,

" Erichseu's Surgery, Vol. 1. p. 341.
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paper or a piece of wet linen to the orifice ; in this way it would

ajipear that many sword thursts traversing the limbs were healed

in a few days. The process of suction cleared the wound

thoroughly of all blood, and drawing the sides into close apposition,

placed the parts in the most favourable condition possible for union

by primary adhesion. This practice might, perhaps, in many

cases advantageously imita,ted in the present day by means of a

cujDping glass and syringe".

We also find Susruta^ describing a vasti yantra in the treat-

ment of snake-bite. The tube is open at both ends, one end

is applied to the part bitten by the snake, while to the other end

the svu'geon puts his mouth to suck out the poison. So this

vasti yantra may be compared to the modern aspiration syringe.

Cupping instrumunts of metal or horn are still used by the

Arabs in Kordofan and Sir R. Pasha^ suggests that cupping is

possibly borrowed by the west from the "most perfect physi-

cians" the Arab. But now we are confident that the credit is

due to the Hindus.

ALABU YANTRA.

Alabu or gourd is described to be made of the bark of the suc-

culent fruit called alabu (Lagenarea Vulgaris). The pulp is scraped

away and the bark is allovvejj to dry. Such a bark should be selected

which is twelve and eighteen ariguli in length and circumference

respectively. Its mouth should be circular and should have a

diameter of three or fom- atiguli. A fire is to be lit inside it by

burning a strip of dry cloth to- produce a vacuum, and the

^ Tlftl^ gist ^ffcWR'I'ff V^r^]

, Susruta Samhita, V, r.

' Vide Third Eepbrt, WeHcoin9 research laborsrtory at Gordon. P; 316*
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instrument to be applied instantly to the intended part of the

patient's body. It should be thus used to drain blood and phlegm

from the body (Vagbhata'). In modern times capping glasses

are used for like purposes in a similar manner.

Valluki^ describes the alabu yantra thus :
—" The mouth of

the instrument is well formed and has the diameter of four anguli.

The body'has the circumference of eight anguli and is well smeai-ed

with a paste of black mud. It is used for drawing out blood".

In yogaratnakara^j srnga and alabu are directed to be used

for extraction of blood from accidental wounds. Caraka mentions

the use of alabu for blood-extraction*.

Another instrument known as the ghat! yantra was used

exactly in the same way ^. It is said to consist of a brass pot

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxv.

Valluki quoted in Nibandha Samgraha I. xiii.

Snsruta Samhita, I. xiii.

' fW lira frar ft^ '^ ^rat fit^'RT; i

^f^^ #^4 sfw ^irf^K?; ii

5g^^-^^8)i ^'M in malfd a# it; i

Quoted in Yogaratnakara.

* ^fVTWim*ra^s?r^lfiTO^Ta;K3m—

Caraka Samhita, XI. vii.

Astanga Hrdava Samhita, I, xxv.
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which is still used commonly in India by all classes of jjeople

for drinking purposes. A fire should be lit inside as before and

the ghati applied to the surface of the body covered by a

piece of cloth. It soon becomes firmly fixed and is thus used

to raise abdominal tumours bj'^ means of it for purposes of correct

diagonosis and also to effect its cure b}^ subsidence. It is still

used by the common people for the same ends. '

Caraka* says :
—"After tlie abdominal tumour has been

relaxed or softened a little by fomentation and oleaginous

application, it is to be covered by a piece of cloth. Then

inside a small ghati, a fire is to be lit by burning kusa and other

forms of grasses ; the pot is then to be inverted and pressed

over the part covered by the cloth. By this way, the tumour

would be drawn upwards i,p. be made prominent. The ghat!

is then to be taken away and . after removing the cloth, and

examining the extent of the tumour, it is to be incised. The

different shapes of the incisions are called vimarga, ajapada and

adarsa. After incision, the tumour is to be pressed and rubbed

with fingers. But the intestines and the heart must not be

touched."

The extraction of blood by means of cups, has been practised

from remote antiquity. It is interesting to note that both the

Latin and Greek terms

—

ciicarlituJn and croci;a signify a gourd

;

^ Ji-Hcil 5R1 JJ'lKfKI ^S»I#§tH I

^^FiT era; ^m f»?'?n?^^M*ii<tifid^ ii

Caraka Saiiihita, VI, v,
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and we know that Alabu also means a gourd. It is curious that

the instrument should have been known to the ancient Hindus

and Greeks by the same name.'

Prosper Alpinus* (16th century) who wrote a book on the

state of medicine in Egypt in his time, gives drawings of cupping

horns he saw there. The horns were those of young bulls, highly

polished, with a small hole at the to23, by which the air was

extracted by suction. To close the orifice a small tab of parch-

ment was taken into the mouth and affixed by the tongue. The

Egyptians also used cupping glasses, by suction and not by

fire, a method evidently unknown to them.

Hero of Alexandria (B. C. 285—222) describes an interesting

form of cup. Milne summarises his account thus :
^—"The figure

shows a cup of ordinary flattened form, divided into two by a

diaphragm. Two tubes pass through the fundus, one passing

through the diaphragm, the other not. Each of the tube is fitted

with another which is open at its inner end but closed at its outer

end and provided with a small cross bar to rotate it. Each of these

sets of tubes is perforated by small openings. In the case of the

short tubes, these are outside the cup, in the case of the long tube

they are inside the cup, in the chamber shut off by the dLiphragm.

By rotating the piston these openings can be placed in apposi-

tion or not at will, thus forming valves. Open valve A by

placing the hole in apposition. Close valve B by turning the

holes away from each other. The inner chamber of the cup is

now shut off except for the small hole A. Apply the mouth

to the valve A, and suck the air out of the chamber. Close

valve A. Apply the cup to the afEeeted part. The advantage

' De Med. Aegyptiorum. Ed. 1541 lib. ii. ch. xii. p. 139.

° Uraeco-Roman Surgical Instruments. P, 104.

20
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of this arrangement is that the afEected part is not directly

sucked upon by the mouth ; and the instrument is therefore

more pleasant for the operator to rise".

' Celsusi thus describes the different kinds of cups:—"There

are two kinds of cups, bronze and horn. The bronze is open

at one end and clofeed at the other ; the horn, open at one end, as

in the previous ease, has at the other end, a small foramen. Into

the bronze kind, burning lint is placed, and then the mouth is

fitted on and pressed until it sticks. The horn is placed empty

on the body, and then by that part where the small foramen is,

the air is exhausted by the mouth, and the cavity is closed off

above with wax and it adheres in the same way as before.

Either may advantageously be constructed, not only of these

varieties of materials but of another substance. If other things

are not to be had, a small cup or a narrow mouthed jar will

answer the purpose. When it has fastened on, if the skin

has previously been cut with a scalpel, it extracts blood ; but

if it be entire, air".

Paul^ remarks that "those which are made with longer

necks and broader bellies are possessed of a strong power of

attraction.'" Both Oribasius^ and Aretaeus* allude to them.

Antyllus says that there are three materials of which cups are

made—glass, horns, and bronze. A good number of such

cups occur in the Naples, British and Scottish National

Museums.

1 Celsus. II. xi.

2 Paulus ^gineta. VI. xii.

= Med. Coll. VII. xvi.

+ De Morb. Acut. I. 10.
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Albueasis ' gives a full account of dry cupping. In applying

the instrument he advises us either to create a flame in it, or to

fdl it with hot water. He gives drawings of various instru-

ments of cupping. Rhases speaks of applying a glass or a

cupping instrument to draw off blood after leeching. The other

Arabians give little additional information.

In modern times, cupping glasses are used in the same way

as before.

V, Salaka or Rods."...
The rods, or pricker-like instruments, or probes are described to

be of various kinds and are recommended to be used for various

purposes^ ; so their length and circumference would vary

according to some special uses required of them. Susruta^ says :

"There are two kinds of salaka with their ends shaped like

the head of the earthworm. They are used for probing abscesses

and sinuses.

Two salaka have their ends shaped like the wing of an

arrow. These are to be used for raising any part for the purpose,

^ Albueasis, Chirruf^. ii. 98.

Susruta Sainhita. IV, i.

Susruta Sainhita, I. yii.
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after ineisiorij of extracting any foreign body from it. Others

assign to them the function of bringing together the lips of the

wound caused by an abscess being opened and emptied.

Two salaka have their ends shaped like the hood of a snake.

They are useful for transferring any material from one part to

another. Some of the simple probes used by the ancient Greek

and Roman surgeons carried a single or double snake of

iEsculapius at one end. But evidently it was meant as an orna-

mentation and served no useful purpose.

Two salaka have their ends shaped like a fish-hook but are

blunt. They are used for extracting any extraneous material

from the muscles or bones".

The last six kinds of Susruta are practically the same as the

six sanku of Vagbhata/ which are the following :

—

The sanku are six in number. Amongst these, two are twelve

and sixteen aiiguli long respectively. They are used for the

purpose of raising a foreign body upwards from the wound.

Two varieties have their ends shaped like the hood of a

snake. They are ten and twelve anguli long ; and they are used

for the purpose of moving a foreign body in the wound in all

directions.

Two varieties have the shape of a fish-hook—the ends resem-

bling the stem of an arrow. These are used for the extraction

of foreign bodies from the wound.

Autauga ttrdaya Samhita. I. xxr.
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Susruta' mentions another pair of salaka which have their

ends shaped like a masura pulsej and shghtly curved ; these are

used for the purpose of extracting a foreign body from the

external outlets of the body such as mouth, nose, etc. They

are eight and nine ariguli long respectively.

Swab Peobes.

Six salaka are used for the purpose of wiping out the prin-

cipal excretory canals of the body viz., rectum, nose and ea^'s.^

Their .ends are covered with cotton like a head-dress ( pagdi ).

The two salaka intended for the rectum, have the lengths of

ten and twelve aiiguli respectively for short and long distances.

So the two varieties of probes for the ears are eight and nine

anguli long, while the other two kinds of probes for the nose

are six and seven anguli long respectively. Some commen-

tators are of opinion that these six salaka are meant for clearing

abscesses.

For similar purposes the Greek and Eoman surgeons used the

spathomele or spatula probe. Priscianus^ writes : "First of all

we must frequently wipe away the clots of blood from the nose

> See foot note 2, P. 155.

Astanga Hydaya Sariihita. I. xxv.

Ibid.

° Prisoianus, xiv,
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with the end of a spathomele wrapped on the 'herry' with soft

wool, and then occlude it by plugging with wool in the same

way."

The use of probes, having the ends wrapped with wool, for

wiping out discharge of pus from the ears of horse, is men-

tioned by Jayadatta Suri' in his Treatment of Horses.

Spoon-shaped' Peobes.

Three probes are described to have their ends shaped like a

khala or mortar with a conical cavity, and so they resemTjle a

spoon. They are to be used for the purpose of applying caustic

solutions, etc.'''

Similarly eyathiscomele, which is a variety of spathomele in

which the spatula is replaced by a spoon, is said to have been

used by the Greek surgeons to mix, measure and apply

medicaments. The specimens of these instruments occur in the

Naples Museum. Sometimes the edge of the spoon is sharp and

is recommended to be used as a curette. Scrivonius Largus

directs us to use the spoon of an ear specillum for the application

of caustics to hsemorrhoids.

Asvavaidyaka, Ch. 34, t. 2. and 3.

2 See foot-tiote 2, P. 155.
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Nail-shaped Probes.

Vagbhata^ describes three other probes for the same purpose.

They are eight aiiguli long ; their ends are bent and resemble in

size and shape the nails of the third, fourth, and fifth fingers

respectively.

PauP mentions a nail-shaped probe in the treatment of bubone-

cele. But this was applied as a cautery and not for the

application of medicaments. Nail-shaped cauteries are also

referred to by Hippocrates^ in the treatment of recurrent disloca-

tion of the shoulder-joint.

JAMVOVArSTHA PrOBES.

Three probes are called Jamvovoustha for their ends are

shaped like the fruit of Jambul tree (Eugenia jambolanum).*

Three other salaka have their ends shaped like ankusa or elephant

driver's goad.^ They may be made of any length required

Aatanga Hfdaya Saiahita, I. xxv.

= Paulus'^gineta, VI. Ixv.

' Hippocrates iii. 15.

See foot-note 2, P. 155.

a-sijid ^^ ^fit,

fA§tanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxv.

s See foot-note 2, P. 155.

For the diagram of the ankusa see Pergusson's Tree and Serpent

Worship ; Plate xxxiii. Sanohi. xxxvii. fig. I, and xxxviii. fig. 1 & 2.
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by the surgeon. These six varieties are recommended for the

purpose of applying caustic medicaments and the actual cautery.

Paul* mentions a gamma-shaped cautery in the radical

cure of hernia. This cautery is shaped like the Greek letter r j

so it resembles the arikusa cautery of the Hindus. The ankusa

is similar in appearance to the Greek letter.

One variety, which is used for the purpose of removing a

tumour from the interior of the nasal cavity, has its end shaped

like a khala or mortar, with sharp edges, and of the size of half

the stone of the fruit of the jujube tree (Ziziphus jujuba)^.

Vagbhata^ mentions a similar prpbe for the purpose of applying

actual cautery to a nasal tumour. Its end resembles in shape

and size, a half of the stone of the fruit of the jujube tree.

This spoon-shaped probe of the Hindus is comparable to the

curette like sharp cyathiscomele of the Greeks, noted before.

COLLYEIUM PkOBES.
«

For the purpose of applying collyria to the eyes, a rod is

mentioned having the length of eight ai'iguli and the thickness of

a pea. Its both ends are shaped like buds*.

The probes for applying collyria to the eyelids^ should be

six ariguli long, with a rounded bulbous end. They may be made

of o-old, or silver, or copper, or iron, or stone. For the habitual use

of collyria, a lead probe is prescribed. When medicines are directed

' Paul, VI, Ixii.

= See foot-note 2, P. 155.

Astanga Hrdaya Saifihita, I. xxv. •

* See foot-note 2, P. 155,
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to be applied not only to the lids but also to the conjunctiva, the

finger is recommended as it is a softer and safer instrument.

Again the probes would vary according to the nature of the coUyria

to be used. As for the application of lekhana coUyrium, the probe

should be made of copper and should be ten anguli long.

The probe is advised to be made thinner at its middle to afford a

firm grasp by the surgeon. The ends are shaped like buds. For

applying ropana coUyrium, a similar probe is to be used, but it

should be made of steel ; while for the application of a coUyrium

for the improvement of the visual strength, a probe made of

gold or silver, and having the size and shape of a finger is

recommended by Cakradatta.^

Susruta^ likes a probe of steel, or bell-metal, or copper for

lekhana collyrium ; and of gold, or silver, or horn, for ropana and

snehana coUyria. The probe should be eight anguli long, and the

eye is to be kept open and fixed by the left hand, while the rio-ht

hand is to hold the probe, and so the eoUyi-ium is to be applied

to the eye.

' ^ans;^ cfg'^ si^rar ^i^tr^t ii

n^ren^^ cTi^Ktw ^TRratfsn i

Cakradatta. Isohyotana Cikitsa.

^m ^ra^ sn#'fiT»? IfjSrarasS II

''iiy*)if^ ^ 41^ iR sNraw ^rai^ I

laisfl'iis'nistiiM ^t^tm Tft^l'^sn II

^iCT^^ Tf^fi^ ^m\ ^n^fei^ I

'^f^MjjjRiTcnfsT anftft ^ ftcn *TttT ii

Susriita Samhita, VI, xviii,

31
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^arngadWai says: "The collyrium probe should be made

of stone or metal. It should be eight anguli long and its ends

must be made smooth and rounded like a common pea. For

lekhana collyrium, a copper, or iron, or stone probe is to be used,

while for ropana collyrium the tip of the finger is recommended

for its softness.

"

Of the probes used by the Hindus for applying collyrium to

the eyes, fortunately we possess a few specimens. Among the

objects of interest found in the excavations at Bijnor, we find,

"fourthly, one copper salai or instrument for applying antimony

to the eye, similar to those found in the Bihat excavations.^'^

ftra#fT33T?Nncn srarai ^ii% »Tcn i

Sarngadhara Samgraha. III. xiii.

Yogaratnakara. Eye Diseases. P. 823.

?f^ft '^ Fw^w ^ ^im »T^ I

*<<*R<**i+lciM4mf^'y<lJiH^ I

'^fetftra *i*imH *iI*(<(inlf*niTcn*r

Cakradatta, Netraroga Cikitsa.

' "Vide Princep's (Thomas') Indian Antiquities, fig. 18. pi. iv" J.A.S.B.

IX. 1. 7.
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Specillum with two olivary ends formed a variety of probe of

the Greek and Roman surgeons. It was used as an ordinary

probe in deahng with crooked fistulse, and as a cautery to

destroy the roots of hairs after epilation. Sometimes it carried

an eye in one of its olives and was tised in the treatment of

nasal polypus. The eye was threaded vnth a cord having many

knots along it. The other end of the probe was pushed through

the nose and withdrawn by the mouth, and then by a sawing

movement of the cord with both hands of the surgeon,

the polypus was removed. ^ A single probe for the application

of semi-sohd medicaments, occurs in the outfit of the oculist

of fiheims, in the museum at St. Germain-en-Laye and is

figured by Milne. ^

Kauna-sodhana oe Eae-cleaner.

This salaka is said to have its end shaped like the end of a

leaf of Asvattha (Ficus religiosa). The instrument looked Kke a

sruva—one of the famous spoons used in sacrificial ceremony. ^

It was used for the purpose of extracting wax from the ears.

The different kinds of spoons used in the ancient Hindu

ceremonies were as follows : "Three different sruk or offering-

spoons are used viz., the guhu, upabhrit and drubha. They are

made each of a different kind of wood, of an arm's length (or

according to others, a cubit long) with a bowl of the shape and

size of the hand, and a hole cut through the bark and front

' Paul TI. Ixxxvii, VI. xiv, VI. xxv.

^ GrEeco-Boman Surgical Instruments, pi. x!. Pg. 5.

Astanga Hvdaya Sariihita. I. xxt.
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side of the bowl and fitted with a spout, some eight or nine inches

long and shaped like a goose's biU. The srava or dipping-

spoon, on the other hand, chiefly used for ladling the clarified

butter (or milk) from the butter vessel into the ofEering-spoons,

is of the khadira wood (Accacia catechu), a cubit long, with a

round bowl measuring a thumb's joint across and without a

spout".'

So we see that the bowl of the karra-Sodhana was round in

shape.

Susruta also mentions a salaka for the extraction of cferumen

or minute insects from the ears.j^ Cakrapani^ alludes to it.

In modern times, the ear-cleaner, as used commonly in India, is a

tala yantra. Ear specillum is frequently mentioned by

the Greeks and Romans. It consisted of a sinaU narrow scoop

at one end and a simple probe at the other. The use of the

scoop is thus described by Archigenes* : "If a bean, stone, etc.

fall into the ear, remove it with the small narrow scoop of the

ear specillum". Celsus* directs us to extract a scab or cerumen

by means of the ear specillum.

The ear scoop used by the modern surgeons is a narrow

scoop, more like the Hindu puja vessel known as kusi.

The ear scoop is often made in combination with a director.

1 "Satapatha Brahmaua, Sacred Books of the East, 1. 3. 1. 1. foot-note.

'- See foot note 1, P. 149

Cakradatta, Karijaroga,

* Galen. XII, 652.

,= Celsue, YX. Tiii.'
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Gaubha-sanku. Fcetus oe TiiACTioN Hook.

The end of this instrument is said to have been bent Hke

ankusa or elephant driver's goad. It is described to have the

same length as the other sanku have i. e. ten to sixteen anguli,

and it is eight anguli in width. ' It is recommended for extract-

ing a dead foetus from the mother's womb, after perforating its

head by the mandalagra or mudrika knife. Susruta recommends

us to perforate the head and then to extract the bones by the

sanku or hook, and lastly to apply traction by fixing it about the

chest or axilla. If the head can not be perforated, it is to be

applied to the eyes or cheeks.^

Traction hook for extraction of a dead foetus was well known

to the ancients. Hippocrates ^ bids us break up the head

of the foetus with a cephalotribe and remove the bones with

bone forceps, or deliver it by a traction hook inserted near the

clavicle. Celsus* advises us to insert a smooth hook with

a short point and to fix it in the eye, or the ear, or the mouth

or the forehead, and so the foetus is to be drao-o-ed down

Soranus points out the best places for the insertion of the hook

to be the eyes, the occiput, the mouth, the clavicles, and the

^i^3;5n ?jcfiT ^Wf ?T<T fen: ii w i

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita I. xxv.

Susruta Samhita. IV. xr.

'iHippocrates. II. 70.

* Cejsus. VIl. xxix.
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ribs in head presentations j and the pubes, ribs, and clavicles in

footling cases.* Soranus, Aetius^ and PauP direct us to

extract the foetus in the same way but they recommend us to

use two hooks instead of one, in ordei: that the pulling may be

straight down and not to one side.

Albucasis,* Rhases,^ Haly Abbas,* and Avicenna^ give

similar directions for opening the child's head and for delivering

the foetus with hooks.

This purpose in modern times is served by the blunt hook

and crotchet.

YujSa-sanku of Midwifery Forceps.

An instrument 'is thus natned and figured by modern writers

on Hindu surgery, bearing some resemblance to the modem

forceps for extracting the child alive. We have, however, no

mention of any such instrument in the works of Caraka, Susruta

Vao-bhata and other ancient authorities. The Greeks and,

Romans were also ignorant of it ; and the Arabians fared no

better thouo-h Adams, in his commentary on PauP asserts

that Avieenna refers to forceps for the delivery of living

childern. Mulder, in his valuable work,^ gives an extract

from a translation from the works of Avieenna supporting

1 Soranus. II. xix.

^ Aetius. IV. iv. 23.

3 Paul. TI. Ixxix.
I

• Albuoasis. Chirrug. II. 76 and 77.

s Rtases. Cont. xxii.

« Haly Abbas. Praot. ix. 57.

' Avieenna. iii. 21, i, 24

» Paulus. .aiginita. III. Ixxvi.

' Historia Forcipum efc Veoticum. p, 6,
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the same conclusion. Smellie* says: "With -regard

to the fillets and forceps, they have been alleged to be late

inventions
; yet we find Avicenna recommending the use of both.

The forceps recommended by Avicenna is plainly intended to

save the foetus". "He recommends all the old methods for

assisting in natural labours ; and if the woman can not be deli-

vered by these, he orders a fillet to be fixed over the head : if

that can not be done, to extract with the forceps ; and should

these fail, to open the skull ; by which means the contents

will .be evacuated, the head diminished, and the foetus

easily delivered."^ Playfair^ also holds the same view. The

point is however by no means settled. For Milne* says:

"A full consideration of Avicenna^s words seems to me to lead to

the conclusion that he is describing no more than extraction

with a craniotomy forceps. If the forceps fail, the child is to be

extracted by incision, as in the case of a foetus already dead

(and decomposed so that the forceps would not hold) .'''

Thus we may be sure that there is no availale evidence of

the use of dehvery forceps by the Hindus, Greeks, Bomans and

Arabs; and the Chamberlens are still the undisputed claimants

to the glory of the invention.

But there is no doubt that the Hindu surgeons tried extrac-

tion of the living foetus by manual traction. The hands are

recommended to be well oiled and introduced into the uterus.

If the child be.dead, sharp intruments are advised to be intro-

Smellie. Treatise on Midwifery, p. 40.

^ Ibid, Edited by McClintook. New Syd, Soc, vol. I. Introduction p. 50.

^ Researches on Operative Midwifery, p. 10.

* Grssoo-Boman; Surgical Instruments, p. 156.
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duced into the vagina for cutting upon the foetus. But on no

account such instruments are to be used so long as the child is

alive. *

Sab-pa-fana oe Snake's Hood.

It is also called agra-bakra i. e. the end bent. It is a sanku

or hook similar to the above, the end being bent like the hood

of a snake. ^ It is to be used for the purpose of extracting stone

after operation.

Susruta, in the operation for extraction of stone through the

perineal incision, directs us to use the agra-bakra to bring the

entire, stone out of the wound. But in the case of females,

he recommends us to use a knife having a spoon like a scoop,

to prevent the formation of a vescieo-vaginal fistula.^ Is it

a spoon-shaped knife, or is it a double instrument on a handle

—

a knife at one end and a scoop at the other ? The Greeks used

a knife having a scoop at the end.

^^cpf g Sf^iT T *1U<^5T <l<tid II

Yogaratnatara, Muddhagarva Cikitsa.

' ^tjssr^w ^^^irrafsfi ^rrt: ii

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita. I. xxv.

Susruta, Samhita. IV. vii.
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Celsus' describes the extraction of stone through a perineal

section by means of the lithotomy scoop. "The scoop is slender at

the end and flattened out in the shape of a semi-circle, smooth

externally where it comes in contact with the tissue, rough inter-

nally where it meets the calculus". It was a long hook-like

instrument.

Aetius^ mentions a special stone extractor, under the treat-

ment of calculus in the female. Some understand by it the litho-

tomy forceps.

In modern times we use the lithotomy forceps and scoop for

the same purpose.

I take this opportunity of referring to the celebrated passage

in the famous Hippocratic oath, which runs as follows : "I will

not cut persons labouring under the stone, but will have this to

be done by men who are practitioners of this art". This sentence

has given a good deal of trouble to the commentators and they

have failed to understand the true reasons as to why Hippocrates

specially forbade the practice of this operation. "M. Littre finds

some difficulty in accounting for the circumstance that the

noviciate in surgery is interdicted from the operation of litho-

tomy." Adams,^ commenting on the sentence, says : "Why this

operation was proscribed, can not indeed be satisfactorily as-

certained,'^ and he quotes the Arab Physician, Avenzoar*, who

"pronounces the operation to be one, which no respectable physician

would witness, and far less to perform."

' Celsus. vii. xxvii.

^ Aetius. IV. iv. 94.

= The Genuine Works of Hipprocrates. Vol. II. P. 777—8.

* Ayenzoar. II. 2, 7.

32
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The explanation tliat this was proscribed because there were

men who devoted themselves exclusively to this kind of treatment,

and that if the qualified sm-geons be allowed to practise the

operation, they would interfere in the sphere of action of the lay

lithotomists, cannot be considered satisfactory. For the question

still remains the open one, why should Hippocrates proscribe this

operation from the domains of scientific surgery, simply because

a few laymen happened to practise it.

The real explanation is that in Hippocrates' time success

in the operation was very difficult to achieve, consequently he

interdicted the operation much in the same way as abdominal

operations were considered sacred before the days of antiseptic

surgery. It is curious to find that Susruta calls this operation

the worst of all surgical operations, for he says' : ''Even experi-

enced and able surgeons fail to attain success by operation for the

stone. So the surgical treatment is the worst of all treatment

here. But if you do not operate, the patient will die ; and it is

doubtful whether he will live after the operation ; so give him

the chance of operation in God's name." I do not know whether

this passage of Susruta has any causal relation to the remarks of

Hippocrates, but there is no doubt that the former serves as a

better commentary on the latter, than anything hitherto

suggested.

Adams^ says that this operation was practised by a class of men,

c|*tlKI'i'*J W^^W^t ^TWfftwt II

Susruta Saihhita. IV. vii.
'

° Cojnuieritary on Paulns -3!gineta. Vol. II. P. 363,
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separate from the surgeons, in all countries in ancient times, and

points out that the ancient operation of lithotomy is still practised

with great success by the native doctors of Hindusthan. No

conclusion is, however, to be drawn from the modern practices

in India, as we find separate classes of men not only for stone, but

also for bone-setting, cataract, etc.- And whatever may be the

practice in modern times, we find that during Susruta's time, the

operation was not the privilege of the laymen.

Saeapunkha-mukha Pkobe.

This instrument is also described to have its end bent like the

hood of a snake. It is four ariguli long and is recommended

to be used for the purpose of extracting a tooth from its socket. ^

Tooth elevator or instrument for levering teeth is mentioned

by Galen. ^ It is of the same size as the bone lever which,

according to Paul,^ is seven or eight ariguli long.

This instrument resembles iu shape and action the tooth

elevator of the modem surgeons.

Aedhacandra-mukha Sala. Half-moon Pkobe.

The first half of this variety of sala is curved like a half-moon,

to which is attached the second half as a rounded handle.*

Susruta advises us to use it for the purpose of apj)lying actual

Astanga Hrdrya Samhita. I. xxv.

" Galen, xviii. 593.

^ Paiilus .algineta. VI. cvi.

,
Astauga Hrdaya Sariihita I. xxy,
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cautery to the gi-oin ia bubonecele, to prevent the hernia from

entering into the scrotum. *

A crescent-shaped cautery was also used by the Greek and

Roman surgeons. So Paul^ says that in cases of sloughing of

the prepuce we must cut it off and use lunated cauteries to stop

htemoiThage and prevent the spreading of the wound. Again

he mentions a cautery shaped Hke the Greek letter r, in

the racHcal cure of hernia.^

Bone lever.

Instruments for levering fractured bones into their proper

positions are mentioned several times by Susruta. In the treat-

ment of fracture of the nasal bones, a salaka is recommended to

be used as a bone lever for raising and depressing the fractured

ends.* Sometime a musala or pestle is advised to be used.^

It is a thick wooden pestle the end of which is plaited with iron.

It is still used to strike upon paddy to seperate the husk from

the rice. SuSruta mentions its use to reduce dislocations of the

joints of the shoulder and neck. ®

Susruta Samhita, IV. xix.
"^ Paulus ^gineta. VI. Ivii.

' Ibid. VI. Ixii.

* *rrerr ^^ f^Fftt ^t ^^ff a^ arai^m i

Susruta Samhita, IV. iii.

tisjl?(ci 'fhsg^ ^^4(ISrl<4+l^ '^
II

Ibid.

'?iT^%fra ^^ ^fet^ frq^w: II

Ibid.
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The pestle was also used by Hippocrates^ to reduce dislocation

of the shoulder joint. He says : "Those who accomplish the

reduction forcibly bending it round a pestle, operate in a manner

which is natural. But the pestle should be wrapped in a soft

shawl (for thus it will be less slippery), and it should be forced

between the ribs and the head of the humenis. And if the pfetle

be short, the patient should be seated upon something, so that his

arm can with difficulty pass above the pestle. But for the most

part the pestle should be longer, so that the patient when

standing may be almost suspended upon the piece of wood. And

then the arm and forearm should be stretched along the pestle,

whilst some person sectu-es the opposite side of the body by

throwing his arms round the neck, near the clavicle"

The bone lever used by the Greeks is thus described by Paul :^

"It is an instrument of steel about seven or eight fingers'

breadth in length, of moderate thickness that it may not bend

during the operation, with its extremity shai-p, broad and

somewhat curved."

DlllECTOE.

Susruta^ mentions the use of esani or metallic probes not only

to ascertain the course of the fistulous track but also to raise the

bridge of skin covering the sinuses, so that the surgeon may

operate on it as a guide. Cakradatta* also uses a probe to

' The Genuine Works of Hippocrates. Adams' Trans, p. 372.

' Paulus .^gineta, Vi, cvi.

Susrnta Samhita, IV. riii.

• ^ sn^INt l(^+)(«(«l WtTTra' ^'Jff^J

Cakradatta, Nadivrana Cikitsa.
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Jearn the direction of the wound before operation. It is also

mentioned in the Yogaratnaikara. *

In the treatment of fistulas, Celsus ^ also says : "A director

being inserted into them down to their termination, the skin ought

to be incised." It is not mentioned that the esani or probe was

grooved, but there is no doubt of its use like a grooved director,

so common nowadays. The discovery of such a director, along

with several other surgical instruments, which are preserved in

the Musee de Cinquantenaire, Brussels, proves that it was known

to the Romans.

Ueetheal Pkobe.

A variety of salaka is described by Susrata ^ to have

its end rounded like the stalk of a malatl flower (Echites

caryophyllata, Rox.) It is to be used for cleaning the urethral

canal.

Caraka* mentions a probe for examining the direction of the

urethral canal and its pathological condition, before introducing

the tube of the urethral or bladder clysters into it.

Yogaratnakara, p. 346.

' Celsus, Til. iv.

Grseoo-Roman Surgical Instruments, p. 73.

Snsruta Samhita, I. vii.

Caraka Samhita, VlII. iii
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Class VI. The Upayantra or Accessory
Instruments.

The sixth class of the blunt instruments comprises the upa-

yantra or accessory instruments. By surgical instruments, the

Hindus consider not only the instruments proper, but also

any mechanical aid by which the object of the surgical treatment

is attained. Thus even medicinal agents are considered under this

head for they help the inflammatory swellings to subside, or

suppurate, or burst open as by various external appHcations. The

accessory instruments are :

1. Rajju or Thread.

As an example of thread being used as an instrument of

surgery, we know that the thread smeared with caustics are

recommended by Susruta*—^ksara sutra or caustic thread

—

for the operation of fistula-in-ano. For further informations

on the subject see "E?ani or sharp probes" under the

Sastra.

Thread as a material of phalavarti or tent is mentioned by

Sarngadhara.'^ If after a vaginal or intra-uterine douche, the

injection does not flow out, he advises us to introduce a strong

tent made of thread, dipped in oleaginous medicines of the

Susrnta Sarahita, IV, xvii.

Cakradatta, Nadlvrana Cikitsa.

' 'S^Rf^ Pt^^irt ^Pfflw ss' ftra^^ I

Sarngadhara Samgraha, III, vii
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Sodhana (Purifier) group. Cakradatta* uses caustic threads

in the treatment of piles by ligature.

2. Venika on Twine.

The use of twine as a ligature to be applied above the part

bitten by a snake to arrest the eireiilation of blood towards the

heart is mentioned by Susruta.^ Caraka' also advises us to tie

ligatures above and below the bitten part^ then to squeeze out

the poison towards the wound, whenc6 it is to be drawn out

through incisions made by a knife.

3. Patta or Bandages.

For the proper application of bapdages, Susruta mentions

the following materials to be necessary :* viz., cloth manufactured

Cakradatta, Arsaroga Cikitsa.

Snamta Samhita, V. v.

fip^S%^ ^!l!+('^<'«»« ^^^^ II

Caraka Samhita, VI. xxv.

>ll'm4-^4iw^'!*<!n^<(»(*'j|<!idi P(<j<!t<i^(j<!iih^!m'niP(*i ^?H^i% ^ anfV

m^ '^it^T^t: M*<*Ucl^f'4WI<!ii; l era =h]aj<W^fe*H5[slclMcn<^-

t^t j^wfiiT^fKra: int«!i=5n'?ncni: i tiwtaw^wr%i^ fJRwntT i

^m ^r^^sr i ^r«?f g^fw^RTfiTcra^fi^ ^ff%^ i ^rgtiwg airsii, i

^hTt?#: iraWf I fflsi^ w^^ i ^5;wi;tc'it^TO3 i?rfjRfr i ^*<gi^«uiii

im^ I ig'iwwj iir|t I ^m*y)*ft'«i i a«<<l^:^ fk^ i gtf^i ftcrpn

Suanita Samhita, I. xviii.
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from the fibres of plants^ flax, cotton^ wool, blankets, silk, leather,

Chinese cloth, inner barks of trees, bark of bottle gourd (Cucur-

bita lagenaria), tendrils of twining plants, cane or pieces of split

bamboo, rope, fruits as those of Bombax Malabaricum, blades

of knives, and plates of metals as gold, or lead, or iron. These

articles should be used with due consideration as regards the

nature of the disease, the time of their use and the purpose in

hand. He describes fourteen varieties of bandages as follows :

—

1. Kosa :— a hollow cylinder or sheath to be applied to the

joints fff the thumb and fingers. This form of bandage is

to be applied over the stumps after amputation of the

limbs.

2. Dama {i.e. tail of a quadruped?) ;— it is a large bandage

to be tied round a part for the relief of pain or cramps.

3. Svastica or a circular cross-bandage:— it is to be applied

round the joints, the space between the tendons of the great and

second toes, the intermammary region, the glabella (space

between the eyebrows), the plantar surfaces of the feet, the

palmer surfaces of the hands, and the ears. It is also the form

of bandage recommended in dislocations of the shoulder joint.

4. Auuvellita or an encirchng bandage :—it is to be applied to

the limbs. This form of bandage is recommended to be applied

to the limbs in cases of oblique, deep, and large cuts inflicted

by a knife. A leather bandage applied in the form of gophana

would also serve the purpose. The encircling bandage is also

advised in cases of fracture of the ribs.

5. Protoli :— a broad bandage for the neck and penis.

6. Mandala or a circular bandage :— it is to be applied to

23
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the round parts of the body sueh as the arms^ sides, abdomen,

thighs, and back.

7. Sthagika or a supporter :— a bandage enclosing a splint

and pastes of medicaments to keep the parts firm. It is to be

apphed over the ends of the thumb, fingers, and penis. Susruta

directs us to use this bandage round the scrotum after

tapping the hydrocele.

8. Yamaka or a double-bandage:— a pair of circular

bandages applied to a couple of ulcers on a part.

9. Khatva or a four-tailed bandage :— it is recommend'ed for

the temples, cheeks and lower jaw.

10. China or a banner bandage :— a bandage for the inner

angles of the eyes.

11. Vivandhana or a circular chest-bandage:— it is the

bandage for the back, abdomen and chest.

12. Vitana or a canopy bandage :— a large bandage for the

head.

IS. Gophana' ^lit. a sling for throwing stones):

—

a concave bandage for the chin, nose, lips, shoulders and pelvis.

^ ajiyiy iffeft Iy*S)*^ HfTOf%cnif Hfsi I

Susruta Samhita, IV. ii.

Titsjr g^t^^ 5^ €ttTict; ax ii

Ibid, IV. ii.
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14. Pancangi or a five-tailed bandage' :— it is intended for

the parts above the clavicle^ as in the dislocations of the lower

jaw. Caraka^ mentions a bandage called kavalika, to be tied

tightly after setting a fracture or reducing a dislocation. It is

so-called fi-om the medicinal paste which is applied to the

affected parts, underneath the sphnts.

Dunglison mentions a bandage called Accipitar to be applied

over the nose. It is so called from its likeness to the claws of
'

a hawk. It resembles the pancangi bandage of the Hindus.

So the bandages are recommended to vary according to

the different parts of the body ; and the surgeon, using his

discretion, is to select the form of bandage suitable to the part.

The bandages are recommended to be firmly secured to their

place by three strings, applied upwards, downwards and obliquely.

The knot is avoided over the seat of ulcer and tied on a side.

Susruta says : "Bandages are applied with three degrees

of tightness according to the seat of the abscess :

—

1. A tight bandage causes uneasiness but not actual pain ;

3. A loose bandage is loose and relaxed ; 3. An even

bandage is properly applied—neither tight nor loose.

The tight bandage is to be applied to the buttocks, sides of the

abdomen, axilla, groin, chest and head. The eyes and joints

Susruta Samliita, IV. iii.

^^ ^WTF*! *c=ll'*i«1' f^^raw; II

Caraka Samhita, VI, xiii.
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are loosely bandaged. The even bandage is for the extremities,

face, ears, neck, penis, scrotum, back, sides, and abdomen."

'

Susrata next deals with the alterations in the mode of

applying bandages according to the rules laid down. He

also advises the surgeon to be guided by the dictates of his

common sense. He directs us to practise bandaging on the

various large and small Hmbs of a human figure made of

cloth or clay.-

With regard to the mode of application of bandages,

Hippocrates says :^ "It should be done quickly, without min, with

ease and with elegance, it should fit well and neatly.

The forms of it are the simple, the slightly winding (called

ascia), the sloping (sima), the monoculus, the rhombus, and

semi-rhombus"..

The whole chapter of Susruta is very interesting and will

repay perusal. If bodily transferred, it will adorn any modern

text book on surgery.

As it is very difficult to covey a correct idea of these bandages

in words, I have given figures of them from modern works on

surgery, from which their construction and uses will be readily

understood at a glance.

Suaruta Saiiihita, I. xviii.

Ibid, I. ix.

3 The Genuine Works of Hippocrates, Vol. II, P. 477. Syd. Soo. Ed.
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Abdominal Binder.

Carakai mentions the use of abdominal binder for the recently

delivered woman to prevent derangement of air by its expansion

in her abdomen.

Dr. Barnes says : ^ "The sudden expulsion of one-tenth of the

body-weight from the abdominal cavity is attended by a sudden

removal of a force hitherto pressing upon the vessels and organs

of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis. This entails in some cases

a tendency to vacuum. Hence disturbance of the circulation.

Now the binder, by supporting the abdominal walls, restores the

equilibrium of pressure. The pressure exerted upon the uterus

works as a gentle continuous stimulus to contraction. The

woman is conscious of the support and is greateful for it.

The figure, so precious, and rightly so, to women, is

better preserved .... So appKed, the binder becomes one of

the most efficient agents in antiseptic midwifery ; it keeps the

walls of the uterus and vagina in contact, thus preventing the

collection of fluids or clots, and shutting out air".

The use of cloth for other surgical purposes is also

mentioned :

—

Field hospital.

The cloth is to be used for the manufacture of tents for the

doctors to live in. The wounded in war are to be treated in

such tents. The tent of the surgeon-general should be close to

that of the king in the battle-field.^

Ca<raka Sainhita, IT. vhi.

^ Obatetirc Medicine audSurgery, Tol. II. p. 87.
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Small tents are also recommended for applying vapour bath

to patients.

DllESSINGS.

Drdhavala^ mentions the use of medicated gauzes to be used

as sponge by the females and says : "In discharges from the

vagina, pieces of cloth soaked in decoction of barks of Vata (Ficus

Bengalensis) and Lodha (Symplocos racemosa) and dried, should

be put inside the canal."

In the Mohavagga- we find the use of itch-cloth :

—

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, to whomsoever has the itch, or bails, or a

discharge, or scabs, the use of an itch-cloth".

"According to the 90th Pakittiya such cloth must not be

more than four spans in length and two in breadth."

I can not help quoting from Mohavagga,^ another discourse

of Buddha as it shows clearly the surgical treatment of boils in

ancient times :

—

Now at that time a certain Bhikkhu had boils.

"I allow, Bhikkhus, the use of the lancet".

Decoctions of astringent herbs were required.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus,'decoetions of astringent herbs".

Sesamum salve was required.

Susruta Samhita, I. xxxiv.

^n^ "itm^' ^ wfara tsg^n^fr ii

Caraka Satnhita, VI. xxx.

2 Mahavagga. VIII. 17, 2.

3 Ibid. VI. 14, 4 & 5.
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"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of sesamum salve".

5. Compresses were required.

"I allow, Bhikkhus, the use of compresses."

It was necessary to tie up the sore with cloth.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of bandages for tieing up

wounds".

The sore itched.

"I allow you, O Bhikkhus, the sprinkling of a sore with

mustard-powder'^

The sore became moist.

"I allow you, Bhikkhus, to fumigate ( the sore )."

Proud flesh formed on the wound.

"I allow you, Bhikkhus, to cut ofE ( proud flesh ) with a

lancet".

The wound would not close up.

"I allow, Bhikkhus, the use of oil for wounds".

The oil ran over.

They told this thiiig to the Blessed One.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of fine rags, and of- all kinds

of ways of treating wounds".

If the object of fumigating the sore was to sterilize it, as it

certainly was, we may take this dialogue as the best sketch of

the scientific treatment of boils,— remembering that it

represents the knowledge of surgery more than 3500 years ago.

Cakrapani advises us to tie the ends of the hairs of a

patient, by a piece of cloth, ^ before performing phlebotomy on

the vessels of the head and neck.

Cakradattf)
, Sirobyaclliadliikara.
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4. Carma or Leather.

The use of leather in ancient medical practice in India was

manifold.

Leather bandage.

Straps or belts of leather were used as bandages. Susruta'

advises us to apply the leather bandage in cases where

more than half the thickness of the upper or lower extremities

are cut by some sharp instruments in a slanting direction.

Then the parts of the wound should be well adjusted, the bone

and the soft parts kept in apposition, and the wound closed by

sutures and well covered by dressings, over which the leather

bandage is to be applied in the form of a gophana or sling.

Leather bandage in the form of gophana is mentioned by

Susruta^ to be applied over the anus to prevent recurrence of pro-

cidentia of the rectum. The prolapsed bowl should be well bathed

with ghee and fomented ; and then reduced by gentle j)ressure.

There should be a hole in the bandage just in front of the anus to

allow flatus to pass out. Vrnda* alludes to it. Similarly the

modern surgeons use a pad supported by a bandage as an aid in

1 See foot-note 1, P. 178.

Sulruta Samhita, IT. xx.

^".qnirafiT I ^:wn ^^^^: i

Vrndamadhava or Sidhhayoga, Ch, 57.
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preventing descent of the gut. It is mentioned also in the

Cakradatta* and the Yogaratnakara. ^

Drdhavala mentions the use of a piece of untanned leather

to be applied over a layer of ointment during the day, while

during the night the leaf of Eranda (Ricinus communis) is

directed to be used.''

Leather ligatures.

In the treatment of snake-bite, a ligature is advised to be

used above the seat of injury to stop the circulation of

poisoned blood. This ligatui-e is advised to be made of leather,

or braided fibres of trees, or soft cord of jute, etc. *

Yantra-sataka. Lithotomy Strap or Binding Apparatus.

This is the name of the leather shackle, which is recommended

to be used during the operation for stone in the bladder. The

patient should flex his knees and elbows ; and the parts are to be

Cakradatta, Ksndraroga Cikitaa.

' ^?Nt ^ fe^ 5i«llTti Htsi^l

Iff^ <^(J|'4«(sllS««(«lf^5 "^^ II

Yogaratnakara, P. 343.

•> li<«!^Me(; . H-^l<y V(^ •'^i^ f^fll-Kliid II

a^ssw^ f^^RT" '^'frfira ^*Tfw; II <t8

1

Oaraka Samhita, VI. xxviii.

^!««1mR. ^TfkRft^T^grr?;^ ii

T T^flrM t^^lft^fwr^^fcT II

Snsruta Sajiihitii, V. v

84
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tied together by this instrument. ' Similarly^ it is to be used

during the operation for piles; but then, according to Su^ruta/

the neck and thighs are to be tied by the instrument which is

to be held firmly by the assistants. Vagbhata^ uses cloth

instead of leather.

Yantra-sataka is also to be used during the operation of

phlebotomy. Susruta says* : "If venesection is required to

be done, the patient is to be seated on a stool, an aratni high (from

the elbow to the end of the little finger), facing towards the sun.

The thighs are to be flexed, the two elbows to be placed over

the kneeSj and the hands (the fingers being clenched into fists)

to be fixed on the two sides of the neck. The two ends of the

shackle which pass over the fists, are held up at his back by the

left hand of an assistant, who with his right hand steadily (neither

forcibly nor loosely) presses above the part selected, to make the

veins prominent, and at the same time rubs on the back to

Susmta Samhita, IV. vii.

Ibid, IV. vi.

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, IV. viii.

'Jl«(iaftil<lMft iftf^TJIT^ H^'" T^^^lt^ 'HH^^'DtH^'I S[{ld*lT|??i JJI'^ImHT

ci^ 1^ ^sn^f^wf^sf ftr^c!ntr=n!f ^snarfrfiifsf^ 5r^*nt^t<'re^^'?fT^^^

5?!^' isfl^ ^ 'ftftfer ^iftj'ptg ^tgij^g's ^'T^t^r 3-Tfjnr'imHi*prW«f-

SuSrnta Samhita, III, yiii.
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stimulate bleeding, the patient being tken told to inflate his

mouth with air forcibly. This is the method of binding for

puncturing the veins of the head except those (veins) which

have their mouths turned inside the body^''. Vagbhata describes

a similar procedure in bleediug from the vessels of the neck ' -

The Greeks also used ligatures to tie up the arms and legs

of a patient in the lithotomy position. Paul^ says : "In operat-

ing, the woman should be placed on a seat in a supine posture,

having her legs drawn up to the belly, and her thighs

sejje^ated from one another. Let the arms likewise be brought

down to her legs and secured by proper ligatures about the

neck".

In modern times, similarly, we use lithotomy straps or

crutch, after placing the patient in the lithotomy position during

the operation of lithotomy and excision of piles.

Pasa.

This is a different shackle to be used for binding insane

persons.^

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvii.

" Paul. VI. Ixxiii.

Sneruta Sariihita, VI. Ixxii,
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Abdominal Bindeu.

The use of cloth binder has been described before i.

Leather binder is to be used after the operation of paracen-

tesis abdominis to apply pressure over the abdomen. After

draining the fluid of ascites, the abdomen of the patient should

be well wrapped with blankets, or silk cloth, or leather binder, for

then the abdomen would not be flatulently distended by air.
^

Leathee bags.

The use of leather in the formation of bags of the vasti-

yantra has been described before*-.

SiEO-VASTi. Leathee bag joe the head.

For application of oil on the head, SuSruta* directs us to use

a goat's bladder filled with medicated oil, just in the same way

as ice bags are used nowadays.

Sarngadhara^ describes another variety of §iro-vasti : "It is

> See P. 181..

^; II

SuSruta Samhita, IV. xiv.

» See P. 129-30.

Ibid, VI. xviii.

^^<|l=)fi<<*lWTCt ^'. ^\^'. H^liifl II

H^tflMsu*?) ^Ri snaTut ^ ^?^j=pi^ ii

i&rftgB^hara Saitgralia, HI. zi.
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made of leather, has a length of twelve angnU and has two orifices

or mouths. The leather bag is to be well tied round the head, the

junction of the circumference of the bag and the skin should

be well pasted with masa (Phaseolus Kox) glue. Then the

cavity thus formed is to be filled with hot oily medicine.

This is to be retained until the headache is relieved." Cakra-

datta* also mentions it. The bag is described to be sixteen

anguli high in the Yogaratnakara^. Vagbhata' advises us to

use leather of a cow or buffalo, and it is said to have been twelve

anguli broad.

Leather band.

In phlebotomy, a band is advised to be applied above the

spot where the vein is to be punctured.- This band is

recommended to be made of cloth, or jute, or leather, or barks of

fsra^^wHiK^si ^Ire^; Hyield ii

Cakradatta, Slro-roga Cikitsa.

Togaratnakara, P. 402.

' ftfH^rei Pr^TO^ ffz <jii^*i*i n^ i

wrafe^^f^ R'lw <io<i*iiI^<<*i^ II

'»ll*<ll '^'(i'T ^^n^t ^RTt? ^^tfe^i

^<!i9Pi!*«ii ^^ *im*'nii 5)4*1 <i ii

trat ^siMif^ ^ ^ ^H f%^^^ I

A^aftga Hrdaya Saifthita, I. xxii.
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trees, or tendrils of twining plants' ; and it should not be applied

either too tight or too loose. As for example, in phlebotomy

in the foot, the yanLra-sataka or ligature should be applied

below the knee-joiiit, while the band is to be tied round, at a

distance of four aiiguli above the part selected for the operation.^

Vagbhata' says :
" In phlebotomy, a band is to be tied

round the upper extremity, four anguli above the spot

selected for opening the vein which is to be made prominent by

pressing it upwards with the closed fist." Gakradatta* also

quotes it. Vagbhata^ recommends us to use a cloth band to be

tied round the leg, four anguli above the spot selected for opening

the vein in the leg.

This baud corresponds to the band of Antyllus used

by the Greeks. Antyllus applies a ligature of two fingers'

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvi.

?rallf" sm' 'zftW f%Kt frStT II

Susruta Samhita, III. viii.

*
Ibid.

^' ^sjufajw ffNrt =^gK^# II

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvii.

* Cakradatta, Sira-vradhadhikara.

^Tt fk^\ ftTOft3ww"^ftf ^min 11

•
-- A?tanga Hfdaya Samhita, I. xxvii.
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breadth round the arm in bleeding at the elbow, while to

bleed at the ankle, the band is to be applied at the knee.

It is mentioned as fillet in the p^eudo-Hippooratic treatise

on Ulcers;* and Oribasius^ gives an interesting disserta-

tion on the subject, principally condensed from the works

of Herodotus, AntyUus and Galen. PauP also ties a narrow

band round some muscular part of the arm before abstracting

blood from the inner part of the elbow. " Wherefore we must

tie a narrow band around some muscular part of the arm, and

having by friction of the hands upon one another produced the

necessary fulness of the vein, we divide it transversely, but only

along its breadth."

Leather bottles, jars, masaka, etc.

Leather was used in the manufacture of bottles and jars.

Leather masaka for honey. Soma juice, and dadhi (curdled milk),

is mentioned in the Egveda* and also in the Laws of Manu where

1 Ulcers, iii. 328.

° Med. Collect., vii. Phlebotomy.

' Paulna .ffigineta. Adam's Trans. Bk. VI. Sec. XL.

'^r*s;« ^^T'^; ^>j^*M ^^^^'.
II

Rgveda, 6 M. 48 8. 4 A. 8 Ch. 18 t.

cTtf. fiRcWfS^ II

Ibid, 8 M. 5 S. 5 A. 8 Ch. 19 t. -

f% %?? #rf>j t^l^ II

Ibid, 1 M. 28 S. 1 A. 2 Ch. 9 t.

"PJ ^ft# 'ff^ af^ 'rat ^t^ajfel*!: i

' T^' *i?ra #f^fi II

Ibid, 9 M. 66 S. 7 A. 2Ch. 29 t.
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it is called drti*. Leather masaka or inflated skins were iause as

swimming bladders, and we have a representation o£ "figures

with garlands in their hands, swimming and disporting them-

selves, supported on masaks or inflated skins." ^ In the

Rgveda, Agastya in his spell to neutralise poison, says:*

" I deposit the poison in the solar orb, like a, leather bottle

in the house of a vendor of spirits."* Dr. Mitra points out

that "other smrtis ordain that oleaginous articles preserved

in leather bottles do not become impure by the contact of the

impure cowhide ; and in the present day, jars of that material

are in extensive use in Bengal and the North-West Provinces

for the storage of oil and ghee. In the latter place, leather

bags are universally used for raising water from wells, and

'^'tfe 'ftnt fw^ift^rai s?# fatsiwt ^fi?ft P(-M-Bi<ii; i

^ ^si ^: 9fiti Pt ^fH Tsrat ^H^fir f^f^Ptsr^ n

Rgveda, 9 M. 70 S. 7 A. 2 Ch. 1 t.

Ibid, 4 M. 45 S. 3 A. 7 Oh. 1 t.

See Wilson's Rgveda, II. 28.

Mann Samhita, II. 99.

" Bnt when one among all his organs fails, by that single failure hig

knowledge of.God passes away, as water flows through one hole in a leathern

bottle."

Ibid, Jones' Translation.

* PI. xxxj. fig. 1. Pergusson's Tree and Serpent Worship, P. 127.

Rgveda, 1 M, 191 S. 2 A. 5 Ch. 10 v. ^

* Ibid. WUson'B Translation.
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according' to the law books of Sankha and Likhitaj' that

water is declared pure which is kept in old leather bottles"^. To

this may be contrasted the prevailing Hindu notion that

water is defiled if touched by a Brahmana in his shoes. Though

the leather is not allowed to be a material of dress of the

HinduSj except his shoes which are considered as unclean, leather

belts formed one of the eight sacred utensils necessary for a

sramana of the Buddhist order ; and in the Manu Samhita®

we find the students of theology advised to '^'wear for

their mantles, the hides of black antelopes, of common deer,

or of goats.^'*

5. Antakvalkala. the inner barks of trees.

Barks of trees are recommended to be used as splints for

the support of fractured bones. In fractures of bones of the foot,

leg and thigh, Susruta directs us to use spHnts made of barks of

trees ^ to surround the limbs. In the treatment of a simple

fracture, Bhava Misra advises us to use cold water first, then mud

is to be applied, and lastly the fractured bones should be secured

Saiikha and Likhita.

= Dr. R. C. Mitra's Indo-Aryans. vol. II.

Manu Samliita, II. 41.

' Ibid. Sir Wm. Jones' Translation. II. 41.

' ^^m^ ^raliim^ aiww^n^Tfi ii

Susruta Samliita, IV. iii.
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by splints and bandages.* In the Yogaratnakara^, we are

advised to treat fractures, by lowering the raised end and eleva^iig

the depressed end of the bone, and then by using splints and

ba,ndages to keep them in position,. Bh*va Migra* describes

it similarly after Susruta. Susruta directs us to use

barks of Vata (Ficus Indica. Rox.) and bamboo strips as spHnts

to support the neck after reducing its disloca,tion by holding

at the temporo-maxillary articulations on the sides and the

occipital protuberance on the back, and raising him up in the

air. He should lie down with his head raised for seven days*. In

modem times, the Sayre^'s suspension apparatus and jury mast

serve the same purpose.

The barks of Madhuka ( Bassia latifolia ), Aivattha ( Ficus

reMgiosus ), Kukubha ( Terminalia arjuna ), Polasa ( Butea fron-

dosa, Rox. )., Udumbara ( Ficus glomerata, Rox. ) bamboo, sala

( Shorea robusta ), Vata ( Ficus Indica. Rox. ) are mentioned as

BhaTa Prakasa, II. iii. Bhagnadhikara.

Yogaratnakara, P. 345.

' 'S|<4'lll+idy?('cf^?(cl^l=(>fl-^3cl I

Snarnta Samhita, IV. iii.

Bhava Prakasa, II. iii. Bhagnadhikara.

Susmta Samhita, IV. iii.
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supplying the materials of splints'. Bhava MiSra^ adds Kadamba

( Antkocephalus cadamba ), Hijjala ( Barringtonia acutangula ),

Sarjja ( Pinus longifolia ) to the list. Such splints . are called

kusa, and Vagbhata^ says that the splints should be broad, thin,

pliant and clean.

Dr. Jacobi, of Dublin, says that he has seen an excellent

splint made from the "fresh bark of a tree, taken off while the

sap is rising". "It fits admirably", says he, "just like past-e-board

soaked in water''*. Dr. C. C. Jewet^ recommends for the

same purpose the bark of leriodendron, or tulip tree.

The Crutches.

The crutches were used to help the crippled. In the Vaja-

seniya Samhita of the White Yayurveda, there is a passage

describing the different kinds of human victims, appropriated

to particular gods and godesses. The passage occurs also in

the Taittiriya Brahmana with slight differences. There we

SuBruta Samhita, IV. iii.

Bhava iPrakasa, II. iii. Bhagnadhikara.

4^i% ^ i^fif ^igfir: iWfiJ^: ii

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, VI. xxrii.

* Hamilton's Fractures and Dislocations. 5th Ed. P. 60-51,

= The 20th Mass. toIs.
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find "to the two ( deities ) who preside over the gains above or

below one's expectation (utkula and vikula)^ a cripple^ who

can not move even with the help o£ a crutch"' is recommended

to be sacrificed. And again " to the divinity of land, a

cripple who moves about on a crutch. "^

The use of the sound hmb as a splint of support for the

fractured bone of the opposite side was well known. Wooden

sphnts resembling in shape the injured member are also recom-

mended. Susruta says 2 that if the hand be fractured, it is to be

tied with the opposite hand, but in fractures of both the hands,

Gayadassa^ recommends a wooden hand to be used as a splint

for both. After union of the fractured bones, the hands should

be made to hold balls of cow-dung, mud and stones.

6. Lata oe creepeks ( tendrils of ).

The tendrils of creepers as materials of ligature are mentioned

Taittiriya Brahmana.

Quoted in Mitra's Indo-Aryans. vol. II. P. 84—85.

" ^ era ^^ w^ cravtnei tf%^: i

jnsT ii\m*\^ ?m' vk^ ^^!f era: i

W SITcf^^fct liSlfff ^W. ii

Susruta Samhita, IV. iii.

' Jt^ 'S^SPt ^^Ifra c(5«h« W# ^ 5f%^ ?fw ^#^, ^w^^*r#^

Quoted in Dallana's Commentary, IV. iii.
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by Susi'uta. He recommends* to ^'ive up a patient, bit by a

snake, as hopeless when he does not resj^ond to the application of

stimuli, such as cold water, tendrils of creepers, etc. Vagbhata^

advises us to introduce the stalk of the lotus, with a thread tied

to it, inside the throat to extract any foreign body stuck there.

When the soft stalk is touched by the salya, it should be

extracted by the sudden withdrawal of the stalk and thread.

7. Vastea or cloth.

Cloth^ as a material of bandages, tents, gauze, etc. has been

described before*

8. ASTHlLASMA. StONE OR PEBBLE.

It is a piece of stone—-long and round. It is advised to be

used for moving arrows fixed in the bone°. Caraka^ advises us

to strike two pieces of stone against each other to resuscitate a

Susruta Samhita, V. iii.

ftt^rra cm; wm' f%^ ^ ^»t frfr ii

Astanga Hrdaya SamHta, I. xxviii.

= ^^' Hf^l <^(^ ^fnf'JIci ts^^' Hf55I^ II

Yagbhatartha Kamnudi, I. xxv.

* See P. 176-83.

Ibid.

t

Caraka Samliita, lY. yiii.
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still-born child. la bleeding from the veins of the neck,

Vagbhata^ advises the patient to hold firmly two pieces of stones

in their hands.

A piece of stone is to be used by a person, for holding it

with his hand, after recovery from fractures of the carpal

and metatarsal bones ^.

In ancient times, in India, the kings used to decorate them-

selves with antidotary gems, as a safeguard against poisons.^

Even now the snake charmers ajjply a black stone on' their

I)odies where they are wounded by the venomous reptile.. This

stone is popularly known as the vi -a-pathara or poison-stone, and

is supposed to have the property of extracting poison from

the body.

9. MuD&AEA. Hammer.

SuSruta directs us to use a hammer or a piece of stone to

strike an arrow firmly fixed in the bone, until loosened, when

it can be conveniently extracted by means of a pair of forceps*.

It should be pointed out that the tubular instrument—salya

lf5TK«i 'jf^ f^'S'?#M'Tffi II

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvii.

» See foot-note. 2. P. 196.

Kamandakiya Nltisara, Ch. vii. v. 10.

Suiruta Samhita, I. xxvii.
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nirghat9.ni->^describe<i before^ J served the same purpose. Vagbhata

also uses a, hammer^ to shake an arrow fixed in the bone, and

directs us to extract it with the hands or by the various kinds

of forceps '.

The Greeks used some iron instrument to shake such an

arrow from the place where it was lodged. The hammer was

also used by the Greeks and Romans but in a different capa-

city. Paul mentions its use in cranial surgery to strike the

lenticular and gouge*. Paul and Celsus describe a " method of

extracting foreign bodies from the ear by laying the patient

on a board and striking the under side with a mallet.^^^

Vagbhata describes this method for draining out water from the

eaf.^

10. Panipadatala. The palm op hand and sole op poot.

11. Anguli or Fingers.

The surgeon's hand is considered by Susruta to be the

principal instrument as the use of all other instruments depends

' See P. 111.

Astanga Hrdaya Saiiibit% I. xiTiii.

° ^mint^sj^ wK:s(\n' *t^^c«d 3*1:

1

'

^nf wwm w< sTO^ ^T?rem: 11

Ibid.

* Paulua j^gineta VII. xo.

' Milne, Graoeo-Eoman Suigioal Instruments, p. 125.

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxviii.
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upon it'. But again he mentions the hand and foot as accessory

to, or substitutes for, the instruments. Longmore^ says: "Of

all instruments for making a complete examination of a gun-shot

wound as well as for exploring for foreign bodies which may be

lodged in it, the finger of the surgeon is the most appropriate,

whenever a wound is large enough to admit of its insertion.^'

There are many instances of the use of hand and foot in the

treatment of surgical diseases but I shall point out a few of

them.

1. Both Susruta^ and Cakradatta* say that "if a spelling

be hard but slightly painful, then it should be well fomented,

pressed and rubbed by a piece of bamboo, or palm of the hand,

or thumb to cause its subsidence. Bhava Misra also quotes this

verse ^. Susruta ^ and Vagbhata '' recommend a similar

treatment for enlarged glands.

' See foot note, P. 90.

° Longmore, Gun-shot Injuries, 1877, P. 319.

Susruta Sariihita, IV. i.

f^'ara'TFf 'illidd cratiF^t^ ^ II

Cakradatta, Vranasotlia Cikitsa.

f^R?^ft^*fs?5ti%n^^t^ ^ II

Bhava Prakasa, II. iii.

Susmta Samhita, IV. xriii.

Astariga Hrdaya Samhita, VI. xxx.
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2. SuSruta says* that "when a morsel o£ food sticks in the

throat, a blow should be fearlessly struck with the fist on the

shoulder of the patient without his knowledge". Vagbhata^

also describes it.

It is however curious to find that exactly the same procedure

was adopted by Alsaharavius. Adams in his commentary^ on

Paul says that "when a morsel of food sticks to the

oesophagus, Alsaharavius directs that the person should be

struck on the back, which will faeiUtate the descent of it".

3. . In the reduction of dislocation of the lower jaw, Caraka

used his fingers to do it exactly in the same way as recommended

by the modern surgeons. He directs u^ to depress the lower

jaw by the thumbs and at the same time to raise the chin by the

index fingers*.. The verses are quoted by Cakr^datta.^ The

description of the method, quoted from any modeyn text book,

would be a good commentary on the above passage of Caraka.

Erichsen says* : "The reduction is best effected, by the surgeon,

Susruta ^amhita, I. zxTii.

" ^>*)W *!**l'^WI«tt "Jit) »!'!<) H5»l5n_

I

A§t5figa Hrdaya Sfimhita, I. xxviii.

* Adam's Commentary on Paulua ^gineta, VI. xxxii.

^m m-mr[ ^m 'aart fe^ ft^tw^ i

Caraka Sainhita, VI. xxviii.

f " Cakradatta, Vatabyadhi Cikitsa,

" Surgery, Vol. II, p. 658.

36
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standing before the patient, placing his thumbs, well

protected by napkins, or a few turns of a narrow bandage, on

the molar teeth on each side, and then depressing the angles of

the jaw forcibly, at the same time that he raises the chin by

means of his fingers spread out and placed underneath it."

4. Caraka says* : "After pairing her nails and covering

the tip of her index finger with cotton, the nurse is to clean the

palate, lips and throat of the new-born child".

With this passage we may compare what Barnes says

on the point ^. "The attendant having then placed the . child

close to the mother, so as to avoid any strain on the cord, should

cleanse its mouth from any fluids, such as blood and mucus,

it may have partially swallowed during its passage through the

vagina. This should be done at once, as such fluids drawn into

the lung vescieles may give rise to inflammation of the lungs,

or even septicsemia."

5. '~'usruta^ recognises "six modes of diagonosiug diseases,

namely L/y the five senses i.e. by hearing, smell, taste, sight and

touch, and by questions. " Symptoms descemible by the sense of

touch are coolness or heat, smoothess or roughness, softness or

hardness, and other tangible qualities of the skin in fever, dropsy,

Caraka Samhita, IV. yiii.

" Obstetric Medicine and Surgery, Vol. II, p. 105.

Sueruta Samhita. I, x.
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and other diseases." And we know how important it is to

educate the tactile sense in the diagonosis of diseases.

6. The foot is recommended to fix a part of the human body

whence any foreign body may be removed easily by the hands.

»

Susruta says 2; " If a foreign body cannot be easily extracted, as

when it is impacted in the hollow or the substance of a bone, the

part should be pressed by the feet, and it should by drawn out by

the instrument." Vagbhata also gives a similar description 5.

Caraka describes a method of removal of the placenta if not spon-

taneously seperated. One of the female attendants should press

upon the navel of the peurpera forcibly with her right hand,

while with the left hand placed upon her back, she should shake

her. Then the heel is to be placed on the patient's buttock

while the two sides of the gluteal regions are also to be pressed

and shaken'^.

12. JiHVA OR TONGUE.

The organ of taste as a means of diagonosis is noted by

Vagbhatartha KaumudI, I. xxv.

Susruta Samtita, I. xxvii.

A^taiiga Hrdaya Samliita, I. ixviii.

fViil*! ^T qiftmi Ts^ ^^4^rm ^t^!^ f^^gjiTfT I ^raTBi: ^iRqvsii jt-

Caraka SiuhUts, ^> ,
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Susruta*. "Symptoms discernible by tbe sense of taste are

the various tastes noticeable in morbid secretions o£ urine and

other diseases". Cakrapani "explains that 'inference' is

necessary, because the sense of taste can not be exercised by the

physician on the patient directly^"^ he must do it through some

intermediate agents such as ants, whose attraction to sugar is

well-known and so the presence of sugar in urinary diseases can

be inferred."

13. Danta oe tooth.

Ivory as a material of surgical instruments has • been

described bofore^. Susruta* advises us to use the ash of ivoiy

with stibium as a stimulant to the growth of hair on a sear. It is

also recommended by Vagbhata^.

14. Nakha or nails.

Susruta advises the surgeon to use his nails ^ for the operation

of cutting, piercing and. extraction, if these can be possibly helped

by his nails.

In modern times, nails often help the surgeons in separating

A?tanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. x.

' Hoemle's Commentary on the Susruta Samhita, I. x. ( Bibliotheca

Indioa).

' See page 67.

f!w§t^ snsj^ %n^ 'nfstft^fcf II

Susruta Sainhita, IV. i.

Aj?tanga Hydaya Sainhita, VI. xxiv.

Susruta Samhita, I. viii.
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layers of tissues during aperation as in the operation for the

radical cure of hydrocele. We often extract thorns, impacted in

our body, with our nails.

15. MUKHA OR MOUTH.

The us§ of mouth as a suction apparatus was well known to

the ancients. SuSruta advises us to use ara or panimantha

(awl) to perforjite bone in diseases of the medullary canal,

caused by obstructed and deranged air. He next introduces

one end of a tube, open at both eiids, into the canal through

the perforation in the bone, while through the other end the

sui^eon sucks out air by his mouth *'. The use of mouth

for sucking out air through the sriiga or horn has been described

before^. Caraka says* that the poison of a snake-bite may

be sucked out by the surgeon's mouth, filled with flour or

ash. Even in modern times, it is common amongst Indians to

suck out blood, in accidental cuts^ by knives, by the mouth.

The practice of the suckers in Europe has been noted before*.

16. Vala or hair.

Horse-hair is to be used for applying ligatures round the piles ^.

It is also a material of suture for the skin. Horse-hair is also

described to have been used for raising pterygium. Paul^ also

used horse-hair to raise a pterygium.

Susruta Samhita, IV. iv.
= SeeP. 148-49.

' ?4 ^ ^|^*^f JJ^IHtt^g^ I

Caraka Samhita, VI. xxv.
* See P. 149-50.

Vagbhatartha KaumadT, I. xiv.
° Paulus ^giueta, VI. xriii.
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Susruta* says: "Bundles of hairs or tents are to be used

in the treatment of wounds in the skull, formed by the

extraction of an arrow from the brain. These would prevent the

hernial protrusion of the cerebral subtances from passing out

through the wound. The hairs are to be removed one by one,

as the wound heals up gradually." Vagbhata* also approves this

treatment.

A bundle of hairs tied to a long thread is mentioned by

Susruta to have been used for the extraction of. fish-bones

from the throat*. The patient is directed to swallow the

ball of hairs with some liquid. Next emetics are to be adminis-

tered to excite vomiting. During this act, the foreign body gets

entangled in the meshes of the ball, which being then suddenly

pulled out by the thread outside, extracts the fish-bone satisfac-

torily. Vagbhata* also describes it similarly. For this piu^pose

Snsrnta Samhita, lY. ii.

ftfc^fr^s^ ^Tsrafff h5!ii5c^ ii

Agtafiga Hrdaya Sambita, VI. zzvi.

SuBrnta Samhita, I. zzvii.

Astaiiga Hydaya Samhita, I. xi-nii.
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a tooth brush formed by chewing the end of a narrow branch of

a tree is also recommended'. A common domestic remedy

is to make the patients swallow large morsels of boiled rice,

plantain, etc.

Paul* mentions a similar contrivance, and says : "Some are

of opinion that the patient ought to be made to swallow

large morsels, such as stalk of lettuces or pieces of bread

;

but others direct us to bind a thread about a small piece

of clean soft sponge and give it to the patient to swallow, and

then taking hold of the thread to draw it up, and to do this

frequently in order that the thorn may get fixed in the sponge

and be brought up". For this purpose Aetius used the

epilation forceps. Paul calls it acanthobolus or the fish-bone

forceps.

The modern surgeons use a probang for the same object.

"Small sharp bodies, such as bristles, fish-bones, or pins,

are generally found sticking between the pillars of the fauces

and the tonsils." Such bodies " should not be pushed on, but

an endeavour should be made to catch them with the " horse-

hair probang.'' This being pushed gently, unexpanded,

beyond the point where the pin or bone is stuck, is expanded by

pulling up the handle and then withdrawn with a slight

rotatory motion."^

Caraka* mentions the practice amongst the recently delivered

Suamta Sai&hita, I. xxvii.
' Paulus ^gineta, VI. zzzi.

" Swain's Surgical Emergencies, 3rd ed., Pp. 32.33.

* ^Wren <<I*!|3<U(I **!i«iW iftflWTI I

Caraka Samhita, IV. xviii.
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women to push a braid of her hair into her throat, to help the ex-

pulsion of the placenta. So in the Yogaratnakara', her throat is

advised to be rubbed by a finger surrounded by hairs. This

practice is still prevalent among the women of Bengal to a

certain extent.

' SUTUBE MaTEKI-AL.

Horse-hair was the material used by the Hindus for sutures.

Besides it, they used^ sutures of fine thread, or the fibres of the

bark of Aimantaka (Csesalpina digynia), or threads made of hemp

or flax, or of the fibres of which bow-strings were made, or of

the fibres of the Murwa ( Sansevieria zeylanica ) or Guduci

( Tinspora cordiiolia ). Besides these, the Hindu surgeons

used the mouth parts of the ants as clasps to close incisions

on the intestines. Susruta' describes the use of living black

ants to close the incisions on the walls of the intestines, during

the operation for intestinal obstruction, after removing the

scyballi, stones, etc. He advises us to remove the bodies of

the ants, leaving their heads fixed on the margins of the incision,

Yogaratnakara, P. 437.

Sulrnta Samhita, I. xxv.

^ai T^ 'rara; I

A^tanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxix.

Susruta Samhita, IV. xiv.
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in the act of biting. Then the intestines should be replaced

with the ants' heads sticking to them. Caraka* also describes

the use of ants for obliteration of small perforations iu the

intestines, but he takes away the ants before replacing the gut

into the abdominal cavity. If by any accident, the abdominal

muscles be incised and the intestines come out of a gaping wound,

Susruta recommends us to allow black ants to bite the exposed

coils of intestines before replacing them into the abdomen^. This

is a curious practice of ancient surgery of the Hindus. The

Greeks^ and Arabs never mentioned it. " Amongst some Indian

tribes, it is customary to allow both edges of a wound to be seized

by the sharp head-nippers of certain ants, whose bodies are then

rapidly cut off ; one ant after another being used, the wound is

closed."^

Su§ruta describes four sorts of sutures, viz:

1. Vellitaka or winding.

2. Gophanika or like a sling.

3. Tunna sevani or continued sutures.

4. Ejugranthi or intemipted sutures.

nfiwt^: ntsuw* ^: €t^? a^ era; ii

Caraka Samhita, "VI. xviii.

ntsi^ fTfi^nit i^«i«ii*' ^t; air. ii

Susruta Samliita, IV. ii.

^ Neuburger'a History of Medicine. Playfair's Translation, Vol. I., P. 9

S7
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These are advised to be so applied as they may suit the different

parts of the body*. The needles must not be introduced either

too far fromj or too close to the edges of the wound. In the

former case, the lips of the wound shall be inflamed and so cause

pain, while in the latter, the sutures will give Avay".

The use of horse-hair as a material for suturing wounds

was unknown to the Greeks and Romans. They used sutures

of flax and wooUen threads for wounds. Paul says : ''Afterwards

we unite the seperated parts with a needle containing a woollen

thread, being satisfied vnth two sutures."^ Celsus^ advises us

to use sutures of soft thread ; and the apolinose of Hippocrates*

is directed to be made of crude flax.

17. ASVAKATAKA. THE RING OP A HOESE's BEIDLE.

Susruta says that when the arrow is firmly fixed in the bone

and if it can not be extracted by forcible pulling by hands or

instruments, it should be tied to the ring of a horse's bridle.

Then the animal is to be whipped, when by the sudden movement

of the horse, the weapon would be jerked out of the wound^.

18. ^AKHA OE BEANCH OF A TEEB.

Another method is to tie such an arrow by means of a rope

Susruta Samliita, I. xxv.

' Paulus ^gineta, VI. xii. Adam's Translations.

» Celsus, V. xxvi.

* Hippocrates, iii. 132.

Susruta Samhita, I. zxvii.
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to the branch of a tree, lowered by pressure '- When the pressure

is released, the branch saddenly goes high up, and thereby

it pulls the weapon but of the wound ^. Dallana, however,

mentions another view that a bridle-ring and a branch of a tree

are both required for the extraction of foreign bodies^. Hoemle

remarks ; "The branch apparently is put through the ring to

afford a stronger pull"*. Vagbhata^ also mentions these contri-

vances.

19. Sthivana oa spittle.

Dallana® understands by it
—" throwing out expectoration

and saliva by the mouth." By this means any foreign body

lodged in the oral cavity, such as in the gums, fauces, may easily

be got rid of.

Susruta Samhita, I. xxvii.

Vagbhatartha Kaumndl, I. xxv,

Nivandha Saiiigraha, I. xxyii.

* The Susruta Samliita. Bibliotheoa Indioa. P. 48. foot note 109.

g^ =(^*i5i ^iftsTtiT i^mrfer: ii

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvui.

NiTandha Samgraha, I. ru,
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20. Provahana ok fluxing the patient.

This comprises tlie acts of emesis, purgation and lacrymal

secretion. Thus the foreign bodies lodged in the alimentary-

canal or eyes may be got rid of by causing discharges from the

bowelsj the stomach, or the eyes^

21. Haesa oe, objects exciting happiness.

Persons suffering from vrana or wound are directed to have

their minds in a state of cheerfulness by the sight of objects

exciting happiness^. A cheerful man is a better subject for a

surgical operation than a morose and gloomy one. Vagbhata*

adds fear as an accessory instrument. Joy and fear cause a

sudden change in the temper of a man and so may be of

some help in curing diseases*. SuSruta regards, sorrow as a

ialya or foreign body which is to be removed by joy.^

22. Ayaskanta oe load-stone.

Magnet was known to the ancient Hindus® and they used it

SuBTuta Samliita, I. xxvii.

# # * «

SuBTuta Samhita, I. lix.

' See foot-note 1, P. 98.

Vagbhatartha Kaumudi, I. xxv.

Snsruta Samhita, I. zxvii.

VaiBesika Darsanam, Ch. V, Ahnika 15.
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to extract minute foreign bodies such as iron particles from the

eyes and teeth. Susruta* also mentions its use for extracting' an

arrow from the wound, if it be without barbs.

In modern times, a magnet is still used for removing a

particle of iron from the eye. "Indeed, cases have occurred in

which the apphcation of an inch bar-magnet connected with

four Grove's cells to the outside of the cornea has caused

the foreign body to retrace its course and emerge through

the wound" ^. A fragment of iron lying in the vitreous has

been removed by the Snell's electro-magnet introduced through

the scleral wound behind the ciliary region. "The following

plan of ascertaining whether a portion of needle be really im-

pacted has been suggested by Marshall, and successfully carried

into practice by Littlewood of Leeds. A powerful magnet is to

be held upon the part for a quarter of an hour, so as to magnetise

the fragment ; a firmly hung polarised needle should then be

suspended over it, when, if any iron is present, deflection will

ensue."*

23. KsAHA. Caustics oe potential cautery.

Caustics were highly extolled by the ancient surgeons

as the external applications are better tolerated by the weak and

I'l^nt^'H
*******

Sankara Misra, TJpaskara.

Susrnta Samhita, I. xzvii,

' Carter's Ophthalmic Surgery, 2nd ed., P. 369.

> Erichsen's Surgery, Vol. I, P. 343.
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timid persons who are afraid of the surgeon's knife'; though

Susruta''' distinctly states :
" The following persons should not

be treated with caustics : weak people, children, old and timid

people, etc/' They even give them preference to the knife for

they argue that surgical diseases are radically cured by the appli-

cation of the caustics, without any possibility of recurrence.

Susruta says 8 :
" Of all cutting instruments and their substitutes,

caustics (or vegetable alkalis) are the most important, because

by means of them deep and superficial incisions and scarifications

may be made, derangements of the three humours may be

rectified and some diseases can be treated with special

advantage."*

For the preparation and uses of caustics, see the Suiruta

Samhita, I. xi.

For the application of potential cauteries, three classes of ins-

truments are recommended.^

1. Darwl—^it is to be made of wood and should resemble a

spoon in appearance.

A^tanga Hrdaya Samliita, I. xxix.

Susruta Samhita, I. xi.

Susruta Samhita, I. xi.

* Ibid. Hoemle's Trans. Bibliothioa Indioa.

Susruta Samhita, IT. vi.
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*

2. Salaka or rods,—plain probes are mentioned for application

of caustic lotions to parts of the body. But generally the ends

of the probes are shaped like spoon. To this class belongs the

three spoon-like probes of Susruta and the three nail-shaped

probes of Vagbhata, described before'.

3. Kurcca,—it is a brush-like instrument.

The application of caustics has its advantages and

disadvantages ; and these are to be considered in their relations

to the pre-ansesthetic periods of surgery. Patients are still less

terrified by their application than by surgical incisions. The real

value of caustics is thus summed up by Velpeau. ^ "Nevertheless

caustics possess some advantages which can not be denied them.

As they do not give the idea of an operation, they shake less

the minds of the patients, they are accepted with more

calmness and with infinitely less effort, than the action of the knife.

Mortifying the tissues step by step, they give rise to no

effusion of blood, and affect less deeply the economy than the

operation, properly so called. Women treated in this way do

not require to remain in bed or to consider themselves as

patients. The dressings require little care, and do not demand

absolutely the intervention of the surgeon. The wound cleans

itself very rapidly in general, and once cleaned, it proceeds

speedily towards cicatrisation. Without exempting wholly

erysipelas, phlebites or purulent infection as some surgeons

have asserted, there is notwithstanding, some reason for

supposing that they expose the patient somewhat less to these

troublesome complications than the operation".

1 See p. 158-159.
I

" Velpeau; Cancer of the breast, Marsden's trans.
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25. Agni. Actual cauteey.

Susruta says^ : "With regard to surgical treatment^

actual cautery is said to be superior to caustics, in as much as

diseases treated with the actual cautery do not re-appear, and

because it can cure diseases which are incurable by medicines

instruments, and caustics."^ This partiality for cauteries is one

of the reasons of the gradual decadence of Hindu surgery and

its total extinction in the present time. To this belief of

the Hindus may be compared the following aphorism of

Hippocrates ^ :

—

"Those diseases which medicine do not cure, the

knife cures ; those which iron can not cure, fire cures ; and

those which fire can not cure, are to be reckoned wholly

incurable".

For the application of the actual cautery the following

articles are considered necessary* :

—

1 . Pippali or piper longum

Z. Goafs dung
These are to be used for

3. Teeth of a cow [-diseases of the skin.

4. Sara or saccharum sara

5. Probes or salaka ( see before^) ^

^ T!lKI<<PjJlCt*(H^ fens "ill^siJlcHjt^'ywi <l'lw1*ia<ll*)l=(l5^'3ta!«T!lK<4JlsiKt

Susruta SamMta, I. xii,

,= Ibid. Hoemle's Trans. Biblio. Ind.

' The Works of Hippocrates. Syd. Soc, vol. II., p. 774.

Susruta Samhita, I. zii,

• Bee P. 159-60.
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6. Jamvavaustha* ")

> Used for diseases of the

7. Different kinds of iron J muscles.

8. Honeys

: 9. Treacle Used for diseases of the

]> vessels, joints and
10. Ghee |

ligaments.

f

11. Oil j

"Both Aetius and Oribasiug represent goat's dung, pounded

with vinegar, as being equally efficacious as the sinapism, and

appljring particularly to ischlatic diseases."^ Hippocrates says

that cauterisation may be performed with boxwood spindles

dipped in boiling oil. * In Kordofan, are used "M hamaia.

primitive instruments used for cauterisation consisting of a piece

of camel's or sheep's dung dried and impaled on a long thorn."*

12. Cautery knife.^This is to be used in the treatment of

prolapse of the omentum in cases of abdominal injuries. The

A^taAga Bfdaja Samhita, I. xzz.

ttl^ ftft5^ f^f^ ftsN&r[ II

Caraka Samhita, VI. xiii.

* Adams' Commentary on PaiJ. vol. iii. bk. vii. sec, xix.

; Hippocrates, ii. 482.

' Medical Practicies in Kordonfan. Third Beport. Wellcome Besearch

Eaboratory, Khartoum.

28
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puolapsed part is to be ligatured well and the cauterj' knife

used to remove the prolapse below the ligature*.

Cautery knife was also known to the Greeks and Romans.

Galen*, speaking of caneer, says that "some use heated razor

blades, at once cutting and burning". PauP also mentions

a sword shaped cautery in the radical cure of hydrocele.

13. Plates of copper, lead or iron.—^In the application of

both kinds of cauteries, plates of these metals are to be used to

sun-ound a tumour to prevent injury to the adjacent structures

(SuSruta).*

Hippocrates' in the treatment of nasal polypus, says that

"when that occurs we must insert a tube and cauterise with three

or four irons". Celsus? says that this tube may be a calamus

or a tube of pottery.

14. Cakradatta mentions a probe of gold for applying

actual cautery to the hair follicles after the removal of the

eyela'hes, to prevent a recurrence of trichiasis.^

Albucasis similarly recommends burning the roots of hairs

gu€ruta Samhita, IT. if,

' Galen, xiv. 786.

= Pa,nl, vi. Ixii.

^iKlPjsHrflfla fl*itni<w(l«t UTOWf^^ fiiipnwtf. II

gusruta Samhita, lY, ziii.

' Hippocrates, ii. 244.

• Celsns, Tii. x.

' See foot-note 2, p. 66.
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in trichiasis with a probe of gold. Paul* applies a heated' olivary

probe or an aural probe for the same purpose. Haly Abbas

and Rhazes also describe this operation.

26. Bhesaja or medicines.

This means such medicines as become necessary in the treat-

ment of surgical diseases and do the work of surgical instruments

to a certain extent. Susruta gives a list of medicines,'

raquirid in the treatment of various kinds of inflammations, and

I qupte a few passages from the English translation^ to illustrate

the action of medicines in surgical practice. "Warm poultices

made of the following drugs promote suppuration, namely,

fruits of Sana (Crofalaria juncea), Mulaka {Raphanws sativus)j

Sigru (^Moringa pterffgosperma) , seasum and mustard seeds, flour

of barley and wheat, kinva ( the drugs used as a ferment in

distilling -spirits ) and linseed. The following medicines are

applied for opening abscesses, namely, chiravilva (Pongamia

glabra), agnika {Semicnrpus anacardiuni), cMtraha {Plumbago

Zeylanica), danti {Baliopermum montanum), Jiai/amdraka {Nerium

odorum), and the excrement of the pigeon, vulture and heran.

Caustic alkalies are also very effectual in opening abscesses.

Demulcent articles, such as, flour of barley, wheat or mdsha (pulse

of Phaseolus Biix.) promote dischargj from the interior of

abscesses. * * * * Pastils for fumigating ulcers should be made

of snveslitatka gum of {Bostoellia Thiirifera), sarjarasa (resin of

Shorea robusta), sarala (Pi/t/is JoiigifdkC), and devada.ru [Cedrus

' Paul viii. xiii.

' See Susruta SaihhitS, 1. xxxvi.

' Dv. TJ. C. Dutl's Trauslation, liibliollieca IniJica. P. 1.51-154
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deodara); decoctions or cold iofusions of aslrlngent and unirritat-'

ing barks should be used as washes for promoting granulations

in ulcer. Tents for promoting granulations should be made oi.

soma {Sarcostemna brevistiffma), amrita (Cocculws ccrrdifoliai),

aSvaffandhd ( Withania, somnifera), the plants included under the

elass of kdkolyddi, and the buds of ( Fieus Bengalensis )".

In treating ioflammatioa, the Hindu surgeons used pastes

to give relief to the pain and tension ; warm poultices to promote

suppuraticm ; medicinal applications and incisions by knife for

opgaing -abscessas; demulcent articles to promote discharges;

decoctions of drugs as corrective washes; tents of drugs' and

lints for introducing them into the cavities of the abscesses

;

decoctions in oils and clarified butter to improve the character

of ulcere; pastils for fumigating sores; tents^ pastes, powders

and lotions for promoting granulations ; drugs to repress high

graattlations ; drainage to prevent infection, and bandages to

give the part rest. This shows that the Hindus were .
not

whoUy ignorant of the autiseptie methods of treating wounds ;

and Susruta enjoins that a certain incense should, be kept burning

in the operation room.

Of the additions to the list of Su§ruta by Vagbhata^ we

need consider the goat's gut only.

Goat's Gvf.

The intestines of the goats, etc. are to be dried and prepared

as materials of ligature*. They should be used in ligaturing

fine vessels after ineisioTi by knife, evideutly^to check hEemor-

rhage.

« See foot note 1, P. 223.
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The use of goat's gut in surgery is generally considered to

tave been unknown to "the Greeks and Komans, as it is not

mentioned in their works. But Adams points out* "that the

strings of ancient liarp were made of the guts of a sheep," and

this he clearly proves from a passage in the Odyssey of Homer.

Hippocrates^ tised apolinose made of crude flax, which

Is also mentioned by Paul for the dele^tion of arteries,

RhaSes however describes the use of strings of harp' as a

material for suture in the operation called gastroraplie,

AeeEST of HiEMOEEHAGE.

It is generally believed and often stated in modern works on

surgery that the ancients were unacquainted with the proper

treatment of haemorrhage. Susruta however enumerates four

different ways of arresting haemorrhage after venesection; namely:

1. Sandhana :—Contraction of the wound by astringent

decoctions of Chebulic Myrobolan and the root-

barks of the panchavalkala trees (five barks).

2. Skandana:—or thickening of the blood by the ap-

plication of severe cold.

3. Pachana :—or desdcating or drying up the wound

by ashes.

4. Dahana :—or cauterising the veins to make them

shrink*.

> See Commentary on Paul, VI. 13. vol. II, P. 345. Syd. Soc Ed.

' Hippocrates, lii. 132.

• Khases. Cent, xxviii.

* =^?^ ^^^ ^f^XSf ^f^^ I
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If the blood does not thicken by the application of cold,

astringents should be applied ; if these fail ashes should be used.

By means of these three modes, the physician should endeavour

to the' best of his abilities to stop the bleeding, but if success

be not still obtained, cautery may be resorted to as the

absolute effective means'. To stop bleeding from an artery, he

advises us to apply astringents and pressure with the fingers.

Vagbhata^ also describes these methods of arresting haemorrhage,

and advises -^us that if the ordinary means do not check the

bleeding, the vessel must be again opened at a point in its course

beyond the bleeding area, or actual cautery applied, Cakradatta

also repeats these directions".

Vagbhata however mentions the sheep's gut amongst the

accessory instruments. His com-nentator explains its use for

SuSruta S«,:nliita, I. xiT.

'«tr«rg»ffri f^9 ?i^: "ith xpu^ ii

rbid.

i(\9 fira^ '?tt^ *n^Binw »ftft^: ii

ftl^^ K^n^w' ^%rmT^ f^ fqtfi ii

firospf ^ 3ft<i: ^^, tf^nrai^rai ii

Astaftga Hfdaya Samhita, I. ixyii. .

' See Cakradatta,, Sirayyadhadhikara.
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ligaturing blood-vessels*. SuSnita says that if in venesection,

or in treating wounds, excessive bleeding occurs, it should be

stopped by proper means ^.

Celsus* advises us to fill up the wound with dry pledgets,

then to apply a sponge squeezed out of cold water and to

press with the hand. If not successful, cut the vessel asunder

between two ligatures, or apply cautery, or try the method

of revulsion, Galen* applies pressure by finger on the wounded

vessel, or twists it moderately. If the vessel be an artery, he

gives the alternative of a ligature or cutting across. Paul* men-

tions all the methods to stop the bleeding, viz., pressure, styptics,

ligature, escharstics, and cauteries with fire.

Albucasis* mentions four methods of stopping the dischai-ge

of blood from an artery :

1. By cautery.

2. By dividing the artery across.

3. By using the ligature.

4. By styptics and bandage^

Avicenna', RhasesS gj^^j others also mention these methods

Vagbhatartha KaumudI, I. xzv.

Susruta Samhitaj IT. i,

» Celsos, T. 26.

* Gralen. Meth. Med. t.

• Panliis ^gineta, IV. lii. voL II. P. 127. Syd. Soo. Ed.

• Albucasis. Chirrug. i. 58,

^ ATicennae Gantic. u. 2., and CoUig. yii. 23.

* Blisses. Siris i. 39 , Coutin. xsriii.
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for arresting hEemorrhage. Thus it becoimes apparent that the

use of ligature for stopping bleeding was well known to th&

ancient surgeons and the present methods of arresting bleedinw

are only the revival of the old practice. Adams* concludes : " It

appears, therefore, that the use of the ligature for stopping

hemorrhages was well understood by the ancients, and had

never been lost sight of even in the darkest ages/'

' Adam's Commentary on Paul, vol. II. p. 132. •
'



CHAPTER VI.

THE ^ASTRA OR THE SHARP INSTRUMENTS.

1. The Mandalagea ou eotjnd headed knife.

It is described as a round or circular headed cutting instru-

ment, having a length of six anguli. Two sub-varieties are noted

—one with a circular edge and the other shaped like a razor

(Dallana).^ Vagbhata^, however, describes the blade to be

shaped like the index finger when its nail points towards the

palm of the hand. This would then resemble the decapitating

hook of Ramsbotham.

It is said to have been principally used for the operation of

cutting through and scraping^ ; so it is recommended to be used

ifi^^IH^ 3|l«?li(ld «*<1<1I'»3 ^f^cl^l I

Nivandha Saiiigraha, viii.

' jp^gro' W ^t cl3l't|<r1«Hdl*(fl I

^^ %^ ^[mi iqtftt^ ^fe^i^f?f II

A^tanga Hfdaya Samhita, I. xxri.

'rafi^ 1^:, i'd4<d:, cm^ '^fwii: ciga'^fMW'., <i^«iiEti(c( <i*i<] im

?jiT c(3^'«(<il4<sll*ffT I era ih1«(*1 JRI^fe^f^I, ^s^r^, #IsR *«i|Pll,

tWl ^^, ^^ *«i)P«, ^^' I

Vagbhatartha Kaumudi, I. xxvi,

Sarvafiga Sundari, I. xxvi.

' era »I"®?IW^'S# ^!rwt W^ ^W% '^
I

Susruta Satfihiti, I. riii.

29
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in the operative treatment of enlarged tonsil*. It is also advised

to be used for piercing the skull of a dead foetus in utero to

help its easy extraction by other instmments. So any other

presenting part causing difficulty in the delivery of the dead

foetus, is to be cut with it. It is claimed that there is less

likelihood of damaging the soft parts of the mother by this

instrument than by the sharp pointed vrddhipatra. ^

"We find that Susruta recommends a mandalagra knife in oph-

thalmic practice for scraping away the membranous expansion in

the operation of pterygium^ and other ophthalmic operations,

•nd^a^ct ft^raf^HPT '^^tts^ii
Susruta Samhita, IV. xxii.

^rgrra ^PHt ^pft Pui^wm gm ii

vpg^rra 'B wr[ sf Sii+itif^i^Wfii I

Ibid, IV. XV.

tj'd'i^jHitJ t*nft ^#nr m.HT; ii
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such as for vascular net-work and nodules on the eyeball*.

Cakradatta says^ that i£ the pterygium extends to the black

part of the eye, the membrane is to be raised by the point of a

needle^ transfixed by a vadisa or hook^ and leaving the pupil

free, is to be excised, as Sivadasa^ explains, by the mandalagra.

He also uses it to scrape away the root of any new growth in

the eye* and to perform the operation of scratching in

ophthalmic surgery^.

^flref'it'ii^iTOnr: ^Ni ^r mRsuI*^? ii

^tsT *'i1'i<*mw ffT^grfff ^(^^ II

^hIjiRsi^ Tit^ ^f% sjT^Wff% I

Susruta Samhita, VI. xv.

^ ftrcTsira Ri<wi«ti ^ffsTMr^ if^w^ i

^fTO'T'^^w ^f^iCTT^f'^cr; II

ftKTl (q>i*MiciT ?n T f%^2rf^ ^m: 1

''i#(^"^^iRnir crreisi^fiTO^ ii

Ibid.

Cakradatta, Netraioga Cikitsa.

^g^Pf ^#ai ^i^fR ^f%^ ft^T 'I'^^'o t^f^ai^: i

Tattva Candrika, Netraroga Cikitsa.

Cakradatta, Netraroga Oikitia.

niRl9'H*!^<!llflir Jf^^ <jl*1«r|cC.
II

# * " * *
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A small instrument with a broad blade and a rounded

cutting tip is figured by Albucasis' in connection with

ophthalmic work. This was the scalpel for the plastic operation

on the eyelid as for trichiasis. Incisions were made by this

knife on the eyelids in such a way as to enclose a leaf-shaped

area which was then dissected off. The Hps of the incisions

were then united with three or four sutures^. Paul', quoting

Aetius*, describes the operation for pterygia :
—" Having

separated the eyelids, and seized upon the pterygia with a hook-

like instrumentj having a small curvature, we stretch it, and

taking a needle having a horse-hair and a strong flaxen thread

in its ear (eye ?), and a little bent at the extremity, we transfix

it through the middle of the pterygium, and with the thread

we bind the pterygium and raise it upwards, while with the

hair we separate and /saw as it were the part at the pupil.away unto

its extremity ; but the remainder of it at the great canthus we

cut off from the base with the scalpel used for the operation by

suture, but leaving the natural flesh of the canthus, lest there

be a running of the eye when it is taken away. Some stretching

as aforesaid with a thread, dissect away the whole pterygium

with the instrument called pterygotomos, taking care not

to touch the comer."

Oakradatta mentions the use of the mandalagra for scarifying

f^{^l%JP^?tW w M^«i^l «j*i«nci'. II

Gakradatta, Netraroga Cikitsa.

1 Milne. Grasoo-Roman Surgical Instmments, PI. ix. fig. 3.

» Paulus JBgineta, VI. viii.

» Ibid, VI. xviii.

* Aetins, II. iii. 60,
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the tongue for bleeding in the disease called jihvakantaka

(prickly tongue) ^
. He also uses it in adhijihva or ranula and

says :
" The tongue is to be raised, the ranula is to be drawn up

and fixed by a sharp hook, and then excised by the mandalagra.

Afterwards a strong gargle is to be prescribed". ^ Palakapya*

also describes it to have a length of nine ariguli, the handle being

six, and the blade three anguli long. The end is full-moon-

shaped and it is directed to be used for scarification on the

eyeball.

It seems that mandalagra of different sizes and shapes were

used. For the instrument used for perforating the foetal

craniuiH in uterus would scarcely be thought fit for a delicate

operation on the eyeball.

Soranus * mentions a special instrument for perforating

the fcetal head. Rhases^ directs us to open the head when the

child's cranium is large and cannot be brought down. Haly

Cakradatta, Jihvaroga Cikitsa.

Tattva Candrika, Ibid.

Cakradatta, Mukharoga Cikitsa.

Palakapya, III. i.

Palakapya, III. iii.

* * Soranus, II. viii., P. 366.

" BhaseB, Cont. xxii.
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Abbas 1 also advises us to open the head when it is preter-

naturally large. Aetius^ also gives a similar discription.

Some authors recommend the polypus-scalpel or the phlebotome

in embryotomy. The embryotome figured by Albucasis^

is a straight two-edged blade, and we may conjecture that the

mandalagra used by the Hindus for perforating the fcetal

cranium was a similar instrument.

2. Kaeapatra oe saw.

It literally means, "an instrument having the blade in the

form of a hand", the fingers being represented by the 'teeth

of the saw. Others explain, as DaUana* points out, the name

from its resemblance to a carpenter's saw. It seems that

saws of various sizes were used. Susruta mentions its length

to be six ariguli, Vagbhata* describes it to be ten anguli

' Haly Abbas, Pract. ix. 57.

' Aetius, XVI. 23.

° Grseoo-Roman Surgical Instruments, PI. viii. fig. 7.

cpSTfre <i(->i'1lrf I ^^ cpSTrPOrf? ^^80"^^ *<4cHj;*l3 ^ JgcpS ftft^t

Mvandha Samgraha, I. viii.

° tts^ *<iici«d isiT^ ^sn?;^i

ftWT^ Ttr^ l^R^ ^fTTO ^5^ II

Astanga Hrdaya Sambita, I. xxvi.
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long and two atiguli broad; while Bhoja* alludes to a saw, twelve

anguli long. The edge of the instrument is described as rough

and serrated ; and this is the only instrument that need not have

a very sharp edge.

The handle of the saw should be well formed and pegged.

Its principal use is to saw a bone. Sometime it is recommended

for the purpose of scraping.

Saw is frequently mentioned by the Greek and Roman

authors in the descriptions of operations on the bones. Celsus'"

mentions it in describing the amputation of a gangrenous limb.

With reference to fractures of the bones of the head, Paul

says^: "But the mode of operating with saws and the instru-

ment called choenicides or modioli (trepans ?) is condemned by

the moderns as a bad one. " Evidently he means flat cranial

saws. Gralen* also mentions the " knife-shaped saws."

In modern times the saw is still used for identical purposes

in surgery.

There is no mention of trephine in Hindu surgery though

Jivaka (500 B.C.) is said to have practised cranial surgery with

success^. Pandit Vallala describes^, in his Bhojaprabandha or

twsT ^mr:^ ^^K^m, cT?n f^?n^ %xw% qft«t '^t^^^^mftfifcf cT«n i^

^^, ^enf?^ ^^, r[^^^ ^5*fiTg t cf^re ^^, v\v^ tj^^ ^w(% ^ref ?rfnn-

f^w' I era ^«gt tt, t?^ ^f=T JitssT' I

Vagbhatartha Kaumudi, I. xxvi.

' See foot-note 4, P. 230.

' CelsTis, VII. xxxiii.

^ Paul, VI. xc.

, • Galen, XVIII. 331.

' See Mahavagga, VIII. 1.18. Sacred Books of the East. Vol. xrii,

* See foot-note 1, p. 60.
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Annecdotes of King Bhoja, a surgical operation performed on the

king. He was suffering from a severe pain in the head.

Medicines did him no good, and so to give rehef, surgical

interference was thought necessary by two brother surgeons

who happened to arrive in Dhar at that time. They are said

to have administered a drug called sammohini to render him

insensible. They then trepanned the skull and removed the real

cause of his complaint. They closed the opening, stitched the

wound and applied a healing balm. They are then said to have

administered to the king another drug called sanjibani to

accelerate the return of consciousness.

Trephine was well known to the ancient Greeks and Romans.

Hippocrates' mentions a trephine or a saw having a circular

motion, in the treatment of injuries to the head. Paul also

mentions trephine, the use of which is, he^ says, condemned

by the modems. Sprengel ^ remarks, that " Galen was averse

to the use of the trepan, though he performed the operation on

the head occasionally."^

3. Vrddhipatka.

This sharp cutting instrument is called vrddhipatra from its

resemblance to the leaf of a medicinal plant called vrddhi. Two

varieties . of . this knife are described by Vagbhata*—one is

1 Hippocrates, III, 371, 374.

= Hist, de la Med., 18.

• Adam's Commentary on Paul, VI, xc. Vol. ii., p. 436.

sran" 1^ ^ 5!«<iai' sisitJra' ii

Astafiga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvi.-
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straight throughout and it is to be used for opening pointed

superficial abscesses ; and the other has the end bent or curved.

Again amongst the second class of curved knives, some have

their ends long and therefore called dirgha-vaktra or long-

mouthedj and these are to be used for opening the deep seated

abscesses, while others have their ends short and therefore called

hrasva-vaktra or short-mouthed, and these are to be used for

superficial abscesses that would not point. SuSruta describes them

to be six anguli long. Dallana in his commentary * says :

—

Both the varieties, one with a curved,—and this is called a

ksura or razor,—and the other with a resected point, should be

seven anguli long ; the handles and the blades should measure

five and a half and one and a half ariguli respectively." These

are to be used for cutting through a part, partially or completely,

and also for puncturing it.

f[T^ ^*(-^<{*: si^f^S^ •iiy-!j<(<irf I era af^'ii*fi^^ T^m r^^s^

'SiRTSTtt af^trmi?!' ^W^ l ctf a%q^" TIIT W Wt W^^ qiZ^ 'Sf ^fqj

*i<'iw»\i\, ^tmcTT^ifjTSf^; 1 «m, gs[^, '^f^t, s^tt, ^% gt^' i ^r^jftx,

^? "^ft 1^^^ ^tw, crai cfi?=si^, '^'^^ "^ 5ft^, sjf{ 'i^ci;, asi?3i Terra'

^rft'iciiwHi, iff%crrafitsw. i cit^ ^fk^M s;^ ??«n«ra'^ "s^ =iaf, ^t^ git,

Tagbhatartha Kajimndi, I. xxvi.

' si^Mciftrer, ?t: ^fir? 9i%qt era ^ft*?' ^^f ^f%en^, fi^g iraeint',

Nivandha Samgraha, I. Tiii.

30
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One form of the vrddliipatra resembles in shape the razor

used by the barbers^—not the English razor that has now become

common in Bengal, but the country-made razors which are still

used by the barbers in the North-West Provinces.

Su§ruta recommends the use of razor, scissors and pinchers

for shaving the parts before operation ; for "the hairs", he says,

" prevent the healing up of the wound rapidly" ' - He again uses

vrddhipatra as a knife and observes :
—"If bitten by spiders

whose bites are amenable to treatment, the area of the wound

should at once be excised out by the vrddhipatra, and then actual

cautery applied by the red-hot jamvavaustha probe till the

patient requests for its withdrawal"'.

Susruta uses the vrddhipatra knife for the removal of the scrotal

tumour and says*: "The scrotal tumour is to be well fomented

and bandaged. The patient should then be cheered up, and leaving

the testicles intact, underneath the median raphe, the tumour should

be excised by vrddhipatra knife. The fatty tisues being

Suiruta Samhita, IT. i.

ifisM^ii ^fiwT^ ^"nn^srg's^ ii

Ibid, T. -riii.

* ferr ««M«j '111 u<ini*jj<j M[^i i

T§<1 ^ %^^ afwnr ?tc^ u

^?^ict: ^r^«f ^'sn?^ ^iT#t«$'«^t i

Ibid, IV. lix
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removed, powdered ferri sulphas and rock salt are to be dusted

over the wound and proper bandages applied."

Vrddhipatra was also used by the ancient veterinary surgeons.

Joyadatta Suri writes' : "The knife known as vrddhipatra is

shaped like a ksura or razor. It is three anguli long and should

be used by the wise to incise a suppurated abscess". In Pala-

kapya'', we find that "it is ten anguli long; the handle being

six anguli and the blade four anguli long and three anguli

broad. It is used for scission and excision". He uses it also

in opening a sinus after well ascertaining its course by means

of a probe ^.

Hypodermic medication :—The use of hypodermic syringe

was not known to the Hindus. They were acquainted however

with the hypodermic method of exhibition of drugs. Sarngadhara''

AsvaTaidyaka, XIV. t. 22.

Palakapya, III. it.

Palakapya, III. i.

^^ WNi 11

Palakapya, III. it.

* v^^^ "^"i^iw' li^5nf5T<!i<7li«tifl i

tT3 Jitt ^'^ f^' ?^"ft: 5icm II

^•1l1<(l?5tT ^!^ fw^ JZ^# fT«n I

^p«nf^ «(iciiii<71fT TI3W snRr tuci: ii

Sarngadhara Samgraha, III. ri.
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directs us to scarify a part witH a razor and then apply an

ointment of gufija (Abrus precatorius) in sciatica, scrofulous

glands of the -neck, etc. For treating a person in the state of

unconsciousness caused by the derangement of all the humours,

he directs us to scarify the anterior fontanelle with a razor, then

to apply as much medicine as can be carried on the point of a

needle to the part and rub it with fingers'. The medicine is to be

prepared thus :—take aconite 1 pala, quicksilver 1 §ana ; mix, and

put inside two sorabas or earthen basins smeared with powdered

glass and placed face to face. Apply some external application

over this and put it on fire for six hours. Then open the basins,

take the soot collected on the upper basin and deposit it in a

glass vessel quickly to prevent exposure. Caraka^ also advises

us to apply a medicinal paste on a cranial incision, shaped like

nm m: a^rt liisjftt wwk^ ^wi^ ir

^x:w iT%^ ^r* ct^F^n =? er^^ it

Tm w^9r ^PT^fsgr^^sftr ft ^T^ t

*j<?icii<fl fltrf frer *?!<• era- ^t^j^ ir

Sarngadliara Saiftgraha, II. xi'i.

'Jena '^%^'m: mj^wst^jfs.fR^ ii
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the foot of a crow, ia case of snake-bite when he becomes

unconscious but his life is not completely despaired of.

4. Nakha iSastea oe nail paueb.

SuSruta' mentions its length to be eight anguli. Dallana'^

says that its blade is two anguli long and one aiiguli broad.

Vagbhata'j on the other hand, describes the length to be nine

anguli. Arunadatta* thinks it to be a double instrument, one

end having a straight edge and the other an oblique one. Some

explain^ that two different kinds of nakha sastra—one with a

straight and the other with an oblique edge—are directed to be

used.

Caraka Samliiti, VI. xrv.

' cT^ -HslWiliUlHSlS;?! ^l.^'l iatl^ i

Suamta Samhita, I. viii.

' i<9ai«ifi?fit irSTTTt 3<'1iy 1^' TWai^' JTOT ^ ^if^'^W*H{ ^mw^

U^<i*i I

Nivandlia Samgraha, I. viii.

' ^ar^mt ftgit" •noisii^a' ^rtf^i

A^tanga Hfdaya Sainhita, I. xxvi.

* tTsPRa' Hy^^*' iff^ I era ^sirt ^j^jg^mi ^rer fif^ i t[^ps

Sarrangasundari, 1. xxti.

vi'SK itf ^rar cfffi'ir" cm ^"f^i 'Wf' ^w ^nin^ ^spm: hjict, cm

Tm^^ H»Tqt»TPr 9^ sT^F'aqfi:^ erg ^mnm' an^^an^ ^t^si'

»((!*)Hi tft'HAetiH-iijj'^ra ^iTir' apiqt^: ir^s} ^ -sfft ^rer uftrft: t^sr^

MT^ ?f?t^ I

Vagbhatartha Kanmndi, I. xxvi.
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They are princrpallj recommended for cutting, puncturmgf

and scarifying* ; and also for the extraction of needles and minute

foreign bodies from the soft parts.

There is no mention of a many-bladed scarificator in the

surgical books of the Hindus, but its office was performed by the

nakha Sastra, in wet cupping, by making parallel incisions close

to one another.

PauP alludes to an instrument compounded of three

blades joined in such a way that at one stroke, three scarifica-

tions were made ; but he prefers a single scalpel for the purpQse.

Palakapya mentions an instrument called rampaka', having

the handle ten anguli and the blade three anguli long. It is to

be used for paring the nails and cleaning the feet of the elephants.

5. MUDEIKA.

It is described to be a cutting instrument of the size of the

last phalanx of the index finger* ; it is also called anguli-sastra or

finger-knife. Vagbhata describes this instrument but not clearly.

He says that the mouth of the anguli-sastra looks as if coming

out of a ring, and the blade is half an anguli wide. A ring, having

the size sufficient to admit the terminal phalanx of the index

Sn^Smta Sainhita, I. viii.

' Paulus ^gineta, VI. ili.

• <Hj=ti«)SjMy*dl ^triF^r?^ 'JK^ft^nTra 're^frw ^f?T i

paakSpya, III, zxx.

SnSruta Samliita, I. tKi.
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finger, should be soldered to it. The base of the instrument has

a thread tied to it*.

It is recommended to be used for cutting through neoplasms

in the throat In its uses, Vagbhata says that it resembles the

mandalagra and vrdidhipatra ; and so was sometimes required

for perforating the skull of a dead foetus in the uterus of its

mother'.

Dr. Simpson of St. Andrews (1744) is said to have invented

an instrument, a "ring scalpel" for opening the skull. It con-

sists of a loop of steel, through which the finger is to be passed

^^^" T^Jlt flT^^ ft^ II

A^tanga Hrdaya SamWta, I. ixvi.

V ^^m' »T^fil I fre^ ^?st if^Mci^tfJ ^[m' fk^ f^ «^ qT3^

vim' Tifenir ck^ cij^ ntsj^jg^ gi?^ ^mj -sTrmWi gfs^ g^
^Kv^ ^ ^ '^nctx I <m ^1^' ^^^k ^m^' CRT »Rret^ ^TO^

€ttT«it ^^ w^ M ^5«l' I

Tagbhatartha Kanmudi, I. xxri.

* fv^ ITT a^ ^ Ji^KK'ii^dfl: I

'I'^gi^^ vrnvn tid^^ uapat 1

iff^ f¥ ^V«in^ t #i'im^'<«K4)<i II

A?^iig» Hrdaya Samhita, II. iJ,
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and from which protrudes a sharp pointed blade about an inch

long, by which the cranium was pierced'.

In the pseudo-Hippocratic treatise^ a knife to fix on the

thumb and dismember a foetus in utero is mentioned. This

knife is called by Turtullian* the "ring knife", whereby the limbs

are advised to be cut off in the womb. It is intersting to point

out that mudrika also means a ring.

The veterinary surgeons still use a scalpel blade mounted on a

ring*, through which a forefinger is passed to dismember foals

and calves in exactly the same way.

6. Utpalapatea.

This knife is described to have the shape of a petal of the blue

lotus. The end is long, sharp and pointed. The utpalapatra is

dirgha-vaktra or long bladed, while the arddhadhara is the hrasva-

vaktra or short bladed knife ^. It is to be used for cutting

through and puncturing the parts.

' Ed. Med. Essays, toI. V, Part I, P. 445.

" Hippocrates, I. 463.

' De Anima, 26.

* Grseoo-Eoman Surgical Instruments, PI. vii. fig. 1.

Astaiiga Hrdaya Sambita, I. xxTi.

^4[f( 1 cfi ^reir^gTsra" ^ft ^s";.^ fwre* i
'

Vagbhatartha Eaumudi, I. xivi.
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In the Asvavaidyaka, the utpalapatra and vrihipatra knives are

recommended to be used in puncturing the veins in phlebotomy*.

"The surgeon who is practically acquainted with the methods

of puncturing the veins, should use the utpalapatra and vrihipatra

knives for the purpose."

When used for puncturing the lai'ge veins the knife is recom-

mended to be encircled with thread at a short distance from the

end to prevent unnecessary injury to the vessels by plunging the

the knife deeply^.

Hippocrates similarly " gaurds his phlebotome in the surgical

treaiment of empyema, by having it wound round with a rag,

leaving the breadth of the thumb nail at the point."*'

Both the utpalapatra and vrihimukha knives are thus described

in the Asvavaidyaka*: The "vrihimukha knife should be six angnli

long and half an anguh wide. The utpalapatra should also be

similarly made."

The utpalapatra knife is recommended to be used for incising

Asvavaidyaka, XIV. T. 23.

Ibid, XV. V. 35.

' Hippocrates, II. 258 Kuhn's Ed. and 1. 88 Syd. Soo. Ed.

Asvavaidyakai XIV, v. 21,

SI'
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the abdominal parietis of the horse ; then a tube is to be pushed

through the wound in the operation of paracentesis abdominis*.

The phlebotome used by the Greeks is nowhere described in

their books ; but from considerations of all the various operations

to which the instrument was put bears out the fact of its being

a sharp pointed, double-edged and straight lancet. The

phlebotome of the Greeks might have then resembled in shape the

utpalapatra of the Hindus. It was used by the Greeks for

various operations besides phlebotomyj as for the opening of

abscesses such as the parulis or gum boiP, puncture of

cavities containing fluid as in opening the abdomen for ascites^,

incising the tunica vaginalis as in excision of hydrocele sac* and

for dissecting out warts ^ and sebaceous cysts®.

It is interesting to note that Palakapya' mentions utpala-

patra and describes it to be eight anguli long, one and a half

afiguli broad and double edged. He uses it for puncturing vessels

etc.

irf^ Jiw5i^ift ?n^^^<!tw<i*i II

Asvavaidyaka, LII. vs. 25, 26 and 27.

» Panl, VI. xxvii.

» Ibid, VI. L.

* Ibid, VI. Ixii.

' Ibid, VI. Ixxxviii.

,• Ibid, VI. xiv.

^^'Wr I

Falakapja, III. zzz.
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7. Aeddhadhara.

It is difficult to ascertain the exact shape of this knife.

Some translate it as a "single edged knife/'* but it really means,

as Dallana explains, an instrument which has a sharp edge for

half the length^. It is also called cakradhara. Vagbhata has a

variant reading—adhyarddhadhara—which means an instrument

having a sharp edge for more than half the length^.

It is eight aiiguli long ; the blade is two aiiguli long and

one anguli wide, and the handle six anguli long. It is to be

used .for incision and division of parts of the body.

8. Suci OE Needles.

Three needles are recommended to be used for applying sutures.

They should be strongly made and rounded in shape. At one end

they are flattened, grooved and pierced with an eye for the

suture. The groove is said to have been intended to be the

bed of the suture during stitching to prevent it from doing

any harm to the tissue. In fleshy parts such as the thighs,

a three ribbed needle, three anguli long, is advised to be used.

For less fleshy parts and wounds about the joints, a similar

straight needle but two anguli long should be employed, while for

suturing the wounds of the stomach, intestines, scrotum and

the vital parts of the body, preference is given to a needle curved

like a bow, two and a half anguli long and having the pointed end

1 HcEmle's Translations of Susruta Samhita, Bibl. Ind. I. Triii.

" ^t'mfiiRT, ''it '<mi srei cRf^ ^itmt',=^i?KfHfir itf%5" era ^reir^^iwi'

^ Nivoudha Sawgralia, I, vu),

» See foot-note 6, P. Z40.
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shaped like a paddy. -In thickness, these needles are described

to be equal to the stalk o£ the flower of malati (Jasminum grandi-

florum). They should have sharp fine points and good shape '

.

The needles are also recommended to be used for extraction of

foreign bodies from the soft structures and also for evacuating

'i^^ fen 'l^lHnJl'^n^l^ilMR I

?^fef%^: g^hat^rar. g5»iir?cn: i

Susruta Samliita, I. xxt.

feTiwj,<s 53t: v:^ f^\ g^s^ €N% ii

^i%^m eig^Wt M*Wlsi!i^+l<iiy 1

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvi.

T^«!i'f*)<?ly! ^Ti^ ^TOjT^j^^ *pmwlij^ T g ^«il=ii(=(*i4 1 '^s\: ^^-

^ii^€r 1% *ii*iK<iid1 grn ^fnafJTiajTf^ft^TO" i ^reji ^ ^ %^ ttpj^

<(Vii(<3 «%crprr «<«wi 'ft^, ^f% ^wt, mk<!Ii^ ^t%^*g^, '>(d<<*i'

Md^^*i*Hi qi^ ^rtirr^^iT, ^Ti^<!nfV^ ^w^^ ^^^ 'S^fir ^t^ji' ^Mift

Yagbhatartha Eamnudi, I. xxvi.

' ilT51$iHM«(1<iljl<d!H<l9t3<alW^<s)Piiy*ir«i r«(*IW<9 I

Susruta Sein'Iuta, I. viii.
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In modern timeSj the surgeons use fully curved, haK-curved

and straight surgical needles. Waring* remarks : "The shape

of the needle which ought to be used for closing an incision

depends upon the depth and accessibility of the wound. In deep

wounds, or wounds which are not readily accessible, curved

needles will be found to be most useful, while for shallow cuts

straight needles will be most convenient."

Susruta makes mention of a javamukhi needle^ {lit. having

the sharp end shaped like a barley corn) for passing a double

ligature smeared with escharotic ointment, across the base of a

tumour in opposite directions. Then by cutting through the

nooses, and tying togeher the contiguous ends of the ligatures,

the whole of the growth is encircled and strangled by them,

exactly in the same way as in modern times a neevus is ligatured

by means of a neevus needle. Cakradatta also quotes this

description of the method of extirpating tumours by ligatures.

Erichsen says^ :
" When the tumour is small, an ordinary

double ligature may be passed across its base, by means of a

common suture needle ; and the noose being cut and the thread

tied on each side, strangulation will be effected. When it is of

larger size, and of round shape, the most convenient method is

that recommended by Liston. It consists in passing, by means

' Manual of Operative Surgery. By H. J. Waring, M.S., M.B., Third

edition, P. 42.

SuBruta Satnlxita, IV. x™.

Cakradatta, Nadivranaoikitsa.

* Eriolisen'a Surgery, Vol. II, P. 73»
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of long nsevus needles, fixed in wooden handles, and having

their eyes near their points, double whipcord ligatures in opposite

directions beneath the tumour ; then cutting through the nooses,

and tying together the contiguous ends of the ligatures until

the whole of the growth is encircled and strangled by them."

There are many instances of the use of surgical needle by the

Greek and Roman Surgeons. Needles of different sizes are

recommended. Celsus mentions a large needle in describing the

operation of suturing the abdominal parietis', and another,

evidently a small needle, which is said to have been used in the

treatment of staphyloma of the cornea^. The needles were

either round or three-cornered. ''A few three-cornered needles

of Roman origin have been found, although they are rare
"

(Milne'). Paul uses a needle in suture of the upper eyelid, and

other modes of operating for trichiasis*, for the repair of wounds

of the peritoneum^, and recomifiends a large sized needle

containing a double thread to close the peritoneum in the opera-

tion for enterocele^.

Palabapya mentions sue! or needles for stitching wounds^.

They are eight anguli long, shaped like the tusk of an elephant

and are either three ribbed, or four ribbed, or round, smooth and

1 Celsus, Till, XTi.

" Ibid, VII. vii.

' Grasco-Roman Snrgical Inatniments, P. 75.

* Pailus ^gneita, VI. viii,

" Ibid, VI. Hi.

» Ibid, VI. Ixv.

PSlttVSpjro, III. X3nc.
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strong. He reserves curved three-cornered needles for fleshy

parts and round needles for skin, veins, nerves and arteries^.

Caraka recommends the use of leeches, knife and needles

for extracting blood from the piles ^. He also advises us to use

needles for pricking the patches of leprous spots* before the

application of leeches for extracting blood.

9. KUSAPATRA.

It is a form of knife resembling in shape the leaf of a kusa

grass (Poa cynosuroides)*- The instrument should be six anguli

long (Susruta) ; the blade measuring two anguli (Vagbhata) *

Palakapya, III. i.

Caraka Samhita, VI. ix.

Ibid, VI. vii.

^^Iw^ faraT?i;# 'RW^ I

Nivandha Samgraha, I. viii.

Ajtanga Hfdaya Samhita, I. xxvi.

^ ^i%% ^c«R5i ^fk.^s gjTft 1

VagbhatSrtha Kanmudi, I. xxvi.
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and the handle four anguli, but according to Bhoja^ the handle,

is. three atiguli long. It is to be used for draining pus from

abscess. The handle has a ring like ornamentation, about one

anguU in diameter. Another variant reading describes the blade,

the ring, and the handle to have the lengths of two, three, and

two anguli respectively. This would make the total length of

the instrument to be seven anguli ; so evidently there is some

lapsus calami in the second reading.

Cakradatta uses kusapatra as a bleeding lancet and says' ;

" Out of the twelve vessels that he on the sides and underneath the

tongue, select the two large bluish vessels on either sides of the

tongue, raise them up by vadisa or hook and punctm-e them by the

kusapatra knife and then, after bleeding, apply a paste of treacle

and ginger to the wound". In the Yogaratnakara^, the author

advises us to adopt this method of bleeding, in the treatment of

tumours in the neck.

Falakapya mentions kusapatra and describes it as being

shaped hke a kusa grass ^
. It is nine anguli long—^the handle being

Cakradatta, Galaganda Cildtaa.

^^ ai^ ^^K\ 'iHMH ii'4*i\i'*i*{ II

Yogaratuakara, P. 321.

Palakapya, III. iix.
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five or six anguli and the blade four ariguli long.' The blade is

one and a half anguli wide and is sharp-edged on both sides

{i.e., double-edged). It is used for incising deep abscesses.

10. Atimukha.

This instrument is described to have the shape like the beak

of the jalavardhani bird or ati* (Tardus ginginiamus),—a bird

living in the marshes. It is six auguU long ; the blade measuring

two and the handle four anguli. So it is of the same siae

as the knsapatra to which it also resembles in function. Bhoja is

of opmion that its blade is one and the handle seven anguli long, .

11. SaeaeImukha.

This instrument is a pair of scissors resembling the face of the

long beaked bird called sarari. Dallana describes two varieties

of the birdj one with white shouldersj and the other with a red

head. It is the former kind which is referred to here''*. Susmta

describes its length to be ten anguli^, while Dallana mentions the

length to be twelve anguli.

Nivandlia Samgr.iha, I. viii.

Ibid.

Susruta Sarahita, I. viii.

3'^
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It is recommended to be used for evacuating abscess*, etc.

Susruta mentions karttari as a synonym but Vagbhata counts it

as a separate instrument. He describes karttari as a pair of

scissors used by the barbers for clipping hair and is said to have

been necessary for dividing the nerves, ligaments and fine hairs ^.

.12, Antaumckha.

Susruta describes another variety of scissors, used principally

for evacuating abscesses. It is so named, for its straight cutting

edges are within its curved claws ^. It is said to be six anguli long

and one and a half anguli broad*. It seems that the curvature of

the blade varied widely; and Vagbhata describes a variety called

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvi.

Vagbhatartha Kaumudl, I. xxvi.

Agtanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxri.

Vagbhatartha Kaumudl, I, xxvi.

Nivandha Saiiigraha, I. viii.

Af^nga Hfdaya Sainhita, I. xxvi,
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1

arddhacandranan ' or " half-moon faced " scissors in which, the

blades are curved like the half-moon. It has the length of eight

angulij the blade measuring one and a half anguli. This is also

to be used for letting out pus from abscesses.

Harita, however, mentions a sastra, called also arddhacandra

or half-moon, but he recommends its use for excising the prolapsed

arms of a dead foetus to effect its delivery^- This instrument can

not but be a knife, for it seems difficult to cut off the arm, even

of a foetus, with a pair of scissors. Moreover, antarmukha has

never .been credited with the power of excising the arm.

13. Teikueccaka,

It has been translated in English as a thin-edged sharp instru-

ment or trocar. Wise, Dutt and Hoernle agree to mean by

it a trocar. But it can be better explained if we understand by

the term an instrument consisting of three needles fixed on a round

Vagbhatartha Kaumudi, I. xxvi.

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, 1, xxvi.

Vagbhatartha Kaumudi, I. xxvi,

" ^i^pnt'^'iF vm^^ ^xm^ *iiigj|<^ ^jftt-u ^t^;^tc^ i

Harita Samhita, III, li.
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wooden handle* . According to Susrata, the length of the ihstru-

ment is six anguli. But others describe it as eight aiiguli long, the

,blade and the handle measuring three and five ai'iguli respectively^.

The distance between the edges is the breadth of a grain of xiee.

The end of the handle is ornamented with a circular metallic plate

as a ring.

:.:: - It is recommended to be used for evacuating abscesses and for

draining blood from the nasal polypus.

Caraka^ mentions an instrument called kurcca and says :

—

''After fomenting and thus softening the rounded nodi:ies (of

leprosy) which are fixed and hard, , by heated stones and

fumigations through tubes, they are to be injured by the kurcca

and the blood that oozes out, should be wiped away."

Two other instruments are described by Vagbhata as being

constructed on a similar principle. One is named kurcca and the

' f%l«^fiirct m: 1^ 5rej m f^^4^ i ^4: i^ ifii ^t i

Tagbhatartha Kaumudl, I. xxvi.

Nivandha Saiiigraha, I. viii.

Caraka Sainhita, VI. vii.
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other, khaja. The kurcca * , he describes as an instrument "consist-

ing of seven or eight rounded sharp needles, four anguU long, nicely

bound together by a cord and tightly fixed on a circular Wooden

handle." He mentions its use in the operationof scratching to cure

baldness and the brown and black spots on the face. For scarify-

ing a bald spot, Cakradatta^ uses needles, rough leaves, etc. "The

khaja^," Vagbhata continues, "consists of eight rounded needles

having the shai-p ends half an anguli long. It is to be introduced

Astanga Hrdaya Samjiita, I. xxyi.

l^»?^: I ^ fw: ^fe^if^i f\^^ lif^ fif^sf vn\^: mt^ lara: i ^?^

Vagbhatartha KaumudT, I. xxvi.

Cakradatta, Ksndraroga Cikitsa.

Tattva Camdrika, ibid.

A§tanga Jlrdaya Samhita, I. xxvi.

Vagbhatarfcha Kanmudl, I; xxri.
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into the nostrils and turned to and fro with both hands to bleed

the nasal polypi,"

The Greeks and Romans used a similar instrument for

identical purpose. It was called katiadion, measuring a blade of

grass, and was used for opening abscesses of the womb and

tonsils, drawing blood from the inside of tbe nose and perforating

the foetal cranium.

In India, the practice of drawing blood from the nasal

polypus by blades of grass is still in vogue; and Arseteus

mentions it as a common mode of scarification in ancient

Greece also'. "On the next day we are to abstract blood from

the inside of the nostrils, and for this purpose push into them

the long instrument named Katiadion, or the one named Toryne,

or in want of these we must take the thick quill of a goose,

and having scraped the nervous part of it into teeth like a saw,

we are to push it down the nostrils as far as the ethmoid cells,

then shake it with both hands, so that the part may be scarified

by its teeth. Thus we shall have a ready and copious flow of blood

;

for slender veins terminate there and the parts are soft and easily

cut. The common people have many modes of scarification, bv

rougher herbs and dried leaves of the bay, which they introduce

with the fingers and move strongly." PauP opens the vessels in

the nostrils with the reed called typha.

14. KUTHAEIKA.

It is a small instrument shaped Hke an axe, so called from

its resemblance to kuthara, an axe which is still used in India

' Extant works of Arasteus, P. 460.

' Paul, toI. II. Sec. Ix.
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for cutting wood^- Vagbhata says^ that "the base of the blade

is thicker and broader than the end and is fitted to a

handle, seven and a half anguli long. The blade which is shaped

like the tooth of a eoWj has the width of one anguli.'' Bhoja

describes the width of the blade to be a half anguli^. It is recom-

mended to be used for puncturing vessels in the following man-

ner*:—"Hold the handle with the left hand and put the blade on

the vessel resting on a bone. Raise the instrument a little

upwards and then strike over the thick base of the blade with

the downward strokes of the middle or index finger, when let go

^ For figure of Kuthara as used in Ancient India, see PI. xxii in Ferguson's

Tree and Serpent Worship.

Astanga Hrdaya Sainhita, I. xxvi.

^(j^ ^^ara: I cfsn 'n<iti*ismif^i;<!H>i>ii srat ?^: Jft^M ws^^ g-arenr

"nf^'Sfm ^fm gig' 5T^; m crai ^'•m <isn *<ii«i1 ^^<<tmi ^?^t

Vagbhatartha KaumiidT, I. xxvi.

' fBTftlifir SiKcjWI *!!lR*l'.

—

*d\R=tiwi ?ff' ^Tff ^T^^^nr^gm i

'R^wifr,5iww JTl>?Ti*i4ar ^^ II

Niraudha Samgralia, I. yiii.

* (TO Jismmr^'an t^s^^'s ftg^?n i

cn^%fsicTt insT iiaiUtii^^w #ssf; u

tiil'Ml "sl-slsj-JJ^ ^Wf^ iftcfrt I

"li^^^ ^Rr^ fW cR^^% II

A?tanga Frdaya Sainhita, I. xxTJi,
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foi'cibly from the under surface of the thumb". CakraxJatta* also

advises us to use it in a similar manner. To open the veins in

fleshy parts, Vagbhata recommends the vrihimukha knife, while the

kutharika is advised to be used in venesection on bony structures. ^

Palakapya^ mentions the kuthara and describes its shape to be

like an axe. It is to be used for excision and scarification.

He describes another sastra called vatsadanta. {lit., the calf's

tooth) ; it is ten anguli long; and the mouth of the instrument is

one and a half anguli broad. It is also to be used for excision.

"Bleeding from the jugular vein, he (Albucasis) describes

much in the same way that it is now practised by veterinary

surgeons, namely, by placing a sort of scalpel bent at the point,

which he calls fissorium, upon the vein, and striking the instru-

ment with a hammer or some such body. He gives drawings

of variously shaped lancets for opening the veins of the arm."*

"Ferriers bleed with a fleam, which, though apparently a

clumsy method of operating, is certainly safer than the lancet in

Cakradatta Siravyadhadhikara.

?mTt»T^9iTgi?ft fct ft^ *<JiR*iH II

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvii.

'i^^iiMafi^^t^ps'l I 'i'Hfltiii^ '^ ^Ngfif icniJil't ^"^fm i

snflpire *t ^ 5iw" it^ ftT# ^ '^
II

Palakapya, III. iii.
"

Albucasis Chirrug. ii; 97; also see Adam's Commentary on Paul, VI. Ix. 323,
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unknown hands." " In bleeding with a, fleam, the near side is

most convenient. In skilful hands, there is no occasion for a

blood stick, as the fleam may be struck with the right hand if it

is made broad and round at the back. It also may be made

much smaller and neater than that generally employed".

There is a drawing of such an improved fleam which

much resembles in appearance the kuthari of the Hindus. " A
fleam is rather more convenient instrument in bleeding, either

from the arm or thigh, as the vein is somewhat apt to roll when

a laiujet is used."

'

15. Vrihimukha.

It is described as a kind of trocar^, the sharp end being

pointed and shaped like a grain of paddy. It is six ariguli

l6ng, the handle being two and the blade four aiiguli (Bhoja).

But Vagbhata^ describes the length of the blade to be one

and a half anguli.

It is advise'd to be used for paracentesis abdominis in abdomi-

nal dropsy. SuSruta says :* '"The friends of the patient should

' White's Compendimn of the Veterinary Art, 1851, 18th ed. P. 342.

Nivandha Samgraha, I. viij.

' * * * cim«I?f5;^ ^% I

f\^m * * *
A§ta6ga Hrday Saiiihita, I. xxvi,

f^<T II

Susruta Samhita,, IV. xiv,

33
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hold him under the axilla. Then the abdomen is to be tapped by

-the yrihimukha knife at a point, four anguli distant on the left

side from the median line, underneath the navel.'" Vagbhata*

advises us to suri'ound a broad bandage round the abdomen

before tapping it by the instrument, which he recommends to be

introduced up to one anguli. Cakradatta^ refers to works on

surgery for the surgical treatment of ascites. A small incision

is directed to be made before the puncture.

In the Asvavaidyaka, for this operation, the utpalapatra knife

is recommended ; an incision four anguli long is directed to be

made above or below the navel of the horse, and then the end of

the knife is to be plunged into the abdominal cavity up to one

anguli.* The vrlhimukha is also advised to be similarly used.*

Hippocrates speaks of evacuating the fluid in paracentesis

abdominis with an instrument which Camper thinks must

have been a kind of trocar.^

f^rem cfftrarlN ^t?^»i^h: ii

s(<Jl+|«|oy ^%-\ '^ t^^ <(W^«*(||

Agtanga Hrdaya Samhita, IV. rv.

^ siTfi 5(1^ 51^ ^«J srr#^' ai<fi*4i =g
i

Cakradatta, tTdaracikitsa.

=> See foot-note, 1. p. 242.

* See foot-note. 4. p. 241.

' See the Commentary on Paul. By Adams, toI. II, P. 338.
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It is also to be used for puncturing the vessels in phlebo-

tomy (Vagbhata) * especially in the fleshy parts of the body-. ^

Cakradatta uses vrihimukha in phlebotomy and says : "The sharp

end of the vrihimukha should be kept under the palm between the

thumb and index finger and is to be thrust into the seat of

puncture/'^

Susruta directs us to use it in tapping the hydrocele :
*

"Then the hydrocele is to be wrapped round with a bandage. The

fluid is next to be drained by tapping it with a vrihimukha on

the lower part of the scrotum, little externally to the suture.''-

Similar directions are given in the Yogratnakara. ^ Cakradatta

also gives a similar diseription.^

Astaiiga Hrdaya Samhita. I. xxvi.

Vagbhatartia Kaumudi. IV. xrvi.

Aatanga, Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvii.

Ibid.

Susruta Samhita. IV. viii.

Cakradatta SJravyadhadhikara.

* See foot note 5. P. 123.

Yogaratuakara.

Chakradatta Vfddhi Cikitsa.
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Paul describes the operation but he recommends a sharp-

pointed knife or lancet instead of a trocar. He says : "Where-

fore we must make the patient stand erect j or if this can not

be done, we must cause him to be seated ;
* * * . We give

orders to the assistants standing behind to press with their

hands and push downwards the swelling to the. pubes. Then

taking a sharp-pointed knife or lancet, if dropsy be among the

intestines, in the perpendicular line of the navel, and about

three fingers' breadth distance from it we divide the hypogas-

trium as far as the peritoneum."* Celsus mentions that

some perform it at a spot four fingers' breadth below the navel

in the left side, and recommends us to use a perforator, the point

of which should be about the size of the third part of a

fingers' breadth.^ Vegetius, the veterinary surgeon, recom-

mends paracentesis for the dropsy of cattle.* The Arabic

authors Avicenna,* Serapion,^ Albucasis,* Haly Abbas,^

and P.hases,^ give similar descriptions.

In modern times, we perform the operation in the same way.

" It is necessary in certain conditions to tap the abdomen in

order to withdraw fluid which has accumulated there and this

is usually done by means of a special trocar and canula.

The site for tapping is selected, the usual spot being in the

middle line, half-way between the umbilicus and the pubes. A

1 Paulns -ffigineta, Bk. VI. 1. Syd. Soc. Ed.

• CelBna. vii. 15 ; ii. 10.

• Vegetius. Mulom. iii. 25.

• Avioenna, iii. 14; iv. 13.

' Serapion, iv. 7.

' Albuoais : Chirrug. ii. 54.

' Haly Abbaa, Praot. ix. 41,

' Bhasea, Cont. xix.
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small puncture about one-third o£ an inch long is made with

the knife at the spot selected. The trocar and eanula to which

the rubber tubing is attached, are then thrust through the

abdominal wall into the peritoneal cavity."

'

The Greeks did not describe the operation of tapping the

hydrocele. They always preferred the open incision to puncture.

Paul uses a knife for making the skin incision, but when the tunica

vaginalis is laid bare, he divides it through the middle with a

lancet for bleeding.^ Some of the Arab authors mention

the operation of puncturing the scrotum for hydrocele. If

the patient be timid, and do not choose to submit to open

incisions, Albucasis advises the surgeon to le.t out the water

either with a scalpel or the instrument used for tapping in

dropsy. He states, however, that the water will collect again

after this operation.* Rhases also describes this operation.*

In modern times, trapping for hydrocele is still practised.

"When trapping a hydrocele the patient should be sitting up

in a chair * * *
. The scrotum, having been cleansed,

is grasped from behind by the left hand * * *
. A spot,

free from any large veins, is selected on the anterior and lower

part of the swelling, and the trocar and eanula introduced with

sharp stabbing movement."^

Piilakapya* describes vrihimukha as shaped like a grain of

paddy and recommends it for scission and excision of munja.

' Operations of General Practice. By Corner tod Pinches. P. 109, 2nd ed.

° Panlus .^gineta, VI. Ixii.

' Albucasis. Chrug. ii. 62.

* Rhases. Cont. xxiv.

" Operations of General Practice, P. 145,

Palakapya, III.
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16. Aea or awl.

It is a long sharp needle in handle, so called from its

resemblance to the shoe-maker's instrument known as awl. "It

has a total length of sixteen angulij with a sharp end of the size of

a sesamum seed. The handle is tapering like a cow's tail and is

equal in circumference to the young stem of Durva (Unodon

Dactylon)" (Bhoja) *
. Susruta mentions its length to be six

anguli. Vagbhata describes the length to be one anguli, the

basal half being round, and the terminal half, four cornered

and sharp pointed. The terminal part is introduced into the

inflammatory swellings to confirm the diagonosis of suppura-

tion. It is also to be used to drain the congested blood vessels

in the matrix of the nails as a result of traumatism^.

' '^nrtjt, '^n^ ^ti '^w. =q<Ji*Ki<iii af^' I era crara^ :

—

Niyandha Sariigraha, I. viii.

^iTOifr.^ frrrent cicpits^t crattci: ii

A§tanga Hrdya Samhita. I. xxvi.

<j»hRi <**iiMily anjsf *il'*iiPi awtftr ^w^^iTf sr*?^ ?anf^ <**ii4i<ll»(r

ggraTpn sira^ H3ici«in ^[ftran ^w^rarf '^n^' ^' jren: ^ frmf^ i

^rftanHf ^iih;'^ Mr<*iH' frr' ^^ ^tm ^' sren; w wn ^i^^^^rariTBT,

F^Td^cn^'ift^ fWi ^nf^g ^ft^n^^ ^gr^ '^g'^m ^ ^^ikt ^t^^ i
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It is also said to have been used for perforating a thick

lobule of the ear, though for this purpose another instrument

called karna-vedhani or ear-perforator—a needle specially meant

for perforating the lobules of the ears,—^is mentoined. It is three

anguli long, having a slit or eye in the three-fourths of its

length. The barbers used a similar needle to perforate the ears

on the ceremony of tonsiire.

For piercing the lobule of the ear, another instrument is

mentioned. It is called juthika, from its end resembling in

shape the conical bud of juthika flower (Jasminum Auriculatum).

Susruta uses ara or panimantha to perforate the bone in

diseases of the medullary canal caused by the obstructed and

deranged air*. He next introduces one end of a tube open at

'SiKtd ttww ^3R '^^ 5^: TS ^rmttfft ^sr ^fn m^' sftq f^^ifr, cnn =rf^

^^^ ^^<!tei*i<flyt I T l^^ffiKT ^^^rrar: *<u4MI ^^ s;«^ ^ g

Vagbhatartha KanmudT. I. xxvi.

Susruta Samhita. IV. iv.

Nivandba Samgraha. IV. iv.
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both ends into the canal through the hole in the bone, while

through the other end the surgeon sucks out the air by his

mouth.

For perforating the ears of the elephants, a similar needle is

recommended by Palakapya. It is known as karmara or nali.

17. Vetasapateaka.

It is a long sharp cutting instrument shaped like the leaf of

the rattan (Calamus Rotang) . Its edge is finely serrated and

very sharp. The blade and handle are equal in length, measur-

ing four aiiguli. Bhoja says : "The blade is one aiiguli

wide"'. It is said to have been used for puncturing vessels in

phlebotomy^.

18. Vatjisa or sharp hook.

In shape it is described to resemble the ordinary fish-hook.

BhoJa describes the total length to be six aiiguli, its hook being

half an anguli and its handle five and a half aiiguli long. The end

is bent ; the curvature varies and may be shaped like a half-moon^.

^ tcraW^Slf^r, 5cH)l)c(|*it( 9ci<j4e|*(e( hN;-'^

Nivandha Samgraha, I. viii.

Agtaiiga Hfdaya SamWta, I. xxvi.

tcwrarfit sTO^iw tireftan^ tcra' tcwm" sjwsto ftnfW ^wt ^Pb-

Vagbhatartha Kanmudi, I. xxvi.
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Siisruta says*^ : The end of the hook is sharply edged aad is said

.to have resembled the new leaf of Java (Hordeum vulgare)

.

It is recommended by Susruta^ to be used for extraction of

foreign bodies, e.g., the extraction of stone from the urethra;.

Its use is also mentioned for transfixing the membranous

expansion in the operation for pterygium^ and for fixing and

dragging the uvula and tonsil before the performance of any

operation on these parts*. Cakradatta^ mentions its use' for

fixing a growth, before its excision by the knife.

''tIto^^^' f^ %.i ^1^' gw' crat: i

^hct' sniTtft era ^ffsf^firqi^: i

Nivandha Samgraha, I. viii.

Snsruta Samhita, I, riii.

Sxisruta Samhita, IV. vii.

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita, I. xxvi

Vagbhafcartha KaumiidT, I. xxvi.

Susruta Samhita, IV. xxi.

Cakradatta, Sukrado§a Cikitsa.
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It was also used for fixing any growth in tie eye, previous

to its excision by tlie mandalagra'- For this purpose the Greeks

used the vulsellum (myzon) . Aetius says : "If there is a large

and malignant excrescence in the angle of the orbit, the enlarged

part must be seized with vulsella and cut off."^

Evidently vadisa was used on many occasions when in

modern times we use the dissection forceps to steady a part

before excision.

Vadisa is described in the Asvavaidyaka^ to have been

similarly used during the operation of pterygium in hprses.

Palakapya* mentions vadisa which is described as eight anguli

long, the end being rounded like a wheel. It is to be used for

raising the membranes of the eye globe.

Sharp hooks were used by the Greeks and Romans, for

similar purposes. The use of the sharp hook for fixing the

pterygium is mentioned by Celsus^, Aetius", Paul^ and

Albucasis ®

.

Its use in the excision of the tonsil is mentioned by Paul*.

After the patient being placed in the proper position, he

narrates : "We take a hook (tenaculum) and perforate the

1 See foot notea_l, 2 and 3, P. 227.

' Aetius. vi. 74.

' f%^ f^jxiTsi grii crisis' irei^ I

Asvavaidyka, XXX. v. 32.

Palakapya, III. xxx,

* Colaus. VII. Tii.

' Aetius. Tet. ii, iii, 60.

' Paul. TI. xviii.

' Albucasis. Chi

» Paul. VI. XXX.
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tonsil with it, and drag it outwards as much as we can without

drawing its memhranes along with it, and then we cut it out

by the root with the scalpel suited to the hand, called

ancylotomuSj for there are two such instruments, having opposite

characters".

19. Danta sanko or tooth-scaler.

Its head is half an anguli long. It is quadrangular in shape

and has a sharp edge. Susruta ' describes the end as slightly

bent, sharp and shaped like the fresh Ifeaf of Java. Bhoja ^

describes the end to be like that of the vrihimukha.

Vao-bhata' describes a similar instrument called dantalekhana

or tooth-sealer. It is also quadrangular in shape, one side

being sharp-edged and the opposite side little lengthened. It is

1 See foot note 1. P. 265.

" 1^' f% ftra^ left ^iw^f=^3iHtii I

srr ^ 1^' fTO ^rf5mtT5?ira<w ii

«jri<*i ^w%^ ^NsvR ^*nf%ft I

wmf^^irt ar^^ra ^'fWPH ^[^^ ii

Nivandha Samgraha, I. Tiii.

* T^nm -^d"*!*"' n^^TsfH ^^itf: i

Astaiiga Hfdaya Sariihita, I. xxvi.

'^nwffi: '^\'*i\*\ 5rej fTrtsnf^' Hfnsft ^fra^^w' ^'ft^y-ii^sM' an^ ^ji?r t^

<tt9<d'iW'i W1I <{ti!ii<*<i«!_ ?*fff*Pf5T^ ai<*<neuT^ ^mm ^n^f^^\ \

VagbTiatartha Kaumudi, I. xxvi.
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recommended to- be used for the extraction of sordes and tartar

from the teeth *

.

- •

The procedure of the operation of tooth-extraction is not

described in detail in the medical books of the Hindus. But the

operation seems to have been well known^ for Susruta distinctly

advises the students to practise the operation of extraction on the

fruits of Panas (Atroearpus Integrifolia)^ Vimbi (Cephalandra

Indica), Vilva (^gle Marmelos) and on the teeth of the dead

animals ^. He also advises us to extract the wisdom teeth and to

apply cautery to their sockets ^
. Also when a tooth becomes loose

he directs us to extract it and apply cautery to the socket *. In

the treatment of sinus caused by carious toothy he advises us

to extract the toothy otherwise the sinus would extend down to

the inferior maxillary bone ^.

^ an#il ^^^ <T|*ij!llf^ s^^fT^ I

* * * *

Susruta SamMta, IV. xxii.

= See foot note 2. P. 280.

Susruta Samtita, IV. xxii,

Ibid.

Ibid.
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PalakSpya' mentions the extraction of tooth of the elephant

by means of enipada which is an iron barj thirty-two ariguli

long and equal to the tooth in circumference.

Paul says^ : "The laminae which unite to them (the teeth)

we may remove as may appear proper, with the concave part

of a specillum, a raspatory, or a file." The operation of tooth-

extraction was however, not liked by the ancient Greeks as cases

in which the operation proved fatal, occurred in their practice.

Cselius Aurelianus, Herophilus, and Galen disapprove in general

of the operation, except in extreme cases.

It would, no doubt, be interesting to know that in ancient

India, the Hindus knew how to make false teeth to be used

by men who have lost them either by accident or by extraction

by the dentists. In 1194 A.D., Sahabuddin defeated Jayacahdra

in battle, "and the incident of the body of the raja being

recognised by his false teeth^—a circumstance which throiws

some Ught on the state of manners" is well known.

20. EsANi OR sSaep probes.

"The probes", says Caraka *, "are of two kinds, the hard or

^^5^1 '^ "ifts^ ^[^W ^^^§9 I

'3"<iil<i*>l1cl9 *tg^fi7 :
^^' ^?n<\ ii

Palakapya, III. xriii.

' Paul. VI. xxviii.

= Elphinstone'e History of India, P. 365, 5th Ed.

* fwfwi^^wt f^?ir^g ^fa'irTOfq i

^^f ^fj^srfl^fTSit ^ arara^T II

jpjTli+ii+jJt f^ m'^ #^am=irai I

K^ RtiK serf iwr«(M^ci*i<t1 tira^ II

Caraka Samhita, VI. xiii,
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metallic probes, and the soft probes such as the young stems of

plants. The hard probes are required for deep sinuses in the

fleshy parts and the sides of the body, while the softer varieties

are used for probing the superficial sinuses". The ends of the

probes are generally shaped like the head of the earth-worms'.

Susruta^ describes;them to be eight aiiguli long. They are to be

used as probes to ascertain the direction of sinuises.^ The blunt

probes have been described before under the salakas.*

The sharp probes have the shape of a needle and ai-e six ariguli

long. The other end carries an eye through which is put one

end of a caustic thread {i.e., thread soaked in caustic lotion and

then dried). The probe is to be used for piercing the tissues

through the blind end of the sinus. The end of the thread is

next to be withdrawn from the eye of the probe and a tight knot

applied with the other end. The intervening bridge of tissues

is thus gradually cut and the sinus opened. If the cord be found

inefficient for the purpose, a second thread is to be tied similarly.^

qq»ft »r^<T^l*Kti<Jl I

<T^ .'ra^ra *(<e(iNeiF^ i

SuBmta Saiiihita, I. viii.

Ibid.

Astanga Hfdya Samhita, I. xxvi.

<W!g^' ai^TTf »rtftanf^ iwfsrR s;^' j^\ ^^^its^mi ^\X<imH\

Vagbha'tartha Kaumndi, I. xxti.

* See page 155-7.
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This method of treatment is recommended for the weak and

timid patients. The needle-shaped probe is also to be used in the

extirpation of new growths by means of caustic threads.

Cakradatta^ also describes this operation ; evidently he copies it

from Susruta. In the Yogaratnakara^ the verses describing the

operation are also quoted. Vagbhata also mentions a needle-

shaped probe for the same purpose. ^

In treating of fistula-in-ano, Paul quotes from Hippocrates

and says* :

—"For Hippocrates directs us to pass a raw thread,

TJ^^JW" ^WT^ *\\<ii^' ^RT^^fT I

cm; ^K a4 ft^ Ufl *<•*!'}. H^Sield II

TsiRi*' Jifiwpr 1^ 5n^r^<y?1 ifft; i

wTs^^ST^^ ftfV; ^n^: 1% snsrar ii

j^ ^^ ^m^i ^M^5;s<i!: II

Susruta Saiiihita, IV. x™.

^ These veraea are quoted in the Cakradatta, Nadivrana Cikitsa.

^ Also quoted in the Yogaratnakara, P. 346.

Astanga Hfdaya Sainhita, I. xxvi.

Vaghhatartha Kaumudi, I. xxti.

* Paiul; Yl Ijsxviii.

- •. ...
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coasistiug of five pieces^ througli the fistula by means of

a probe having a perforation^ or a double headed specillum
5

and to tie the ends of the thread andtighten it every day until

the whole intermediate substance between the orifices be divided

and the ligatute fall out". Hippocrates ' describes minutely the

apolinose and recommends it for those who from timidity avoid a

surgical operation. Celsus recommends the thread to be

smaared with some eseharotic ointment. The process^ he says,

is slow but free from pain^^ Albucasis ^ also approves of the

operation according to circumstances. The operation called

apolinose i.e., by the ligature, is very celebrated. Ambrose Pare,

Foubert, Camper, Giudo de Cauliaco and Rogerius approve of

the ligature. It has been recommended by some of the

modern surgeons*. The operation is still practised in India

by the Madras! specialists for fistula-in-ano.

Vagbhata ^ describes copper probes having the sharp ends

shaped like the buds of Kuravaka (Baleria- Cristata) to be used in

' Hippocrates. 'De Fistulis'.

" Celsua. vii. 4.

' Albucasis. Chirrug. ii. 80.

* Lancet, rol. 1. 1845, new aeries.

^kw tto" crai ^^\ II

Astaiiga Hrdaya Samhita. I. icxvi.

SI^^T ar^' ^I;f% aj^^f cfpftajT^ i^lIT, fk?TO, ^, jji^H^al 5T^^

Sim;, Kwfiiiiftiii gw^^TO, crwft, wra^, ararai, a^i^ si^" bjth i rigi

'^^•,
I

Vagbhatartha Kaumiidi I. xxyi.
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the operation of cataract. Susruta* describes such a probe to be

eight anguli long, made of copper, or iron, or gold, the ends being

shaped like buds. A thread is spirally twisted round the middle

of the instrument for a length of a thumb's breadth, to afford

a firm grasp by the surgeon's fingers. This instrument must

not be rough, thick or very sharp, for then there would be a

greater chance of the eye being injured more than is necessary

and at many places. So also in couching of cataract, Celsus

says : "Then a needle is to be applied, sharp so as to penetrate,

but not too fine."-

Palakapya ' mentions esani in the surgical treatment of

diseases of the elephants. He describes three probes,—smooth and

shaped like the eollyrium rods. They are recommended to be

ten, twenty and thirty anguli long respectively.

' m^i*! ^5TO!?(' 'inn ^t^Tftgfii' i

arawT^ fwn r*«<i*is-*<«nfe'^ i

^reT^^iTsrar^ '^w iiMfedi i

^^ i(^<jtiicii =1**11 *4*<!ii fffir: II

^^jret !«!ifi*l*#t srarai ^iJKPiRdi i

Snlruta Saiiihita, VI. xvii.

= Celsus. VII: viii.

* f^m nit ^ ^raan ii<iii«iifi((<irt *it?f i

^^^«)cii*ii»iiww*Jl sfsFsnsPi wi I

Palakapya, III. i.

Ibid, III. XXX.

35
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The operation of couching for cataract is essentially an Indian

operation ; and Susruta describes the operation minutely as

follows :

—

The operation of couching for cataract.

Susruta says* : "Now we shall describe the treatment of cataract

caused by phlegm. If inside the crystalline lenSj anything is seen

like a half-moon-shaped drop of water or pearl, hard, irregular

if%^ 5(gjt ^: ^r^sn ^ iftfei: ii

af^ram smf ft^^" Jt^tigi ii

^^%T fir^ ^55r' ft^ff ^^5T %t^ II

^ftf^^i^m; ^^^it'^s^w^ s^ra i

^ft[^ f^i^asg ^fttp^T ^tft^; II

%^^ =^ mft ^^^fe ^uct: I

H«r^ar5n^ ^^nranwiF^ fstsrpnai^: ii

t%sTft ^s=!r tn'f f^jra" ^fT snftRTTgJ ii

fg^ ?^ ^'irra4^ ?fe: iranitt ii
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or thin, striated or shinning', painful or red, caused hy the

deranged hutnours, the oleaginous applications and fomentations

are to be tried first at a time when it is neither hot nor cold ;

then he (pa.tient) is to be ligatured after having him seated con-

veniently, and should be directed to look towards his own nose.

The intelligent (surgeon), then seperating the white part from

the black part and the external eanthus of the eye after opening

it, avoiding the vascular network, and leaving the parts above

aad below intact, is to pass a yavamukhi Salaka (or sharp needle

haying its end resembling a wheat) through a natural opening

on the side, steadily holding the rod with the thumb, index

and middle fingers. If the operation be required on the right

eye, the left hand, and if on the left eye, the right hand of the

surgeon should use the needle in puncturing. A successful

puncture is known by the escape of a drop of fluid and an

audible sound. The experienced surgeon is to sprinkle woman^s

milk just after the puncture, and keeping the needle there,

whether the deranged humour be movable or not, should

apply fomentations externally by means of oily remedies for the

deranged air. The crystalline lens is next to be scarified by

the sharp end of the needle. Then keeping the needle fixed

in the side of the eye, the patient should be directed to sniff so

as to destroy the phlegm of the lens. The proper scarification

will be indicated when the lens appears brilliant as the sun

uncovered by clouds. Then the vision being clear, the needle in

the side of the eye, is to be removed; and the eye is to be well

Susruta Samhifca, VI. xvii.
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soaked with ghee (melted butter) and bandaged properly."

Vagbhata also discribes the operation similarly. *

To this we may compare the account of the operation as

given by Celsus. He " lays it down as a rule, that when the

suffusion is small, immovable, and of the colour of sea water,

or of shinning iron, and if a small degree of light can be

percieved at the side, there is reason to hope well of the case.

He forbids us to operate until the disease has attained a proper

consistence. He directs us to place the patient opposite the

operator, who is to sit on a higher seat, while the patient's head

^ iranft ^]^ fiwi^sng^ iftsT: ii

t=(fe5" f^fi ^'n^'n^w^tfe^ II

^=im*iw: spraftet iffiTg^'^ti: i

f^I^ ^t ^ '^ifq ^^^f^raTSRf: II

"^ 1^9 ^3 sraraTOTfT^pr: i

f^rai?^ ^\^ cjg^ %^^^ I

fsratt apj^swraifsR:: ^\i ft9<d*t ii

A^tafiga Hrdaya Samhita, VI, xiv.
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is held by an assistant. The sound eye is to be previously

covered up with wool. If the left eye is affected, the operator

must use his right hand, and vice versa. A needle which is

sharp and not too slender is to be passed direct through the

two coats at a place intermediate between the temporal angle and

the black of the eye, and towards the middle of the cataract.

When the needle has perforated far enough, which is readily

known by the abscence of resistance, it is to be turned so as

gradually to remove the cataract below the region of the pupil

and this object being attained it is to be strongly pressed to

the lower part. If it remain there the operation is completed,

but if it return, it is to be cut and torn by the needle into

many pieces, in which state they are easier depressed, and prove

less troublesome. The needle is then to be drawn out direct

and soft wool smeared with white of an egg, and other anti-

inflammatory applications are to be used. Quiet, restricted

diet, and soothing treatment will be proper. '" Paul ^, Mesne ^,

Albucasis *, Rhazes ^ and others also describe the operation of

couching in similar terms. Albucasis gives figures of these

needles.

The operation is still practised in India by the mals who

consider themselves specialists in diseases .of the eyes.

21. Sakpasya.

Vagbhata describes an instrument having its end resembling

' Celsus. vi. See Adam's Commentary to Paul VI. xxi.

' Paul. VI. xxi.

' Mesue. De Aegr. oouli, 15.

* Albucasis. Chirrug, 11. 23.

' Rhazes. Ad mansor.
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the mouth of a snake * - The blade is said to be half an anguli

long. It is advised to be used for excision of the nasal and aural

polypi.

The fact that it was able to work inside the nose and the

auditory canal shows that it could not have been of any great

breadth, possibly less than a quarter of an inch at the most.

The exact shape of the sarpasya can not be determined with

certainty. The Greeks however used for the same purpose,

" a polypus scalpel, having its extremity shaped like a myrtle

leaf," which was a double instrument, the other end being a

scoop ^.

Gold or Silver knife.

To cut the navel cord, Caraka ^ recommends thcjuse of a

knife, made of gold, or silver, or iron. To make gold and silver

knives of sharp edges seems absonous to our reason, but we

must remember that to cut the navel cord, a very keen edge is

not required, and even now the purpose is often served by the

native dhais with a piece of spHt bamboo.

Astanga Hrdaya Samhita. I. xxvi.

*m]*si iw sra^nw i *mW ?anf^ ^^v^ ^vm sro' 'nf%^T ^firfsret 4^

(j^ciiid ^^ftft ^m I

Vagbhatartha Kaumudi. I. xxvi.

= Paul. VI. xxT.

' See foot-note 4. P. 65.
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Peatuda.

Susruta mentions it as a knife to be used for making

scarifications on the body of a lunatic. ^

The mode of holding the sharp instruments.

Susruta says ^ :
" The vrddhipatra is to be held at the

junction of the handle and the blade; and all instruments

used for incision should be held similarly. The vrddhipatra and

mandalagra, if used for scarification^ should be held with the

hand raised a little ; when used for evacuating abscesses, they,

as well as all other instruments, should be held by the fore part

of the handle. But in the case of children, old or delicate or

timid persons, women, and kings and princes, abscesses should

be evacuated with the trikurccaka. The vrihimukha is to be

held with the thumb and forefinger, its handle being covered

within the palm. The kutharika is to be held in position with

the left hand, and struck with the middle finger when let go

forcibly from the under surface of the thumb of the right hand.

The ara, karapatra and esani should be held at their extremities.

Susruta Samhita, VI. liii.

ft^ra^fl I era Jf^ifeff B'fw^w M$M«fr sir^yy' i iraifert •iw-^ysctnfim-

Susruta Samhita. I. viii.
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The ot\ier instruments are to be held as required in particular

cases.'' Vagbhata also gives similar directions '

.

Thepractical training in surgical operations.

Susruta says ^
: "Even after a pupil has mastered the whole of

the medical treatises, the preceptor should instruct him practically

how to perform surgical operations and how to administer oils and

other medicines. However learned he may be in books, he cannot

be fit for surgical practice, unless he has acquired the practical

training. Therefore the preceptor should show his pupils the

methods of operations, of incision, excision and division, upwards

and downwards on the pumpkin, bottle-gourds, water-melons,

and the three varieties of cucumbers—Trapusa (Cucumis Sativus),

Ervaruka (Gucumis Utillissimus), and Karkaruka (Cucumis Melo).

era U5?( fffH* w^" rtlPsa^si' gt I

Astanga Hfdaya Samhita. I. xxvi.

' ^rf'pra <j«^!uwii5*irM faro' ^JJTSK^ I t?nfij? ^^sifta '^ <*«im'!iy4-

^?T TOfttt^jp^wraf^ ^«i^ I i^Tfti *i«5<3 'ra'Tt^t^'^sraiig^^rei i

SnBrnta Baiiihita.'l. ix.
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The operatiou of puncturing or tapping may be demonstrated

on leather bagSj bladders and pouehesj filled with slush;

scarifications, on stretched pieces of leather covered with hair ;

opening on the veins of dead animals or on stalks of

water-lily ;
probing on worm-eaten wood, bamboo, reed,

tube or dried bottle-gourd; extraction, on the pulp of

jack fruit, the Bael fruit (^gle Marmelos), Vimbi fruit

(Cephalandra Indica) or on the teeth of dead animals. Evacua-

tion on a lamp of wax applied to a board of Salmali wood

(Bombax Malabarieum); sewing, on the two ends of a thick piece

of doth or soft leather ; bandaging on the limbs of a dummy

(human figure made of cloth and elay), bandaging the root of

the ear, on a piece of soft flesh, or the stalk of a water-lily
;

application of cauteries, on pieces of flesh ; introduction of tubes

for clysters (urethral, rectal and vaginal) and wound-syringe, on

the spout of an earthen vessel filled with water, or on the mouth

of a bottle-gourd or similar objects."

?9
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THE ANUSaSTRA.

The anugastra means substitutes for cutting instruments.

They are the following* :

—

1. Bamboo. &. crystal. 3. glass. 4. ruby. 5. leeches. 6. fire.

7. caustics. 8. the nails. 9. leaves of Goji (Elephantobus

Scaber)j 10. Sephalika (Nyctanthe Arbortristris)j and 11. Sakha

(Tectona Grandis). 1?. young stems of plants. 13. hair

14. finger.

These are advised to be used in case of infante or timid

persons or when the proper instruments are not available.^

1. Bamboo.

A piece of split bamboo ie said to have been used for cutting

through and cutting into some parts of the body. It is still

used by the native dhais or midwives for cutting the funis.

A piece of bamboo is directed to be used for applying

pressure on small boils to cure them by subsidence ^. For the

same purpose, the pressure of the thumb is also recommended *.

^ '^tgsi^Pir g ^<**)i<*hti**w*<i(s('<ot'fi*iRi-=iK'«si'ri4l5iiiT^Rn-

Susruta Samhita. I. Tiii.

Ibid.

Ibid. IV. xviii.

n(*iFim«ii^ *ii\n\([ ci%n^^ft^ ^ II

Cakradatta, Yraiiiagotha Cikitga,
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Bamboo is also mentioned to have supplied largely the

materials of splints for treatment of fractures and dislocations.

For this purpose it is to be split into thin layers *
. Split bamboo

is stni used for the treatment of fractures by the kavirajes and

might advantageously be used by the modern surgeons as a

eheap and easily available material for splint.

Dissection.

It is generally supposed that the practice of dissection of

the human body for anatomical studies was unknown to

the ancients. But the practice of human dissection is

unmistakably referred to in the Susruta Samhita.^ Brushes

made of bamboo^ barks of trees, grass roots, and hairs are

mentioned as instruments of diasection. "Thus a body should

he secured which is complete in all the parts and which is

of a person who was not more than 100 years old, nor who

died from the effects of poison or of a chronic disease. Having

cleared the intestines of any fsecal matter, the body shouM

he well wi-apped either in Munja (Saccharam Munja), or grass,

or barks of trees or hemp etc., put inside a cage which should

be firmly fastened, in a solitary spot, in a calm river and thus

allowed to decompose. After seven nighiis, having taken out

Harita Samhita, II.I Ivi.

^^.rtiwmjirar ^m^' ^^^ i^si>!!*<!i*!niu«i!i*?)«ii*i'*iciiiHi5r«ttis*<H*fsii f^i

Susruta Samhita, U{, v.
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the thoroughly decomposed body, it should be slowly nibbed

with a brush made either oE Usira (Andropagon Murieatus) or

hair, or bamboo, or barks o£ trees, examining at the same time

with the eyes, every division and sub-division of the body,

external or internal, beginning with the skin, as delineated in

the sastras/' Animal anatomy was also thoroughly understood as

each part of the body had its own distinctive name.

Hoernle' says : "Probably it will come as a surprise to many

as it did to myself, to discover the amount of anatomical know-

ledge which is disclosed in the works of the earhest medical

writers of India. Its extent and accuracy are surprising, when

we allow for their early age—probably the sixth century

before Christ—and their peculiar methods of definition.***0f the

practice of such dissection in ancient India we have direct proof

in the medical compendium of Susruta, and it is indirectly con-

firmed by the statements of Caraka. It is worthy of note,

however, that in the writings of neither of these two oldest

Indian medical writers is there any indication of the practice of

animal dissection."

The Greeks did not practise diseetion of the human body.

"The anatomical knowledge of the Hippocratists was derive

chiefly from dismemberment of animals, experience in

slaughtering and sacrifices, and from the observation of surgical

cases, Systematic dissection of the human body was out of the

question owing to the religious precepts which strictly enjoined

immediate burial, and to the superstitious horror of the dead which

then prevailed. The supposition that outstanding individual

investigators, upon rare occasions, did not hesitate to examine

.

> poerjile. Osteology. Preface, iii-
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human bodies or parts of bodies (particularly) bones, in order to

eorrect prevailing opinions, is one which, if not susceptible of

direct proof, is at least probable. This supposition, besides

being borne out by many statements on the part of ancient

writers, is the more probable since tho bodies of savages, traitors

and criminals were outside the pale of religious ordinances and

were therefore available, as were also accidentally obtained

portions of the body, to satisfy the curiosity of scientific in-

vestigators. No one of the oft-quoted extracts from the

Hippocratic writings, supposed by individual historians to refer

to human dissection, is quite conclusive, whilst nowhere is

there in the pathology of the day any definite trace of anatomical

research upon the bodies of those dead of disease. On the

other hand comparisons are frequently instituted by the Hyppo-

eratists referring to facts acquired through zootomy or to

anatomico-pathological discoveries such as might have been

made in the slaughtering of beasts." "^

The study of anatomy received its impetus from the

Alexandrian School. "Herophiilus improved the technique

and developed the terminology of anatomy and enriched it by

valuable discoveries made in the dessection of human bodies,

particularly in the knowledge of nerves, vessels and viscera,

but also in that of the eye. With his works, systematic

anatomical investigation may in fact be said to begin." ^

"Like Herophilus, Erasistratos made a sueeessful study of

anatomy, even surpassing the former in knowledge of details,

and in a series of observations upon the cadavers of men and

' History of Medicine. Nenberger. P. 150.

' Ibid. P. 177.8,
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animalsj corrected his own mistakes as well as those of others.

His greatest achievement was in the study of nerves and

vessels." ^

2, 3 AND 4. Crystal, glass and ktjby.

These are recommended to be used for cutting through and

cutting into some parts of the body.

Glass vessels for preparing medicines are often mentioned.

Sarngadhara^ used it for purifying mercury;

5. Leeches.

Leeches are described to be the mildest of all means for

extracting blood, and are recommended for princes, childem,

women, and timid people 8.

Twelve kinds of leeches are described*; six of them

are poisonous and six, non-poisonous.

' History of Medicine. Neuberger. P. 181.

f^felSf ^M\ ^ g?rf ^m ^ 4lNii<t II

Sarngadhara Samgraha, II. xii.

^ ^^Sfirf^ al<^*<d: II

Suaruta Samhita, I. xiii.

TC^cTRaTT^ f^r^: 1 era ^ftm: WW ^f5^ '^RPTTlf 1?gT3^ ^Tgfsmi
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The poisonous leeches are :

—

1. Krsna :—^it is of the colour of black coUyrium and has a

broad head.

m^ TTsW ?i fe'^Ji?^"!!! ^ift^ I f%ft5^i frf^wi fei'^yJiN fkwm i

^rarraia ^H<iiw 'srzfpff' vmm\ i h^ =^^ i

tjyww3Tiici<ymtj^«(jcjTSTtf5ts-i'fl(«i i ^w^wi ^^rerr^n^i^ «lwm»n ^

Jitt; itf^f^fH I

Snsruta Samhita, I, xii,
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2. Karvura :—it is as long as an eel with elevated stripes

across the abdomen.

3. Alagardda :—^it looks as if covered with hair and has

large sides and black mouths.

4. Indrayudha:—or rain-bow coloured; it has rain-bow

coloured longitudinal stripes on the back.

5. Samudrika :—
^it is of dark yellow colour and has

variegated flower like spots on its body.

6. Grocandana :—^it has a bifurcated tail like the scrotum

of a buU and a small mouth.

The non-poisonous ones are

—

1. Kapila or the greenish one;—it has its two sides of the

colour of orpiment, and on its back^ it is smooth and of the

colour of a green pea.

3. Piiigala or twany ;—it is of a reddish-brown colour,

has a round body and moves quickly.

8. Sanku-mukhi or bluish-red ;—it i^ of the colour of the

liver, sucks quickly and has a long sharp mouth.

4. Musika or rat-like ;—^it has the shape and colour of

a rat's tail and emits a disagreeable smell.

5. Pundarika-mukhi or lotus-faced
;
—^it is o£ the colour of a

green pea and has a mouth liks a lotus.

6. Savarika;—it is slimy, coloured green like a lotus-

leaf and eight angulil long ; it is to be used in veterinary

practics.

The non-poisonous leeches generally Hve in meadows and fresh

water. They are to be caught with a piece of wet leather and
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kept in a new large earthen pot filled with mud, water, green

fungi, dry flesh, etc. The water is to be changed every third day

and the pot every seventh day.

To apply leeches, the patient is directed to lie down and the

part is to be rubbed dry with powdered cow dung and earth. The

leech is then to be smeared with a paste containing turmeric,

mustard and water, to excite them, washed thoroughly with

water and then applied, its body being covered with a piece of

wet cloth. To fix it quickly, a drop of milk or blood is to be

applied over the diseased part, scarification of which is also

recommended instead. When the leech has removed the

necessary quantity of blood, a smaU quantity of salt is advised to

be sprinkled uj)on its head to make it drop off. Then the

leech is to be put upon some powdered rice and its mouth

is advised to be smeared with oil and salt.

Then it is to be stripped and put in fresh water, and should

be used again, if it moved, but if languid, thrown away.

The leech-bites are to be smeared with honey, cold water and

astringent substances, or poulticed.

Vagbhata also gives similar directions for the application of

leeches. *

v^: %cn 'nigr'sn^irai: ^^iftrf^^T. ii

3?
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Dr. Ray has clearly shown that "the discription of

leeches as given by Rhazes agrees almost word for word with

that of Susruta (Sanasrad) in many places". He describes

the parallelism at length and comes to the conclusion "of the

use of a chapter of the Smruta or some such work^".

6 AND 7. FIllE AND CAUSTICS.

The use of cauteries in surgery has been described before

under the head of the accessory blunt instuments ^

.

^tv^: ^TvM ^-m K^TiTn ?:ft sits n

^iwiF's T5irai^f#^ l^fJocm, I

'^n^^ m^'t^; ^, 'fttl^^if^ ii

?si«r^ ^t ^ ^^tfw^ mf[ I

^i^^^rra^^ "^m ^im^ '^fen't ii

^:^ i:^w?T? y^: ^mi m ^ TratfT i

fffltsfiralTraif^ 5^!m ^wm ^•.
II

^^^^q^ en: ^\^\ ^2 nri^nffnT»^ i

Astaiiga Hrdaya Saiiihifca, I. xxvi.

' History of Hindu Chemistl-y, Introduction P. Ixviii,

^ See Page 213-9,
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8 AND 14. FINGEES AND NAILS.

The uses of surgeon-'s fingers and nails in surgical operations

has been described before '

.

9,10 AND 11. Leaves.

Rough leives such as those of Fig trees (Ficus Indicus), Goji

(Elephantopus Seaber), Sephalika (Nyetanthes Arbor-tristis) and

Saka (Tectonia Grandis) are recommended for scarifying abscesses

if they do not heal up after repeated opening by the knife. If

there is any formation of pus in the mouth, or eyelids, it may be

evacuated with these leaves (Susruta)^. These leaves are also to

be used for bleeding the gums in gingivitis.

To cover the wounds, Susruta gives a list of leaves to be used

according to the nature of the wound and season of the

year' :

—

For air-deranged woimds;—use leaves of Eranda (Ricinus

Communis), Bhurjapatra (Betula Bhojpatra), Putika (Caesalpinia

Bonducella) and Haridra (Curcuma Longa).

' See Page 199-202, and 204-5.

Susruta Samhita, IV. xxii.

q^HraW ^ra ^rpsft ^^^ ^ ii
'

ffti^ TwPiTiTtt^ <4<iiift-^-<s<ii: II

i|\<iHif=i1'j'S;4^'ii <*i=««ti-ql'?Rs<it; I

Ibid, IV. i,
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For bile or blood-deranged wounds ;—use leaves of ASvabala

(Basella Rubi-a), Kasmarlpatra, (Gmelina Arborea), Vata (Ficus

Bengalensis) and Kumuda (Nymphae Lotus).

For phlegm-deranged wounds—use leaves of Patha (Cisam-

phelos Hexandra), Murva (Sansevieiia Zeylanica), Guduei

(Tinospora Cordifolia), Kakamaei (Solanum Nigrum), Haridra

(Curcuma Longa) and Suknasa (Oroxylum Indicum).

For similar purpose Caraka' recommends us to use the leaves

of Kadamva (Anthocephalus Cadamba), Arjuna (Terminalia

Arjuna), Nimva (Azadirachta Indica), Patali, Pippala (Ficus

Religiosa) and Arka (Calotropis Gigantea).

The leaves of the padma or nymphse are to be used for

handling the eyeballs and the intestines, to replace them in

their proper position when prolapsed by injury^ (SuSmta)

Caraka recommends lotus leaves and j)lantain leaves as

coverings to the bleeding piles, ^ Cakradatta* mentions the ase of

Caraka Sariikita, VI. xiii.

Susruta Samhita, IV. ii.

Caraka Samhitaj VI. ix.

* 'ft^ft'in^Rn "iStsi; ^^^ %^^ i

^n^ ^^sRf' fire? H'^i\< ftpTO '^
II

Cakradatta, Area Cikitsa,
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Goji and Sephalika leaves for scratching- the piles before the

application of caustics to them. He also directs ns to rub the

small tumom's with the rough leaves before the application of

various ointments. ^ Sivodasa also mentions the use of such leaves

for rubbing the eyelids in the pillva disease.^ Susruta^ mentions

the use of rough leaves for scratching any part.

Paul* mentions the use of fig leaves, for rubbing down the

hard granulations of granular lids.

12. Young stems of plants.

The young shoots are described to have served the purpose of

a probe. Caraka^ calls them the soft variety, the metallic ones

being called the hard probes. These shoots are to be used for

superficial sinuses. Susruta directs us to tise the young shoots

^hm' =^5gS; irfe^rr i

Oakradatta, Granthyarvuda Cikitsa.

Cakradatta, Nctraroga Cikitsa.

^t«(l=(5y(*i(fi I ^iwswiiife^f^ "^^nr ^c^^iR I

Tattva Candrika. Ibid.

'^' alcl" fir?' W^' !<1^^^ ^%^^ I

Susruta Samhita. IV. i.

* Paul, III. xxii.

• See foot'note 4. P. I
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of the pot-herbs called Cunca and Upadika (Basella Rubra)

as probes in sinuses on the eyelids and arround the anus. *

If in young people the teeth become loose as the result of

some injury^ the patient should be directed to live upon milk

only, sucking it through the stalk of lily ; and thus affording

the teeth rest and a chance of being firmly fixed again. ^

To excite emesis, Sarngadhara,^ advises us to introduce a

tube of Eranda (Ricinus Communis) into the throat of the

patient. The vomiting is also said to have been excited by

thursting a finger or a stalk of lily down the throat.

^^Wt^TwnH'i i-sjl b<<* I : arsTtFiitTT. i

Susrata Samliita, IV. i.

Susruta Sariihita. IV. iii.

' ^^ ^t^qi^g f^ iftsT ^^, ^^•. I

^i*h' Tmfsjai =^ 5TTg^^re% f^ra*i ii

Sarugadhara Saihgraha, III. iii,



CHAPTER VIII.

HYGIENIC APPLIANCES AND HOSPITAL
REQUISITIES.

TOOTH-BUXISH.

The ancient Hindus used branches of trees as tooth-brush.

They should have the length of twelve anguli and the circum-

ference equal to that of the little finger. Susruta directs us to

use a* straight and plain branch of such trees as have an astringent,

or sweet, or bitter, or sour taste'. Amongst these classes of

trees, the twigs of Khadira (Acacia Catechu), Madhuka

(Brassia Latifolia), Nimva (Melia Azadirachta), Karnja

(Pongamia Glabra) are the best. The end of the stick is to be

chewed first to form a brush and the teeth are then to be

rubbed with it. He recommends us to use some tooth-powder.^

'^it^'fl^ ^^^ w ft^ qtsitff II

^^^ *igt fas ^^ mcrefem I

W^ 'T^^ ^^1 ^iT^; ^i^ fWI II

Susruta Sarhhita, IT. xxir

=5^sf t^sn^ ^5fnf^ Rail^SJfl II

Ibid,
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Bhavamisra mentions the names of other trees which may be used

for the purpose/ and also gives us a list of trees to be avoided.^

The use of the tooth-brash is eontra-indicated in the various

diseases of the mouth, ears, &e.^ Caraka* advises us to use the

tooth-brush twice a day.

1 ^ ft^' si2 ^fn; ^nra f^5i4t wtfr ii

^^ gTar#Tan' ftfttg ftiirr -^sm. II

^(f^ g vfcw^ '^^ '^ ^swfir: ii

fs([ft^ ^pBjftwJi *iia<i<i'<i+i=( '^ I

'^nTTTt'T 'sf?mi u'aisifw'a^T^f^: ii

Bhava Prakasa, I, i.

• ^«(i*<di<!il^tii^ %ra^ frail I

TsT^K snR3i<^ ^&^ SHKN^T. II

sR=gT^ra qlf^: ^iKsn^rra totRt ii

Ibid.

^rai^wit ^%^ ^^rf%in ^^ '^ i

^i^^ *<ij'<!<^-^ <<ti<1jT)-^ »n^; ii

Snsruta Samhita, IV, xxit

vrg^^srtq^ ^fmr^rHRrespT il

r'i'*«r ^f^»n^^ "t-riHtiiil*?^ II

Caraka Samhita, I, t.
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, Su^ruta mentions the use of a tooth-brush to extract a

fish-bone from the throat. '

After cleansing the mouth with water after meals, I'Tsing

ordains^ "Chew tooth-wood in the mouth ; let the torigue as well

as the teeth be carefully cleaned and purified." Again he

says : "It is. surely not seemly for any one to spend his time

after meals ehafiing and chattering, nor is it right to remain

impure and guilty all day and night, without preparing water

in a clean jar or without chewing a tooth-wood."

He continues^ : "Every morning one must chew tooth-woods,

and clean the teeth with them, and rub off the dirt of the tongue as

carefully as possible. Only after the hands have been washed and

the mouth cleansed is a man fit to make a salutation; if not, both

the saluter and the saluted are at fault. Tooth-wood is Danta-

kastha in Sanskrit—danta, tooth, and kastha, a piece of

wood. It is made about twelve finger-breadths in length, and

even the shortest is not less than eight finger-breadths long.

Its size is like the little finger. Chew softly one of its ends,

and clean the teeth with it. If one unavoidably come near a

superior, while chewng the woods, one should cover the mouth

with the left hand.

Then breaking the wood, and bending it, rub the tongue.

In addition to the tooth-wood, some tooth-picks made of iron

or copper may be used or a small stick of bamboo or wood,

flat as the surface of the little finger and sharpened on one

Suiruta Saiiiliita, I. xxvii.

' I'Tsing. Kecords of the BuddTiist Religion.—Takaknsu. P. 26-7.

= Ibid. ch. viii. Use of Tooth-woods. P. 33.

38
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endj may be used for cleaning the teeth and tongue ; one must

be careful not to hurt the mouth. When used^ the wood must

be washed and thrown away.

Whenever a tooth-wood is destroyed, or water, or saliva is spit

out, it should be done after having made three fillips with the

fingers or after having coughed more than twice ; if not, one

is faulty in throwing it away. A stick taken out of a large

piece of wood, or from a small stem of a tree or a branch of an

elm, or a creeper, if in the forest j if in a field, of the paper

mulberry, a peach, a sophora japonica (Huai), willow tree, or

anything at disposal, must be prepared sufiiciently beforehand.

The freshly cut sticks (lit. wet ones) must be offered to

others, while the dry ones are retained for one's own use.

The younger priest can chew as he likes, but the elders must

have the stick hammered at one end and wade soft ; the best is

one which is bitter, astringent or pungent in taste, or one which

becomes like cotton when chewed. The rough root of the

Northern Burr-weed (Hu Tai) is the most excellent ; this is

otherwise called Ts^ng-urh or Tsae-urh, and strikes the root

about two inches in the ground. It hardens the teeth, scents

the mouth, helps to digest food, or relieves heart-burning. If

this kind of tooth-cleaner be used, the smell of the mouth will

go off after a fortnight. A disease in the canine teeth or toothache

will be cured after a month. Be careful to chew fully and

polish the teeth cleanly, and to let all the mouth-water come

out; and then to rinse abundantly with water. That is the

way. Take in the water from the nose once. This is the

means of seedring a long life adopted by Bodhisattva Ndgdrguna.

'

If this be too hard to put in practice, to drink water is
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also good. When a man gets used to these practices he is less

attacked by sickness. The dirt at the roots o£ the teeth

hardened by time must all be cleaned away. Washed with warm

water, the teeth will be freed from the dirt for the whole of

life. Tooth-ache is very rare in India owing to their chewing

the tooth-wood."

Tooth-Pick.

Susruta advises us to use sticks of grass as tooth-pick after

meals to extract particles of food lodged batween the teethj other-

wise these will decompose and the mouth would be smelling

badly.' Bhavamisra gives similar directions but adds that if

any particles of food cannot be easily extracted by the tooth-pick,

one must not use any force to extract them.^ "After eating they

cleanse their teeth with a wilow stick, and wash their hands and

mouth."3

JiHVA NlULEKHANA OE ToNGUE ScEAPER.

Susruta says : "To scrape the tongue^ a golden, or silver, or

SuBruta Samhita, I. xlvi.

^fn'^^^ ^^ra' s^^ii^ 31%: \

^^^t ?tf% g^a^fsre »p?ciw II

^MenwfsTft'S %i *fic( ^ft^iT I

^ <i<? ^13j: W^ ^ ^%TM ura ii

Bhava Prakasa, I. i.

* Beal's Keuords of the Buddhist Eeligion. Trans, from Hiuen Tsiang,

Tdl. T, p. 77.
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wooden scraper is to be used. It slaould be ten anguli long and

must be pliaatand fiolished"'. Caraka^ mentions tongue-scraper

of copper, lead or brass. Bhavamisra^ also gives a similar

discription. It is to be used for scraping the deposit on the

tongue. It is still commonly used in India.

Razor and Shears. The Practice of Shaving.

Every one is recommended by Susruta to have his beard

shaved, hair trimmed and nails pared.* Caraka^ also advises

Susruta Samhita, lY. xxiv.

Caraka Samhita, I. v.

infefi ^ cTfT ^«' »f?ti^*i«i nm i

^an^^ ^ t%^' ^ fsnt fti^fj ^m% i

cff^n *i<A<*ft ^^'^ mscn i^ ii

Bliava Prakasa, I. !.

^v!!^\i »f5n^ ^^5i ft^t^ ii

Susruta Samhita, IV. xxiv.

Ibid.

' iftfe^ sl«l*)ig'«l" ^f^^ft^lSpWI

Caraka Samhita, I. V.
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US to shave regularly, that is thrice in a fortnight.' Bhavamisra

says that this practice conduces to health, beautj-, longevity

and purity, and should be observed every iifth day 2. Razor

is mentioned in the Rgveda^ and in the Kathopanisad of

the White Yayu.'* In the batapatha Brahmana, we find

the method of shaving well described.^ "Then (in shaving)

are used a porcupine quill spotted in three places and a copper

razor ; that three-spotted jDoreupine's quill resembles the three-

fold science and the cofiper razor resembles the Brahmaria;

for. Brahma is fire, and fire is of reddish (lohita) colour, hence

a copper (loha), razor is used".

Again we read" :
—"For impure, indeed, is that part

of man where water does not reach him. Now at the hair and

beard, and at the nails the water does not reach him ; hence

when he shaves his hair and beard, • and cuts his nails, he does

so in order that he may be consecrated after becoming pure.

' fa; w^^ %^f3gi^#*pnsrK ^^r^ i

Carakas Sarahita, I. riii.

"^wiaTs?^" ^Hnfprai? 11

Bhtiva PrakSsa, I. i.

Kgveda, 8 M. 4 S, 5 A. 7 A. 16 V.

Kathopanisad, I. iii.

" Satapatha Brahmana, II. 6. 4. 5.

' Ibid. 111. 1.2.2.
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3. Now some shave themselves all over, in order that they

may be consecrated after becoming pure all over ; but let him

not do this. For even by shaving the hair of his head and his

beard, and by cutting his nails he becomes pure ; let him there-

fore shave only the liair of his head and his beard, and cut his

nails.

4. In the first place he outs his nails, first of the right hand,

for in human (practice) those of the left hand (are cut) first,

but with the gods m this manner. First he cuts those of the

thumb—for in human practice those of the little fingers are cut

first, but with the gods in this manner.

5. He first passes (the comb) through his right whisker

—

for in human (practice they comb) first the left whisker, but

with the gods in this manner.

6. His right whisker he moistens first with the text "may

this divine water be propitious unto me"

There upon be lays a stalk of sacrificial grass on (the hair of

the whisker) with the text "0 plant, protect me" Thereto

he applies the razor, with the text "0 knife, injure him

not".

8. Having cut off (part of the stalk and hair), he throws

it into the vessel of water. Silently he moistens the left

whisker ; silently he lays the stalk of grass on it ; and having

silently applied the razor thereto and cut through (it and the

hair) he throws them into the vessel of water.

He then hands the razor to the barber, and the latter shaves

off the hair and beard. When he has shaved the hair and

beard

10. He bathes
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12. -He steps ovit (from tha water) towards the north-east,

with the text " cleansed and pure I go forth from theiri ; "

13. He then puts on (a linen) garment etc."

"The Atharva-veda relates how, when the ceremony of shaving

off his beard was performed on king Soma, Vayu brought the

hot water and Savitri skillfully wielded the razor."

'

In para. 3, quoted above, we have evidence of the practice of

depilation of the pubes which is here forbidden. There are

six imortant rules and six minor rules of ordination for

the female members or bramaneris of the Buddhist order.

One of the six minor rules is : A female must not shave

the hair in any place but the head.^ "Aristphanes,

a contemporary of Hippocrates,^ Persius* and Juvenal' refers

to the depilation of the pubes as being common among

certain classes, and the early Christian Fathers deplore the

practice. See also the remarks of Seutonius on the conduct

of Domitan"^. Prosper Alpinus (ICth century) "found the custom

still prevalent among the Egyptian women"'. "The custom

survived in France, and Italy in the 16th century"®.

Kesa Prasadhani oe Comb.

Susruta directs us to comb the hair to free the head from dust,

' Macdonners Sanskrit Literature, p. 164.

" See I'Tsing, P. 97, Foot'note 3. Vinaya Samgraha. Chap. xii.

' Hippocrates, Ran. 516, Lys 89, 151.

* Peraiua, ir. 37.

' Juvenal, rii. 114.

, " Sentonins, xxii.

' Medicina Aegyptiorum, 111. xr.

* Milne, Surgical Instruments &c., p. 90-91.
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louse and dandruff.^ Bhavamisra advises us to comb the hair

every day to keep it clean, as it stimulates the growth of hair.^

Caraka^ also recommends us to keep the hairs clean. The

practice of combing the hair is very ancient; the Atharva-veda

mentions a comb with a hundred teeth.

Looking-glass.

The looking-glass should be constantly used as thereby the

complexion is said to be improved and life prolonged*. For an

account of the looking-glass of the ancient Hindus, see Mitra's

Indo-Aryans'.

Dress.

Silk, chintz and red clothes are good for the winter, for

they are said to be useful for derangement of air and phlegm.

Thin silk is cooling and is eiRcacious for biliary disorders ; so it

should be used during the summer. It should be coloured

twany or red. White clothes are auspicious and are neither hot

Sufrutta Samhita, IV. xxiV.

« taftnS JTii^fct ifm^^ Twra^ i

Bhava Prakasa, I. i.

Caraka Samhita, I. viii.

M\^^ <4'!4)*ilijm' ITTT?!^ pRTJRW II

Bhava Prakasa, I. i,

» The Indo-Aryans Vol. 1, p. 2'iO.-
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nor cold ; therefore they should be worn during the rains ^

.

Caraka says that pure dress cdnduces to lj)Xigevityj happiness and

fortune^.

USNISA ok HEAD DRU'SS.

SuSrula' advises us to use a cap on our head which is thus

protected from injury. Bhavamisra says that the habitual use

of some form of coveting for the head stimulates the growth of

hair, increases beauty of the head and protects it from dust,

draughts and accumulation oi phlegm. Only light caps should

be used as the heavy varieties derange bile and cause diseases of

the eyes.* For the diagrams of the various forms of turbans

used by the ancient Hindus, see MHra^s Indo-Aryans. ^

^TcTS ^ ^'*f^ ^^?rai^ 1%^m^ II

BhaTa Frakasa, I. i.

Caraka Samlaita, I. T',

Biava Frakasa, I. i.

Susruta Samhita, IV. xxiv.

Bliayi. Frakasa, I. i.

'^ The Inclo-Aryans, Vol. 1, p. 220.

39
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Chatua ok. umbrellas.

Susruta says : Umbrellas are useful for protecting men from

the Tains, draughts, glare of the sun, exposure to cold, and dust.

They are auspicious and are beneficial to the eyes'. Caraka^

advises us to use it as it protects us from the sun, rain &e.

Bhavamisra^ also describes its efficacy similarly. Umbrella is

one of the insignia of' I'oyalty' in India, and is always held

over the heads of kings as shown in the Sanchi and Amaravati

sculptures*. It is still commonly used in India.

Yasti or sticks.

Caraka* directs us to use a stick as a support. SuSruta

says : "Ry using sticks, a man gains in strength, prowess and

manliness. He becomes courageous, patient and forbearing.

He can stand erect and is not troubled by any fear'''*. It

' ^^tf^rar^^'Ji f%^ii€Nt f=T^rcif r

SuBTQta Samhita, IV. xziv.

g'Blf*Rn3tS'5'9' SFW^H<l!y^^ U

Caraka Samhita, I. t.

^^^ f%cW^^ «nSMt|*)lM ^frtim u

BhaYa Prakala, I. i
* See Indo-AryanB, 1, p. 266.

Caraka Samhita, I. t.

^I^Vsra^lfq *RI# ^J^rs^K^
II

SuBTuta. Baiiihita, IV. xiiv.
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protects a man from do^^s, snakes &«, Bhavamisra' apparently

quotes these verses from Susruta.

Upawaiia or, shoes.

The ancient Hindus usei two kinds of shoeSj made of wood

and leather. Tlie wooiea p.idukS is recommended to be used before

and after dinner^. The good effects claimed by its use are, an

increase of the power of vision^ strength and longevity. ' When

travelling, the upanaha or leather shoes are to be used. Besides

the advantages mentioned above, shoes are very comfortable

to the travellers and prevent many diseases of the feet*. If any

one often travels barefooted, he feels out of sort, his senses fail,

vision becomes impaired and his expectation of life is reduced.^

' Bhara Prakaca, I. i.

BhaTa Frakasa, I. i.

Caraka Samhita, I. y.

Susruta Samhita, IV. xxiv.

^TPtlK^ ^^Wg^ 'TRt)Tf(\ I

BhavaPrakas'a) I. i.
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. The .Hindus wore sandals like tlie ancient Greeks. They

also used boots, which look like the modern boots used by

Europeans. Buddha gave the Bhikkhus permission to wear

boots or shoeSj with thick lining*. Hiuen Tsiang''' says that

'"'Here (Avanti) Tathagatha gave permission to the Bhikkhus to

wear kih-fu-to (boots)." For an account and figures of ancient

boots used by the Hindus, see Indo-Aryans.^

Vtajani axd camaea. The fan.

The fan was iised for airing the patients to drive away

flies.* Snsruta mentions the camara i.e., the tail of _ the

Thibetan yolk (Bos grannius) to be used as a fan. "It soothes

the inflammation of boOs and also acts as a fly-brush to prevent

infection of the open wound" ^. The camara is also one of the

insignia of royalty and as such we have many representations

of it in the sculptures of ancient India^. For diagrams of

the ancient fan, see Indo-Aryans ^

.

Caraka directs us to use a kula or fan to winnow com,

prepared from the kasa (Saceharum Spontamum) to resuscitate

a still-born child®.

^ Moharagfga, varga 13 fE 6. S. B. E. to!., xvii. p. 35.

^ Seal's Records., of Buddhiat Eeligion, vol. II. p. 280:

' Indo-Aryans, Vol. 1, p. 123-6.

S^N^Tf ^»?^^ ^^ETft 3J(5T!nf*f5(: II

> Susruta Saiiibita, IT. xxiv.

Ibid, I. xix.

• See Indo-Aryans, vol. II, p. 267-70.

' For diagrams, see Indo-Aryans, vol. I, p. 263.

Caraka Samhita, IV. viii.
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BhSvamisra^ mentions fans made of the following materials:—_

palm leaf, bamboo, yolk's tail, cloth, peacock's feather and cane.

He attributes peculiar properties to each fan.

Rajavallabha says^ that "the palm-leaf fan overcomes distur-

bances of all the three humours, and is light and agreeable ; the

bamboo fan causes heat and irritablit/,. and promotes inordinate

secretion of the two humours—air and bile ; the cane, cloth and

peacock's feather fans, overcome disturbances of the three

humours ; the hair fan is invigorating etc."

The Buddhist Bhiksus used the palm-leaf fan. "Not

uafreq[uentl7 there is added a lotus-leaf shaped fan, made from

a single frond, with an edging of bamboo or light wood, and

furui^hed with a handle fashioned like the letter "S". The palm

from which the leaf is taken, is also that used for the mss.,

namely the Talipot; hence the name Talponi given to the

Bhikkhus by the early Portuguese adventurers in Burma. When

he attended a meeting at which women are likely to be present,

every Bhikkhu must have the fan."^

BhaTa Prakasa, I. i.

S^ra*? I ^fqrRnirs^ II t3^^wajF^«JI3pig«!!:—^I^^^TlfsfS*? I

Rai&rallabliai

» The Way of Buddha, p. 53-54.
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Filters.

Filters were used by the Hindus and are recommended to be

made of aa earthen or metallic vessel, the mouth being closed bj

a piece of cloth tied round its necli.

If the water be filthy, Susruta' advises us to j)urify it by

boiling it or by exposure to the sun ; or by throwing hot iron

balls, sand or clay balls into the water and then allowing it to

eool. Such purified water should be scented with the flowers of

Nagakesara (Meaua, Porrea), Campaka (Michelia Champaca),

Utpala (Nymphoea Stellata) and Patala (Bigaonia Snaveolens).

Susruta mentions seven means of purifying polluted water^,

VIZ.,

1. Kataka phala or nirmalaya or seeds of Stryehnos Potatorum,

2. Gomedaka or a kind of gems.

3. Visagranthi, or root of Nelumbium Speciosum.

4i. Saivalamula or root of Vallisneria Spiralis.

5. A piece of cloth.

G. Pearls.

7. Precious Stones and crystals.

Susruta Samliita, I. xly.

Ibid.
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He mentiohs five kinds of means for preventing contact of

the water vessel with the earth ' :

—

1. Phalaka or planks as of calmali wood.

2. Tryastaka or oetogonal tripod of wood.

3. Munjvalaya or circular pad of Saccharine Munja.

4. Udakamancika or a raised framework of cane and

hamhoo.

5. Sikja or a loop suspended by three strings.

He mentions seven ways of cooling water :

—

1. Exposure to air.

2. Sprinkling water on the vessel.

3. Stirring the water with a rod.

4. Fanning the water.

5. Filtration through cotton fabrics.

6. Putting the vessel of water on a sand bed.

7. Suspension of the vessel in a loop.

He advises us to use rain water filtered through a broad

piece of white and clean cloth ^. In collecting water from the

rivers and ponds, the Hindu females still use a kalasi or earthen

vessel, the mouth being closed by a piece of cloth.

' In the English translations of the Sneruta Samhita, Eibliotheca Indica,

Dr. Cattopadhaya translates the passage incorrectly. He misunderstood the

terms phalaka, &e. to he remedial agents, necessary in the prorifioation of water.

,
' Jnr 5^; jtstm ciecn?ftcirgg% »nftr ^rf^w^fi crql^ftsr^tww ^

Siisruta Samhita, I, xlv.
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Susrutai deprecates impure water as injurious to the human

system and advises us not to drink or bathe in such water as

there is always the risk of being speedly affected with many

diseases.

"It (filter) forms one of the eight sacred utensils necessary for

a sramana of the Buddhist order. It is a strainer or water-dipper

—

an appratus for filtei-ing the water which he drinks, so that he

may not, even iinwillingly, take animal life'"*

One of the six requisites of a Bhiksu is Parisravana, a

water-strainer^

.

Watee vessel.

To store water, Susruta mentions vessels of gold, or silver,

or earth*.

"The clean water is kept separately from water for cleansing

purposes (lit. 'touched^ water), and there are two kinds of jars

{i.e. kundi and kalasa) for each. Earthenware or porcelain is

used for the clean jar, and the jar, for water for cleansing pur-

poses {lit. touched water) is made of copper or iron. The clean

water is ready for drinking at any time, and the 'touched'

water for cleansing purposes after having been to the urinal.

Snsrnta SathWta, I. xlv.

' The way of Buddha, p. 53.

= I'Teing, ch. x. '

* ^^* Ti5it ^^ A\ ttS fst?«nft fl«nM*w5(rg#€i ci^iraiw ^\^\ i

Ibid,
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The clean jar must be carried in a clean hand, and be placed in

a clean place, while the jar for the 'touched' water should be

grasped by the 'touched' (or 'unclean') hand and be put in an

unclean (or 'touched') place. The water in a pure and fresh jar

can be drunk at anytime ; the water in any other jar is called

'special water' (more lit. seasonable water i.p. water to be used

at certain prescribed times, probably kalodaka)."'

Bathing.

The Hindus in their daily life do not eat without having first

washed themselves in a bath. They always use a bathing-sheet

and this ancient practice is still followed.

Bhavamisra says^ : "Bathing stimulates the appetite, virile

power and strength, prolongs life, allays thirst and burning

sensation, cures eczema, and washes out dirt and perspiration."

Besides the ordinary bath, there is some evidence of the

use of a medical bath to cure diseases. I'Tsing says^ : "The

World-honoured One taught how to build a bath room, to

construct a brick pond in an open place, and to make a medical

bath in order to cure a disease. Sometimes he ordained the

' I'Tsing. ell. Ti".

<(itj^ %^; aHdi<r ^^rasfttfi ffffct: i

IK'S ^Tcf?n^^ ft^ t*T ^^W. II

fl^^if (St%T =t^' =llci*i*IM'^*l II

fe; ^TW^^^ »ig^«1H'H ^1^ I

' I'Tsing, ch. xx.

40'

Bhava Prakasa, I. i
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whole body to be auoaited with oil, sometimes the feet to be

rubbed with oil every night, or the head every morning ; for

such a- practice is very good for maintaining clear eyesight and

keeping off the cold." "Bathing should always take place

when one is hungry. Two kinds of benefits are derived by

having meals after bathing. First, the body is pure and empty,

being free from all dirt, second, the food will be well digested,

as the bathing makes one free from phlegm or any disease of the

internal organs. Bathing after a good meal is forbidden in the

'Science of Medicine' " (Kikitsa-Vidya).

Drinking vessel.

Scented water is advised to be drunk out of cups made of

gold, or silver, or copper, or bell-metal, or lapis la^.uli or earth. *

Bhavamisra^ also mentions cups of the same materials.

"To drink from a jar holding it upright in front is no fault

;

but drinking in the afternoon is not permissible. A jar must

be made to fit one's mouth ; the top of the cover should be

two fingers high j in it a hole as small as a copper chopstick is

made.

Fresh water for drinking must be kept in such a jar. At

the side of the jar there is another round hole as large as a

small coin, two fingers higher than the drinking-mouth. This

hole is used for pouring in water j two or three gallons may be

put in it. A small jar is never used.

> See foot-note 2, P. 65.

Bhara TrakMa, I, i,
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If one fear that insects or dust may enter in, both the

mouth and the hole may be covered by means of bamboo, wood,

linen, or leaves. There are some Indian priests who make jars

according to this style. In taking water the inside of the jar

must be first washed in order to get off any dirt or dust, and

then fresh water must be poured in.

A priest who travels, carries his jars, bowl, necessary clothes,

by hanging them from shoulders over his cloak, taking an

umbrella in his hand. This is the manner of the Buddhist

priests in travelling'."

Dinner service.

Susruta^ advises us to use different kinds of vessels for

distributing the various kinds of food :—

Iron vessels for ghee or clarified butter.

Silver vessels for drinks, soups and gruels.

1 I'Tsing, ch. vi.

*N«)i(i**<Wl 5flft% Wl '^
I

?5n?4*^m3i TiJiii'S'(«s*r«!, ii

SuBTuta Saihhita, I. xlvi.
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Plantain leaf -^-essels for fruits and sweetmeats.

Grold vessels for flesh;

Stone vessels for whey.

Copper vessels for milk.

Earthen vessels for water, sherbets and wines.

Glass, crystal, lapis lazuli vessels for rajsadava and sattaka.

In the Bhava Prakasa' we have a detailed description on the

subject—"A dinner service of gold is the best from a medicinal

point of view, and it is supposed to be the best tonic for the eye.

Eating out of silver is equally efficacious for promoting hepatic

functions. A service of zinc improves the intelligence and

appetite; Food served in brass utensils promotes wind and

heat, but cures phlegmatic disorders and expells worms. The use

of steel or glass vessel cures chlorosis, jaundice and intumescence.

A stone or clay service brings on poverty. Wooden plates

are good appetisers, but help the secretions of phlegmatic

humour. The use of certain leaves as plates acts as an antidote

against poisons. When at dinner, a water jug with a cup should

be placed on the right hand. A copper vessel is the best for the

purpose. The next best is an earthen pot. Vessels made of

crystal and lapis lazuli are also pure and cooling".^

Bhava Prakfila, I. i.

' History of Aryan Medical Science, p. 64-5.
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Spoons.

I'Tsing says' : "As to the mode of eating in the West,

they use only the right hand, but if one has had an ilhiess or

has some other reason, one is permitted to keep a spoon for

use."

Spittoons.

Spittoons were commonly used by the ancient Hindus, and

Caraka^ mentions it as one of the things necessary for the sick

room. It is also mentioned in the Mohavagga^: "And thesethe's

wife spat it out into the spittoon." Fa-Hian'^ noticed a "stone

spitting vessel in this country (Kie-sha) belonging to Buddha."

Bedpans and urinals.

The bedpan and urinal were also used by the patients in

ancient times. Caraka motions them to be necessary in a sick

room. ^

Pus BASINS.

Metallic basins marked with different measures were used for

holding discharges after operations. In the Asvavaidyaka''

' I'Tsing. ell. xvi.

* * * *

!(rd'J^i^1i)-^K«ifl II

Caraka Sariihita, I. xv.

' Sacred Books of the East. VIII. i. U.

* Beal's Records, vol. 1. Introduction, xxviii.

5 See Page 36 and foot-note 1, P. 34.

Asvavaidyaka, XV. verse 30.
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blood let out ia the operation of phlebotomy, is recommended

to be collected in a basin, so that the quantity may at once be

determined.

Pestle and moktak.

Pestle and mortar are mentioned in the Rgveda for prej)ariug

the Soma juice.' And their use in pharmacy was well-

known to the ancients.

Besides the pestle and mortar of pharmacy, we find mention

of a large wooden pestle used iu reducing dislocation by Susruta.^

Caraka says that two pestles and motars should be kept in a

lying-in-room, the object being to allow the woman some kind of

work ; and then she will not lie down idly on her bed if there be

any delay in the delivery of the child 8. Susruta also recommends

it*. "The mortar (ulukhala) and pestle (musala) are to be made

of very hard wood, viz., both of Varana wood (Crataiga

Roxburghii), or the mortar of Palasa wood (Butea Prondosa),

and the pestle of Khadira wood (Acacia Catechu). The former

* * * *

Rgveda, IM. 28S. 1 &. 2R.

" See foot-note 6, P. 172.

3 See P. 39, and foot-uote 1, P. 40.

^m >n=f^ ^if^f^fV^t^ ^'fflK^^'H^ •<<**(« 'qiTt<iTi<i irtiti+juRaii-rti^ I

Caraka Samhita, IV. viii.

Susmta Samhita, III. x.
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is to be of the height of the knee and the latter three aratnis

(cubits) long'."

On the inner face of the left pillar in the eastern gate of

Sanchi Tope^ there is a beautiful representation of a kitchen

scene, in which the ancient mortar and pestle are shown. "The

mortar and two-handed pestle same as those in use at the present

day in India. The mortar (okhli) is exactly the same as the

Greek iy^rj, and the Roman pila; and the pestle (niusar) is

the same as the Greek KoVaiov, and the Roman pilum"^

The pestle and mortar used in pharmacy was called

aSmabhalam. It is still used to pulverise medicaments, and is

made of iron or brass.

In the Mahavagga^ we find a reference to the pestle

and mortar. "I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of a chunam as

a medicine by whomsoever has the itch, or boils, or a discharge

or scabs, or whose body is ill smelling, and to those in health

the use of dry dung, and of clay, and of coloring matter. I

all)w, the use, O Bhikkhus, of a pestle and mortar" (udukhalaw

nusalan ^a).

Sieves, strainers and filters.

There is evidence that cloth seive was used by the Hindus

in ancient days, we find it mentioned in the Kgveda*. The

purpose of straining and filtering solid and liquid medicines

respectively is mentioned to have been served by two or

' Bchol. on Katy. 1,3..3.6. footnote, Satapatha Brahmana (Sacred Books of

the East, 1.1.4.8.)

° Ctmningham's Bhilsa Topes, p. 207.

' MohaTagga VI. 9. 2.

* Rgveda, 10m. 71s. T 2
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three layers of a piece of cloth. And we know that in the

prehistoric Soma rites, it "was pressed, passed through a seive,

mixed with milk, and offered as the main oblation-".

The reference to a cloth sieve, we find in Mohavagga* :

"Now at that time the Bhikkhus who were sick had need of

sifted ehunam as medicine.

They told this thing to the Blessed One.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of a ehunam sieve".

They had need of the ehunam very fine.

"I allow, O Bhikkhus, the use of a cloth sieve".

Pavitra was used in the Vedic times^. It was a filter.

Wilson translates it : "Trough the purifying filters".

Cold and hot applications.

To relieve colic pains, vessels made of silver, copper or

precious stones, containing cold water, are directed to be placed

upon the part or better upon the naveP. Besides these, leather

vessels containing cold water are also directed to he used for

reducing the temperature in dilirium tremens.*

' Mohavagga VI. 10. 1.

Rgveda, 3m. 31s. 16 Rk-

^" ^f% ffe^ wftN*^; ^^ >m?n m^: ii

Ibid, Sm. 36s. 7Ek.

^ft^!i«T cn^^ 7!SWl'?ft f^f^ft II

Snsruta Sariihita, VI. xlii.

* 'i*<<Nct grt^in m^TOft sHfi'tiRRT: i ,

Caraka Sarhhita, VT. lii.
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Heat is directed to be applied to the patient's body in various

vvays^ :

—

I. Tapasveda :—^palm of the hand, brass dish, sand, cloth,

potsherd &c. are the means mentioned for applying^ heat to the

body.

II. Usnasveda :—potsherds, stone, bricks, or iron balls are to

be heated to redness and then water is to be sprinkled upon them

.

The part to be fomented is covered by a wet piece of thick lint

and then the heated materials are to be applied over it. Or

heat may be applied by means of a narrow vesssel containing

hot decoctions. The vessel is to be surrounded by a piece of

'T^»Tr sTsi i^r' ^ fift'rgfjmt jns<^^TO 'z^tsrifti vi f*"t'a ^ i^^rrat-

Snfrnta SamhitS, IV. xxxii,

41
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cloth to prevent the skin from being burnt. Or heat may be

applied by the following device :—an earthen vessel or kalasi

containing hot decoctions is to bs closed; and the vessel is then

to be inverted. Then a hole should be bored on its side, and a

tube shaped like an elephant's proboscis is fitted to it ; the vapour

issuing from the tube is allowed to play on the part.

To apply vaponr bath :—put the hot infusion of medicinal

substances into an earthen vessel and close its mouth. Drill a

hole into the side of the vessel and adapt a tube to it. The tube

maty be either metallic or wooden. The tube should be two hands

(forearm and hand) long and made of three pieces ; the end of the

tube which should taper like a cow's tail must be six afiguli long.

The patient should be seated on a stool and well covered with

cloth. The tube is then introduced inside the blanket, and thus

the issuing vapours heat the whole body. (Sarngadhara*).

Susruta says that the tube should be half bySim {i.e., the

distance between the two hands when extended) long, bent thrice

and shaped like an elephant's proboscis. Sometimes a large stone

slab is to be heated with burning wood of Acacia Catechu. Then

after removing the ashes, the patient is directed to lie upon it.

A tent or cloth-cover having four doors is sometimes required for

the patient to sit in, and heat is applied by burning wood

outside it.

* ^!ti ^ricrfsjirtfajssiigrraT^Tf^iir: i

^f^^sr 'ftn^ sn#f g^Tf{ fw^fe^ ii

^^^fefrariKn *^^ww<ir<i'5*t ii

Sariipadlifli-a Sariigraha, III, ij.
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III. Upanahasveda or poultices :—roots of medicinal plants

are to be pressed and framed into a paste with mustard, sesame

etc. This is to be heated, put on a thin cloth and so applied.

IV. Dravasveda or hot bath :—the patient is to sit in a tub

or vessel of hot water. Iron pails or tubs are recommended to

be used by patients to take bath in some infusions, ^arngadhara

says': The tub (droLi) should be made of gold, or silver, or

copper, or iron, or wood. The height and length of the tub should

measure thirty-six aiiguli each. "When the patient sits inside, the

height of water should stand six ariguli above the navel. A di-oni

filled with oil is to be used for placing an unconscious patient

in it to overcome the shock caused by fall, blows, fractures and

other injuries.

Cakradatta- describes the four methods of applying heat,

Bhavamisra also describes them similarly'. Harita, however,

mentions seven methods of heat-applieation*.

^^ cR Wsffdl-*lE| ^NsR^^IW II

^i5T^ cif^^wg^ fell" crai i

TTw: ^?^w «nspjra: ansrei ^'^ ii

oarngadhara Sttmgraha, III. ii.

Catradatta, Svedadbikara.

Bhava Frokasa, I. i.

^(«54^ 3i<5Rt^ Mi<!(t5>it ^ggrret?^ i

Harita Bai&hita, V. iv.
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Balance or manadakda.

For weighing medicinal substances, the scales and balance

are often mentioned. They mention a set of weights and

measures to be used in weighing substances. Albemni* describes

the Hindu balance thus :
—"The balance with which the Hindus

weigh things, are xaplo- riav^e^ of which the weights are

immovable, whilst the scales move on certain marks and lines.

Therefore the balance is called tula. The first lines mark the

unit of the weight from 1 to 5, and further on to 10; the following

lines mean the tenths, 10, 20, 30, &c. In Fergusson's

Tree and Serpent Worship we have a diagram of steel-yard,

where a man is represented as stepping in the ecale,

apparently to weigh himself^. The ordinary balance is still in

common use amongst the kavirajes of the present day.

CoLLiEiuM Pots.

The Hindus used to apply collyrium to their eyes, from a

very early time. It is said to stimulate the growth of eye-lashes,

brighten the lusture of the eye-balls and clean the pupil^.

Bhavamisra* recommends us to use collyrium as it improves

the visual power and cures many diseases of the eye. It is

1 Alberuni's India. Trans, by Sactau, vol. 1, p. 146.

" The Ti'ee and Srpent Worship, the pi. Ixxxiii. fig. I.

Susrnta Samhita, IV. xxiv.
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contra-indieated in patients suffering from fever, emesie, exhaus-

tion, &e.

Susruta, mentions coU^rium pots of different metals intended

for different kinds of eollyrium then in use •

—

gold pots for sweet eollyrium.

silver pots for acid collyiium.

horn pots for salt eollyrium.

copper & iron pots for astringent eollyrium.

lapis lazuli pots for sour or acid eollyrium.

bell-metal pots for bitter eollyrium.

He also mentions pots of ivory, or crystal, or coral, or horn,

or conch-shell, or stone, or gold, or silver

^

He also mentions a piece of bamljoo for storing eollyrium^

A bamboo is still used by the poor for keeping oil in India. For

a pimilar purpose the wood of Khadira (Aecacia Catechu) is also

"=Ms^" 31'^^<w ifii tit nfH^ II "fk^" n\^^ f^siift I

"ffl'S^^^l" ftWIW M=^c«jH w^ I

Bhava Prokasa, I. i.

' See foot-note 3, P. 1)7.

' ^aT^wt^wRn^sjrsrf^Rl^'. ii

g^T'sgi"'iiTfT?^TO5iw ^g^: I

^foq *rg^^^g^in^rOT?%r : ii

Snsmta Samhita, VI. xvii. .
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recommended'. For six)i'ing oil, Drghavala^ inentious the use of

vessels of stone or the horn of a lamb or iron.

Medicine Glass.

Sukti or shell of mussell was used as medicine glaBs. The shell

of the fresh water mussels unionacea is mentioned to be used for

liolding a dose of medicine for administering it to a patient^*.

Thej- generally have equivalve, though not equisided, shells

which are covered externally with a smooth brown epidermis

and internally by a mother-of-pearl layer. Such a shell "is said

to have been formerly much used in Engliand by painters

for holding their colour and so the commonest variety is

termed unio pictorua. To apply oleaginous errhines, Susruta*

recommends us to use metallic pots or the shell of mussel. It is

still used in India for feeding the babies with milk and also for

administering medicines to the patient. Heyne^ (1814) says

that "according to tbe nature of the disender, the medicines

should be taken out of gold, silver or brass vessels. But if

these should not be at hand you may use iron or even earthen

vessel."

x:9*)w<!i*yi{tT ^m' ^w^^f^v^mJi^ i

Snsruta Samliita, VI. xvii.

^ See toot note, 4, P. 67.

' fief gqfl+c^dsi^i: mcT; Tnfresrn? qiP5^f%?n'^' ^ir nffre^s^tq^^tt i

Susnita Samhita, IV. a.

Ibitl. IV. xl.

' Br- Heyne'B Indian Tracts,
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Droppee.

The Hindus used a tent of cotton as a drop conductor.

Cakradatta' advises us to drop medicines into the eyes thus:

—

the patient should be made to lie down in a place free from

draught; the surgeon is to open his eye with the left hand^

while with the right, he allovTS 10 or 12 drops of medicine to

fall from a height of two ai'iguli on the eye from a tent of

cotton, immersed in medicine contained in a clean vessel.

flMND-STONK.

Grind-stone to pulverise medicaments is mentioned. In the

Mahavagga- we find a reference to it. "I allow, O Bhik-

khus, the use of a grind stone, and of another stone to grind

upon" (pi.«ana-sila ka pi.?a7ia poto ka—Buddhaghosha).

Stone and iron jniLLEU.

For similar purpose a stone slab and iron muUer are necessary

to make pastes and powders of medicines. On the inner face of

the left piller in the eastern gate of Sanchi Topes, the kitchen

scene is represented, in which "a fourth woman is seated grind-

ing spices or condiments on the sil, or flat stone, with a bant or

round mnller'".

KhAL or ELLIPTIf'Ar, MORTAR OF STOXE AND PESTT.E.

To prepare medicines to lie exhibited to the patients, a small

'
Cii-ki'iidatta, Asotancyanf.ana, Adhikara.

Mahayagga vi. 3.2.

' Cimnmham Ciinninghani's Bhilea Topes, p. 206.
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elliptical
.
mortar is generally used when the medicines require

to be thorougly mixed with some excipient.

The following appliances, besides those mentioned before,

become necesary in pharmacy :

—

1

.

Iron pails of various sizes.

2. Vessels of iron, copper, silver, brass and earth for storing

medicines.

S. Spoons of wood or darvi ; large metallic spoon or hata.

4. Iron sandarfasa or pinchers.

5. Rods of wood or iron.

6. Blacksmith's bellows.

7. Ankusa or hooks like the elephant driver's goad.

8. Iron hammer.

9. Earthen crucibles of different sizes.



CHAPTER IX.

THE CONCLUSION.

In the recent edition of the System of Medicine, Prof. Albutt*

begins his article on the History of medicine with the following-

observations : "The medicine of Egypt and the East^ extensive

and intricate as it was, in so far as it was not Greek did not

contain even the rudiments of science. To it Western medicine

owes virtually nothing, and in this article at any rate, it may be

disregarded". Prof. Osler^ also speaks in the same strain : "Crude

and bizzare among the primitive nations, these ideas of disease

received among the Greeks and Romans a practical development

worthy of these peoples. There have been systemes of so-caUed

divine healing in all the great civilizations, but for beauty of con-

ception and for grandeur of detail in the execution, all are as

nothing in comparison with the cult of the son of Appolo, and

of iEseulapius, the god of healing." "Scientific medicine, the

product of a union of religion with philosophy, had its origin in

a remarkable conjunction of gifts and conditions among the

Greeks in the sixth centuries".

Such opinions remind us of an assertion of Sir William

Jones* "that there is no evidence that in any language of Asia

there exists one original treatise on medicine considered as science".

About a century has elapsed since the time of Sir William but we

see that the same misconception still prevails in the minds of

' Albutt and KoUeston. Syatemof Medicine, toI. I, p. 1,

' Oslar and Morae'a System of Medicine.

' DiscowBe xi. Sir William Jone'is Works, Vol. I. p. 161.
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the scholars. Macdonell* gives us a succint account of the

intellectual debt of Europe to the various branches of science

and art of the Hindus but regrets that the genetic connection of

Indian medicine with that of Greece can not at present be

definitely settled. "The question as to whether Indian medical

science in its earlier period was affected by that of the Greeks

can not be answered with certainty, the two systems not having

hitherto been compared with sufficient care." The European mind

is quite naturally in the habit of tracing all knowledge to Greece,

the fountain of all their knowledge in philosophy and science.

But impartial writers are not wanting to vindicate the claims

of the Hindus. So Wise remarks as follows ' :
—"Pacts

regarding the ancient history of medicine have been sought for

only in the classical authors of Greece and Rome and have been

arranged to suit a traditional theory which repudiated all systems

which did not proceed from a Greecian source. We are familiar

from our youth -with classical history and love to recall events

illustrated by the torch of genius and depicted on our memories

;

and it requires a thorough examination of a subject, a careful

weighing of new evidence, and a degi-ee of ingenuousness not

always to be foimd to alter early impressions. Still candour and

truth require us to examine the value of new facts in

history as they are discovered, so as to arrive at just conclusions".

Eoyle maintains^ that "from the mixture, however, of much

ignorance and absurdity with what is valuable, many will be

apt to despise altogether the medicine of the East. But if it be

recollected how long in Europe prevailed the influence of Galen,

> History of Sanskrit Literature, oh. xvi.

• Review of the History of Medicine. Introduction,

' Aiitiquity of Hindu Medicine, p. 61,
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as well as how many absurd formulas still figure in some

continental pharmacopoeas, as also how comparatively recent is

the time since our own was so greatly improved ; some feeling of

humiUation will control the pride with which we now view the

medical sciences". Neuberger says' ; "The medicine of the

Indians, if it does not equal the best achievements of their race,

at least nearly approaches them, and owing to its wealth of

knowledge, depth of speculation and systematic construction,

takes an outstanding position in the history of oriental

medicine." It is no doubt unsatisfactory to find that such

notions are still allowed to stand in the way of impartial

conclusions by eminent men of science especially by those

who write history of medicine. But it is not the fault of

the historians alone, the fault lies with us for not having supplied

them with adequate materials. Something has been done in

this field of research by men like Wilson, Heyne, Ainsle,

Royle, Dutt, Thacore Shaheb, JoUey, Hoernle and others,

but it is nothing when compared to what is required to be done.

To supply this want partially, we have endeavoured in this

monograph to describe the surgical instruments of the Hindus,

with a comparative study of the instruments of the Greek, Roman

and Arab surgeons, and of the surgeons in modern times. By

a careful study of this subject, we can not avoid the conclusion

that the medicine -of India though it was not Greek, contained

the requirements of science and has a fair claim to be considered

in the history of medicine. To it western medicine really owes

something and so the subject has been studied and investigated

' thoroughly.

'

' Nenberger. History of Uedicine. Tradi. by Hayfair. Vol. I. p. 437.
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Apart from the usefulness of the study for collecting materials

for the history of medicine, there are good reasons for a critical

examination of the subject. The knowledge of the Hindus in

medical science was by no means-rudimentary. There is evidence

to show that they were inferior to none in the quality or quantity

of the knowledge of the science at that early age. Hoernle says: *

" Its extent and accuracy are surprising when we allow for their

early age—probably the sixth century before Christ—and their

peculiar methods of definition." They practised dissection

of human bodies and their anatomical studies have the

mark of high order. "We have seen that they used various forms

of surgical instruments. The Hindus cut for stone couched for

the cataract and extracted the foetus from the womb". They per-

formed abdominal sectioUj practised cranial surgery successfully

and no region of the body was thought sacred to the knife. They

repaired nose and ears by plastic operations, treated fractures and

reduced dislocations, and were experts in performing amputations.

They reduced hernia, cured piles and fistula-in-ano by surgical

technique, and inoculated and vaccinated for small-pox. Field

surgery was thoroughly understood and arrows were extracted with

skill. They were acquainted with the circulation of the blood, ^

• Hoemle's Osteology, Preface. P. iii.

Snsrnta Samhita, III. yii.

Bhara Frakasa, I. ii.
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the distinction between the artery and vein/ the use

of ansesthetics, the means o£ arresting hsemorrhage and the

proper treatment of sixrgical wounds. They enumerated 107

vital parts of the body to be avoided, if possible, by the surgeon

in practising his handicraft.^

In medicine they first propounded the humoural pathology.

Though it seems fanciful in the light of modern culture, it must

be admitted that no other theory has been attempted to explain the

causation of disease in recent times. "They were the first nation

who employed minerals internally and to them we owe the thera-

peutic use of mercury and arsenic in intermittents'^. They intro-

duced massage, postural treatment and magnet in therapeutics.

They excelled in chemistry and contrived many instruments

for the preparation of chemical compounds. Atomic theory

was discovered by Kanada ; and "they knew how to prepare

sulphuric acid, nitric acid and muriatic acid, the oxide of copper,

iron, lead (of which they had both the red oxide and litharge),
'

'3«nf<v-^«ifiwii)t ^» ^nn: win: ii

?t K?m ^3" fajn^t ^"im crai i

JTOTO ^M fJi^ tit ?Tf^ wra% II

Sarngadhara Samgraha, III. xii<

Bhava Prakasa, I. ii.

Sarngadhara Samgraha, III. xii.

A§taiiga Hydaya Samhita, II. iii.

Snsruta Samhita, III, vi*
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tiiij and zinc ; the sulphuret of iron^ copper, merciuy, antimony

and arsenic ; the sulphate of copper, zinc and iron ; and carbonates

of lead and iron'". The processes of solution, calcination and

distillation were discovered by them.

They understood the action of drugs and no less than 500

classes of medicinal agents are enumerated and arranged according

to their virtues in curing diseases, and their remedial agents have

been collected from the vegetable, animal and mineral kingdoms.

There are 41 different forms in which the medicaments may be

exhibited to the patient. We have the earliest notice respecting

zoology and botanical geography in their works. They had a

complete nomenclature of diseases which are described minutely

as regards their setiology, symptomatalogy, diagnosis, pathology,

prognosis and treatment.

Veterinary science was well known to them, and treatises on

horses and elephants—A§vavaidyaka and Palakapya^ are still

extant, and will repay perusal. Even there is a treatise on the

treatment of plants and trees ^. Thus we see that the Hindu

medical science must not be condemned ofBhand and requires

a careful and sympathetic research by scholars, before it can

be excluded from the history of the science.

But I must be careful not to allow my enthusiast admiration

carry me too far. It is quite true that the Ayurvedic system has

its faults. It has been remarked that "it consisted of erroneous

' Elphinistone's History of India, 8th ed. p, 160.

» Another book on the medicine of elephants is quoted by Albertmi. See

Saohau's Preface to Indica, p. xl..

» For the bibliography of the Ayurvedic books, see my work "Materials,

Biographical and Bibliographical, for the History of Hindu Medicine". (In the

prsBs).
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doctrines founded upon a most fanciful anatomy^ physiology and

pathology. Much indeed could hardly be expected of a science

based upon an anatomy which taught that the navel "constituted

a centre from which a vascular system, including 40 principal

vessels originated* ; upon a physiology which declared that these

vessels were destined to convey blood, air, bile and phlegm to all

parts of the body, and upon a pathology which maintained that

disease depended either upon derangements of one or more of

these humours or "upon the influeaee of good or evil spirits".*

It must however be remembered that this criticism refers to a

theory elaborated some 3000 years before. The idea that the

navel formed the centre of the vascular system apparently had

its origin in the foetal circulation^. The position of the heart

was well-known and its function as a profeelling organ is

sn«it ^^ Pm'SWi: Hti^Pft ^mftcr; ii

SuSruta Samhita, IIT. vii.

Ibid. III. iv.

' A conrse of leoturea on the Principles and Practice of Medicine delivered

at Calcutta Medical College. By Francis. 1868.

Bq&ruta Samhita, III. iii,
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described in the ancient books*. In the later Tantras the

origin of the nerves from the spinal cord and the brain is

distinctly stated^. The ancient Hindus, like the Babylonians,

thought the heart to be the seat of the understanding, and the

liver as the central organ of the blood. The Greeks were the

most cultured nation at that age, and the knowledge of the two

nations can be compared to our advantage. The Hindus did not

share with the Greeks the belief that the uterus is "an animal

within an animal" and that it can be attracted by pleasant smells

and repelled by pungent substances"^. The humoural pathology

was also the keystone of the Greecian system. The belief in the

good and evil spirit was the only alternative to the pathologists

when the microscope and the germ theory of diseases were

unknown. It is highly creditable to the classical Greek

physicians for banishing superstition from the practice of the

art ; but we know that the later Greek writers Aetius, Alexander

and Paulus, and the Latin medical literature, were not

free from its baneful influence. The belief in charms and

miracles in the cure of diseases seems to be imiversal and is

^V.^ '^J|ll*i'*l^t<*(fe^i: fi<l^ SlftK'T^TfW^jrffT ^t^rfsT 'iTCJjfff STTtrafH

Snsruta Samhita, I. xiv.

* * * *

Tantra.

" Paulus ^gineta, Adam's Commentary, Veil. I. P. 636.
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working even at the present time. Adams says* that " consi-

dering the faith which manj educated persons now repose in

the virtues of galvanic rings and garters, the present generation

has little ground for laughing at the credulity of our forefathers,

with respect to amulets and other phylacteries ".

In later times, attempts have heen made to substitute other

theories in the place of the humoural, and we know with what

results. " Paracelsus substituted an equally baseless hypothesis,

that the fundamental element of the human body were three

principles : sal, the solid element ; quicksilver, the liquid ; and

sulphur, the aerial. This formula was the badge of the Paracelsist

school up to the end of the 17th century." Sylvius and Willi

(17th century) of the latro-chemical school "referred most

diseases to morbid matters or "acrimonies" produced by

perverted secretions, and these being sometimes too alkaline,

sometimes too acid, the antithesis of acid and alkali became the

badge or catch word" of their system. Friedrich Hoffman

(1660-1742) constructed another system which "supposed life

to he a universally diffused ether, which entering the animal

body, became transformed in the brain into Pneuma or nervous

fluid. "George Ernest Stahl (1660-1734) believed in the

hypothesis of Animism, and " the symptoms of disease were

regarded as the conscious efforts of the soul to overcome the

morbid influences". "William Cullen (1712-90) "propounded

a new system of medicine, intended to reconcile the opposing

views of his predecessors. Its main feature was the importance

attached to the nervous system in the causation of disease."

Lastly the "Brunonian" system of John Brown, based on

' Adam's Comiti'entary on Paul,

48
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the doctrme of stimulus, and Hahneman's theory of

homoeopathy need be mentioned here to complete the list. • Thus

we see that even some of the eminent men of science indulged

in fanciful theories in quite modern times.

The study of ancient Hindu medicine has an antiquarian

value. It is perhaps the oldest system of medical science still

extant. Fragments of Egyptian and Assyrian medicine have

no doubt been unearthed. But these cannot be compared with

the complete system of the medical science as preserved in the

early Sanskrit works on the subject. The Hindus believe their

science of medicine to be of divine origin and this belief is

founded upon the fact that the existence of the medical

profession can be traced back to prehistoric times. The

humoural theory is mentioned in the Egveda^ which

according to the consensus of opinions amongst the

European savants can not be later than 2000 B.C., and possibly

earlier. The Buddhists relate a story, how, in one of his former

births, Buddha was bom as a medicine-man. "In the

Mahosadha birth the archangel Sakka came to him as

he was being bom, and placing some fine sandal-wood in his

hand, went away. He came out from the womb holding this

in his fist. His mother asked him " What is it you hold, dear,

as you come ? " He answered " Medicine, mother ! " So

because he came holding medicine, they gave him the name of

medicine-child (osadhadharaka). Taking the medicine they

kept it in a chatty (au earthenware water-pot) and it became

» Medicine in modem Europe. Payne in Albutt's System of Medicine,

Tol. I, p, 26, 29, 34.

Rgveda, i. 34, 6,
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a drug by which all the sickness of the blind and deaf and

others as many as came, was healed—so the saying sprang up,

"This is a powerful drug''; and hence he was called Mahosadha

(The great medicine-man). * This early date of the science amongst

the Hindus is not exceptional. It is now well-known that so

severe an operation as trephining the skull was often performed

in the early stone age. " Trephined skulls from neolithic period

have been found in most European countries, in Algiers, the

Canaries, North America, Mexico, Peru and the Argentine"^.

In the Code of Hammurabi, king of Babylon (2285-2242 B. C),

there are thirteen articles regulating medical practice. One

deals with the responsibilities of a surgeon performing

operations on the eye. The laws Hammurabi lay down that :

—

"If a Physician cause a severe operation wound with a

bronze operating knife and cure the patient, or if he open a

tumour (cavity) with a bronze operating knife and save his

eye, he shall have ten shekels of silver.

" If it be a freedman, he shall have five shekels.

" If it be any one's slave, his owner shall give the pi ysician

two shekels of silver.

"If the physician make a severe wound with a bronze

operating knife and the patient die, or if he open a growth

with a bronze operating knife and the patient Jose his eye, he

shall have his hands cut off.

" If a physician make a severe wound on the person of

» Rhys David's Buddhist Birth Stories, vol. I, p. 67-68.

' Nenbergor'B History ot Medioiae, P. 3.
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a slave belonging to a freed man with the bronze operating knife

and kill him, he shall replace the slave by another slave.

" If a physieian heal a broken bone or cure diseased bowels,

the patient shall pay the physian five shekels of silver."*

Homer pays tribute to Egypt for her

" Patron-god imparts

To all the Pharian race his healing arts."

Herodotus says that the Egyptian physicians were specialists

of particular diseases, and Clement of Alexandria mentions forty-

two Hermetic books on medicine by the god Thot.

" According to Manetho, he (Teta) eonstnieted the Royal

castle of Memphis and wrote a work on anatomy^ being

particularly occupied with medicine. The latter supposition

is rendered more complete to a certain extent by the account, due

to Ebers Papyrus^, that the method of makingthe hair grow, des-

cribed accurately therein, was supposed to have been discovered by

our king's mother, Shesh,"* Teta was the second king of the first

dynasty of the old Memphis kingdom and flourished in 4366 B. C.

King Senta of the second dynasty owned a medical work

which belonged to Semti or Hesepti (4266 B. C), the 5th king

of the first dynasty.^ "Tosorthros of the third dynasty, was

said to have composed a treatise on medicine,* a fact which

> Neuberger.- History of Medicine, P. IS.

» Manetho, in Muller-Didot, Pragmenta Historicnm Graeo, vol. II, pp,

539, 540.

» Ebers Papyrus, PI. Ixvi, 1, 5.

* Historian's History of the World, vol. I, E^pt and Mesopotamia, p. 91.

• Ibid, p. 68.

•"^Mietlio, ete.,Tol. II, p. S**.
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caused him to be identified with the healing god ImhotpA.'"

These facts suggest a great age for Egyptian , medicine,

Medicine flourished among the Assyrians :
" Fragments of an

old work on medicine have been found, which show that all

known diseases have been classified and their symptoms

described ; and the medical mixtures considered appropriate to

each being compounded and prescribed quite in modern

fashion."^

The oldest medical treatise extant amogst the Chinese is

the Neichingj the authorship being attributed to Hwang-ti;

it dates bapk to B. C. 2597. Mr. Gatzlaff,^ missionary in China,

has given us a short view of a celebrated work, in 40 volumes, on

Chinese medicines, which is called Ching che chun ching i. e.,

"Approved marking line of medical practice."* So the Hip-

pocratic treatises (460 B. C.) are rather modern compilations

compared to these ancient Looks ; and as told by Plato, the priest

of Sais was fully justified when he addressed to Solon :
" You

Greeks, you are but children.""

It will be seen again that a comparative study of the science

discloses remakable affinity to the systems of the other contem-

porary nations. The fabulous origin of medicine in India and

Greece can not fail to attract the notice of even a casual

observer. The resemblance of Daksa, the preceptor of the

two Asvins, the offspring of Sun, who after learning the

' Ibid, p. 544 and 545.

Quoted in Maspero's " The Dawn of Civilization." Edited by Prof. Sayoe,

5th ed. p. 238.

' Assyria ; its Princes, Priests and Peoples, Sayoe, p. 119.

• Proceedings of the Asiatic Society, Pari VII, p. 154.

* Boyle. Antiquity of Hindu Medicine, p. 67,

• TimaniB, p. 22. ,,.,,.
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Ayurveda from their father became the medie&l attendants of

the gods, to ^sculapins—the reputed Son of Apollo, and his

two sons Machaon and Podalarius, celebrated in the Homeric

poems, is indeed remarkable. More remarkable is the belief

in humoural pathology shared by the tWo nation^, separated

from each other by continents and seks, and alienated from

each other by the differences in customs, manners and

religion. The theory of independent origin and developement

falls to the ground, especially when we consider the strange

coincidence in the surgical instruments used by the two nations

in performing surgical operations. Some of the instruments

used by the Hindus were not only identical in structure and

shape to the instruments of the GreekSj but they had even

the same name. Thus for instance, the alabu yantra of the

Hindus corresponds to the description of the cucurbitula or the

Greets, and both the terms mean a gourd. A srnga is the

horn ; aiiguli yantra or mudrika is the finger or ring-knife ;

yoni-vraneksana is the diopter or vaginal speculum ; ankusa is

the hook ; &c. Some instruments though they have differeht

names are identical in structure and uses. Thus, the ScammUin

Hippocraticum or the Plinthium Nelei is the Greek counterpart

of the Hindu kapata^ayana ; the lithotomy binding of the

yantraiatakam ; the clyster of the vastiyantra; the saw of

the karapatra ; the needle of the sue! ; &c. Again many

surgical-operations- are similarly described in both the

systems, as for examples, the operations for stone and

cataract may be cited. In the description of diseases,

passages occur in books which seem to be a literal translation of

one from the other. Thus in describing the symptoms of

hydrophohia, Paulus quotes Rufus who pronotinces it to be a
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epeeies of melanclioly and then observes " Which reason accords

also with those who . say that they think they saw the image

of the dog that bit them in water ". The word " those " in the

above sentence becomes clear to us when we read a similar

passage in the kalpasthaua of the Susruta Samhita, and it

may be thus translated : ' "If the patient sees the image of the

animal that bit him in the water or mirror, he is sure to die/''

Other passages might be multiplied but our limited space forbids

any further quotations. All these coincidences can scarcely be

accidental ; and though we may not be able to trace the actual

progress of medicine from India to Greece, yet the evidence in

favour of its transmission is too strong to be held in doubt.

Thus the question of the relation of the medical science

of the Hindus to that of the Greeks naturally suggests

itself for solution. The possibility of a dependence of

the either on the other can not be dismissed offhand for we

have historical evidence of commiinieation between the two nations

at a very early age. We need not dwell at length upon those

shoals and quagmires of historical controversies, the alleged

conquest of India by Egyptian Seostris as recorded by Diodorus

Seculus^ in prehistoric times ; the connection of the Phoenician

traders as proved by the articles of merchandise,—cinnamon,

aloes, onyx, agate, ebony, tin and ivory^ diamond, gold and

Tsrai^^f^^jTrT' Pre'" cmrRi^r^^ ii

Sasnita Samhita, V. ti.
' I. ib. I. ch. 43. Nolan.

' Strabo. xv 37. [Quotes Megasthenes ; Theophrastns quoted by MacCriudle

in Ancient India as described by classical authors, p. 46 ; Virgil. Georg. 11.

116-17 (" India alone preduces black ebony "), Georg. 1. 57. (" India sends

Ivory"), Lonsdale and Lee's trans.j Horace, odes 1. 31,.
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embroidered work 1 the commercial enterprises of the ships of

Solomon (992 -B. C.) from Ezion-Gaber^ under the guidance

of the mariners o£ Hiram (B.C. 980-917) which brought back

the gold of "ophir/' its almug trees and ivory, apes and

peacocksj the possibility of an Indo-Hellenic intercourse to

explain the remarkable coincidences between the systems of

philosophy current amongst the two nations, and which

culminated in the bold theory of Pococke* that Pythagoia^,

who is generally considered to be the founder of the healing

art amongst the Greeks* was an adaptation of the Buddhugurus,

and the assertion that Greece must have been an Indian

colony before. Let us rather tread on firmer grounds and

we know that two Greek physicians, Ktesias (about 400 B.C.)

and Megasthenes (300 B. C.) visited Northern India. Ktesias

in his Indica mentions the cochineal plant, its worm and dyes,

inonkeys, elephant and parrot. He says that the Indians were free

from headache, toothache or ophthalmia and from mouth sores

or ulcers. Alexander the Great (B.C.327), so says Nearchus>

employed some Hindu vaids in his camp in India to consult

them in cases of snake-bites and other dangerous ailments.

Megasthenes mentions ebony as growing in Bengal, and tiger,

monkey and" elephants are also alluded to. Strabbo mentions

that Daimacus was sent to the court of Candragupta's son,

but unfortunately the book he wrote about India is lost to us.

Mention also should be made of the intercourse of Egypt with

India under the Ptolemies and we know, that Ptolemy

1 Birdwood's Industrial Arts of India, pp. 263-4.

' I. King. ix. 27 i
xii, p. 22.

=' India in Greece.

• see the Origin and Growth of th« Healing Art—Bedroe. 162.
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PLiladelphous sent an embassy headed by one Dionysos to the

court of Pataliputra. Another source of dessimination of Hindu

learning over the Western world is the emigration of the

Buddhist missionaries to the kingdoms of Ptolemies and Greek

kings as proved by the edicts of Asoka. "And the Greek

Simnoi (venerable) were no other than the Buddhist sramanas

(these simnoi whom Clement of Alexandria has narrated to have

rendered worship to a pyramid originally dedicated to the relics

of a god, were the Buddhist Arhats (venerable) sramanas).' The

intercom'se of the East and West after the Christian era is well

known and will not supply us with any proof as to the

indebtedness of the Greeks and Hindus to each other j though

" Dietz proves that the late Greek physicians were acquainted

with the medical works of the HinduSj and availed themselves

of their medicaments " ; but he more particularity shows that the

Arabians were familiar with them, and extolled the healing art

as practised by the Indians, quite as much as that in use among

the Greeks.^

But what is more important to us as a proof of the influence

of the Indian medical science upon the Greecian system is the

identification of drugs of Indian origin in the meteria mediea

of the Greeks. For instance the Sacred Bean of Pythagoras

has been identified with Utpalam or Indian Nelumbiiim.*

Hippocrates the Great, who was contemporary and kinsman

of Ktesias* the court physician to the king of Persia,

mentions :—Sesamum Indicum (Tila) ; Nardostaehys Jatamansi

' Lalitvistaram. Hitter's ed. ch. 1.

' Journal of Bduoation, Vol. viii, p. 176.

= Pratt's Flowering Plants, Vol. 1, p. 67.

' Galen ; Comment, in libr. de artio. iii.
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(JatamaijQSi)j Beswillia Thurifera (Kiinduru) ; Zinziber Officinale

(Srngavera) ; and Piper Nigrum (Mariei). Dioscorides (1st

century a.d.) in his Materia Medica describes :—^Agallochum,

Bdellium, Ebony (Diosphynos Ebenaster), Ammomum zinzi-

beris (Ginger), Calamus aromatious (sweet cane of Scripture),

Eletteria Cardamomum (Elaci), Lycium Indieum or Russot, the

product of Berbera lycium, Atramentum (Indigo), Onyx or

the operculum of an Indian shell-fish, etc. In later times,

we find Aetius, an Alexandrian writer of the 5th century

describing Indian nuts, sandal wood, cocoanuts, etc. Symon Set

mentions camphor ; and Paulus Aegineta (7th century a.d.), a

writer well known for his judicious condensation of the Greek

medical literature, mentions Aloes, Cantharides (Mylabris

Cichory), Cloves (Caryophyllum Aromaticus), Millet (Panicium

Halieum), Costos (root of Auklandia Costos), Cassia (Cinna-

momum Cassia), Indian stones as amulets, Malabathri or tejpat

(Laurus Cassia), Ambar, etc.

Now let us reproduce some of the conclusions arrived at

by Western scholars as the result of the controversy. As regards

philosophy, Colebrooke* asserts that "the Hindus were teachers

and not learners". Cunningham^ says: "Indians have

the advantage in point of time ; and I feel satisfied that the

Greeks borrowed much of their philosophy from the East"

Weber^ remarks that "there is no ground whatever to suppose

that SuSruta borrowed his system of medicine from the Greeks,

on the contrary there is much to tell against such an idea".

' Transactions of tlie Eoyal Asiatic Society, vol. I.

• Bhilsa Topes, pp. 32-33.

• History of Indian Literature,
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Prof. Diaz of the Konnigsberg University, detects the principles

of Indian medicine in the medical literature of the Greeks".

"It is to the Hindus" says Wise, "we owe the first system

of medicine." Royle has proved beyond doubt the indebtedness

of the Greeks and Arabs to the Hindus. Haas's theory that

Susruta is the Indian adaptation of the Arabic name of Suqrat

or Buqrat, the Arabic corruption of the Greek Hippocrates,

and that Kasi is an adaptation of the Island of Cos has been

deservedly condemned as "an elaborate joke". Neuberger says: *

—

"The similarity between Indian and Greek medicine of the

period is in its outline and in certain details so striking that it is

hardly surprising that the originality of the former has frequently

been questioned or even denied. The more so is this true since

the' dates of the more important Indian works are fixed with the

greatest difiiculty, and before the discovery of the most recent

manuscripts they were quite indefinite.

In consideration of the outstanding independent achievements

of the Indians in most branches of science and art, and of their

aversion from foreign influences, the trend of opinion to-day,

informed by recent discoveries is in favour of the originality of

Indian medicine in its most salient features."

Another fact must here be pointed out that the Hindus

always acknowledged any help they might have received from

other nations for the development of their science. The striking

proof of this is found with reference to the science of astronomy

—

the only branch of learning which seems to have been influenced

by the Greeks. Varahamihira compiled his famous Panca-

• sidhantiea or the collection of the five old treatises on astronomy,
' -1

' Neuberger. History o£ medicine, Vol. I, p. 45.
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viz., Paulisa, Romaka, Vasistha, Sauraj and Paitamoha. Both

Weber and Kern have no doubt that Paulisa was a

Greek and. the name Romaka speaks for itself. But in the

Hindu medical literature there is no mention of any foreign

help, and the Indian medical treatises do not contain a single

technical term which points to a foreign origin. It is interesting

to quote the well known passage of Garga : "The Yavanas

(Greeks) are Mlecchas, but amongst them the science

(astrology) is well established. Therefore they are honoured

as Esis—how much more than an astrologer who is a

Brahman". It is a standing monument of the catholic spirit

of the Hindus, and they know no better way to show their respect

for the learned men of the world. To this may well be

contrasted the behaviour of the Greeks towards the other

nations. The doctrines of Pythagoras are pre-eminently Indian',

but that philosopher has not a word to speak of the Hindus.

In astronomy the Greeks are indebted to Babylon : Ptolemy

mentions that Hipparchus worked out and improved upon the

astronomical computations of the Babylonians with reference to

the moon ; but recent discoveries from the clay tablets have shown

that the figures ascribed to Hipparchus are merely copied from the

numerical values worked out in Babylon. "The discovery of the

precession of the equinoxes is generally ascribed to Hipparchus.

It was he indeed, who brought this fact to the Greeks,

and he estimated its yearly amount as from 36 to 39 seconds,

but it is certain that he learned about it in Chaldea, and that

he obtained the elements of his calculations from the astronomical

observations made on the lower Euphrates".^ Paulus Aegineta

' See Enfield's History of Philosophy.

" Historian's History of the World. Vol, I, p. 596.
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gives us a complete system of operative surgery of the ancients.

CelsuSj in the last two books of his work, has treated of the surgical

operations with considerable accuracy ; and though the former

availed himself of the labours of the latter, Celsus is

never mentioned as one of the sources of informations used by

Paulas who appears to have been wholly unacquainted with

his works ; and Adams remarks "but when did a Greek writer

ever acknowledge himself under obligation to a Roman " ?

But are we to suppose that the Greeks wilfully concealed

the names of the Indian physicians in their books ? Surely not.

The Greeks might not have known the real source of the

informations which they probably received second-hand. There

is historical evidence of an intercommunication between Greece

and Persia from the time of Ktesias or the 4th century B. C. to the

6th century A. D. We also know of a tradition that the services

of the Great Hippocrates—a kinsman of Ktesias, were required

in the Persian court, but he declined the invitation. Again we

know that books on ancient sciences of India were possibly

made use of by the Persians in early times, and to this

intercommunication may be due " the coincidences which have

been observed between the science of the Greeks and that of

the Hindus " (Royle).

As regards the indebtedness of the Persians to Sanskrit

literature," we have positive testimony on the subject, as the

Baron de Sacy, in his account of the well-known Sanskrit origin

of the Fables of Pilpay, states that these were fii-st translated

in Pehlevi during the reign of the Persian' king Nooshirwan,

^
who ascended the thi-one in 531, and died in 579 and who is

reported by historians to have encouraged learning, and to have

induced Greecian philosophy at his court. The translations
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were made by the j)hysiciau Barzouyeh who had brought the

original from India with other books, and who by more than

one previous journey to that country, had acquired a knowledge

of Sanskrit. He is stated particularly, to have made two

journeys, one for the purpose of procuring medicaments and

herbsj and the other for obtaining specimens of literatm-e of

the Hindus "». " Previous even to this (A. D. 330), we hear of

the Persian king Bahram visiting, in disguise, the court of Basdeo,

sovereign of Canouge, to study the laws, religion and manners

of the Hindus." 2

But whatever differences of opinion there may be as regards

the relation of the Greeks to the Hindoos, there is no doubt

that the medical science of the Arabs was materially influenced

by Hindu medicine. For we know that the medical treatises

of Caraka, Susruta and Madhava were translated into Arabic

in the beginning of the 8th century A. D., and the names of

Scarac, Scirac or Xarac and Sarad occur in the Latin

translations of Avicenna, Rhases, and Serapion.* Eay dwells at

length on the similaritry of description of leeches as written

by Susruta and Rhazes. The modern medical science of the

West is principally based on the Greecian system as preserved

in the books of the Arabian authors and so indirectly depends

for some particulars at least upon the Indian system.

Sachau in his preface to Albemni's India* remarks as

' Antiqviity of Hindu Medicine, p. 168-69.

° Ibid, p. T3.

" Rhazes :
' De Emblico, ' (Scarac Indianus), ' De Zinzibere, (Sarac)

Serapion :
' De Myrobalanis ' (Xaroh Indus), ' De Emblicis eti

belleriois (Xarcha Indus); Avicenna : 'Sub Emblico' (Scivac ladum).

* ^Iberuiii's Incli^-i Preface, p. xxx<xxzi.
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follows:—"What India has contributed reached Bagdad by-

two different roads. Part has come directly in translations

from the Sanskrit, part has travelled through Iran, having

oiiginally been translated from Sanskrit (Pali ? Prakrit ?
)

into Persian^ and further from Persian into Arabic. In this

way, e.g. the fables of Kalila and Dimna have been commu-

nicated to the Arabs, and a book on medicine probably the

famous Caraka. cf. Fihrist p. 303 ". The Arabs also tran-

slated "Indian works on snakes (sarpavidya), on poison

(vi^avidya) on the veterinary art' But

not only were the medical itooks translated into Arabic we

have evidence that Indian doctors practised in foreign courts.

Sachau continues :^ "Another influx of Hindu learning

took place under Harun (A. D. 786-808). The ministereal

family Barmak, then at the zenith of their power, had come

with the ruling dynasty from Balkh, whei;e an ancestor of theirs

had been an official in the Buddhistic temple Naubehar, i. e., nava

vihara—the new temple (or monastery). The nanae Barmak is

said to be of Indian descent, meaning paramaka, i. e., the superior

(abbot of the vihara ?) cf. Kem, Geschichte des Buddhismus

in Indien, ii. 445, 543. Of course, the Barmak family had

beeri. converted, but their contemporaries never thought much

of their profession of Islam, nor regarded it as genuine. Induced

probably by family traditions, they sent scholars to India, there

to study medicine and pharmacology. Besides, they engaged

Hindu scholars to come to Bagdad, made them the chief physi-

cians of their hospitals, and ordered them to translate from Sanskrit

' Alberuni'a India, Preface, p. xxxiv.

' Ibid p. xxxii.
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into Arabic, books on medicine, pharmacology, toxicology,

philosophy, astrology, and other subjects. Still in later centuries,

muslim scholars travelled for the same purpose as the emissaries

of the Barmab, e. g., AlmuwafEak, not long before Alberuni's

time (Codex Vindobonensis, sive medici Abu Mansur Uber,

fundamentorum pharmacologiae, Ed. Sehgnann, Vienna, 1859,

pp. 6, 10, and 15, 9)."

" Harun-al-Rashid (786-809) had two Indians Manka and

Saleh, as physicians at his court "^ Manka translated

the classical work on medicine, Susruta {cf. Steinschneider,

Wissenschafthche Blatter, Vol. 1, p. 79) and a treatise on poison,

ascribed to KS,nakya, from Sanskrit into Persian (see Prof.

Flugel, in Zietschrift der D. M. G. xi. 148 and s. 325). A

Hebrew treatise on poison, ascribed to the Indian Zanik

(Kanakya) is mentioned by Steinschneider Wissenschafthche

Blatter, Vol. 1, p. 65). Alberuni mentions an Indian Kankab

as astrologer of Harun-al-Rashid (Reinaud, memoire sur 1'

Inde, p. 315). He is likewise mentioned as a physican. Another

Indian physician of Harun-al-Rashid is called Mankba (Reinaud).

In the year 1381, a work on veterinary medicine ascribed to

Salotar was translated from Sanskrit by the order of Firroz Shaha

after the capture of Nagorecote. A copy of it was preserved in

the Royal Library of Lucknow^. Among the Hindu physicians

of the time one ^^o ^^I is mentioned i.e., the son of DHN,

director of the hospital of the Barmaks in Bagdad. This may

be Dhanya, or Dhanian chosen probably on account of its

etymological relationship with the name Dhanvantari the name

^ Prof. Dietz, quoted by Royle, p. 64.

" Maxmiiller's Science of Language, Vol. I, p. 166,
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of the mythical physician of the gods in Manu^s law book and

the epics [cf. A Weber, Indische Lithuraturgeschichte, pp. 284^

287). A similar relation seems to exist between the names

Kanka, that of a physician of the same period, and Kankayana,

an authority on Indian medicine (Weber i. c, pp. 287, note,

and 284 note, 302). The name vL|^ that of an author

of a book. on drinkables, may be identified with Atri, men-

tioned as a medical author by Weber, 1. c. p. 288."'

For informations on the Arabic translations of Sanskrit

works, see Analecta Medica by Dietz ; Wustendeld's Gesehichte

der Arab AerztS; Cureton, "A collection of such passages'relative

to India as may occur in Arabic writers"; Wilson^s note to

the above in J. R. A. S. old series, vi, pp. 105-115. Puschmann,

p. 162; and Bedroe, book iv. eh. 11. pp 286-299.

The Arabians added many durgs to the materia medica of

the Greeks and amongst them we find the following Indian

dnigs described :

—

Diudar or Pinus Deodara Devadaru^

Artemesia Indica Nagdamani.

Piper eubeba Sugandha marica.

Cassia fistula Suvarnakha.

Senna or Cassia obvata Sonamukhi.

Galangal or Alpina galangal, Roxb Kulin-jana.

Ammomum grana paradisi.

Macis Mace.

Nux moschata Nutmeg.

^ Sachau, Ibid p. xxxii.

' It is described by ATicenna under its Sanskrit namo, ivliere he says

that deindar, ''est ex genera abhel iiinireriis,.qtic dicittir pimis Inda; ct syr

dindar est ejus lac" (Quoted by Royle).
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Bdellium Guggula.

Tamarindus Indiea Tintidl.

Trifolia Triphala.'

Myrobalani Haritaki.

Turpeth or Convolvulus Turpethum Trivit.

Sel or Aegle marmelos Vilva.

Santalum i-ubrum Candana.

Melia azadirachta Nimba.

Tembnl (Piper betel) Tambul.

Faufil (Arecha catechu) Khadira.

Nux vomica Visamusti.

Musa paradisiaca or plantain Kadall.

Moschos moschifera (from Thibet & India)Mrganabhi.

Dolichos lebleb.

Orange or Citrus aurantium Naa:arang:a.

Limon or citrus medica Matuluriga.

Pearls and other precious stones such as lapiz lazuli. Borax, &c.

Rhabarburnum oi Indian Rhubarb, etc.

We can trace the Arabic and Greek names of some of the

medicuments to a Sanskrit source. Royle has discussed them

at length, so we need give here only a synopsis of it :

—

Triphala (S)—Tryphalla (A)—Tryphalla (G)—Tryphala

parva (modern).

Devadaru (S)—Deiudar(Avicenna)—Deedara (G)—Pinus

deodaru.

Tvaka-kshira (S)—Tabosheer (A).

Tamalpatra (S)—Malatroon or Malabathrum (G).

Tejapatra(s), or tuj—Sadej (A).

' Actuarins copies from Serapion and Mesne, the nse of this medicine.

The Tery name is Sanskrit, meaning the 3 myrobalans. Serapion refers to

Xaroh indiis or Charak, in his De Mjrrobalani (Royle, P. .37).
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Tambula (S)—Tumbol (P)—Tunbol (A).

Pippal! (S)—Pippul (H)—pilpil (P)—filfil (A)—(G)—

pif)ei- (E).

Srngavera (S)—Shimgveez (P)—Zinzabil (A)—Zingiber (E).

Aguru (S)—aggur (H)—Agila (M)—Pao-d^aglia (aquilia)

(po)—Aod Hindee Agallochum (G).

Candana (S)—chundan (H)—Shandana (T)—Sundul (P)

—

Santal (E).

Kolinjana (S)—Galanga (G).

Vaea (S)—Wuz (A).

Davrusita (S)—Darcheeni (H)—Darsheeni (A).

Cacyn-nama (C)—Akimona (P)—Kaimanis (M)—Cinnamon.

Kustha (S)—Kooth (H)—Kust (A)—Koosrus (G)—

Koshta (Sy).

Abnus—Ebony (E).

Kubara (S)—pupal (P)—fufal (A).

Sajika (S)—Sajiimattee, sajiloon, sajii (H)^—Sajimen vitri

(Geber)—Soza or soda (E).

Khar, khari (S)—Kali. (A).

Kussas, missy (India)—misy (A)—misy (G).

Tineana (borax)—Tinkar (P)—tineal (E).

Ambara (S)—Kbaroba (A)—^Amber, Ambegrise (E).

Kassis (tin)—Kassiteros (G).

Tuttha (S)—tectum or tutia (H)—tutia (P)—tatanagum

(T)—tutenagun and tutty.

Manasila (S)—Mansil (G).

Harital (S)—hartal.

Sarka,ra (S)—sakkara (T)—sukkur (A)—Sugar (E).

Sandaracha (S) or sulphuret of arsenic—Zarnach (P & G).
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Sphotaka (S)—phoska (B)—pocca (A. S.)—pocke (Ger).

Tintidi (S)—Tamau Hind (A)—Tamuarin (Fr)—Tamarinds

(Italy & Sp.)—Tamarind (B)—Tamarindus India (L).

Masurika (S)—Masern (Ger)—Measles (E).

Vrana (S)—verole (Fr)—variola (L).

Danga (Hindus)—Dandy—Dengue (Sp).

S—Sanskrit. A—Arabic. G—Greek. T—Tamil. P—
Persian. M—Malayan. Po—Portuguese. Sy—Syriac. Ger

—German. A. S.—Anglo-Saxon. H—Hindi. E—English.

B—Bengali. Fr—French. L—Tatin. It—Italy. Sp—Spanish.

Not only is the influence of the Sanskrit medical works

detected in the Persian, Hebrew, Arabic, Greek and Roman works

on medicine, there is evidence that the Hindu system of medicine

was also adopted by the Tibetans and the Chinese. In the

January No. 37 of the J.A.S.B. 1835 Vol. IV, an analysis of

a Thibetan work is given by Alexander Csoma de Koros. It is

called " rgyud bzhi " (the tract in 4 parts). It is attributed to

Sakhya. "In the time of Khrisrong Dehutsan (i.e. 8th or 9th

century of the Christian era) a Tibetan interpreter Bairotsana (or

Vairoehana) having translated in Cashmere, with the assistance

of physician-pandit (Davam Non-gab) presented it to the above

mentioned Thibetan king." In a Note on Thibetan surgical

instruments, Walsh says :

' " The present practice of surgery

in Tibet is very simple, and, as already noted, consists chiefly of

cupping, cauterizing, and bleqding. The Am-chhi informed me

that the only instruments used are the cupping-bow (H'^CT

me-pun, or sl'^s^" me-bum, both meanitig 'fire vessel'), in which

> The Thibetan Anatomical System by E. H. C. Walsh in J. R. A. S. 1910,

pp, 1244-45.
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paper is lit and the bowl is placed while hot over the part to be

blistered; the sucking-horn ((iEq'JJ ^jib-ru), by which cupping

by vacuum is done ; the cautery (g'ps^'' ^chags-me), the lancet

(2'3» «"lsa-u), for bleeding, and a golden lancet (^^'^'g'S'^'

^ser kyi rtsa-u) for operating on the eye.

In the journal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta for

1894 three Tibetan block prints are illustrated, which contain

representations of a large number of surgical instruments, some

of them of an elaborate nature, including specula, saws, catheters,

exploring needles, instruments for tapping hydrocele, and mid-

wifery and other forceps. The block-prints were brought by

Rai Saratchandra Das, Bahadur, from Lhasa, ' and a description

of the figures was given by the late Lama ^es-rab MGya Mtsho,

the Abbot of Ghoom Monastery, near Darjeeling, who was

formerly physician to the late Tashi Lama, which were explained

in a paper read by Dr. Saradaprasad Banerjee.^

If the elaborate and various instruments shown in the block-

print were ever in general use they appear to have now ceased

to be used."

In the J.R.A.S. April 1907, is mentioned "a Chinese text

corresponding to a part of the Bower manuscript " by Watanbe.

The identified portion of the MSS. consists of the six leaves

which appear in plates XLIX-LIV (Hoemle's ed). The cor-

responding Chinese text is contained in six translations of which

the following three, correspond completely to the MSS.

' Jonnlal df the Buddhist Text SocietJ', fol. II, Pt. Ill, Calcutta 1894,

V. III.

» Itid, pp. It. X.
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1. Mohamayuri vidya-rajui—translated by rtsing 705 A.D.

2. „ „ „ Amoghavajra 746

to 771 A.D.

3. „ „ „ Sanghapala 516

A.D.

Again many articles are common to the Hindus and Chinese

materia mediea ; as many aromatics (nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon and

pepper), musk, rhubarb etc. And this is not at all surprising

for we have evidence "that there was constant intercourse'

between these countries even before the Christian era, by means

of travellers and ambassadors; and that Buddhist priests in

visiting China, took with them as presents classical Indian

books. It is also worthy of note, in connexion with the chapter

on this subject in Susruta, that in A.D. 648, the Emperor of

China having sent an ambassador to India, this officer met with

a doctor, who told him that he was 200 years old, and that he

possessed the recipe of immortality, upon hearing which, a

second embassy was despatched in search of the philosophical

stone" (Royle).

Even the modern medical science of Europe has been directly

influenced by the Hindu S3'stem of medicine. In the materia

mediea used by the doctors in Europe now, we find the following

curative agents—the produce of India. I quote here the list as

]n-epared by Thakore Shaheb^ :

—

"Aconitum heterophyllum . . . Ativisha.

Allium cepa ... ... Polandu.

Acacia catechu ... ... Khadira. *

' See Asiatic Jonmal, July 1836.

' History of Aryan Medical Science, P. 128.
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'Valeriana Hardwicki ... Tagara.

Wrightia Antidyseuteriea . . . Indrayava."

To this list may be added the following] drugs from the

Indian and Colonial Addendum to the British Pharmacopoea,

1898 :—

Acacia Arabica

Aealypha ludica ...

Andrographis Paniculata

Aristolochia Indiea

Arachia Hypogaea

Citrus Aurantium

Azadirachta Indiea

Aegle Marmelos ...

Piperbetel

Butsea Gummi.

Csesalpina Sappan. .

.

Calotropis Procera and

C. Gigantise

Gossypium Herbaceum

Cambogia Indiea.

Cissampelos Pariera

Coscinum Fenestratum

Gynoeardia Odorata

Hygrophila Spinosa

Anogeissus Latifolia

Embelia Ribes and E. Robusta.

Plantago Ovata

IpomEea Hederacea

Ipomtea Turpethum ,

Vavvula.

Muktabarsi.

Kirata.

Arkamula.

fiueanaka.

Nagarariga.

Nimba.

Vilva.

Tambula.

Patanga or Bakam.

Arka. .

Karpasa.

Ambashthai.

Daru-haridra or darvi.

Chalmngra.

Kokilak^a.

Vidanga.

Ispaghula.

Kaladana.

Trivit,
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Mylabris Phalerta.

Terminalia Chebula , .

.

Haritaki.

Sesamum Indicum ... Tila.

Picrorhiza Kurroa ... ... Katuka.

Urginea Indiea ... ... Vanapalandu.

As regards the medicines used by the Hindus, Neuberger

" The Pharmaeopia, corresponding with the fruitful nature

of the land was a rich one and stamps Indian medicine with a

character entirely its own, whilst nothing speaks more eloquently

for its originality than the fact that of all the many medicinal

plants no single one was European."

Elphinstone wonders at the knowledge of simples in which the

Hindus early gave lessons to Europe and " more recently tauo-ht

us the benefit of smoking Datura in asthma and the use of

cowiteh against worms," and " the prescribing of Nux Vomica

in paralysis and dyspepsia, and the revival of the use of Croton

Tiglium" (Royle). In surgery, too, the modern surgeons of

Europe have borrowed the Indian method of Rhinoplastie

operation first made known to European surgeons by a letter

which was printed in the Gentleman's Magazine for October

1794, p. 891. In fact Dr. Hirschberg of Berlin says that "the

whole plastic surgery in Europe had taken its new flight when

these cunning devices of Indian workmen became known to us.

The transplanting of sensible skin flaps is also an entirelj' Indian

, method." The modern method of making pockets for the

' Neuberger, History of Medicine, vol. I. P. 54.
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testicles under the Colles ' fascia after the operation for scrotal

tumour (elephantiasis) can be traced back to the age of SuSruta'.

Thus we see that it can safely be affirmed that the medical

science of Europe has been, both directly and indirectly,

influenced by the Hindu System of Medicine.

Susruta Sainhita, IV. ii.

THE END.
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I'Tsing' says :

—

" The following are the eight sections of medical science.

The first treats of all kinds of sores ; the second, of acupuncture

for any disease above the neck ; the third, of the diseases of the

body; the fourth, of demoniac disease; the fifth, of the Agada

medicine (i.e. antidote) ; the sixth, of the diseases of children

;

the seventh, of the means of lengthening one's life ; the eighth,

of the methods of invigorating the legs and body. ' Sores '
(1)

are of two kinds, inward and outward. The disease above the

neck (2) is all that is on the head and face ; any disease lower

down from the throat is called a 'bodily' disease (3). The

' Demoniac ' (4) is the attack of evil spirits, and the ' Agada '

(5, but 6 of Ayur-veda) is the medicine for counteracting

poisons. By ' Children ' (6, but 5 of Ayur-veda) is meant from

the embrayo stage until after a boy's sixteenth year;

' lengthening life ' (7) is to maintain the body so as to live long,

while ' invigorating the legs and body ' (8) means to keep the

body and limbs strong and healthy. These eight arts formerly

existed in eight books, but lately a man epitomized them and

made them into one bundle. All physicians in the five parts of

India practise according to this book, and any physician who is

well versed in it never fails to live by the official pay. Therefore

Indians greatly honour physicians and much esteem merchants,

orf they do not injure life, and they give relief to others as well

&B benefit themselves. I made a successful study in medical

• A Record of Buddhist Practices, Ch. XXVII, pp. 127-8,
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science, but as it is not my proper vocation I have finally given

it up."

Dr. Takakusu^ comments on the passage as follows :

—

" The eight sections of Medicine which I-tsing describes are

no doubt the eight divisions of the Ayur-veda. He mentions an

epitomiser of these divisions, who seems to have been a famous

physician and contemporary of I-tsing (or just before I-tsing).

This epitomiser may be Su^ruta, who calls himself a disciple of

Dhanvantari, one of the Nine Gems in the Court of VikramMitya.

Prof. Wilson says in his Works, vol. iii, p. 274 :

—

' The Ayur-veda, which originally consisted of one hundred

sections, of a thousand stanzas each, was adapted to the limited

faculties and life of man, by its distribution into eight subdivi-

sions, the enumeration of which conveys to us an accurate idea

of the subject of the Ars Medendi amongst the Hindus.

The eight divisions are as follows :

—

I. iSalya (I-tsing's (1) cure of sores).

The art of extracting extraneous substances, grass, earth,

bone, &c., accidentally introduced into the human body, and by

analogy, the cure of all phlegmonoid tumours and abscesses.

5alja means a dart or arrow.

II. Sklkkya, (I-tsing's (3) art of acupuncture).

The treatment of external organic affections or diseases of

the eyes, ears, nose, &c. It is derived from <Salak^, "a thin and

sharp instrument," and is borrowed from the generic name of

the slender probes and needles used in operation on the parts

affected.

• A Record of Buddhist Practices, Ch. XXVII, pp. 222-3.
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The above two divisions constitute the surgery of modern

schools.

III. Kaya-^ikits^ (I-tsing's (8) treatment of the diseases of

the body).

The application of the Ars Medendi (Zikits^) to the body in

General (Kaya). It forms what we mean by the science of

medicine.

IV. Bhiita-vidy^ (I-tsing's (4) treatment of demoniac

disease).

The restoration of the faculties from a disorganised state

induced by demoniacal possession. The art vanished before the

diffusion of knowledge, but it formed a very important branch

of medical practice through all the schools, Greek, Arabic, or

European.

V. Kaumara-bhjYtya (I-tsing's (6) treatment of the diseases

of children).

The care of infancy, comprehending not only the manage-

ment of children from their birth, but the treatment of irregular

lactic secretion, and puerperal disorders in mothers and nurses.

VI. Agada (I-tsing's (5) Agada medicine).

The administration of antidotes—a subject which, as far as

it rests upon scientific principles, is blended with our medicine

and surgery.

VII. Eas^yana (I-tsing's (7) application of the means of

lengthening one's life).

Chemistry, or more correctly alchemy as the chief end of

' the chemical combinations it describes, and which are mostly
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metalluigic, is the discovery of the universal medicine—tht

elixir that was to render health permanent, and life perpetual.

VIII. Va^ikaraMa (I-tsing's (8) methods of invigorating the

legs and body).

Promotion of the increase of the human race—an illusory

research, which, as well as the preceding, is not without its

parallel in ancient and modem times.'

Prof. Wilson further remarks :
—'We have, therefore,

included in these branches all the real and fanciful pursuits of

physicians of every time and place. Su«ruta, however, confines

his own work to the classes 5alya and (Salakya or surgery

;

although, by an arrangement not uncommon with our own

writers, he introduces occasionally the treatment of general

diseases and the management of women and children wheil

discussing those topics to which they bear relation.' (See

Wilson's Works, vol. iii, p. 276.)"
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